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MR AND MRS AGRAPART Christian I Michelle 
28 A, Rue du Chateau 
77000 MELUN 
FRANCE 

THE COLORED RADIANCE - A NEW THERAPEUTICAL ARM 

The whole approach of the Chinese tradition has been redefined from hypo thesis that 
appeared us logical and roughly in accordance with most Old texts. These hypothesis
could have been transcribed into a mathematical trigrammatical scheme. 

We found thus six colors that in the texts corresponded to "the fondamental (main) 
energies of the tradition. 

For the Chinese, the cold -, heat -, humidity -, and dryness climates correspond 
to energies that exist not only at the surrounding world level, but also et our 
body level. 
Whatever they may be in excess or insufficient in our body, they create patholo~es. 
These energies can neutralize themselves. Cold neutralizes heat and invertedly 
dryness neutralizes humidity. 
All these notions seem to be far away from the western medicine. Have they a real 
and possible therapeutical application 7 

The use of light rays in medicine seems to answer favorably to this question . Our 
trigrammatical calculations lead us to cons ider that the Red had an ~nti-cold power 
by demanding heat, the Orange an anti-heat power by demanding cold, the Green an 
anti-humidity power by demanding dryness, and the Blue an anti-dryness power by 
demanding humidity. 
Let us take clinical example : a foot with chilblains following a too l ong presence 
in the cold environment. 
Considering that it is the cold penetration that is responsible for the pathology, 
we expose it during a precise time at a red ray. The painful manifesta tions disappear 
in the following 20 minutes. Three days later, the foot starts to peel off and the 
recovery is complete. 
It seems that the red lead to a heat energy that has neutralized the current cold 
excess in organism. 

Other clinical example : the one of a woman who recived the content of astew full 
with boiling water on the arm. 
Considering that it is the heat penetration that is responsible for the pathol ogy, 
we expose the blowed area by orange, what implies the pain relief in the followin~ 
30 minutes. The third day, a small skin desquamation can be seen. All traces of 
burn have disappeared. 
The orange seems to have well neutralized the heat excess by demanidng l ocally a 
cold energy. 

A third clinical example : the one of a man working all day long, feets in water. 
These ones are white, inflated, perspiring excessively with a desagreable flavour. 
Considering that the pathology was due to a penetration of humidity, we expose the 
feet to a green ray. In the twenty followi ng minutes, the feet have recovered 
a normal coloration and the perpirement has stopped . 
The green seems tp have well appealed the dryness energy that has neutrali zed the 
excess of humidity at the organism level. 

These clinical exmaples semm to ~onfirm the existence of the energies of the 
Chinese tradition. Starting from this probability, we have searched pathologies 
that can be defined with these criteria. 
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We have also determined pathologies such as heat that have the particular·ity 
of giving to the patient an impression of heat or burn (These elements are not 
always objectived by the exams) some pains ( articularlinflammatory).increaeed 

by the movement. 

But we can go further in the definition of the pathology,type hea~. Bacterial 
diseases or viral disease can be treated by orange. Abscess get thinner and 
disappear in one night.Zona are relieved and cured in a few hours by the local 
use of the coloured light. 

Samely, pathologies type cold, dryness or humidity can be determined. 

As the diagnosis is correct, the therapeutical results seem us good for the 
following reasons : 

1 - The quickness of the answer to the treatment is often higher than the one of 
the c lassical chimiotherapy. 
2 - The continuance on a long time of the positive obtained results. 
3 - The minimum second effect in 15% of cases. 
4 - The possibilities of substitution or association with the classical chimio
therapy. 
5 - The therapeutical effects in the fields where it is the sole that can act 
efficiently. (-for example some viral diseases such as zona, but also sequelae 
of old traumatisms, such as brain traumatism, etc ... ) 
6 - The material is extremely simple, thus it only needs a lamp, an optical fibre 
and filters. 

An association called C.E.R.E.C., i.e. Center of Study and Research for Chromate
therapy nnd Colour hns been created to transmit to doctors these therapeutical 
principles. 
A questionnaire has been fullfilled by about fourty doctors who have treated by 
this method three tousands hundred twenty four (3124) patients. 
All these doctors recognise that the coloured luminous rays have a positive the
rapeutcal effect. 

Currently the rhumato~ogy is the specialty that react the best to the chromate
therapy (44,8%) followed by the traumatology (34,48%) 
65,5% of the doctors consider that the obtained results are very good and 34% 
find them good . 

The use of colored rays for therapeutical views open a "new" reaearch field on 
the energetic medecines, that are old of several centuries. 

The medecines have always been delayed for the application of the most recent 
scientifical data. Would they be this time in advance ? 
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Estimation 
using the 

Introduction 

of the 
CIELAB 

variability 
system 

in colour appearance 

In a previous work (I) we studied the variability of the appearance of a coloured textile sample when the il
luminant 065 was substituted by the iUuminant A. The set of colours was obtained from the most used color
ants of each hue; because we are concerned in studying the colours that are mO&t employed although they are 
not uniformly distributed in the chromaticity space. 

In the present work, we use the CIELAB system, which is perceptively more uniform than the CIE 1931 
system, to test if the resulll improve working in thisaystern. The intervala of Ar> (dominant wavelength) or 
lightness that we establish to divide the chromaticity apace, are different according to the system used; and 
therefore the set of colours that they enclose will be different too. Likewise, in this study, we employ co
loured samples obtained not only from one colorant, but also from mixtures of colorants; something very 
usual in the industry. 

Finally, on the basis of the results obtained, we attempt an equation relating the variability in the appearance 
of a colour when the illuminant is changed with different parametres. To do this we calculated different multi

factorial regressions for the different set of colo\lfS enclosed in each interval of the chromaticity system (CJE 

1931 or CIELAB). We will discuss the validity of the results in each case. 

Method and results 

From 120 colorants, we obtained textile samples of each unmixed colour, as well as a set of samples by 
subtractive mixing of colours. The primary colours chosen for subtractive mixing were: Red (x=0.48, 

y=0.34), Yellow (x=0.51, y=0.45) and Blue (x• 0.19, y=O.l9). The mixtures were made with two or three 
of these primaries in different ratios. All the samples were measured using a Macbeth 1500/PLUS connected 
to an ffiM PC/XT computer. From the data, the constancy of the colour index (Icc) was calculated as being 

the addition of the differences between tristimulus values for the illuminants D65 and A. 

Mean values of Land Icc for the samples enclosed in each hue interval of the C/ ELAB system 

Interval of Ho---------"'--------~Kk 

o• -900 
90°- 180° 

1800. 270° 
2700. 360° 

56.1 
54.1 
43.0 
33.5 
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34.8 
14.1 
20.6 
14.7 



To present the results, the CIELAB space has been divided in four equal intervals of hue, from 00 
to 36QO. Table I shows the mean values of Land Icc for each of these intervals. Only unmixed co
lours are con5idered in this Table. 

Table 11 shows the results for the milltures of colour. In this case· the colour space has been divid
ed into three intervals of A. 0 (dominant wavelength) because in this way we can compare with the 
three primary colours chosen. Each value of lee in Table II is the mean over all the samples enclosed 
in the interval. 

Ia.b.lUI 
The Icc average for the mixtures of colour enclosed in each interval of dominant wavelength 

Interval of Ao----------~ 

400-500 
500-580 
580-675 

28.9 
7.0 

29.8 

On the other hand, as the lightness is a factor which also has an influence on the constancy of co
lour index, we calculated linear equations relating lee with A.0 and L These equations were calcu
lated for both, ClE 1931 and ClELAB systems; since the number of samples enclosed in each inter
val is different, as mentioned in the introduction. In Tables lll and IV, one sees the results of these 
calculations. 

Equations of multifactorial regression Icc = f ( A.0 .L)for tEfferent intervals of dominant wavelength 

CIE 1931 System 

~-------~E~Q~u~at~iownLo~fure~er~e~ssuio~n~---~C~oe~ffi~c~je~n~J~o~f~co~qe~l~aJ~jo~n 

400-490 
49()- 530 
530-570 
570-675 

Icc = 10.81 - 0.04A.0 + 0.25 L 0.87 
Icc = 151.0 - 0.33A.0 + 0.63 L 0.87 
Icc = 2.24 - 4.0·10-3 A.0 + 0.3 L 0.80 
lee= 35.38- 2.3·10-3 A.0 + 3.8 L 0.75 

Table IY 

Equations of multifactorial regression Icc = f (H 0 , L) for the different intervals o/ Ho. 
Cielab System 

~D------~EQ~uwa~t~iown~o~f~re~e~re~s~s~ioAnL----~C~oe~ffi~c~jedn~t~o~f~co~rr~e~l~atwio~n 

o• -900 

900- 1800 
180°- 270° 
270° - 36()0 

Icc = 5.85 - 0.04 H0 + 0.54 L 

Icc = - 19.48- 2.5· J0-3 H0 + 0.63 L 
Icc=- 106.0 + 0.24 H0 + 1.76 L 
Icc= 18.87-0.087 H0 + 0.66 L 
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Discussion 

According to Table I, the colours enclosed in the interval 00 - 900, that is, the colours red and yel

low, present the greatest variation of colour when the illuminant changes. Moreover, they usually 

have a high lightness, and this factor conduces to a high Icc. Therefore, in this respect, the results in 
he CIELAB system are in agreement with those obtained in the CIE 1931 . In another respect, we 
1ave observed that the highest Icc is obtained for colours with a high value and chroma; and the Icc 
lecreases as does the chroma and the value. 

The colours obtained by mixing present an index, Icc, lower than that of unmixed colours. The 

Jlue primary utilized has an Icc of about 38, while the blue colours obtained by mixing have an Icc 

average of 28.9 (as seen in Table II). The Icc for the yellow primary colour is 33, and 7 for yellow 

mixed colours. And the inde_x for the primary colour red changes from 40 to 29.8 (the mean value of 

all the red colours obtained by mixing). That means that the variation in the appearance of colour is 

smaller for mixtures than for primary colours. This fact could be explained by considering that the 

chroma and the value are lower in mixtures than in unmixed primary colours and so produce a 

decrement in the Icc. 

Tables Ill and IV show a good correlation between the Icc and the parametres hue and value. tn 

general, the results are very similar for the ClE 1931 and ClELAB systems, as is to be expected 

working with the same data. Notwithstanding, the correlation is better using the ClELAB system, 

since the correlation coeffiCient is higher than 0. 9 in almost all the intervals. 
Here we must recall that these equations are deduced from data obtained from textile· samples and 

with certain colorants. Therefore, its application has a practical character and it is limited to a particu

lar case. Nevertheless, we have tested, with satisfactory results, the validity of these equations for 

W.lll obtained from colorants different to those employed in this work; this verifies the fact that the 

equations are useful at least for textile samples. 
Finally, we must point out that it is easy to obtain the value of Icc from the equations in Table IV, 

since there are tables which provide the value of Hd with adequate precision (Plaza 7), and the light

ness of a sample can be obtained approximately with a photometre. Obviously, this value of Icc will 

be approximate but, in many cases, it might be sufficient and it avoids the use of expensive appara

tus. This method has been verified with good results. 
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PHYSIOLICAL EFFECTS OF COLOR ON NORMAL HUMANS. 
George C. Brainard, Ph.D. and Magenta Yglesias, A.S.I.D., 
Department of Neurology, Jefferson Medical College, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107. 

Color has become increasingly important as a design element in the 
human environment. Earlier in this century, color choice was 
primarily based on preference, habit or cultural bias. However, 
during the past twenty years, it has become apparent that color can 
be used as a powerful contributor to man's well-being (1, 2). 

It has been well established that specific wavelengths of light 
entering the eyes can regulate biological rhythms (3 ), metabolism 
(4) , and hormones (5) in both animals and humans (6, 7). These 
biological effects are modulated by a neural pathway which 
originates in the retina. However, unlike the visual system, this 
pathway projects from the retina into the suprachiasmatic nucleus 
(SCN) of the hypothalamus. This part of the brain (the SCN) in turn 
projects to a variety of nonvisual control centers in the brain and 
appears to be responsible for controlling many of the biological 
effects of different wavelengths of light. 

There is a diverse literature on the physics and measurement of 
color. Some of this literature is very suggestive that color has an 
effect on mood, behavior and emotion in humans. A study on the 
physiological effects of color is currently in progress at Thomas 
Jefferson University. This Univeristy is an independent academic
medical center dedicated to educating health care professionals and 
conducting biomedical research. The project is being conducted 
within a fully equipped sleep laboratory by members of the 
departments of Neurology and Psychiatry. 

_The primary aim of this research is to measure changes in heart rate, 
respiration, blood pressure, blood oxygen, electrical skin potentials, 
muscle tension and body temperature relative to specifically defined 
color stimuli. These physiological parameters are measured 
objectively with surface electrodes and transducers attatched to 
physiographic recording equipment and data storage computers. 

The color stimuli are produced by a monochromatic light system 
composed of a xenon arc lamp with a grating monochromator and 
collimated optic system. The color stimuli are measured by a 
scanning spectrophotometer for spectral distribution curves . In 
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addition, radiometric, photometric, and chromaticity measures are 
taken of the stimuli immediately be(ore and after each test session. 

More than one set of subjects will be studied with this methodology. 
Selection criteria will be rigorous for each subject group studied. 
Specifically, all subjects will be in good physical and mental health, 
have normal color vision, normal visual acuity, and be free of drugs 
or prescribed medication. Subjects will be grouped according to 
variables such as sex, age, educational and cultural background, and 
psychological profiles. It is anticipated that the strict selection and 
subgrouping of subjects will result in data that is more reliable and 
usable by the design community for the optimum provision of color 
in human environments. Additionally, this study may yield further -
information on how the nervous sytem processes environmental 
stimuli. 

1. Yglesias, M. Color is life. Designers' Portfolio 1:10-11, 1987. 

2. Kaiser, P. K. Physiological response to color: A · critical review. 
Color Res. & Appl. 9: 29-36, 1984. 

3 . Aschoff, J. (ed): Handbook of Behavioral Neurobiology, Vol. 4, 
Biological Rhythms. New York: Plenum Press, pp 1- 563, 1981. 

4. Hollwich, F. The Influence of Ocular Light Perception on 
Metabolism in Man and in Animal. New York:Springer-Verlag, 
pp 1-129, 1975 . 

5. Brainard, G.C., P.L. Podolin, M.D. Rollag, B.E. Northrup, C. Cole 
and F.M. Barker. The influence of light irradiance and 
wavelength on pineal physiology of mammals. Pineal-Retinal 
Relationships (D.C. Klein and P. O'Brien, eds) Academic Press, 
New York pp 253-277, 1985. 

6. Brainard, G.C., A.J. Lewy, M. Menaker, R.H. Fredrickson, L.S. Miller, 
R.G. Weleber, V.Cassone, and D. Hudson. Effect of light 
wavelength on the suppression of nocturnal plasma melatonin in 
normal volunteers. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 453: 376-378, 1985. 

7. Brainard, G.C., A.J. Lewy, M. Menaker, R.H. Fredrickson, L.S . Miller, 
R.G. Weleber, V. Cassone and D. Hudson. Dose-response 
relatibnship between light irradiance and the suppression of plasma 
melatonin in human volunteers, Brain Res. 454: 212-218, 1988. 
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CAPILI.A P, '· ILLU£CA C. ' · MARTINEZ-CORRAL M, 

Dpto . Interuniveraitario de Qptica. Secci6n Alicante. Apdo. 99. Alicante 03080 . 

ESPANA. 

REALISATION D'ECHANTILLONAGES CHROMATIQUES A !.'AIDE DE LA MODULATION THETA. 

INTRODUCTION 

La vision des couleurs etant caracterisee par une grande quanti te de parametres •. 

elle ne peut pas ~tre etudiee i l'aide d'un seul test . Selon le parametre que l'on 

desire evaluer il est necesaaire d ' utiliser des techniques experimentales adaptees : 

anomaloscopes ' · colorimetres ' · teat pseudo- isochromatiquea, .. . ( 1). 

Une technique permettant de manipuler, . d'une fa~on simple, _ le plus grand nombre de 

parametres photometriquea et chromatiques aiderait l resoudre ce probleme Parmi lea 

differentes possibilites •. nous avous etudie l 'application de la 1110dulation theta et 

des systemes achromatiqu~s pour la realisation d ' un echantillonage chromatique. 

METHODE EXP!RIMENTAU: 

La techn i que de modulation t heta est bien connue depuis quelque temps (2). Il s'aait 

d ' introduire des reseaux aux orientations diverses dans lea differentea parties de 

l 'objet , La figure de diffraction de Fraunhofer correspondante i chacun des rea8Ut 

apparatt dans la direction perpendiculaire i celle du reaeau. Cette redistribution 

spatiale permet de manipuler chaque partie de l'objet de fa~on ind~pendente . Lea 

ordres de diffraction peuvent ~tre consideres des sources ponctuelles de lumiere 

dont le poids depend de la transnlit t ance du rheau . 1.' introduction de filtres 

colores sur les differents ordres conduit i une image dont les coordonnees chroma

tiques peuvent @tre calculees. 

Dans les dispou t1fs clasaiques, 1 'usage de sources polychromatiques conduit l un 

brouillage des figures de diffraction dQ a la dependence de la diffraction avec la 

longueur d' onde. I.' utilisation de systemes achromatiques evi te cet inconvenient. 

Nous avoua utilise un de cea systemes (3) conatitu6 par una combinaiaon de lentillea 

de phase de Fresnel (4) et d'objectifa achromatiquea. 
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Le test A employer eat obtenu •. spree fil traee •. l partir de 1' objet montr6 dana la 

fi&ure 1. La luminance et lea coordonheea de chacune des pl&&e• aont d6termin6ea par 

le filtrage r6alia6. Avec des r6aeaux de phase de fr6quence 6lev6e le filtr&&e peut 

@tre realise aisement et la presence des trai ta danll 1' imaee ne perturbe pas la 

vision du test. 

L' image d 'un reseau de transmittance t, 6clair6 par une source de distribution 

spectrale E ~ ' · et trai te avec lea fil tree j=l, _2 ,_3 de trsnsmi ttance t j '· a lea sui van

tea coordonnees chromatiques: 

r xijc j 
j 

(izX,,Y, _Z); 

Y = ! Yj = !PjtjEji2j 
j j 

Oil pj = r pk et pk est le poida des different• or,.drea da diffraction til tr6a par J. 
k 

La condition tjEjx2j = cte assure la m@me luminance pour toua lea echantillona. 

R£SULTATS 

Nous presentous deux exemplea d'application inmediate qui montrent quelques poaaibi-

lites du aysteme decrit. 

La figure 2 montre un ensemble de droites qui convereent au centre de confusion des 

protanope&. Ces droi tea ·ont ete obtenues avec le ayateme decri t auparavant. En con-

sequence il est possible d'obtenir dans champ bipartite un teat de confusion pour ce 

type de dichromates. Egalement ou pourrait obtenir un teat du m&me type pour lea tri 

tanopes. 

Fieure 1. Objet theta-module. Lea deux reseaux ont la ml.e transmittance. 

L' autre exemple eat montre dana la fieure 3. Lea pointe repr6aenUa ae ai tuent 

autour de la courbe d'e&ale puret6 d'excitation p
8 

• O,,io!5avec una toUrance de 0,04. 

La valeur de la tolerance determine le nombre de points obtenua. Ce type d'6chanti-
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llonaa:e peut 8tre utU1B6 pour .1 '6valuat1on dea aeuils de tone pour des d1ff6renta 

niveaux de puret6. 

La combinaison de filtrea pour obt6nir un 6chant111on d6termin6 est calcu1ee,_ l 

1'avance,_ l 1'ordinateur. Pour ce1a 1e software necessaire a 6t6 d6ve1opp6. 

Figure 2. Figure 3. 

(1) P. Capilla, J.C. Soriano,_ M. Aauilar. Opt. Pur y Apl. accept6 le 12-7-88. 

(2) J.D. Armitqe,. A.W. Lohmann. Appl. Optics,_~· - 399,_ (1965). 

(3) R. Ferr!are, . c. Illueca,_ J.P. Goedgebuer. J. Optics (Psrla),_ l7, _ n•3,_153,_(1986) 

(4) R. FerrUre,_ P. Andr6a,_ C. Illueca. J. Optics (Paris), _ _!2,_ nR4,_ 213, (1984). 
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Durban, 4001 
South Africa 

THE OBSERVED APPEARANCE OF SURFACE COLOURS 
UNDER A RANGE OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT SOURCES 

INTRODUCTION 

The term Colour Appearance Analysis is used in the context of Illumination to 
describe the study of the colour of illuminated objects and the extent to which their 
colour appearance changes when the source of illumination is changed . It ia thus 
intended to be used to provide a fundamental measure of the colour rendering 
properties of different lampe. Other applications for Colour Appearance Analysis 
are the assessment of Colour Reproduction Syetama, IllUMination for Colour 
Reproduction,- and Chromatic Adaptation (Pointer 1983). 

With regard to the colour rendering capabilities of light aourcea, it can be argued 
that the CIE Colour Rendering Index is a somewhat artificial measure, and that what 
is really required is an overall "average" aaeessment of the appearance of a number 
of test colour samples under the teat lamp as compared with the appearance of those 
same samples in some defined, and realisable, reference eituation. To a large 
extent, what the lighting engineer is interested in ia the effect of different light 
sources on colour constancy. In other words, how constant ia the· colour appeerance 
of the teat samples under one light eource, compared with their appearance under 
another? Deviations from colour constancy can be aaaeaaed uaing colour appearance 
analysis. 

The purpose of this paper is thus to describe some recent colour-scaling experiments 
carried out at the· University of Natal with these objective• in view, and to diacuaa 
the significance of the results achieved to date . 

THE EXPERIMENT 

Magnitude estimation techniques were used to provide subjective assessments of the 
appearance of a range of teat colours, in terms of hue, colourfulneas and lightness, 
in specified viewing conditions (source colour, illuminance level, size of test 
colour, surround conditions, etc . ) . The Appendix contains the set of instructions 
issued to observers for their guidance i n scaling the hue, colourfulness and 
lightness of the teat colour samples. It will be noted that a reference blue sample 
was provided to aa&iat each observer with the estimation of colourfulneas . 

Three seta of test colours were employed. Set No . 1 contains 28 samples in a variety 
of hues, at different degrees of colourfulneaa, but all at approximately the aame 
level of lightness . Set No.2 contains a further 28 samples varying in lightness as 
well as in hue and colourfulness . Set No.3 contains the 14 CIE teat colours as uaed 
in the present method of specifying the colour rendering index (CIE 19.74). 

In the colour scaling work being carried out at the University of Natal, all three 
seta of teat colours have loeen scaled by all the observers ( 5 to date) under a ranqe 
of 13 different light sources (Table 1). 

It is clear, therefore, that a large volume of colour 
accumulated ; and the statistical analysis of this data ia 
the present purposes, however, this paper will be confined 
aample set No.3 by one of the observers only. 
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RESULTS 

One of the teat aourcea used in the colour scaling experiment was a "Daylight" type 
fluorescent lamp with a nominal correlated colour temperature of 6500K and a nominal 
colour rendering index Ra of 75. For convenience, this was chosen as the reference 
source. The differences in the estimated values of Hue, Colourfulneas, and 
Lightness have been calculated to repreaent the change in colour appearance of each 
teat colour sample when the illuminating source is changed from the reference lamp to 
the teat lamp. These can be represented by the following equations: 

Hue change: 

Colourfulnesa change: 

Lightness Change : 

6Hue • Hue)t - Hue)r 

6Col • Col)t - Col)r 

6Lit • Lit)t - Lit)r 

where aymbola)t and )r refer to the observations under the teat and reference sources 
reapecti vely. 

Averages of the absolute values of these three quantities for the 14 samples in set 
No.3 are included in Columna ( 6) , ( 7) and ( 8) 9f Table 1 to a how the ex tent to which 
these parameter• were · influenced by the different light sources used in the 
experiment. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It would be premature to attempt to attach too much significance to the data 
presented in Table 1, partly because these results have been derived for only 14 test 
colours, and a~ao because they represent the findings of only one observer . There 
ia, however, some evidence of a correlation of increases in AHue with decreasing 
values of R for the light eource. The distributions of 6Col and ALit, however, 
appear to bg of a more random nature. Changes in illuminance level have not been 
properly investigated at this . stage, and it ia not clear whether illuminance had any 
influence on the present set of data. It is intended that further data, with more 
detailed statistical analyaea, will be provided in the presentation of this paper. 
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APPENDIX 

Hue Scaling: Any colour can be defined in terms of two of the psychological 
primaries : red, yellow, green and blue. These four colours can be represented aa 
pointe on a hue circle. Hues lying at opposite ends of a diameter of the circle 
cannot be, experienced aimultaneoualy. rou are asked to name the dominant hue 
preeent ~ 'and estimate ita amount aa a percentage, and tlaen estimate the amount of 
aecondary hue present; e.g. an orange may be 60\ yellow and 40\ red. This would be 
recorded a• 60r 40R. There are ·thus 400 subdivisions in the hue circle. 
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Colourfulness Scaling: You are asked to consider the blue teat colour labelled 
'colourfulness scaling' and decide on a number which you feel, in the knowledge of 
your everyday experience of colours, fairly represents ita colourfulneee. A neutral 
teat colour would have no colourfulnees and will be represented by zero on your 
scale . You are .asked to scale all subsequent teet colours using a similar scale . 
This will be an open ended scale since no top limit ie eet. The blue teet colour 
can be present all the time that you are scaling and you are asked to give it the 
same number of your ecale for all experimental conditione; i . e . every time' that you 
scale colourfulness. Some colours will be more colourful than this teet colour and 
others lese colourful. 

Lightness Scaling: Any colour has a lightness within the range of black (0) and 
white (100) . You are asked to aeeiqn a number between 0 and 100 to the sample, that 
you feel represent• ite lightness, e .g . a mid-grey would be SO . 

TABLE 1 : OBSERVED CHANGES OF HUE, COLOURFULNESS & LIGHTNESS OF 14 COLOURED SAMPLES 
UNDER DIFFERENT LIGHT SOURCES 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

NOMINAL COLOUR 
TEST TEST SOURCE PROPERTIES ILLUM- AVE AVE AVE 

NO. DESCRIPTION I NANCE lt\HUEI lt\coLI It\ LIT I 
(LUX) 

R T a c 

Fluorescent Lamps: 
1. Daylight (Ref . Repeat) 75 6500 100 7.1 5.4 9.3 
4. Warm White 52 2900 500 12 . 5 2.5 4.3 
5 . Warm White (Repeat) 52 2900 1000 16.1 2.5 1.8 

10. White (Med. Eff.) 75 4000 500 10.4 3.2 2.9 
2 . White (High Eff.) 66 4100 900 1 . 9 5.4 11.4 
3 . White (Hi Eff. Rpt) 66 4100 450 9.3 3.6 4 . 6 
6. CW Triphoephor 85 4100 100 8.6 1.8 5.0 
1 . CW Triphoaphor (Rpt 1) 85 4100 500 10.0 2.1 2.1 

13. CW Triphosphor (Rpt 2) 85 4100 1000 10.7 5.0 2.9 
Incandescent Lame : 

11. GLS 100 2800 600 8.9 3.2 3 . 6 
Gas-Dischar2e Lamps: 

9. Coated Metal-Halide 68 4000 500 12.1 3 . 9 3 . 2 
14. Tubular Metal Halide 68 4000 500 5 . 0 1.8 3.6 
15. Mercury (Type 1) 45 4000 400 11 .4 4.6 3.2 
17. Mercury (Type 2) 45 4000 450 11 .4 2.9 4.6 
12 . Mercury Deluxe 52 3800 500 14 . 6 3 . 6 2.9 
8. H.P . Sodium (Type 1) 25 2000 650 21.4 5.3 5.0 

16. H. P. Sodium (Type 2) 25 2000 750 13.4 4 . 6 3.2 
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A TELEVISION ILLUMINANT CONSISTENCY FIELD TRIAL EMPLOYING 
SUMMER DAYLIGHT AS THE REFERENCE SOURCE 

INTRODUCTION . 

The CIE Technical Committee 1-11 on Illumination for Colour Reproduction has 
recommended the adoption of a Consistency Index (Taylor 1988) that is intended to be 
used to classify the colour properties of electric lamps for television lighting. 

To 'the authors' knowledge, there have, to date, been three field trials of television 
illuminant consistency, one in South Africa (Chalmers & Holme's 1981) and two in the 
United Kingdom (Taylor & White 1987) in all three of which the reference illuminent 
(used in the assessment of colour consistency) was the incandescent tungsten-halogen 
lamp, chosen on account of ita widespread use in television studio lighting. 

The other light source widely regarded as a working standard among television 
engineers is natural daylight; and it is, of course, widely used in the context of 
outside broadcasts. There is thus en interest in ascertaining the consistency of 
various light sources relative to natural daylight (as opposed to filtered sources or 
gas discharge lamps which may be capable of simulating daylight chromaticitiea but 
not their spectral distributions). The present experiment has therefore been 
designed as an attempt to provide this knowledge. 

THE EXPERIMENT 

It was decided to investigate the television colour consistency of eight different 
types of electric lamps using natural summer daylight as the reference illur.oinant. 
The spectrum of daylight at Durban has been measured in an earlier experiment (Kok 
and Chalmers 1978) and it is thus known that, at the time that the consistency 
experiment was performed (near mid-day on a clear day in late spring), there would 
have been en air mass close to unity, giving a known global 'Spectral power 
distribution with a colour temperature of approximately 5800 K. 

A test scene was constructed using furnishings and backgrounds of medium tones and 
low sa tur ation, but including some splashes of highly saturated colour in the form of 
fl~ers as the centre piece on a table. Two human subjects were•included in the 
scone, seated one on either aide of the table. The one was a fair-haired female 
wearing a uniformly-coloured pink dress, and the other a dark-complexioned male 
wearing bl ue trousers end a multicoloured shirt. 

Video r ecordings of the test scene were first made under daylight and then after 
dark, wi t hout repositioning, under each of the other test sources in turn . A single 
camera was used throughout and its colour balance was realigned so as to yield a 
neutral grey s cale with each test source . An evaluation tape was subsequently 
produced , in which the test pictures (taken under each of the test illuminants) are 

presented alongside the reference picture (taken under daylight) using a vertical 
s plit-screen effect. One of the scenes fncludes a "teat" picture taken under 
daylight, as a measure of the consistency of the observers , who are asked to rate the 
test pictures in terms of colour consistency as judged against the reference picture. 
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The ten test scenes were edited into two random sequences which are preeented aa a 
aeries of twenty (supposedly different) teat scenes for evaluation purpoaea. 

This test tape of twenty scenes has, to date, been evaluated by 
representing a random aample of the television-viewing population. 
invited primarily to express an opinion on the programme content of 
television aeries, after which they were also asked to take part in 
consistency evaluation . 

55 observers, 
They hed b-n 

a proposed new 
the televhion 

·Each observer was expected to rate, on a scale from 1 to 5, the extent of the 
differen·ce perceived in the colour of each teat picture aa against the reference 
picture (1 • no difference ; .... 5 • extremely different) and a statiatical analyaia 
of their responses has b-n carried out. 

RESULTS 

The arithmetic mean of the numerical responses of the 55 observers waa calculated for 
each test scene. This number has been multiplied by 100 to yield the ratinq for 
that · scene (Rating 1 and Rating 2 in Table 1). The ratings obtained by each test 
source in the first and second cycles of teat acenes were averaged to yield the 
Averaqe Rating, also given in Table 1. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(i) There is a remarkable degree of consiatency in the let, 2nd and Average data 
seta, both in ·tenns of the nwnerical ratings, and in the rank order within 
each set. 

(ii) The order of preatntation of the test scenes does not appear to have hed a 
noticeable effect· on the ratings, except perhaps in the case of the Metal 
Halide (type 2) source which appears to have an unexpectedly low value for 
Rating 2 (scene 19) when it waa presented between the two High Preaaunl· Sodium 
scenes (18 and 20). 

(iii) The observers evidently found Tungsten-Halogen and 3-band Fluorescent 
to give "more consistent" television colours than Daylight itself. 
simple explanation for this effect would appear to be some form of 
inconsistency . 
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TABLE 1 TELEVISION CONSISTENCY OF VARIOUS LIGHT SOURCES, WITH REFERENCE TO DAYLIGHT 
(LOWER RATING • HIGHER CONSISTENCY) 

1ST SCENE CYCLE 2ND SCENE CYCLE OVERALL 
TEST SOURCE 

DESCRIPTION SCENE RATING RANK SCENE RATING RANK AVE RANK 
NO. 1 ORDER NO. 2 ORDER RATING ORDE~ 

Tungsten-Haloqen 5 211 1 14 189 1 200 1 

luorescent (3-band) 10 224 2 15 213 2 21"9 2 

Daylight 1 225 3 16 238 4 232 3 

"'etal Halide (Type 1) 7 234 4 11 238 4 236 4 

"'etal Halide (Type 2) B 247 5 19 233 3 240 5 

Fluorescent (Halophos.) 9 248 6 12 262 6 255 6 

"'eta1 Halide (Type 3) 4 249 7 17 291 1 " 270 7 

Mercury Vapour (Col . Cor . ) 2 300 8 13 331 8 316 8 

High Pressure Sodium; 
(a) Operational Line-up 6 372 9 18 416 10 394 9 

(b) Technical Line-up 3 375 10 20 415 9 395 10 
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THE INFLUENCE OF SPECKLE CHROMATICITY ON FLICKER SENSITIUITY 

INTRODUCTION 

When a dlffusser test Is tllumlneted with coherent redletlon Its espect Is degreded by the presence of 
the speckle, thet eppeers Independently from the wevelength used just es long hes the redletlon Is 
coherent. As we know the numerous edvanteges thet come from the use of coherent illumlnetlon , It Is ~ 
importent to know how the speckle of thet light effects the Tempore! Moduletion Trensfer Function 
( TMTF) of the visual slstem. 

Our purpose In this experiment Is to study about the Influence thet the TMTF of the humen vlsuel 
system hes on the speckle size end its variation with the chromaticity of the stimulus. 

METHOD 

The experimental device end the method used for meesurlng flicker sensitivity cen be found In 
previous studies1.l . The light source w~ ore Spectre Physics 25 mw He-Ne Ieser thet provide use red 
redletlon of 632.8 nm end At = 4.3x I o- nm bendwldth or e Spectre[hysics 2 w Argon Ieser of which 
we chose the corresponding lines in green 514.5 nm (At a 5.3xlo- nm) or In blue 488.0 nm (At a 

4.3x I o-3 nm). Light from the source goes through optlcel system with two chennels , s1 end~· which 
illuminates the same test by meens of a beem splitter. Flicker stimuletion is achieved by means of e 
modulator Interrupted the beem S1, mede with a black metelllc disc with four openings regulery 
seperated of 45° each, th!)t wes driven by ·a motor whose rotation speed is controlled by a monopheslc 
changer. The modulator produced a stimulus wt~o~e form that was practlcelly square. 

Subjects were two men \reined, graduates, emetropics but with corrected vision. Both were 
"color-normal" es determined by Ishihara test plates (Ishihara , 1972). Heed position wes held 
stecionary by meens of e head and chin rest. Meesurements are carried out with ertificial pupil of 3.0, 
1. 1 and 0.5 mm dlemeter. The velues of the speckle slzesobtelned appeer In Table I. 

I..®.lL! : Y11n8tion in retin81 speckle stZI!I s (pm) as" function of Wt!Vetengtll ,<(nm) Bnd tile 
dt8meter of tile Brtifict81 pupil d( mm). 

}.(nm) 

d(mm) 188.0 511.5 632.8 

0.5 19. 1 20. 1 24.8 
1.1 9.0 9.5 II. 7 
3.0 3.3 3.5 4.3 

The retinal illumination used was 103 td. All observation were foveal and left monocular. 
In each experimental session we determine the sensitivity curve to flicker for one given colour end 

artificial pupil size obtaining at about II different points of the curve. 
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E.lgllr.L.l.; Fllcl<er sensitivity as e function of frequency. Artlflclel pupil of (o) 3.0 mm ; (x) 1.1 mm 
and ( •) 0.5 mm diameter. 103 trolands. Observer J.P. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results for observer J .P with tests of 1°, monocular end foveel vision, retinal Illumination of 
I 03 td, three different chromottcities ond pupil size of 3.0, 1.1 ond 0.5 mm diameter ore ploted in 
Ftl~urel . 

In general, the analysts of the oiven doto reveals that for all two subjects: 
In the low frequency reotons end with blue ond ~een rediottons the flicker sensitivity decre·ase as 

the speckle size lncreese. The some behaviour Is obtained for red redlotlon with the two smaller speckle 
sizes. 

The hioher differences between the curvas correspondlno to the extreme speckle sizes ere achieved 
for blue redlotton. 

In the hloh frequency reoton lind for the three redlottons the frequencies correspondtno to the 
different modulations increese as the speckle size decreases. 

The explanation for this reduction in sensitivity Is, ot low frequencies, In the presence end size of e 
speckle which affects the lateral neural Inhibition. In eccordllnce with Ke11y3•4 when a low frequency 
fllckerino input spreads out throuoh the loterol inhibition networks, es these heve their TMTF with 
cut-off frequencies of o lower ranoe to those on the cones the sensitivity of the system Is reduced below 
that correspondtno to the Individual cones; however, o hloh frequencies, Kelly sevs. that the cones ~re the 
ones that 11m It the respOnse, by rmt the leterel network cannot follow the Inputs. 
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GENERAL PURPOSE NON-COMBINATORIAL SOFTWARE FOR COLOR REPRODUCTION 

1. Introduction 

Computer color matchina generally relies on the solution 
of simultaneous equations to achieve the goal of calculating colorant 
formulations . This approach leads to the development of combinatorial 
algorithms in which all possible combinations of colorants are 
calculated and selected afterwards . Different interestina ideas to 
formulation systems have been previously discussed [1-3]; they allow 
to find directly, both the colorants to be used and their concentra
tions. The purpose of this work is to describe the implementation of 
these non-combinatorial algorithms into a standard color software 
package, Linear-Programming Color Software ( LPC~ h · and the results 
obtained . 

2 . Software characteristics 

The program has been designed in order to allow the user 
to select the specific industry application : textiles, printing inks, 
paints, plastics and ceramics, applying one- or two-constant Kubelka
Hunk theory with suitable empirical corrections. 

Linear-Programming is used to optimize colorant mixtures 
subjected to preset color-difference tolerances . The same LP 
algorithm can be used either for color matching or color correction. 

Hain features of the proposed software package are : 

a) The tolerance in CIELAB system for either ~L.Aa ,bb or 6E for all 
illuminants of interest can be established. No exact matching is 
required a priori under any illuminant . 

b ) There is no 
recipe . If 
illuminants, 
Mixed-Integer 

restriction in the number of colorants used in each 
it would be necessary to restrict the number of 
it could be accomplished through the application of 
Programming techniques. 

c ) The allowance of special user requirements, e . g . infrared spectral 
reflectance curve matching needed for camouflage coatings . 

d) The possibility of inclusion of non-standard constraints derived 
from color matching under two different standard observers, or 
including/excluding specular component. simultaneously. 

e) The option of calculating a recipe for goniochromatic materials 
(e . g. :metallized car paints) in such a way so as to match two sets 
of tristimulus values, obtained from measurements under two 
different viewina angles . 
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f) The inclusion of fixed limits on the maximum load for each dye of 
the whole inventory. Chemical incompatibilities between dyes can 
also be taken into account. 

Numerical tests were made in order to evaluate the 
behavior of the described software package . Performance criteria are: 

a) closeness between the predicted match and the standard 

b) formulation cost savings 

c) flexibility to find suboptimal recipes according to specific needs 

d) speed of calculation 

3. Comparison between LPCS and combinatorial based software 

Outstanding differences between a typical combinatorial 
color matching software [4) ( CCHS ) and LPCS are summarized : 

a) CCHS 
LPCS 

b) CCHS 

LPCS 

o) CCHS 
LPCS 

d) CCHS 

LPCS 

e) CCHS 

LPCS 

Up to 15 dyes used for each match. 
Virtually no limit in the number of dyes . 

Metameric tolerance for three light sources can be 
specified. 
There is no distinction between principal and secondary 
illuminants for which metameric tolerances are preset. 

Negative amounts of dyes might appear in the recipe . 
Recipes have a priori non-negative amounts of dyes. 

The possibility to search for recipes including two, three 
or four dyes 
Suboptimal recipes containing any preset number of dye 
combinations can be found. 

Calculates and prints all recipes matching the objective 
within specified tolerances . 
No need to search all possible combinations in order to 
determine the best one . 
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T.KECHLIBAROV, Bulgarian 

EINIGE BEISPI£LE UEBER DEN U£RT O£R PSYCHOCHROMOTH£RAPI£ 

£a warden zuarat gakli~t ainiga thaoratiacha Grundfragan dar 

Paychochromologia ait Analyse auf Modala von Man und rrau. 

Oia ~ichtiga rarban dar Paychochroaotharapia fuar Autiata, 

Mongoloid& und Mental Bahindarta Lauta warden gazaigt worden. 

Uaitarhin warden noch Baia~iala mit rarban ruar Aathmakranka Lauta, 

noch ueber rarban daa Aufanthaltaraman fuar Taubatumman und ruar 

Krankanhaua Baklaidung gaaprochan worden. 

Zu• Schluaa aa wird ain Verauch g.-acht worden, ob •• an die 

Paychochro~tharapia die •odarna rarbmatrik zu nutzan warda. 
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The brightness of BiqnaY.iqhts of different colour depending on 
different surrounding luminances 

Introduction 

The brightness of a signallight of different colour as seen by a 
testperson, appears to be depending as well from th& luminances, 
directly surrounding the signallight as from the luminance of the 
background . The influences of these parameters were investiqatet 
in~ downscaled experiment (l1lO) in the laboratory and in outdoor 
experiments in a normal scala (111). During these experiments the 
background luminance and the surrounding luminance were choosen in 
luminance areas typical for different traffic situations e.g. 
traffic signs in area of railways, shiptransport and 
streettraffic. 

InvastJ.gatJ.on 

The experiments were made in the laboratory and outdoor for 
different signalareas with different backgrounds and different 
surrounding fields . The size of the lightsiqnal was choosen 
typical for a pointsource and area sources. As cri tar ion for the 
raiting of the coloured liqhtsources the brightness of the 
siqnallight and the "impression of colour• was chosen . 

Conclusions 

The luminances surrounding a signallight influences as well .the 
brightness as the impression of the colour for an observer. For 
daytime and nighttime observation the changing of the brightness 
and the colourimpression can be shown from the experiments. 
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A practical study of changes in the appearance of colour when the 
light source is changed 

Introduction 

The constancy in the appearance of colour wncn tile illuminant changes is very important in indus
try. The textil industry is, in particular a familiar example in bibliographies about this subject. For a co
loUted textile sample, the most usual change in illuminant (and so that which has a greater practical im

portance) arises when daylight (illuminant 065) is substituted by light from an incandescent lamp 
(illuminant A). Although this change produces different colours for the same object, the effect on the 
appearance of colour might go unnoticed in most cases. 

In other respects, we have remarked that a certain confusion exist in the industrial circle about the 
terminology in colour subjects. For instance, one uses the term "metameric" for "one" colorant (instead 
of a pair) when its appearance, on a textile sample, changes noticeably using illuminant 065 or illumic 
nant A. This application of the term "metameric" is not quite correct, however it does indicate the im· 
portance of this effect from an industrial point of view. 

In the present work, we have employed a wide number of colorants in textile samples. The purpose 

was to illustrate which of them present a noticeable change when the illuminant is changed; and to 
study the possible existence of some similar characteristics between them (hue or value). 

Method and Results 

The chromaticity coordinates x, y, Y and L*, a*, b* of 120 samples, for both illuminants 065 and 
A, were measured using a Macbeth 1500/Plus connected to an IBM PCIXT computer. To prepare the 
samples we employed the most usual colorants and a normal colouring method. As the selection of the 

colorants was conceived following a practical criterion (all the colorants selected are use4 in industry), 
- the colours present, in ~eneral, a moderate chroma and value, and they do not cover all the chromatici

ty space. In this way, the results of this work will be useful from a practical point of view although it 

will not necessarily have a general theoretical strength. 
From the definition of metameric index, analogously, we define the "constancy of the colour 

index", Icc, as the addition of the differences between tristimulus values for the illuminants 065 and 

A. That is: 

Thus, a small value of Icc indicates a small change of colour when the illurninant is changed, 
and vice versa. 
The results are shown in Tables I and D. In these tables the samples are distributed within different 

intervals either of dominant wavelength (I) or of lightness (ll). There are a similar number of sam
ples enclosed in each interval. 
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AD ,dominant wavelength; L, value; Icc constancy of the colour index; rM linear correlation 
coefficient AD·Icc; rLJ linear correlation coefficient L-Ice. 

Ao(intcml ) L (n:cmec) I!:!: (llr:Cti&C) r,.,, rL.r.-
400-490 40 18.3 0.13 0.81 
490-530 48 12.6 0.38 0.85 
530-570 52 15.3 0.40 0.73 
570-675 62 36.3 0.42 0.44 

I&biUl 

L, value; ~ , dominant wavelength; Icc, constancy of the colour index; r A,/ ,linear correlation 

coefficient ~-Icc; r LJ linear correlation coefficient L-Ice 

~L~inwt~ca~a~l------~A~0~(~a:.:uc~rn~e~e~>------~I~:~~:u(£a:.:~c~ra~e~c~)------~r.~-------LL.I-
0-40 510 11.8 0.09 0.59 

40-60 540 23.8 0.54 0.47 
60-90 570 30.0 0.81 0.21 

Discussion 

From Table I one deduces that the Icc takes a similar value (about IS) for all the intervals of 
wavelength except for the highest wavelengths, which also have the highest lightness, and where 
the Icc is twice the value. Therefore the colours yellow and red present a greater variation of colour 
when illuminant 065 is substituted by illuminant A. 

The results on Table n confmn the previous ones. Since the interval of highest lightness has the 
highest Icc. And the mean wavelength is also highest in this interval. 

The concordance between both tables is logical, because for the colorants employed (the most 
usual) it generally results that the yellow and red have a higher lightness than the colours blue 

and green. 
In conclusion, when the illuminant is changed, we can expect small changes of colour, for co

lours with a short wavelength, as well u colours with low liehtness. And, to the contrary, the 
colours with a long wavelength and high lightness (these two characteristics coincide, in general, 
in our samples) will be the least constanL 

Notwithstanding, we must take into consideration that the same change in chromaticity coor
dinates, for two different colours, does not mean an equal or similar change in appearance for 
these two colours. From MacAdam, we know that a certain change in chromaticity coordinates 
produce a more noticeable variation in appearance of colour within the blue area of the chromatici
ty space than elsewhere. This fact might compensate in part for the difference found in the con
stancy of colour index between long and short wavelengths. 
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In order to establish some relation between the variation of Icc and the other parametres 
(dominant wavelength and lightness) we have calculated the linear com:lation coefficient between 
Icc and each of these two parametres. Table I and n show the value of these coefficients for each 
interval. In Table I all the values are very low. Only for short wavelengths is there a certain com:
lation between Icc and lightness. In Table n, only the last interval (60-90) which corresponds to 
high lightness coloun, presents a certain correlation between Icc and A.0 . In general, no correla
tion exists between the Icc and the two parametres considered; except the above mentioned cases 
which have no significance. 
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p, GRASSIVARO GALT~ e PUSCEDDU 

MONITORING DYSCHROMATOPSIA IN THE POPULATION OF SCHOOL-GOERS 
IN BOLOGNA (EMILIA), IN CENTRAL ITALY. 

summary 

~schihara pseudo-isochromate plates were administered to 1203 
adolescents of both sexes in a ·school of Boloqna, in central 
Italy : 653 males and 550 females . The total percentage of 
dyscromates resulted to be 3,07±0,49\ (n . = 37).: 5,66±0,91\ 
for the males and 0\ for the females . 
The resulting value for the students in Bologna (5,66\) is in 
line with the percentages presented by KHERUHIAN et al . 
(1959) for the various European populations (from 4 to 9\). 
The analysis for defining the various forms of 
dyschromatopsia revealed 11 protane subjects (1,68\) and 16 
deutane subjects (2,45\) . 
The questionnaire submitted to the dyscromate subjects 
revealed, amonq other thinqs, that a larqe percentaqe (70,3\) 
had no idea of having such defect. 
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COLOUR'S THIRD DIMENSION 

Although there is a place for every non-fluore~cent surface colour in each of the 
three-dimensional colour order systems in current use, there are more than three 
dimensions or aspects of a colour's appearance that are of concern to people who work 
with colour, especially artists and designers. The different structures of the 
different systems reflect different decisions about what aspects are most important. 
Underlying these structures, however, is a basic set of relationships which are common 
to all systems. For example the lattice structure of the OSA UCS system could be 
deformed and the colours could be realigned according to the principles of some other 
system. The connecting lines of the lattice might be stretched, compressed or bent in 
the process but they would not be broken. The relationships are best described by 
polar co-ordinates. All models have a central axis of the achromatic colours from 
White through greys to Black. Around this axis is what can be called the "chromatic 
circuit" a continuous sequence of the most vivid colours that can be produced or 
imagined in the order of the spectrum with reddish then bluish purples to connect 
spectral red to spectral violet. 

As with a building, the three dimensions of a colour system can be shown in plans and 
cross sections. In plan the central axis of achromatic colours appears as a point in 
the middle of the chromatic circuit. Radiating outward from this point are sequences 
of increasingly vivid colours. A colour's position in relation to the circuit (its hue) 
is its first dimension and its position between the central axis and the line of the 
circuit is its second dimension (fig.l) 

~Second 
~dimension 

fig_._l Plans of a typical colour 
oraer system showing the first 
and second dimensions. 

The circuit has been presented in many configurations; there has also been debate 
about spacing and the status of individual colours as "primary" (fig. 2). 
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~ Representative 
conffgurations of the chromatic 
circuit. The sequence 
(clockwise or counter clockwise) 
is the same in each case, but 
different colours in the 
sequence are variously singled 
out as primary: Red Orange 
Yellow Green Cyan Blue Indigo 
Violet Purple Magenta. 



Rel at ionships in the first dimension are variously about colour perception, colour 
mixing and ma tching and colour harmony (1 ). In the second dimension , debate is largely 
focused on defini ti ons. A word commonly used for this dimension is "saturation", but 
there is al so debate about whether equal incremeAts of saturation should be presented 
on concentri c cyl inders or cones (2, 3) (fig . 3). 

~ Colours of the same saturation are 
presen ted on concentric cyli nde rs in some 
systems, on concentric cones in ot he rs . 

The extent of the 3rd dimension is fixed by the achromatic l ine . The di ffe rent 
principles by which systems are constructed are seen cl early in cross secti ons whi ch 
show the relationships between the 2nd and 3rd dimensi ons. In a wo rking dra ft of IS~ 
TC 187 are definitions proposed for some of the colour variab les that can be shown on 
cross sections. Some of these cor respond with t he variables embodi ed in different 
systems. These variables can be ~ho"'~ simply in relation to the achromatic lfne (fig. 4). 

Value: 1 
Li ghtness : 
3 5 7 8 
(also 4 6) 

Chroma: 1 Saturation: 
Chroma t icness: 3 4 8 
6 8 
Satu ration: 
5 7 

Darkness 
degree: 4 

~lackness: 
2 6 

Whiteness: 
2 6 

1. Munsell, 2. Ostwald, 3. Hesselgren, 4. DIN, 5. ACC, 6. NCS, 7. Coloroid, 
8. ISO/TC 187 (draft) 

~Schematic cross sections showing relationships between the achromatic line and 
~variables in the 2nd and 3rd dimensions as embodied in representative systems. 

All systems have at least two of these variables and these combine to fix the 
relationship between the achromatic line and the maximally vivid colours on the 
chromatic circuit. With scales of blackness and whiteness (or blackness and 
chromaticness) this relationship is the same for each hue on the circuit. Wi th scales 
of lightness, the maximally vivid colours are located oppos i te greys of the same 
lightness on the achromatic line. These "grey partners" vary from hue to hue (fig. 5) 

w~ W~~C W~~ ' yellow ' , 
c ' ' ' 

ellow -' ,c 
or violet 

5 violet 5' 5 , 

~The choice of variables 
TDTaCKness, lightness etc.) 
determines whether the 
rel at ionship between vivid 
co lours and the achromatic 
line are constant or whether 
they differ according to hue. 

The whiteness-blackness of a colour and its lightness are each significant for artists 
and designers. Two colours of the same whiteness-blackness look comfortable together 
in a way that colours of the same lightness-chromaticness do not (4) but for 
legibility, and for clarity of form and pattern, lightness relationships are 
crucial ( 5). 
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Two systems embody the means to read both kinds of relationship. The NCS is 
constructed on scales of blackness and chromaticness. In the atlas an auxiliary scale 
for each hue makes it possible to draw lines to connect colours of equal lightnesslfig.6) 

~',,,,.~ 
~ s 

~In the NCS atlas auxiliary 
scares make it possible to draw 
lines to connect colours of equal 
lightness. · 

In the DIN system colours of the same darkness degree and saturation will look 
comfortable together in the same way as colours of the same whiteness-blackness. The 
structure is often shown distorted so that colours are brought into position opposite 
their grey partners and each colour's lightness can be read as well as its darkness 
degree and saturation (fig. 7). 

yellows violets 

~ In the DIN system the scales of 
~ess degree and saturation can be 
distorted to bring colours into position 
opposite their grey partners on the 
achromatic line. 

Regular 
DIN scales Distorted DIN scales 

The situation is further complicated by people's different understanding of what is 
meant by "lightness" and by the common use of another term for describing colour -
"brightness" (6). Brightness can be understood as the equivalent of chromaticness 9r 
lightness or a combination of both. A combination would be the opposite of darkness 
degree and might be described better as "brf.ll1ance", a term proposed by Evans (7). 
More serious for students of art and design is that many judge a colour's "lightne~s· 
in terms of its whiteness. This can lead to a reversal of the true order of 
lightness-a pale violet might be judged to be lighter than a vivid yellow (Fig.8). 
This can lead in turn to designs where forms and patterns are ill defined and lettering 
is difficult to read. 

violet ~---.. -~vivid yellow~---- ::.: 
vfvfd . - • pale 
yellow _ violet 

. .. __ -_-_ ........... , .... 

f.!.9..J!. Sea 1 e s of 
Wlilteness and lightness 
in the NCS triangle 
show how a pale violet 
is whiter while vivid 
yellow is lfgher. 

For artists and designers, clear understanding of the variables in the 3rd dimension is 
the way to mastery of colour. 
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MEASURING GEOMETRY FOR COLOUR MATCHING 
BETWEEN GLOSSY AND MAT OBJECTS 

INTRODUCTION 
There is no simple objective answere to what should bement by the expression "same colour 

but different gloss". If one half of a mat colour sample is coated with an colourless film there is no 
doubt that the two halfes will appear different. Some would say that the two halfes are of the same 
colour but differ in gloss and other would say that they have different optical properties and there
fore must differ in colour. And instrumental measurements will give different answeres depending 
on which measuring geometry is used. 

From a phenomenological point of view, it is appropriate to consider colour and gloss as two 
visual dimensions of the appearance of a surface. A reasonable defmition of "same colour but 
different gloss" could be: "1WO OBJECTS OF DIFFERENT GLOSS HA YE TilE SAME 
PERCEIVED COLOUR IF TilEY MATCH WHEN VIEWED SO THAT TilE DIFFERENCE IN 
GLOSS IS ELIMINATED". 

Measuring colour stimuli , different geometries will indicate a variety of colour differences bet
ween a glossy and a mat object The aim of the experiments reported here, is to fmd out which 
measuring geometry that best simulates the difference in colour appearance of glossy and mat 
objects in an illuminating and viewing situation where difference in gloss is eliminated. 
MAIN EXPERIMENT 
Colour samples 
Twelve different sets of mat NCS colour samples were used in 
the experimcntOne highly chromalic, one pale and one dark 
nullllCC of each of four hues close to the four elementary (unique) 
hues as shown in the figure. A glossy version of these colour 
samples was produced by coating with a"colourtess• glossy 
laquer. Around each sample were selected the 8 nemm neigh
bour$ in the NCS Colour Atlas varying in chromaticness, black
ness, whiteness and hue. Thus we had 9 mat colour samples at 
each set which could be compaml with the glossy sample. 

The samples were measured in a Zeiss spectrophotometer in diffuse illumination with specular 
component included (t/8°), excluded (d/8°) and for strong greens in a 45°/0° geometry. For eac 
set was calculated the CIE L•a•b• differences AE• between the glossy and the 9 mat samples. 
Visual determination 

For each set, the perceived differences between the glossy and the 9 mat samples was judged 
by 32 observen with normal colour vision. The samples were observed in a light booth with 
diffused illumination with main direction from above. The walls were painted grey with Ycie-56. 
The samples were inclined at 45° to horizontal line and viewed at 8° from normal so that a grey 
board in front of the observer, and not his body or face, should be "mirrored" in the glossy . 

~11 36 possible pain of differences between the mat samples and the glossy were presented to 
the observer who Judged in which pair the difference appeared to be greatest. By using Thunton's 
Law of Comparative Judgements, scale values of the 9 perceived differences were obtained. The 
interval scale was made compatible with measured differences AE* by giving the lowest and the 
highest visual differences the same values (R) as the calculated AE* values in the t/8° geometry. 

For one of the twelve sets, strong greens, with nominal NCS notation 3060-G lOY of the mat 
venion (M,l) of central colour sample, the results are shown in the following table for the mea-
suring geometries t/8° (specular component included), d/8° (excluded) and 45°/0°. G,l repre
sents the glossy venion of the same sample u the mat called M, I. 
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Sample G,l M,l M,l 
Gloss value 80 13 9 
t/8° Specular component included 
CIE coordinates x 0,274 0,273 0,283 

y 0,447 0,449 0,431 
y 17,6 17,6 22,1 

NCS coordinates s 32,5 32,2 30,4 
c 56,1 56,6 50,2 
0 -G9,4Y -G9,5Y -GI0,1Y 

d/8° Specular component excluded 
CIE coordinates x 0,2S6 0,270 

y 0,506 0,459 
y 

45°/0° geometry 
14,0 17,3 

CIE coordinates x 0,255 0,262 
y 0,510 0,486 

y 13,5 14,8 

Differences to glossy sample G,l: 
Perceived R 0,45 

Calculated t.E• from t/8° 0,45 
Calculated t.E• from d/8° 10,22 
Calculatedt.E• from 45°/8"',72 
Correlation analyses 

0,281 
0,435 

22,4 

0,277 
0,448 

19,9 

7,27 

6,09 
17,48 
14,29 

M,3 M,4 M,S 
17 20 18 

0,274 0,269 0,269 
0,441 0,480 0,482 

27,8 21 ,6 16,6 

20,4 22,2 28,5 
59,0 68,2 66,5 

-G 8,1Y -GJ0,8Y -G11,6Y 

0,271 
0,450 

27,9 

0,267 
0,461 

25,4 

12,32 

12,32 
16,25 
14,18 

0,263 
0,494 

21 ,2 

0,256 
0,518 

19,0 

11,92 

13,39 
9,79 

11,06 

0,263 
0,501 

16,0 

0,251 
0,548 

13,7 

7,95 

8,30 
2,92 
8,60 

M,6 M,7 
14 15 

0,273 0,282 
0,447 0,432 

12,2 14,6 

41,1 41,2 
53,4 47,6 

-G 9,7Y -Gli,OY 

0,267 
0,461 

11,7 

0,253 
0,504 
9,5 

9,06 

8,87 
14,46 
9,36 

0,278 
0,442 

14,1 

0,272 
0,469 

12,0 

6,96 

8,79 
17,86 
13,00 

M,8 M,9 
11 13 

0,251 0,297 
0,435 0,466 

17,4 20,1 

31,3 29,6 
57,2 58,6 

-G 2,0Y -G18,9Y 

0,247 0,296 
0,442 0,475 

17,3 19,9 

0,235 0,293 
0,464 0,499 

14,8 17,7 

8,97 9,77 

6,35 8,03 
12,02 13,34 
8,95 10,90 

For each of the twelve sets of colour samples the correlation coefficients r was calculated for 
the visually determined (R) and the calculated colorimetric (t.E•) colour differences between the 
glossy sample and the nine mat samples at the used measuring geometries as shown in the table. 

Colour sets with 
approximate NCS notation 

Correlation coefficients r for visual Rand colorimetric t.E• differences 

Strong yellow I 070-Y lOR 
r R; t/8°(spec.incl) r R ; d/8° (spec.excl) r R; 45°/0° 

0,714 0,144 
Strong red 2060-RIOB 0,871 0,091 
Strong blue 3050-BIOG 0,879 0,449 
Strong green 3060-G lOY 0,924 0,119 0,365 

Dark yellow(-brown) 6020-Y10R 0,737 0,417 
Dark red(-brown) 6020-RIOB 0,780 0,208 
Dark blue 7020-BlOG 0,778 0,317 
Dark green 7010-G!OY 0,849 0,475 

Pale yellow 1020-YIOR 0,672 0,554 
Pale red 1020-RIOB 0,791 0,742 
Pale blue 1020-BIOG 0,890 0,742 
Pale green 1020-G10Y 0,792 0,667 

Without exception the t/8° geometry, with specular component included, is higher correlated 
with visually determined differences between a glossy and nine mat colour samples than is the 
d/8° geometry and also in the comparison with the 45°/0° geometry for the strong greens. 
A qualitative analyses 

Of interest is how the colour of the glossy sample would appear according to the colorimetric 
data at the actual measuring geometries, to be compared with the visually perceived colour of it. To 
determine the colour coordinats for the colour percept of the glossy sample from the visual diffe
rences (R) out of the experiments, a special "forking" method was used. For this purpose the CIE 
L •C•h• diagram was used, as it is assumed that it is eucledian and that differences can be set off 
as straight lines. From the the points representing the nine mat samples, the perceived differences 
were set off as arcs and the points in the diagrams representing the visual percept of the glossy 
sample was derived. A comparison with the colorimetric position of the glossy sample in the two 
measuring geometries indicates which one is closest to the perceived colour in the three 
dimensions of the CIE L •c•h• space. In the following table is shown how much the colorimetric 
values in the L•.c• and h* dimensions deviates from the determined perceived values. These 
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deviations are of approximately the same dianity u correapondin& NCS fiaurct in U&hiiiCia value 
v, Chromaticneu c and Hue 0. 

Strong yellow 
Strong red 
Strong blue 
Strong green 

Dark yellow(-brown) 
Dark red(-brown) 
Dark blue 
Dark green 

liS~( spec inc!) d/8"(spec excl) 
.M..• c.c• All• .M..• c.c• All• 

+1,6 -0,0 -0,3 -0,2 +10,0 -0,0 
-0,7 +1,0 -0,3 -4,.5 +5,4 +0,4 
-0,4 +1,3 -2,0 -4,1 +4,7 -2,1 
+0,3 +0,7 +0,3 -4,1 +9,3 -0,6 

+0,6 -0,1 -1,0 -5,0 +6,2 +0,3 
+0,3 +0,3 +0,5 -5,9 +3,8 +2,1 
-1,3 -0,1 -2,4 -11,1 +4,9 -8,9 
-1,1 -0,.5 +0,8 -10,.5 +8,4 -2,1 

Pale yellow +1,1 +1,7 +1,4 -0,7 +3,4 +1,1 
Pale red +1,8 +1,1 -0,4 -0,.5 +1,7 -0,2 
Pale blue +0,1 +0,8 -2,3 -1,7 +1..5 -0,.5 
Pale areen +0,2 +2,0 -6,1 ·1,7 . +3,1 -6,2 
MeanofabsolurttVGiuu 0,8 0,8 1..5 4.2 5,2 2,0 

It ia clear that measures of the alouy aamplca with specular component included (118") lica 
much cloaer to the perceived coloun (and also to the mat venion of the aamplca) than does the 
measun:a with apecular component excluded (d/8°) with the exception of the h• valuca (hue) for 
which the differences are not aianiticant. 
A CONTROL EXPERIMENt 

For each of all pain of five blue aamplea of varyinggloas, the observer had to judae which 
sample appeared to be the darker and whtch aDDCircd to be the most chromatic. The scalca were 
made compatible with corresponding CIE L•alb• vlluca 10 that perceived li&hiiiCII and chro
maticnesa could be exprcaaed in terms ofL• and c• 11 shown in the table. 

Sample with &loa value: 3 13 43 15 91 Rank correlation to 

Perceived lightneSs RL• 44,2 44,1 43,9 44,7 45,1 
~vedvaluca 

Measured L• at liS"( spec inc!) 43,4 43,8 43,9 44,3 44,6 0,6 
Measured L• at diS"( spec exc1) 44,1 42,8 39,9 38,.5 38,6 -OJ 
McasuredL• at45"/0° 41,8 39,2 37,7 37,8 37,8 -0,2 

Perceived chromaticncas R c- 36,3 36,9 36,7 36,7 36,7 
Measured c• at 118" 36,3 36,6 36, 1 36,4 36,6 0,3 
Measured c-at d/8" 37,3 38,9 40,8 42,6 42,9 0,0 
Measured c• at 45"10" 36,.5 40,2 41,6 41,6 42,1 0,0 

CONCLUSION . 
The control experiment veryfica what was found in the main experiment that measures with 

specular component included (t/8") of aamplea of different aloas tica much cloacr to perceived 
colours than does measurct with specular component excluded (d/8"). 

Refering to how we perceive the colour of objects in our surround it isreuonable to believe 
that illumination in moat caaca Ia rather diffuse and that aatoaay surface mirron IIIOI'C or leaa of 
the "diffusing" areas (the •!?'· the walla, other objects etc.) 11 in the t/8" measuring situation. It 
seems not probable that we m nature perceive a glossy surface as if it was mirroring a black hole 
as in the d/8° measuring case. The conclusion is that the t/8° geometry beat aimulatca the color 
appearance of samples of different atoaa, both from a common acnae of view and alao 11 ahown 
in these reported experiments. 
RESEARCH REPORT 
A complet research report on the experiments will be published as FlrarapportiColour Report 
F 33, by Scandinavian Colour Instit11tc, PO Box 49 022, S-100 28 Stockholm, Sweden 
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THE COLOUR HOUSE - CASA DA COR (Identity, Goals and Functions) 

IDENTITY 

1. An entity that seas colour AS an instrument for interdisciplinary 
ar;umentation with a view to raor;anizinQ the cata;orias of human 
thou;ht. 

2. An entity open to the various currants .of thou;ht, forum for 
debate. 

3. An independent, international, culturally oriented entity, sat up 
•• a public service, initially addrassin; itself to the opinion 
makers (business, the arts, intellectuals, the academy, and the 
press). 

4. An entity without professional involvement in the economy, but ••• 
~. an interdisciplinary laboratory open to the public. 

GOALS 

1. To treat colour •• a hi;hly cultural phenomenon without i;norinQ 
its "technical aspects", such •• optical and physiolo;ical. 

2. To view under a new li;ht soma traditional themes and approaches 
ralat•d to colour. 

3. To discuss avarythinQ that comas under man ' s influence. 
4. To formulate and to promote the elaboration of van;uard proJects 

from the point of view of colour. 
'· To stimulate, catalysa and disseminate interdisciplinary research 

in the field of colour. 
6. To establish, accordinQ to needs, public canters to furthar . tha 

aims of the Caaa da Cor. 
7. To strive, within the scope of its identity, for a constant 

dyna.ic and qualitative renewal of itself and of its ;oals. 

FUNCTIONS 

COLLECT (Primary Procaaain;). To discover, select and mantain contAct 
all over the world with individuals, institutions, proJ.cta and 
informations which mi;ht be of interest to itself, 

STORE. To store, 
informations. 

classify and keep available such collected 

DISSEMINATE (Final Procaaain;). To promote, throu;h proJect• and 
public events, the knowelad;e obtained throu;h its · Col lectin; 
Activity, and to place it at the disposal of individuals, 
institutions, proJects and busin•••••· 
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RELIABILITY OF THE SPANISH OFFICIAL METHODS FOR COLOR OF RED WINES IN COMPARISON 

WITH THE CIE 1931 (x,y) METHOD 

Gpanish regulations
7 

adopted the OIV Recommendations
6 

and the so-called Mapid Meth
od8 for the chromatic characterization of red wines. This approach is a simplification · 
from the more rigorous CIE procedural based on the weighted ordinate method. 

Some authors5 have made clear that for some "Rioja" wines significative differences 
lorere found when the above chromatic methods were applied to the same wine samples. In 
this ·study the reliability of the OIV method in comparison with the CIE method is dis
.cussed. This reliability is dependent on some chromatic parameters shown by the analyzed 
Z.ed wines. 

1 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1.1 Materials 

1.1.1 Samples. Forty seven representative samples of Spanish red wines from twelve 
"denominaclones de origen" ("Alicante", "Ampurddn-Coeta Brava", "Campo de Bor jau, "Cari
fiena", "Jumilla", "La Mancha", "Navarra", "Ribeiro", "Rioja", "Valdepeftas", "Valencia", 
"Yecla") have been consftlered in this study . The samples were selected at random, fol
lowing the criterion of rt~~~resentati vi ty according to their production and consumption. 

:All the wines were bottled and commercialized samples, and the preservation condi tiona 
'were the adequated for bottled wines. All the samples studied showed no turbidity, so 
;previous centrifugation or filtration process was no necessary. 

1.1.2 Apparatus. Experimental absorbance& were measured in s Bausch & Lomb "Spec
tronic 2000" spectrophotometer provided with a continuous X-Y recorder 333508. Hellma 
precission glass cells with 1, 2, 5, 10 mm pathlengths were used. Chromatic parameters 
were obtained applying a Fortran program on a Digital VAX-11/785 computer. The data were 
treated employing BMDP statistical software. 

1.2 Methods 

The method proposed for computing chromatic parf'eters were the Reference Method 
and the napid Method6,8, valid in Spanish Regulations , the CIE 1931-(x,y) ·colorimetric 
System3, CIELUV and CIELAB Uniform Color Spaces2. Absorbance measurements were csrri'ed 
out within a time interval of an hour, avoiding in this manner color unestsbili ty with 
time elapse~. 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The differences ( ~ ) between the respective chromatic parB!IIeters obtained by both 
methods have been chosen as objective indices of reliability Of the OIV method . In Tabl• 
1 chromatic parameters for the wine samples are offered, such as luminance (Y CIE ) , 
lightness (L•), saturation (SCIE,B*uvl, dominant wavelength ().d), chroma (C•uv. C*ab ) , 
hue !Ingle (huv • . J:lahl, tint (Tn) and color intensity (CI). Table 2 lists limits values 
for~ , the mean .·valul!s and the standard error. From the plot of each b value versus 
each of chromatic parameters listed in Table 1 it was infered that in some instances 
samples behave according to two distinguishable patterns: an interval of chromatic para
meter va·lues where ~ oscill,ted within a narrow interval (Set I), and other interval 
where .a li11ear increase of 6 values was observed (Set II). A cutpoint was found between 
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Table 1 

Chromatic parameters of wine samples 

Chromatic Standard Standard Coeff. of Smallest Largest 
parameter Mean deviation error variation value value 

max 500,"930 29.064 4.2394 0.05802 360.000 524.200 
Am ax 2.592 2.066 0 . 3017 0.79792 1.004 15.100 

YcrE 9.967 5.260 0.7673 0.52776 0.200 24.650 

serE 85.312 ·11.571 1.6676 0.13563 55.106 100.000 

dCIE 611.313 10.632 1. 5506 0.01739 596.003 649.026 
CI 4.696 3.406 0.4969 o. 72512 2.044 25.400 
Tn 10 . 642 18.735 2.7328 1. 72601 -23.025 76.230 
L* 35.646 10.574 1. 5424 0.29499 1.606 56.-733 

C*uv 104.236 16.774 2.4466 0.16092 9.729 116.259 

C*ab 75.070 15.759 2.2987 0.20992 14.103 97.367 

s*uv 3.140 0.615 0.1166 0.25946 1.550 5.389 

huv 14.441 3.562 0.5225 0.24603 6.526 22.966 

hab 44.824 9 , 319 1. 3594 0.20791 1'2. 752 59 . 404 

the two sets. The results for b chromatic! ty ( be) are shown in Table 3. Although most 
of the samples went situated within set I, where the symplified method (OIV) nd&ht.ll 
applied with sufficient reliab111 ty, a considerable percentage of the . samples (set II) 
'were iluumitted to an appreciable error. It was observed (Table 3) that this error was 
present IIR II linear function Of the chromatic parameter value that was being considered. 
~he conclusions infered from these experiences will be taken into account for later ex
periences with the different treatments, origin and circumstances of the wines. 

phromatic 
J:!arameter 

Yen 
serE 
MerE 
L* 
•*uv 
huv 
CI 
Tn 

Chromatic 
parameter 

~X 
~y 

Table 2 

~ values relating to several parameters 

Mean 

0.007 
0.007 
0.001 
0.010 

Standard 
error 

0.0015 
0.0015 
0.0002 
0.0022 

Smallest 
value 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

Largest 
value 

0 .053 
0.053 
0.008 t~ 

~v5 o.667 
0 2.180 

0.297 
0.349 

0.0301 
0.0509 

0.001 
0.006 
0.000 

0.075 

~d------~0~.0~0~7 _____ 0~·~9~7~52~--~0~.0~1~9~--~3~5~.4~3~0---
The subscript refers ·to the parameters taken into account (tricromatic 

~~~~~~~~t~~yfhromaticity, luminance, saturation, and dominant wavelength, 

Table 3 

Behaviour of samples for 3 c values 

Set I Set II 

Cut12oint N $mean ~ rane;e N Ree;ression line r* 

5.0 38a 4.56 13.35 9b -2 -2 -0.980 yz 7,49•10_
1
-1.19·10_3 ·x 

93.0 34b 4.40 13.16 13a y•-6.26·10 +6.73•10_3 -x 0.732 
612.0 30b 3.61 9.04 17a ys-1,11 _2+1.83•10_3 ·x 0,926 
28.0 38a 4.56 13.35 9b y- · ·a. 23•10 _

1
-2. 35·10 _

2 
·x -0.974 

3.6 35b 3.97 10.51 12a ys-1.26•10_1+3.68·10_3 ·x 0.991 
13.1 30a 3.61 9.04 l7b y= 1.24•10_3-9.42·10_3 -x -0.905 
5.0 35b .4.44 13.11 12a y= 3.60•10_3+3.09·10_4 ·x 0.833 

12.0 30b 3.90 9.6 17a y=-3.42•10 +8.78 •10 •x 0.804 

~ Samples with a chromatic parameter) cutpoint 
Samples with a chromatic parameter ' cutpoint 
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CUBIC HODll OF Till JAPANlSE INIUIOR COLOR COORDINAIION SYSUH I IHAGE 

In Japan. western-style housing has rapidly developed during the last 40 years and accordingly, 
Interior color has becote very l1portant. 

Therefore,a 1anual lor color coordination offering understandable lnfortatlon bec11e necessary to 
present good color har10ny lor Interior color planning. In order to accotpllsh this, the Japan 
Interior Industry Association established a technical cotllttee for Interior color In 1985. lhe 
1e1ben of the co111 ttH undertook a study on the creation of an Interior color coordination syste1 

The purpose of the study was to survey colors used In Japanese housing Interiors and also to create 
an Interior color utrlx. As a result of this study the ltage structure for Interior color coordlna· 
lion was established according to the analysis of luge tests created by the coni ttee and given to 
Interior deslgnors. 

In this report, wo describe the outi ine of this study and the new concept of the cubic lode I lor 
Interi or color coordination corresponding to the ltage structures shown u follows. 

1, Prlaary study lor the Interior color code (latrix) 

We collected and teasured the color or 1~91_ recent products and •aterlals which sold well and were 
used In housing lntorlors. · Thoso satples were then categorized Into the percentage of each huo group 
and each tone group using the color nulng systea of Japan Cl)lor Research Institute. 

Af.ter co1pletlng the process, 700 color satples were chosen for the Interior color Htrlx, and at 
the saae tilt, the range of recent Japanese Interior colors In use was obtained . 

2. Basic l•aoo uls of Interior color coordination 

2 • 1 Test 1, (an abstract 1odel case using color chips) 

The 11aoe test was executeu by the so 1othod using so Interior designers as subjects. They were 
shown 41 sa1ples of two color co•blnatlons which they were to consider IS Interior wall and floor 
color sa•oles. Another 55 saaples of three color coablnatlons (wall, floor, sofa) were shown as well. 
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Factor analysis lost results are shown In table 1. 
lhe lour 1aln factors are n loi.Jows : 
factor 1: lrlonclllness (latorlal , friendly, Japanese - artlllclal , urbanlc, high-loch) 

·I actor 2: potency 
factor 3: activity 
factor 4: evaluation 

(aascullne, cold, hard - lulnlne, war•. solll 
(light, gay, light-hearted - dark, au let, dignified) 
(uart, har10nlc, 1odcrn, serene - rustic , lnhar•onlc, restless) 

2 • 2 lost 2, (a •ore concrete 1odel case using Illustrations and photographs) 

As the stiiUii or the test,24 schuallc Interior. Illustrations and 24 Interior photographs were 
used lor the second l~age test in order to study whether the tendency or test2 wu In accordance 
wl th tho result or test 1. I he threo ~ajor rae ton were drawn as follows : 

factor 1, lriendllnon (cold, hard, •ascullne, artificial - war•. sort, luinlne. natural) 
I actor 2, activity (I ight, gay, light-hearted - dark, quiet, dignity) 
factor 3, evaluation (serene, s•art, har10nlc - restless. rustle, lnhar10nlcl 

3. Cubic lode I or color luge 

Aa lor "activity• factor, thore Is an accordance between the abstract 1odel (11)and the concrete 
lodel (121 lhe "ootency" factor In test 1. however, has been absorbed Into lhe "lrlendllneaa• 

·factor In test 2. 
Further 10re the "evaluation• I actor (U) In test 1 has been shl rted to tho (131 oosl lion In 
test 2. 
lherlore, the threo ~aJor factors In the concrete 10del cover the Han scales. lhe tOIIittee then 
adopted these three factors lor the basic luge or the color coordination syste1. 

F lgure 1 shows 2 luge liPS. 
(AI shows Axis 1 (natural-aechaniull to Axis 2 (dark-light) and Ill shows Axis 1 to Axis 3 
(strong-•i I d). lhe descriptive Interior 11age teriS used In the liPS were chosen by the Interior 
dnlgners tested . 

lhese lugo Axis corresoond to the categories or hue and tone co1binatlon. lhe cubic 1odol (Fig.2) 
shows the Interior color co1blnatlon concept and 11age. 

4, lasic Interior Color Coordination Hodel Concept 

a Quadrants or color co•binatlons (flg-2) are lor1ed by Axis 1,2,3, according to factor I (light
dark) . 

lhe upper hall loriS an lugo or "light" and the lowor half "dark" . 
four categories ol color co•blnatlons can be obtained and we have I Is ted thcl u, ·unity" , 
"variety" , "sort" and "hard" • 
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lheso lour categorlos can be placed In both the upper (light) and lower (dark) ueas as shown In 

table 3. 

i 
i 

.~ 
-~ 

i 

! 
i 
i 

Table 1 1..,1 foetor Analyst• of Abstract Color Coobinatlons 
(3 color coobinatlons -.. ll.lloor,sola-) 

oval111 lion ICOlO ' f I f2 f 3 !_!.__ 
.. tural - _..,teal ro:w 0. 389 -0.073 -0. 114 

~icll-tocbnlcal 0. 515 O.SS5 -0.002 0.453 
utural -0.897 -0. 175 -0. 168 0. 212 
.,...I. 1.140 0. 305 -0. 254 -0.081 

J•-otrl• c!Jll 0.008 0.087 -0 . 277 

cold - ht -0.447 [TI5i -0. 128 -0 . 315 

bard - oo!t -0. 63' -0. 704 -0. 124 -0. 165 

...... u .. - I•IAino -0. 144 -0.883 -0. 184 -0. 051 

tlocant -o.oeo &m 0. 100 0.34& 

lieU - urlt 0. 01& o.m T.ij4 -0. 143 ,., - ••lot -0. 539 0. 045 0. 730 0. 14t 

411111fhol - 111~1 Maltlll 0. 002 -0. 057 -0. 908 0. 042 

cluslc -0. 234 -0. 441 0.669 -0 .053 

cu..l -0. 125 -0. 050 ~~ -0. 230 

11rn - rutlooo 0.554 0. 111 -0. 500 

••rt - rustle -1. 115 ..... § 
u .... t. . lnlla,_lc 0. 194 0.096 -0. 167 0. 907 

oodom · -~~~~~'---""" 
olc., .. luo 4. 513 3.507 3.412 3. 205 

CMirlbutllll(l) 25.1 11.5 1.!.3 11 .1 

........ u .. w 45 . 1 14 .4 12.2 

••bit Z lau f1ctor Whsis of Conc:rttt Color Co•binltiona 

.. 
~ 

I oval111tlon scalo 

I cold -
1 bard -
IIIIS<ullllo -

utural -
1 llcbt -
I ray -

ht 

nit 
ft•inine 

MChan icd 

4ar1t 

~uitt . 
1 
! 
I ........ - lllbt hurtocl 

Slrtnt - nsr:ltss 
sout - NStiC 

1 M,_,ic - inhlr110nic 1 l'il"' value <DIItr l butlon(%) 

accua~latilll(%) 

Tablo 3 lute latorlor Color Coobinotlon -. and Contlftts 

·Tablo 3 ropr-ts bot~ lllbt (u,.r) and darlt Oovtr) aroas- • M: lluo, T:T0111 

color ...ti1Aatl011 ...ti1Aatl011 color coob1Aat1011 srntbatlc 1 .. • 

... of •uadnnt (buo/tlllli -•luis 
1111111 r ldlfttiiJ notunl ba,_,ic chic 

T" wloo Ja,.,.so-strlo IDdtm 

aoft I Ylrlotr ••t soft cluslc 
T wloo tlocant fniJIIAt 

YUIIIJ I nriiiJ car rostloss ~lc 
I T contrut cas111l drnuic 

Mrll I I Identity •cllanical cold IUalliM 

I T ' contrut htb-ttcb IDdom 
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O. liOl -0 . 128 0. 155 

0.974 1 -<1.057 -0.082 

0.192 -0. 411 0.089 

..:.L4ll.i -~ .203 0. 304 

-0. 111 [3 0.075 

0. 251 - 0. 501 

0. 157 

5 

-0. 075 

-0. 349 -0. 437 [3 o.m 0. 257 

-0.084 -0 . 01& 

a 

3.5&2 2. 594 Ull 

15 . & 25 . 9 15.1 

l5 . & 51.5 86.6 
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Franz Hofme1ster 
Titel: Quality control 

Manager 

E. MERCK, Gernsheim 
MainzerstraBe 41 

How Reflectance Measurements of Interference and Metallic 
Pigments as well as of Mixtures with Absorption Colourants 
depend on Different Measuring Angles 

Colour styling and the perception of colour are important elements 
of man's communication with his environment . 

Today three groups of pigments are known which basically differ by 
their optical behaviour: 

Absorption pigments 
Metallic pigments 
Interference (mica) pigments (figure 1) 

The characteristic features of the absorption piqaents are 1ainly deterained by 
their molecular and crystal structure . Colour shade and intensity primarily 
depend on the absorption wavelength range and the •olar absorption coefficient 
of the pigment . The particle size has a great influence on the colouring 
features of a pig1ent and produces light scattering. 

Metallic piqgents create a ' metallic' effect . Their colour shade is determined 
by the metal alloy being used . Metallic piments have no inherent colour, they 
are achromatic . They differ fro• black and white pigaents by their 1etallic 
lustre produced by light reflection at the pigment particles. , 
Light reflection and light scattering are strongly affected by piliticle size . 
Coarse pigments produce high reflection, fine pigments -high scat ering . 
Every parameter, like brightness, chromaticity and flop effect, pr ~arily depend 
on particle size distribution and the orientati on of the 1etallic pafticles to a 
high degree. \ 

Interference pigments produce their colours by light interference and not by 
light absorption . In the case of interference pigments, each particle is a 
microscopically small platelet with defined layer thickness . Consequently each 
particle behaves as a minute interfence film or filter which divides light into 
a reflected and a transmitted portion of coapleaentary colour . 
Thus, the ocurrence of lustre and colour phenomena in thin flakes is a combi
nation of geometrical and wave-optical processess. Nacreous lustre is produced 
when transparent glossy surfaces transmit a greater or lesser portion of the 
incident light . 
Even for the formation of an interference colour the parallel orientation of the 
pigment particles is of a geat importance . 
Whereas the colorimetric analysis of absorption colours depends only insigni
ficantly on the measuring geometry, colourimetric assessment of interference 
colours is extremely demanding on measurement technique. 

Internationally, several geometries have been standardised for measuring the 
properties of absorption colours (DIN 5033). For example, additional configura
tions with a measurement geometry of '450/0° with tilt' have been developed . 
The concept for measuring the directional spectral beam density factor is based 
on the average observation situation of 45°/0° . Further measurement geome
tries are obtained by rotating the specimen about an axis perpendicular to the 
plane of the directions of illumination and observation thus providing 
additional information. 
It has been proven , that a measurement at four different tilt angles will be 
sufficient for an unambigous characterization in most cases (figure 2). Based on 
this measurement, ist is possible to deteraine the so called ' flop', i. e . the 
difference between the various symetrica l tilt angles . 
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Today a lot of designers .make effect coatings their goal. Metallic coatings with 
automobiles are the best known ones, but even in other fields these coatings 
become more and more popular, e .g . , with furniture to coatings and in the field 
of printing inks. 
For the manufacture of these effect coatings aluminium, as well as copper bron
ces and pearl lustre pigments (interference pigments) are used . These pigments 
can be used alone or in mixtures, as well as in mixtures with absorption 
colourants. Pearl lustr~ pigments are able to overcome the greyishing limit of 
metallic pigments which exclude e . g . bright red metallic colours . 
As pearl lustre pigments are transparent, they have less hiding power . By adding 
optimal concentrations of aluminium bronces the hiding- and reflection-power can 
be increased . Thus even a better light-dark flop will be achieved. 
The variety of mixing metallic, interference and absorption colour pigments is 
very wide . The characteristic features of these mixtures are to be shown with 
some examples . I 
For colour representation we chose the CIE L*a•b• system . The coatings were 
applied as draw-downs and provided with top coating . A black background was 
chosen as the interference appearance of pearl lustre pigments can be seen best 
with it . 
If one compares the brightness values (L* values) of a metallic pigment with 
those of the interference pigment Pearl Silver, considering their dependence on 
concentration and measuring angles, so the metallic pigment shows an consider
ably higher reflection at the viewing angles; a reflection, which however, being• 
measured at specular angle and with a concentration of more than 0.5 percent 
cannot be increased . With a concentration of two percent and at a measuring 
angle of 30°/-15° the brightness values of both pigments are almost the same 
(figure 3). 
By increasing the concentration of Pearl Silver of mixtures with Aluminium pig
ment the colour cast of the mixtures changes, and the colour locations in the 
CIE L*a*b* system are reversed by changing the measuring geometry . 
In figure 4 different concentrations of a metallic pigment and a Pearl Blue 
pigment mixed with a blue absorption colour pigment are shown; mixtures which 
are measured at an angle of J00/-15° . In this case the reverse course of 
chromaticity depending on concentration can be seen . The colour intensity 
(colour saturation) of Pearl Blue compared with an undyed pigment considerably 
increases . 
When metallic pigments and pearl lustre pigments are mixed with black paste 
(black reduction), so other interesting colour effects may be obtained. The 
brightness values (L* values) of metallic pigments are considerably higher . 

Interference pigments mix additively . 

Figure 5 is showing the colour locations of mixtures of the interference colours 
yellow/red/blue/green in the ratio one to one according to the CIE L*a*b* sy
stem. 
The effect of background is important with tranparent pearl lustre pigments . A 
pigment, e . g . , pearl green on a black background shows only the green colour 
reflected by the pigment . The transmitted complementary red colour will be ab
sorbed . Thus a clear colour flop between the measuring geometries 450/0o and 
J00/-150 is achieved . 
By measurement with a specular angle (J00/-150) on a white background one 
obtains a green reflectance colour. The measurement wi th a nonspecular angle 
(450/0ol on a white background show the complementary red colour (figure 6). 
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HUTCHINGS John B 
The FolKlore Society 
University College, London 
England. 

COLOUR IN FOLKLORE, SUPERSTITION, TRADITION AND LEGEND. 

Colour has long been an important ingredient of many aspects of folKlore, 
superstition, tradition and legend. Red ochre was scattered over graves 
in the palaeolithic period and this pigment is still used by Australian 
aborigines, who regard it as the blood of their ancestors. Neanderthal 
man used brightly coloured flowers in his burial ceremonies. 
Anthropologists have identified a basic colour triad of blacK, red and 
white, and this is found in many forms of body decoration used by 
" primitive " peoples. It has been suggested that this triad is among the 
earliest symbols used by man and that the three colours are a symbolic 
representation of the products of the body. 

In "modern" life also, superstitions are associated with various lucKy or 
unlucKy colours, colours are also peculiar to certain traditional 
activities, beliefs and practices. These associations vary from country 
to country: blacK for mourning, white for brides in Europe; white for 
mourning, red for brides in Hindu India; saffron for Buddhist monKs, 
blacK or grey for western clergy. Throughout the United Kingdom green is 
regarded as unlucKy by many people. White or blacK animals are often 
regarded with veneration, bringing either good or bad lucK according to 
the believer's bacKground. Colour can form an important part of legend 
also. A white dove flying over the Snowdonian LaKe Dulwyn in Wales is 
said to be the spirit of a beautiful woman on her way to Hell. 

Tradition can be very regional, probably developing at a time when 
transport and communication were more difficult than today. For example, 
in one small area of Scotland custom dictates that at certain weddings 
the bridesmaid musJ wear a green garter. 

Colour in folKlore is a subJect which has received little attention; it 
is a subJect about which we all Know something. In an attempt to learn 
more about this fascinating aspect of life a survey has been launched by 
the FolKlore Society, which is based at University College London, and 
supported by the Colour Croup !Great Britain), The poster will display 
some of the preliminary results. HOWEVER, THE MAIN PURPOSE WILL BE TO 
ADVERTISE THE SURVEY AND ASK FOR HELP FROM THOSE ATTENDING COLOR89, 
DELEGATES OF ALL NATIONALITIES WILL BE ENCOURAGED TO CONTRIBUTE EXAMPLES 

- OF COLOUR IN FOLKLORE FROM THEIR OWN REGIONS, 

•• WILL XQV PLEASE HELP? •• 
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Colori•4trie de la PAte , Rendement en p6~e ,Aptitude 
au Blanchimcnt ,Longueur des fibres de lt P~tc • Papicr de 

•SIX ESPECES arbustives du HIIQUIS HEDITPRIIIIEEN :JUNIPERUS 
PHOF:HICEA , RIIIIHIIUS AL.\TERIIUS , PHI LLIREA :.AT I fOLIA , fRAXIHUS 
ORIIUS, ERICA 1\RBOR£11, ARBUTUS Ull£00 • 

Auteur• 1 

J'AHIN Gerard Dr. :~IRA - CPf' - Qualit.i dtts DOIS 
CHAHP£tiOUX ~4280 rRAUCC 

OR'I' Jean Harh H"ait:-e de contlrences CAAN - l.J\RA -ESSTIN 

FJlll'.f, NA..'4CY VANOOEUVRE 54500 rRANCE 

DUMAS Oo•iniqu• Hait:'he Bioc:-ai•ie UNtV . NANCY FRANCE 

lAVJSCI raolo . Dr. Seiencea du BOIS UtUV. FLORENCE l'!"~L.l! 

1 - INTRODUCTION 

L'etude de la valeur papetiere de six especes 
Dediterraneennes fait suite aux tra•aux de P.LAVISCI ( These 
1988 - Universite de FLORENCE ) sur la valorisation de ces 
especes,par la determination des proprietes de ra3istances 
~ecaniques et de !'aptitude au tournage et de la couleur du 
bois. 

En effet,la valorisation de cette matiere premiere 
constituaht le maquis mediterraneen, qui a pour seul debouche 
actuel le bois de feu ou de production de charbon de bois , 

ou encore occasionnellement la petite ebenisterie artisanale, 
peut etre en¥isagee comme du bois pour la fabrication de pate 
a papier.A cet effet,nous avons determine le rendement en 
pite et la longueur moyenne des fibres, leur repartition. 
et leur aptitude au blanchiment . 

En outre,au cours de !'appreciation des qualites de 
ces pates a papier,non encore decrites a ce jour,nous avons 
applique a ces pates les meth·::>des de mesures coiorimetriques 
du systeme CIELAB 1976 · 

Luminance L* , 
Saturation C* , 
Angle de teinte H* 

et mis les resultats en corr~lation avec !'aptitude au 
Blanohiment 

2 -

- indice de ou permanganate (KMN04) 
le Rendement gn pAte a papier, 

le rapport:Rendement en pAte a papier 1 Indice 
de permanganate (KMN04) 

RESULTATS 

L'etude de ces Bois a ete entreprise pour tenter 
de montrer que leurs qualites pouvaient les faire 
prendre en consideration comme appoint dans la fabrication 
des pates a papier. 
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Cette ressource en 
a la fabrication du charbon 

L'ensemble de ces 
correspondant a des especes 
comme les Eucalyptus 

Bois cesserait alors d'etre vouee 
de Bois ou de bois de feu. 

mesures sera compare a celles 
mediterraneennes de reference 

2.1 - Rendement en pate a papier 

Les essais concernant 1~ variation (la diminution) 
du rendement en fonction du \ d'Alcali Actif (AA \) croissant 
montre que a 18 \ et 20 \ ,les va~eurs sont comparables et 
varient ( figure n" 1 )I (tableau 1). 

a 1s \ de 48 \ a 43 .\ 

a 20 \ de 45,5 \ 3 40,5 % 

Le class~~ent des pAtes est a titre d'excmple 

18 \ Juniperus phoenice~ 
Rhamnus alaternus 
Erica arborea 
Fraxinus ornus 
Arbutus unedo 
Phillirea latifoli~ 

GE FE 
ALA 
ERI 
ORNI 
COR 
F'ILLI 

a 20 \ , on retrouve le meme classement sauf pour le 
Genevrier,mais rappelons-le , avec des ·valeurs plus fa~bles 
dans !'ensemble dues a !'utilisation d'un A.A plus eleve. 

Il convient done de traiter ces especes,si le cas 
se presente dans des conditions de cuisson Kraft a 18 \. 

Rdt 
2.2 -Indice de permanganate et le rapport .. 

Ind 

Cet indice de permanganate est le corollaire du 
rendement et renseigne sur l'apti~ude au blanchiment. 

S'il est compris entre 10 et 20 on se trouve avec une 
pate facile a blanchir,puis de 20 a 25 la pate devient plus 
~ifficile,et au dessus de 25 jus~e vers 50 et plus , la pate 
n'est pas destinee a etre blanc~ie sauf pour des usages 
particuliers . 

On voi t done que· le trace de la courbe des rcndements 
en fonction de l'indice de permanganate ( figure No 2 ) ,pour 
!'ensemble des especes - sauf le Genevrier de Phenicie (GE 
FE) - se trouve dans le domaine des valeurs des indices 
de permanganate acceptables et mece TRES INTERESSANTS pour 
FRA~INUS ORNUS(13,1) et PHILLIREA LATIFOLIA (FILLI 18,9.) 

Les comparaisons les plus interessantes et les plus 
demonstratives se retrouvent dans la figure n· 3 , ou 1 'on 
a trace 1 'evolution du rapport Rendement 1 Indice KMn04 
en fonction de A.A % . 

on peut retrouver les memes ecarts et de fa~on plus 
significative : 
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- la position exce1lente de Fraxinus ornus (ORN) 
- la situation, moyenne mais satisfaisante du groupe 

lCOR) , (ALA) , "(FILLI) , (ER) , et !'exclusion de 1 'espece 
GENEVRIER de Phenicie (GE FE) qui presente le plus mauvais 
rapport entre le rendement et la valeur de l'indice de perma
nganate ou de blanchiment. 

- APPLICATIO:IS a LA CIIRACTERIS,\TION de 
ces SIX ESPEC!:S MEDITERRAtiEElltiES 

-CORRELATIONS avec les lliOlCES*PAPETIERS 
USUELS 

POUR LA PREMIERE FOIS , les caractcristiques 
physiques d'J\SPECT des pates ecrues concernclnt leur "COULEUR" 
ont ete mesurees en fonction des traitements d'ALCALI-ACTIFS -
\ variables auxquels elles ont ete soumises. 

Ces mesures ont pour but ce montrcr que la 
quantification de l'ASPECT et la CO~LEUR des pates a papiers 
peuvent etre correlees avec les caracteristiques 
technologiques tres importantes des pates : 

- le rendement en pate {en fibres) 
- l'indice de KMN04 ou indice de blanchiment 
- le rapport : rendemen::/indice de KM!104 qui 

traduit le meilleur compromis entre un rendement en pate 
suffisamment eleve et une bonne aptitude au · 
blanchiment(indice de KMN04 faible) . 

Nous rappelons que dans le tableau n• 1 nous 
donnons pour les six Especes les valeurs calculees a partir 
du systeme CIELAB 1976 qui fourni~ les coordonnees : L* 
a•, b* , · les caracteres suivants 

- L* ou luminance de la pa::e 

- C* la saturation de la teinte (C* = v a2 + b2 ) 

- H* l'angle de teinte (H* • Arctang b/a 

2.4 - Les MESURES de LO!IGUEUR . des FIBRES 

la Methode de MESURE AUTOMATIQUE ce la LONGUEUR des FIBRES 
realisee a 1' aide de notr~ appareil " HISTOFIBRE " sur un 
nombre de 10.000 a 17.000 FI3RES par echantillon a 
permis de classer les especes entre elles et aussi de pouvoir 
les comparees a celles couramment utilisces en papeterie • 

Ainsi le groupe des epeces feuillues s•ordonne de 
la fa9on suivante 

-FRAXINUS ORNUS ( ORNI ) 
-PHILLIREA Li\TifO'LIA ( FILL! 
-RHAMNUS ALATERNUS ( ALA ) 
-ERICA AR.BOREA ( ERI ) 
-ARBUTUS UNEOO ( COR ) · 
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pour la longueur moyenne pond~r~e des fibres , ce qui les 
situent dans les especes a FIBRES COURTES . L' emploi de 
ce!" fibres en Indutrie, sous forme de pate blanchie, concerne 
les papiers d' Impression - Ecriture . 

La seule espece resineuse ~tudiec: 

-JUNIPERUS PHOENICEA { GE . FE ) 1,46 mm 

a vec cette longueur moyenne ponderee se classe dans les 
longueurs peu elevees pour un resineux . De ce fait et en 

3 - CONCLL'SION 

Cet exposed' une tentative de valorisation des 
e:;pcc es du MAQUIS MEDITERRAIIEEN par la production de pate 
a papier est pr~sent~e comme une ALTERNATIVE POSSIBLE aux 
usages actuellement en vigueur : emploi comme BOIS de feu , 
fal5rication de charbonnette ( charbon de Bois) ,tout en 
con·siervant les usages locaux ~t occasionnels en petite 
menuiserie et tournage de petits objets . . 

La possibilite de transformer ces especes en 
pate a papier , en les considerant comme une MATIERE PREMIERE 
d' APPOINT n' avait jamais ~t~ envisag~e jusqu'a ce jour a 
notre connaissance , et ell~ interesse tous les PAYS du 
POURTOUR MEDITERRANEEN qui ont une vegetation identique ou 
bien dont les especes n' ont pas encore ~t~ test~es et qui 
meriteraient de l ' etre • 

Rappelons que certaines d'entre elles devront 
etre trait~es separ~menc ou ~cart~es , comme le GENEVRIER , 
pour ne pas nuire a l'homog~neite de la pate r~sultante ,et 
cela implique de pratiquer des essais pr~liminaires sur le 
p l us grand nombre d'es~eces pour en ~valuer les utilisations 
papetieres possibles pour chaque PAYS soucieux de sa 
p roduct i9n en pate a papier . 

La valeur des rendements en pate est pour 1; 
ALCALI-ACTIF de 18 % t~es voisin des especes feuillues 
cro issant au bord de la M~diterran~e . 

Les m~thodes utilis~es sont celles des 
MICROTESTS PAPETIERS , dans l~s quelles les m~thodes 
de ~ICROCUISSONS pr~sentent l 1 avantage d ' une facilit~ de 
mise en oeuvre au laboratoire , a la fois sur des tres oetits 

echant'illons et , ce qui est a souligner dans un espace d<:! 
TEMPS .TRES COURT 

La Methode de Mesure des LONGUEURS de FIBRES a montre 
que .ces especes semblables -aux autres especes feuillues ne 
devaient pas ~tre rejetees pour cette raison , sauf peut ~tre 
pour l e JUNIPERUS qui n' apporte pas de tres longues fibres 
et qui d e p lus sent ties difficiles a blanchir . 

A ce descriptif des propriet~s papetieres 
conve ntionne l les il manque EVIDEMMENT les caracteristiques 
Mecaniques d es papiers que 1 ' on pourrait obtenir apres les 
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divers traiternents technologiques appliquees a toutes les 
pates , mais notre but etait de rnontrer la faisabilite de la 
production .de pate a PAPIER avec ces especes MEDITERRANENNES. 
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USE OF SOME EMPIRICAL FORMULAS FOR THE COURSE OF THE K/S FUNCTION 

The computer color matching is a modern, on the Kubelka Hunk theory 
based method or working out recipes ro~ textile dyeing. In order to 
obtain high quality and optimum recipes, the Kubelka Hunk Yalues K/S 
must precisely be determined, depending on the concentration or indivi
dual dyesturr on the selected substrate: 

(K/S)Aj = (K/S)~j (c) 

For this purpose throughly perrormed . primary dyeings with 6-10 different 
concentrations are necessary. After conversion or the measured reflec

tances R~j (ci) into {K/S)J.j (ci) values and subtraction or (K/S)~j SUB 
we get 16 sets (one for each wavelenghtAj,j = 1 ,2, ••. , 16) or the form 

Cc 1,CK/S)lj Cc 1)), Cc2 ,CK/S)~j Cc2 >>, ... , (en' (K/S)~j (en)). 

In these data, the random errors or different origins are included. 

To reduce the influence or these errors, instead or piece-wise linear 
interpolation we use some appropriate curves to "smooth" the measured 
data. For each single wavelenght we try to fit our data with the 
f ollowing simple two-parameter formulas: 

y(x) = x/(ax+b) (model 1) 

y(x) = axebx (model 2) 

y(x) = ax + bx 1 (model 3) 

y(x) = aln (X+ 1) + bx (model II .) 

y(x) = ax + b (model 5) 

and than we use that one with the best ra (the meaning or variables: 
X= c, y = K/S). 

Parameters a and b in these formulas or their transforms in linearized 
equations can be determined by the standard least squares method. 
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In following diagrams an example of the principle of determination of 

(K/S)7<j (c) is shown: 

~ 
• 

• 
c.. Ill 
~ 

!:!! 

~ 

$28 1()0 ,4 

~ .. 1()0 ,3 -

SM 1()0, 4 

o42t 1«)0 ,3 

=a~; 
..1«)0,3 

c>< 

8MitlU 

9118:: 

Fig 1. : Determination of (K/S)Aj(c) ~alues for the 

"dyestuff C. I. Disperse Blue 87 on PES yarn 

The (K/S)~j (c) values determined in this way have been used in the 
process of computer based reciping. The optained recipes have given 

good results. 
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THE SUBSTRAT INFLUENCE ON COLOR OF VARIOUS PAC-FIBRES 

The textile substrate with its chemical and physical structure does not 

influence only the dyeing resp . color or synthetic polymers but also 

the technological and technical parameters or the dyeing process. 

The role resp. variability or substrate as a function or color can be 
determined under constant work conditions, if due to the precise know

ledge or substrates the dyeing or different substrates is performed in 

the §me dyeing bath at the same performance or process. 

In the research work, the difference resp. similarity of six various 

PAC-fibres, large-scale dyed in Eurocolor-signed colors, has been in

vestigated. The colors of the dyed substrate from the total chromatic 
circle have been numerically evaluated and the color differences de

pending only on substrate variation, determined. 
The color differences were determined by CIELAB, Hunter LAB, FMC II, 
AnLAB 40, CMC (2:1) methods, using program and apparatus equipment ACS 
1800. 

Due to investigations, the correlation between physical fibre texture 

and substrate affinity towards the dyestuff resp. dyeing or PAC fibres 

has been defined, and the correlation factor which enables simplifica

tion of recipe preparation and dyeing performance, determined. 

The obtained results represent a valuable contribution in solving pro

blems or dyeing PAC fibres which are one or the important raw materials 
for the production or different textile products. 
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STUDY ON COLOUR TEMPERATURE OF LIGHT FROM SKY ~ 
AND ITS DISTRIBUTION IN JAPAN . 

Takuzo INAGAKI* 1 Maaato OKI*l, Hiroahi NAKAMURA•J 

*1 Oaido Inatitute of Technology, Da i docho, Minamiku, Nagoya, 457, Japana 
*2 Meijo Univaraity, Shiogamaguchi, Tanpakuku, Nagoya, 468 , Japan. 

*3 Kyuahu Univaraity, Hakozaki, Higaahiku, Fukuoka, 812, Japan . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The characteriatica of spectral distribution of light from sky aeema to be 
essential for the visual environmenta l design. Perception of colour of visual 
objects illuminated by natural light relateo with its apectral diatribution. Both 
appearance of colour of obtects under natural light in outdoor& and thoaa in 
inte r ior• illuminated by natural light through windows, for instance, are 
considerably effected by opectral distribution of the light. Aloo oelecting auitable 
colour of artificial light for natural light ia very iaportant for tha lighting 
deaign in daytime. . 

Colour of light io ona of phaseo of spectral diotribution of light which effect& 
appearance of colours of visual objects aa well as apectral distribution. Colour of 
light froa sky was meaaured in x-y chromaticity in order to collect aa much data as 
possible, aa measurements of spectral distribution of light of the whole aXy are •uch 
more difficult than thoaa of colour of light, and it haa bean diacuuad in thia 
paper. 

2. MEASUREMENTS 

The measurements were carried out in 
1976, 1977, 1985 and 1988 K Nagoya in Japan 
as shown in Table 1( 1 ),(2). The total number 
of measurements waa 71. 

.. • 
I ~ ~ 't \ 

Measured pointa were acattered almost 
evenly over a halt of the sky, because t he ' 
two hemiapherea devided by an azimuth through 
the aun and the zenith were considered to be 
approximately same characteristics of colour. 
The number of measured points on the half sky 
were 129 in maximum to 55 in minimum as ahown 
in Table 1. Colour of light from s ky was 
meaaured by point by point method using one 
of two types of the colour luminance 
photometer (BM-2 and BM- 5) with aperture• of 
1~ 0.5~ 0.2•or 0 . 1•aa also shown in Table 1. 

Luminance distribution of the sky wa s 
measured simultaneously by the photometric 
photometry or the colour .luminance 
photometer ( BM-2 or BM- 5) by point by point 
method too . 

3. ARRANGEMENT OF THE DATA 
All the measured data were converted into 

correlated colour temperature in Kelvin1 3 l in 
order to examine them simply . 

The examples of the distr i bution of 
measured sky colour temperature of clear sky, 
overcaat aXy and one of the other skies are 
•hown in orthographic projection with the 
luminance diatribution.· .oz1 • the whole sky in 
Fig.2 . 

The avera9e of •ky colour temperatu r e in 
each measurement is calculat·ed from converted 
colour temperature at each sky element 
considering ita aolid angle at tha oky 
•lement. 

The total average of the averages of oky 
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colour temperature of ••aat.lred data and · the 
maximwa and the •ini•WI of th.. are ahown in 
Table 2. 

4. RESULTS 
The results of this research are aa 

follOWIJ 
IIIClear oky 

(aiThe nearer to the aun, the lower 
colour temperature ia. 

(b)The nearer to the point about 90 
deqreea away in an9ular distance from 
the sun throuqh the zenith, ·the 
hi9her colour temperature is. 

( c I At a sky element of which colour 
temperature io hiqh; luminance at the 
element haa a tendency to be low. 

(diThe averaqe of colour temperature of 
the whole aky io conoidered to be 
hiqher than thooe of the other oky. 

(eiThe difference of averaqe colour 
temperature amon9 the Clear ekiea ia 
larqer than thoae of the other oky. 

UIIOvercut oky 
(aiin qeneal, the hiqher the altitude of 

a aky element io, the hiqher colour 
temperature ia. 

(b)The average of colour temperature of 
the whole aky is conoidered to be 
lower than those of the other oky. 

(ciThe difference of averaqe colour 
temperature among the overcast akiea 
ia leaa than thoae of the other aky. 

(IIIIOther Skieo 
(not clear oky and not overcaot okyl 

(a )The averages of colour temperature 
aeema to be effected by a•ounta and 
types of clouds or •lata and to be 
interJtllediate between the Clear Skiaa 
and the Overcaot Skieo. 

(biThe characteriotico of colour 
temperature distribution are 
complicated and their tendency can 
not be explained in thia otaqe. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
AI the reault of the consideration, 

colour temperature of aky element and ita 
diotribution are conlidered to be related to 
eky luminance and ito diotribution. 

The outline of aky colour temperature and 
ito distribution hao b .. n invutiqated and 
diocuued. 
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TClMIE INAMINE & HARMAN CORPORATION 

1-IH-31 UGASIYOL>UGAW-AKU IIIGASINr\KASIMA OSAKA JAPAN 

.JAPAN COLOR TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE(seiwa bldg #810) 

COLOR PLANNIG OF A FACTORY 

Ideas for factories have been changing 

People , in general , have begun to think 

is not only a place to work .but also a 

these da,YS. 

that a factory 

place · to live 

hecause workers spend most of their timP. ther·e . 

Ther·efore . the . quality of the working environment must 

be improved inside the factory. 

Outs ide . the factory should 1. ive favorable impress ions. 

It should · blend in with its neighbourhood and sun·oundi

ngs as well as c:o-oper·ate and have good cornmunicatron 

with the residents. Th~t is rrot the image tactories 

used to have . In reflecting such demands of the times 

we have designed color·ation of interior' and exterior· for 

HARMAN CORPORATION in order to create a com for· table 

wor· kin~ environment and to encourage sales promotion by 

enhancing the corporate id~ntity . 
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FLOW CHART OF COLOR DESIGN OF HARMAN'S NEW FACTORY 

Study of right method Under·s tnd ing 
of factory environil)ent existing factory 

~ 
Confirmation of yearly PO: 
licy & project direction 

Social change of factory 

' ~ Quality change of facto-

ry construction 

~ 
Research neighborhood 
environment & conditions 

of location 

.............................. .. ...... , ~ Good relationship ! ' 
between employer & i Ideas & opinions from 
worker·s / factory workers :' ···················· ........... ..... - - ~ 

~ 
Color psychology Fundamental policy of 

Color psysioiogy color designs 

Consideration of points in 

designs 

II " 

II COLOR DESIGNS OF INTERIOR & EXTERIOR~ 
IMPROVING rr====~======-==;~J r\ AREA VIEW 

CREATING COMPANY'S GOOD IMAGE I y 
f I 1\\ ,' 11\f:f i ll :1 11 II ' Ill , ,;\ If 11\f ~\l\ \" 'd \', f \'I 'I\ 
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Masnifying front design 

7.5GY1i/3 

Front of the factory 

. . -]· r-~----, 
Lf!LL__ ~~ 

EX.Pressing machine 

~ 2.5Y8/4 

--7. 5G7/2. 5 

H 3000 
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JAPANESE COLOR PREFERENCES 
- Pattern Classification Based on a Database Image Survey -

1. Aim 

The need to gain a knowledge of the preferences and tastes of 
Japanese people is becoming increasingly evident among persons 
overseas who export merchandise to Japan. We thus conducted a 
survey in Japan's two major cities, Tokyo and Osaka, of the 
preferences of 400 persons in each city. Each sample of 400 
persons consisted of an equal number of men and women and was 
classified into four groups consisting of 50 persons each: 
students, and persons in their twenties, thirties, and forties. 
Differences in preferences between the groups were expressed in 
the form of color image patterns. 

A detailed study was also carried out to identify products whose 
selection was determined by these preferenc_es. 

2. Method 

(1) Survey sheet: A database image survey sheet (Table 1) 
containing 180 image terms was used. 

(2) Color combination software: 1,800 color combinations 
consisting of 10 three-color combinations for each image were 
classified qualitatively and arranged in the image space to 
correspond to the survey sheet with its list o~ 180 image terms. 

(3) Test subjects: The test sub)ects were asked to select 20 of 
their favorite image terms from the database image survey sheet. 
The selected image terms were then displayed for test subjects 
individually or in groups as image patterns on the screen of a 
personal computer. Such image patterns can also be output to a 
color printer after image processing. We would like here to show 
the results in the form of patterns indicating the preferences of 
the individual groups of 50 persons. Differences in patterns 
indicate d i ffer.,,..,ces in preferences (e.o. for "soft" colors). 

3. Results 

(1) The 20 image terms selected were divided into 16 image 
categories. 

(2) Three-color combinations were displayed in color on the 
image panels for the warm/cool and soft/hard axes or the 
clear/greyish and soft/hard axes. (See examples in Figs. 1. - 6) 
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(3) The following 20 image terms were those most frequently 
chosen and thus indicate the sentiments common and most 
meaningful to Japanese people. 

1. Natural (317) 
3. Restful (292) 
5. Pretty (263) 
7. Simple (249) 
9. Familiar (242) 

ll. Placid (221) 
13. Simple and appealing (216) 
15. Refined (212) 
17. Peaceful (l9B) 
19. Enjoyable (195) 

2. Refreshing (3021 
4. Clean (2B2) 
6. Tender (249) 
B. Healthy (244) 

10. Fresh (222) 
12. Free (219) 
14. Pure and simple (213) 
16. Domestic (205) 
lB. Intellectual (195) 
20. Graceful ( (lB6) 

Note: Numbers in the brackets represent the number of 
subjects selecting that image term. 

fiGURE : Exa•ples of J•~anese Color Preference 
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Table 1. 180 _Image Terms 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
I 

' 10 

ll 
12 
13 
l4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
52 

. 53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

emotio11al 
aweet 
pretty 
lOft 
cryatalline 
refreahing 
pure and aimple 
natural 
freah 
ni11ble 

youthful 
refined 
quiet 
intellectual 
aolet~n 
.naaculine 
aubtle and ~nyaterioua 
quiet and aophiaticated 
heavy and deep 
placid 

traditional 
untamed 
bold 
luxurloua 
•ell ow 
brilliant 
atyliah 
graceful 
pleaaarit 
cal• 

tender 
friendly 
enjoyable 
bright 
lively 
colorful 
plain 
progreaaive 
clear 
charming 

supple 
delicate 
tranquil 
chic 
elegant 
romantic 
heal t'hy 
Mature 
ahowy 
aober 

urbane 
modern 
ahaple, quiet 
faahionable 
rich 
elaborate 
intenae 
provincial 
aturdy 
practical 

and elegant 

61 intereating 
62 aharp 
63 aublil'lla 
64 preciae 
65 peaceful 
66 atout 
67 conaervative 
68 open 
69 lofty 
70 folkay 

7l domutic 
72 provocative 
73 innocent 
74 awaet and dreaay 
75 drea•y 
76 pure 
77 lighthearted 
78 free 
79 familiar 
10 gentle 

81 aubtle 
82 aimpie and appealing 
83 neat 
14 vigoroua 
85 large-hearted 
86 10lld 
87 freah and young 
88 young 
89 at .. dy 
90 fleet 

91 aporty 
92 alluring 
93 aubatantial 
94 modaat 
95 putoral 
96 dignified 
97 exact 
98 rational 
99 compoaed 
100 fiery 

101 dynamic and active 
102 tiooteful 
103 ruatic 
104 claaalc 
105 majeotic 
106 metallic 
107 .. r iouo 
108 authoritative 
109 faotive 
llO cooual 

lll 
ll2 
113 
ll4 
115 
ll6 
ll7 
118 
119 
120 

flar.boyant 
formal 
dapper 
a leak 
agreeable to the touch 
gloaay 
Ill Itt 
light 
cute 
old-foohioned 
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121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 

131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
131 
139 
140 

141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 

151 
152 
153 
154 

.155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 

dyna11ic 
pollahed 
gentle and elegant 
dry 
tropical 
noble and elegant 
faacinatln9 
active 
feminine 
aound 

decorative 
child like 
lllidUOUI 
wild 
aedate 
90tgeoua 
vivid 
aioople 
dauntleu 
dewy · 

vivid ond intenae 
extrava9ant 
••fable 
noble 
delicious 
pt".ecioua 
clean and freah 
robuat 
Japan••• 
hot 

•yaterioua 
forceful 
a.ooth 
aalty' 
grand 
ear neat 
aweet-aour 
proper 
aunahiny 
clean 

161 bitter 
162 joyful 
163 Weatern , 
164 10i rthful 
165 aromotic 
166 noble and digni'fied 
167 prlatine 
161 auguat 
169 cheerful 
170 9enteel 

171 cultured 
172 •erry 
173 complex 
174 citrua 
175 noatalgic 
176 aqueoua 
177 . fruitful 
171 donlin9 
179 pure ond ele9ant 
180 reatful 



KWALLEK, Nancy, Ph.D., Head and Professor Interior Design and 
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THE MYTH OF THE WHITE OFFICE 

As a capitalistic nation, the USA is concerned with productivity. 
For example, American employers are continually trying to increase worker 
output. Several researchers claim that by improving worker satisfaction 
with the workspace and thus the job in general, one can also increase the 
employee's productivity (Brill, Margulis, & Konar, 1984; 1985; Wineman, 
1982). It has been speculated that environmental color is a catalyst 
that may induce a s~ries of behavioral reactions related to worker 
satisfaction, as well as mood, absenteeism, and tardiness (Becker, 1981). 
Oldham and Fried (1983) found that darkness of the workspace·, along with 
other aspects of the environment, predicted worker satisfaction. 

Neither overstimulation, which may induce stress, nor 
understimulation which may result in monotony for the worker, is 
appropriate for an office (Mahnke & Mahnke, 1987). Oldham and Ratchford 
(1983) found that individuals had difficulty focusing on their work when 
they were overstimulated by the environment. A designer has the 
responsibility to determine the balance between too much complexity and a 
lack of variety in the office environment. Color is a viable resource 
for designing an appropriate environment for a workspace. 

The white office is ubiquitous to American businesses. A stark work 
environment is assumed conducive to productivity and may create the 
appearance of technological advancement. However, a white office may 
understimulate the worker. Mahnke and Mahnke (1987) state that the 
American population has been conditioned to a white office by its 
overabundant use, but suggest that there are better alternatives. Over 
forty years ago Louis Cheskin (1947) said ~ "White walls ••• are an optical 
strain and a psychological hazard." Mahnke and Mahnke (1987) are hopeful 
that color will be the vanguard for the office environment. 

Experiments were conducted to test the notio~ that a white office is 
~he best color for a work environment. Three realistic offices (8 ft 
wide, 11 ft 9 in long, and 8 ft 9 in high) were built and furnished with 
a desk, two chairs, books, a window, lamp, small plant, fan, phone, two 

• framed prints and certificate (11" x 15"), small desk, file cabinet, 
stool, and other office amenities. Each office was lighted artificially 
by four Westinghouse recessed flourescent bulbs, each with forty watts of 
cool white light (F40CW) shining through four translucent fiber glass 
luminous panels. The desk lamp had a three-way 120V incandescent bulb 
set at 80 watts and radiated through a white, translucent lamp shade. 
The temperature of the offices was controlled between 72 and 78 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

In the first experiment subjects worked in either a red (Munsell 
color notation 6.05R 4.59/11.15), white (Munsell color notation 9.75YR 
8.74/0.45), or green (Munsell color notation 1.51PB 4.95/8.05) office. 
An equal number of males and females were administered standardized 
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number and name proofreading tests - common office tasks - in one of the 
monochromatic offices. The subjects also completed' the Profile of Mood 
States Questionnaire (POMS; McNair et al., 1981) before and after they 
wdrked in one of the offices so any changes in mood could be assessed. 
The POMS gives scores on six scales: Tension-Anxiety, Depression
Dejection, Anger-Hostility, Vigor-Activity, Fatigue-Inertia, and 
Confusion-Bewilderment. The subjects were administered a final 
questionnaire on which to indicate their color preferences, opinions on 
how the color might have affected their mood and performance, and 
assessment of whether they found the office spacious or confining. For 
the second phase of the experiment, the three offices were painted either 
or ange (Munsell color notation 3.15YR 6.23/12.63), yellow (Munsell color 
notation 4.06Y 7.99/12.11), or blue (Munsell color notation 2.43PB 
5.12/10.51), and subjects followed the same procedures as in the first 
experiment. 

The main finding was that subjects who worked in the white office 
made a significantly greater number of errors, especially on the name 
comparison test (the second test) than the subjects who performed in the 
offices of the other colors. In terms of productivity, the findings 
suggest that a stark white office may not be the best choice for a work 
environment. However, the subjects seieCted white more than any other 
color as the most appropriate for a work environment. These results 
imply that Americans believe white is most appropriate for an office. 
This myth is now being challenged. Has not white been chosen for the 
office environment out of convenience and uniformity rather than based on 
human response? 

The experimental results also suggest that color preference may be 
psychologically important for the worker . In the first experiment 
subjects who reported that they did no t like the color of the office in 
which they worked or indicated that they wo uld no t like to work in that 
office environment experienced a significant increase in tension as 
reflected by their responses on the POMS. More subjects indicated that 
they would prefer blue over other colors for their office environment. 
Although white was a second choice for an office environment, it was at 
the bottom of the list of the subjects' favorite colors. 

People design their homes and select colors for env~ronments to make 
their surroundings more aesthetically pleasing and livable . Similarly, 
the office environment in which many Americans spend up to sixty hours 
per week should be comfortable, aesthetic, and pleasant along with being 
functiona 1. Through judicious use of color in the office, the employee, 
along with the employer, could be more productive and satisfied. 

During the next few months, experiments will be conducted in which 
subjects will work in offices painted either black, gra y , or purple. The 
results from these three experiments will be c ombined, anaylsed, 
and presented in Argentina. Long-range plans include testing subjects in 
more realistic color schemes than just monochromatic offices. 
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COLORIHETRIE DU BOIS DE SIX ESSENCES OU HAQUIS HEDITERRANEEN <ITALIE>: 
DESCRIPTION, IDENTIFICATION ET POSSIBILITE DE TRI. 

WOOD COLORIMETRY OF SIX SPECIES FROH THE 'MEDITERRANEAN BUSH' <ITALY>: 
DESCRIPTION, IDENTIFICATION AND POSSIBILITIES OF WOOD SORTING. 

LAVISCI P~olo' - JANIN Glr~rd'' - UZIELLI Luca••• 

RESII1E 

Lr bois tn tant qut ~atilrt prrmifrt ptut ttrt car~ctrrisf par son 
asptct tt ' sa coultur. 

L'rxr~plr fourni par Its six rssrncrs mfditrrranfrnnrs tr~itfrs dans 
ct raport montrt bitn qur I& mtsurt dt Ia coulrur ou Irs coordonnfrs 
chr~&tiqurs constiturnt drs crittrts nouuraux rt utilrs, qui contriburnt ~ 

lrur drscription trchnologiqut. 
Dr plus nous auons montrf qur l'on prut obtrnir un TRI ou sfparation 

drs drux rssrncts, difficilrs l distingurr, ~ l'aidt drs coordonntrs 
chr~atiqurs CIELAB: L•, a•, b• ou C• rt H•, qui corrrspondrnt mirux au 
mrcani~r dr prrcrption dt l'oril humain. 

Sl.ttiARY 

Wood, as a raw matrrial, can bt charactrrizrd by its apprarancr1 aspect and 
colour. Thr rx~plr giurn by thr six ~rditrrranran wood sprcirs described 
in this rrport shows that colour mtuurrmrnts and chrom~tic coordinates are 
nrw and usrful critrria which contribute to thrir trchnoiogical 
drscr i p t ion • 

. Morrourr wr showrd that a WOOD SORTING can br performed to sep~rate 
two·. specirs, unrasily distinguishable by thr naked ttyr, by means of thrir 
CIELAB chromatic coordinates: L•, a•, b• or C• and H• which correspond 
brttrr to thr human rye's perception mrc~anism. 

Uniurrsity of Florrncr- lstituto di Assestamrnto e Trcnologia 
Forrshle - 13 Via S.Bonauentura- 50145 Firrnze- lhly 

St~tion dt Rtchtrchts sur Ia Qualitt des Bois, 
CRF-INRA, Champenoux 54280 Stichamps, Nancy - Franct 

Uniuersity of Turin- lstityto di Seluicoltura r Assestamento 
Forrst~l• ~ 44 Vi~ L. da Vinci - 10126 Grugliasco- Italy 
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INTRODUCTION 

L'aspect, et done la couleur, est un facteur ell de qual it~ pour 
beaucoup de produits en bois <Beckwith, 1979- Janin, 1986>. 

La colorimetrit est l'unt des plus nouvelles et des plus interessantes 
methodologies qui perme(tent d'ftudier certaines caractfristiques 
macroscopiques et physiques dubois <Hofmann, 1987- Lavisci, 1988). 

Au cours d'une recherche sur la qual ite des bois de six essences du 
rnaquis rnediterraneen <caract~ristiques phrsico-rnecaniques et essais de 
tournage>, des rnesures de Ia couleur du bois dans des conditions 
differentes, ont perrnis de: 
- ftudier Ia variabilite de Ia couleur pour chacune des six essences 

dfcrire · et interpreter une anornal ie (bois de coeur anormal> rfperee dans . 
le bois d'Arbousier (&Arbutus unedo&> 

dffinir des critfres de separation fondes ·sur leurs coordonnees 
chromatiques pour Its bois de deux essences: Bruy~re <&Erica arborea~> et 
Arbousier (&Arbutus unedo&>, difficiles a distinguer a l'oeil nu 

evaluer l'influenct du trpe d'illuminant utilise <type A et 065> sur le 
choix des caracteres chromatiques: L•, a•, b•, C•, H• Its plus utiles lors 
de !'Identification et du tri industriel des bois. 

les mesures ont etf exfcutfes en se rfffrant aux Norrnes ISO 7724-84 et 
UNI-ISO 8941 <publication a paraltre) a l'aide d'un spectrophotometre, 
sur une surface tangentielle dont Ia finition de l'etat de surface est 
obtenue avec du papier abrasif a grain fin <degrf 180> dans It sens du fil 
du bois. 

Les fprouvettes ont ete equilibrfes en atmosphere 20/65, selon Ia 
Norme ISO 554 <T=20"C, Hr=65%>. 

RESULTATS 

Le Tableau donne les valeurs moyennes des coordonnfes chromatiques 
L•, a•, b•, C• et H• mesurfes, pour chaque essence, dans Its conditions 
d'illumination speclfifes <legende tableau n"l>. Toutes ces valeurs 
caractfrisent Ia variable •couleur• des bois conslderfs. 

2 - le TRI 

Le Tableau 2 montre que !'utilisation de l'illurninant A (par rapport a 
l'illuminant 065) augmente les possibilitfs d'identification des deux 
essences, parce que il exalte Its differences des couleurs associees au x 
longueurs d'onde > 600 nrn. 
En effet, Ia seule utilisation de L• et H• pour l'illurninant 065 1 n'aurait 
pas ete suffisante pour distinguer les deux bois, b i en que l'oeil soit tres 
sensible a ces .caractfres. 

Les Figures I et 2 montre~. 
analysis" i I est plus a is~ de 
d'Arbousier, par l.a combination 
<Fig.l) et L~/bt <Fig.2>. 

CCt~CLUS J(l~ 

que avec une forme simpl ifift de "cluster 
distinguer le bois de Bruyere de celu i 

de deux param~tres colorimetriques: H•lb* 

Les mesure s de Ia couleur appl iqufes au bois donnent des bons 
resultats exp~rimentaux, et fourniront dans le futur le moyen de classer 
les bois en qual it~, de les choisir et de pratiquer le TRI pou r Ia 
realisation de divers prOduits en bois. 
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TABLEAU I 

COORO~~EES CHROHATIQUES CIELAB ET LCH OU BOIS DES SIX ES~ENCES 
CIELAB and LCH chromatic coordinates of the six wood species 

SURFACE TANGENTIELLE- GECt1ETRIE 8/d- ILL. 065- CIE 10' ST. OBS. 
Measures taken on tangential surfaces (see also French caption) 

ESSENCE/ Spe~ies 

AUB 
Arbutus ! OUR 
unedo ! OUR ANOR 

Erica ! AUB 
arboru ! OUR 

80.55 
71.60 
58.18 

79.43 
70.19 

79.91 

3.66 
8.95 
14.73 

4.56 
10.37 

3.10 

19.88 
17.61 
16.91 

23.54 
24.13 

18.02 

c 

20.22 
19.78 
22.50 

23.98 
26.35 

18.30 

H 

79.07 
65.84 
50.52 

79.14 
66.09 

Bl .73 
------------------~-------------------------------------------------
Phyllirea Iatif. 

Rhamnus ! AUB 
alahrnus! OUR 

Juniperus! AUB 
phoenlcu! OUR 

79.91 

71 .46. 
47.68 

78.91 
62.34 

4.33 

6.43 
9.66 

5.38 
14.33 

i9.58 

30.39 
17.72 

24.75 
34.76 

20.06 

31.10 
20.20 

25.34 
37.64 

AUB • AUBIER I sapwood OUR • BOIS OE COEUR I heartwood 

77.09 

78.57 
64.33. 

77.43 
67.80 

OUR ANOR • BOIS DE COEUR ANORHAL I abnorraally colourtd hnrtwood 

FIG1 
27 

FIG2 
28 

Z3 

19 B R ••. ---·· --,;..-··,,' ... -
.. 

.... -------·-··--····· 
~·".. . 
. . 

b* 

24 :· 

.. . 
16 

. . 1s AR 
~~~~----~~~----~6~7------~69~ ~~--------------------------------~~~ 6$ 71 74 77 

H 

FIGURES 1 - 2 
SEPARATICt~ DES BOIS OE DEUX ESSENCES PAR Cri'IBINATiet-1 

OE LEURS COOROONNEES CHROHATIOUES 

L* 

Separation of wood from two species through the combination 
of their chromatic coordinates 

BR = Erica arborta ; AR =Arbutus untdo 
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TABLEAU 2 

POSSIBILITES DE TRIER DEUX ESSENCES SELCN LES 
DIVERSES COORO!N>IEES CIIR~TI DUES EN UHLI ~T DEUX . I Lllt11~TS 
(A •I D.SSl - 10 HESURES PAR SERlE 
SPp&r&tion of two spPCiPs from th~ir 

chrom&tic coordin&tPs mP&sur•d with two illumin&nts (A &nd 065) 
10 mtasur•mtnts tach Strits 

ESSENCE I 
SptciH 

Arbutus 
untdo 

Eriu 
&rboru 

IIIII// Standard lllvminant 0 65 //IIIII 

L• •• bt c H 

71.60 8.95 17.61 19.78 65.84 Avtr&9f 
2.05 0.71 1.58 1.38 1.04 St On 

70.19 10.37 24.13 26.35 66.09 Avrragt 
2.62 1.82 1.78 1.19 2.23 St Otll 

----------·----------------------------------------------------
1.53 2.69 9.89 12.88 0.37 t e&lculf 

--------------------------------------------------
NJV£AU dt 
cu-FUtiCE 00 .................................................................. 

80 98 99 99 20 

Erlu 
&rborta 

/IIIII/ Standard lllut~iunt A /IIIII/II/ 

L• 

73.53 
2.16 

70.36 
1.08 

4.15 

99 

•• c H 

8.48 19.01 25.68 56.08 Avtr&gt 
0.93 1.33 1.23 1.08 St Ot11 

10.7 24.62 31.58 57.26 Alltrao• 
0.47 1.84 1.71 0.79 St Ot11 

6.73 7.81 

99 

8.85 

99 

2.78 t calculi 

98 NIVEAU dt 
C!tlfi~Va 00 
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LECERf Guy 
21 rue Saint Laud 
49100 ANGERS 

P~ofaaaeur agr~g~ 
Univaraita d 1 Angara 

Coloris et couleur - figure comma types exprasaifs dens 1 1art des jardins 
an franca at en Anglaterre, 1830 - 1930. 

Las ~tudes recentes sur l'art des jerdins ont surtout porte sur la periods qui 
a'~tand de la Renaissance au XVIlla siecle avec una optique paysage ra privilegie 
Catta periods correspond a la domination d'un type exprassif 1 la coloris. Tree 
peu de recherches portent sur l'art des j ardina des XlXe at XXa siecle at encore 
moins (cala est possible) sur l'usage des coulaurs qui las caracterisa. Or ~etta 
periods est fondamantsla an ce qui concerns l'actualiaation at la creation de 
nouveaux types axpressifs. 

Types exp~essifs 
Las types axprassifspermettent de dapassar l'analysa ponctualla des phenomenes 
coulaurs an sa situant dans le langage, sur la plan de l'axprasaion. Las types 
axprassifa se prasantent comma daa agglomarats culturals, ancr~s dana l'histoire 
des medea d'exprasaion, inscrits dana lea imagea quotidiannaa,mia an oeuvre 
autant an p.aintura, en architecture, qua dana l'art daa jardina. 
lls constituent des galaxies fecondea, des p8laa d'attraction puisaanta pour · les 
coulaurs. lea couches geologique& 'lUi lea inatituant par tranaformationa at 
sedimentations successivaa (la c.oloria du XVla aiacla, du X VIlla aiacla ' ... ) 
impoaant un travail -d'archeologue da 1 1 imaginaira. 
La type axpraasif, anfin, par son anracinament technique, fait partie de la 
boita a outil du createur de jardina. 
Corwma p8laa fortllels, ila a 1orianlfnt aoit vera la coloris (qui a'est impose au 
XVIa aia.cla) soit vera la coulaur-fiqura (re-invantea au XIXa aiacle). 

Lr coloris 
De 1830 a 1930, dans l'art des jardina europeans, la mise an oeuvre du coloris 
dans l'art des jardins ve sa r~ferar continuellamant a la peintura. Las grands 
principes du coloris elabores du XVla au XVllla aiacla vent ltra appliques. 

- L'imitat i on (de 1 1apparenca, da la natura) qui, an paintura, donna 1 1affat 
bulla -de la perspective aarianna, de la totelite reconatituaa opera dana . l 1art 
des jardins una relation d'analogia eur la mode du plus samblabla gua. 
La j ardin paysagar est plus nature qua la natura dana aa totalite. La perspec
tive dai colori i~pose, par example, la fauillage blau dana lea lointain& at, 
de ll", , un hOIMMiga mataphy.aiqua au blau. 

- Le separation du dessein et du coloris avec, aspect plaatiqua, la modelS des 
maasifa at , aspect rhe·toriqua, la mise an ordra des jardina reguliers lors de 
la raatauration des jardins de la Renaissance (Villandry antra 1906 at 1924) at 
de caux daa XVlla at XVIIIa aiacla.* 

* Par axempla, las rastaurations d'Achilla Duchlna (1866-1947) a Vaux-la-Vicomta 
Champa aur Marna(franca), 8lanhain Palace (Anglatarre) 
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- La distinction entre cauleur et calaris : 
L 'art des j ardins, gdlce BUX pragre s de l 1harticulture passe de una veritable 
palette de cauleurs (rilar.Jadendrons, azaleas, plantas naines a feuilla ge col,are ••• ) 
Melange des coulaurs (dan s los massifs) at, svrtout cpulaurs locales (relation 
do di stance ) font le<: jerdins du Xl Xa sicJclas - jardins victorians en Angleterre 
at du Soco11d Empire en Franca. 

- le coloris a uno logigue qui suit las figures du discours tenu par las peres 
et j ardins de cetta epoque - au jeu du jour principal at des repoussoirs an 
peintura peuve nt Otre mis en parall~ la dans !'art de s jardins, avec las combi
natoires de perc~as, de clairi~ res at d 1 ombreges. 

La cou lour- f'iflure 
Ce n'est que plus r'cemment que d'aulres usages de la couleur ont ~te explicitas 
at thdoricisds dans l'ert des jardins . 
La couleur-figure, autre polarite des types expressifs, alliance chim~rique 
at indissociable de le couleur at de le figure ne prdtend pas tent a repr~senter 
un I plus samblable qua I qu'a produira unl plus real qua I, a realisar !'invi
sible. La couleur-figure dens l'ert des jerdins suit las diff~rentes modalitas 
de la figure salon qu 1elle est figures (couleur cernae,fixee, marquee du blason), 
qu'elle est figurante (modulation, color-schema) ou, anfin, qu 1elle sa deploia 
en extension (color-field). 

Ferdinand BAC. Projet pour 
ls cour paves de la villa 
CROISSET, Grasse Franca. 
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A la coulaur-figuree correspondent les jardins qui se referent ~ la Renaiasance 
(Sissinghurst, Hidcote Manor) et a l'ert mauresque (Villandry). Lea creataura 
de jardins modernas tels qua Ferdinand .Bac (1859-1952), Andre Vera 
et Jean-Claude Nicolas Forestier * (1861-1930) utilisant dee variantaa de ce 
type exprassif. 

La cou~ur-figuranta dans laquella la factaur temporal, la mouvement interviennent 1 

se manifests dans las Wall oerdan de Corenvon ainsi qua dena lea realiaetiona 
de Gertrude Jekyll (1843-1932). 
La couleur-champ {color-field) apparatt dans lea jardina dadiea a una couleur~ 
,jardins blanca de Lawrence Johnston (1871-1958) at de Vita Sackvilla Waat 
(1892-1962) dans la Thym lawn de Sissinghurst (1950). 
Lea types axpressifs, macro-systemea d'analyees comparative• at differenciellea 
dee differents usages de la couleur, reposant sur des micro-ayatemes, des pequetR 
da relations (transparant/opecita, clair/sombre, melange/non melange ' acende/non 
acanda)qui relevant plus du mythema (unite de myths) qua d'un aspect purament 
formal ou phenomenal. 

* Jean-Claude Nicolas Forestier, avant de superviser las pares et jardins de 
!'Exposition Internationals des Arts Oecoratifa a, en 1923-4, participer a 
1 1urbanisation de Buenos Airaa. 
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Licht- und Farbmeeaung mit rechnergeflihrten Syatemen 

Peter Marx 

1. TranalmpedanzveratUrker zur Messung von Photoatramen und Beleuch

tungaatHrken 

Die melaten Probleme der konventionellen OperationaveratHrker ent

atehen aua dem EinfluB,den die VeratHrkungaeinatellung auf den fre

quenzgeng hat. Eine Steigerung der VeratHrkung von 1 auf 10 bedeu

tet eine Reduzierung der Bandbreite auf 1/10. GlP.lchzeitig ver

achlechtertaich auch des Impulaverhelten, d.h. die Meaaung achnell 

verHnderlicher BeleuchtungaatHrken (bzw. Photoatrame ) geringer 

IntenaitHt kann problematiach werden infolge groBer Einachwingzei

ten. Bel rechnergefuhrten LichtmeBanlegen kann dieaer Effekt zu gra

Ben unerwunachten MeBzeiten fuhren. 

Kon
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mlthochotlmlgerdlll• 
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Abb.1: Obertragungafunktion konventi~neller OperationaveratHrker 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Marx 
Techni ac he fachhochachule Berlin 
fachbereich 12 - Elektrotechnik 
Luxemburge~ · Str. 10 
D-1000 Berlin 65 
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Ein neuartiges OPV-Design, der sog. Trans1mpedanz-VerstHrker,l6st 

die vorher geschilderten Probleme: Ala Eingangsstufe dient ein Im

pedanzwamJlP.r mit dem VerstHrkungsfaktor 1. DiP.nrr VP.rllindP.t 1II.P. 

belden EingHnge des OperatlonsveratHrkers mltelnsnder. Im Betrleb 

wird durch dlese Schaltung erzwungen, daB die Spannungen u2 und u1 
glelch sind, und zwsr unsbhHnglg von der externen RUckkopplung 

durch R2• Dadurch erhHlt der invertlerende E~ngang elne sehr nle

drige Eingangsimpedanz, die sich bel geschlossener Schleife welter 

reduziert. Diese niedrige Impedanz fUhrt dazu, daB ungehindert 

Strom in den 1nvert1erenden Eingang hinein oder sua ihm heraua 

flieBen kann.Aufgabe des Transimpedanz-VerstHrkers iat es, den 

Strom, der in den invertierenden Eingang hinein oder BUB ihm her

sus flieBt, zu erkennen und in die Ausgangsapannung umzuwandeln. 

Wlchtlgstea Merkmal alnea Translmpedanz-Veratlrkerw lat der 
hochohmlge nlchtlnvertlerande Anaohlu8 und der nlederohmlge 

u, 

r R 

1 ••I 1211 L ___________________ J 
SINJooruckkopplu"'l 

lnvertterende Anachlull 

Deaeher 
ungewohnllche 

OPV·Dealgn. 
Die elgtnlllche 

Verwtlrkung 
Obemlmmt eln 

T .... aimped8nZ· 
Verwtlrker 

Die Obertragungsfunktion des 
TranslmpedBDz.Verstarkers 1st A (s) • Uall.... gemessen 
In c. 

Die Gegenkopplung 1st durch den Strom gegeben, der 
dureh R1 In den lnvertierenden Eingang flleBt. Ea ·gel ten 
folgende mathematische Zusammenhinge: 

I~a. • 11 - 11 

I~a. • Ua/R1 - (Uo - UaJIRa 

Da U0 • 11 •• ·A (s) und U1 • U1 (durch den ElngBDgs· 
verstarker) sind, ergibt alch: 

~ K U1 (..L + ...!..) - J!L 
Alsl R, Rz Rz 

R1• Rz 1• J!.L 
~ R, 
1.1 K,.BL 

Rz Alsl • Alsl 

Uo U,a (2) 
1!111 Tr..,elmpedanz-Verwtlrker zeigt groBe Verwtlr· 

kung Uber linen weiten Bendbreltenbereich 
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Der Vergleich der belden Ubertragungsfunktionen (1) und (2) er

laubt folgende Aussagen. 

a) Die GleichspannungsverstMrkung ist mit 1 + R2/R 1 fur beide OPV

Type n vollig gleich. 

b) Im Frequenzgangverhalten sind die belden ~ersttirkertypen v~llig 

unte rschiedlich. Bei Trsnsimpedanz-Versttirkern verschwindet der 

verstMrku ngsabhMngige Pol im Nenner, da mit R2 dee Frequenzver

halten festgelegt ist. Unabhtingig devon ist mit R1 die Verattir

kung einzustellen. 

Ergebnis: Bel richtiger Wahl deR Widerstandes R2 (optimale Werte 
sind im Datenblatt spezifiziert) erhtilt man ein VerstUr
kersystem, des bei VerstMrkungen von 1 vUllig stabil 
arbeitet und bel groBeren Versttirkungen kaum an Band
breite verliert. Dabei erfolgt die Berechnung der Ver
stMrkung nach den gleichen Formeln, wie ale fur konven-
tionelle OPV's eingefuhrt sind. · 

2. Spiralphotomet~r zur Messung des Lichtstroms von Kompakt-Leucht

stofflampen (KLL) 

Das mechanlsche AbtastsyRtem gestattet die Messung von KLL in ru

hender Brennlage (nach DBP 1928815). 

-~9"nl.';nsi .. llvn9i...--· 
~-tlaiy~~ ~ ~>e,:._ra;e~.:..·-~kr: Ls.-~-pe-:-- --.;.~_ ~ 
--- ,, ·- --- -· u; .. r{ ehtl'l d~r - ___ ,, -- - --: -- o::>( -,. 1¥0 '-
. -- 11-- - ---~-- .. - -,....~r·tchf& ·- --,-- --· : -· 01. - • - ~o· - -
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MikrocomputergefUhrte 
lntegratlonselektronik 
Fur die flt"ochc cincr von den Elevolionswinkcln o'/

1 
und 

{!, begrenzlen Kugelzone gill : 

A.,._== r1 · 2rr · (cosiJ 1 - cos~,)::: r1·4rr ·sinl?nin.l1? 

mit~~ =~ und .lo1=ol 7 - ~ 1 
2 

Ein zwischen zwei Meridionen 
ment der Kugelzone ist donn 

dA1.-=2 · r 1 · .l~ · sin.,, . sin4.!! 
2 

2 

liegendes Flochenele-

u 1d der hierouf entfollende Teillichtslrom 

.:Ool>=2 · r' · .l., · sin~- E, · sin~, 
2 

Der Gesomtlichtstrom wird nun durch fortloufende 
Summation der Teillichtstrome longs der Spirolbohn 
gebildet 

M 
II>= 2·r'·tJ.., · sin~ :£ E,·sino!o 

1=0 

mil M=~· J..!!Q.• 
fl.<PM 

... . ..... -.. . ... -- .. ~ -· .... _ .. - . - .... _ .. 

Abb.L: ErlHutPrung ~~A SpirAl
photometers zur Llchtstr·o•n
messung von Kompnkt-Leucht
stofflAmpen. Des Photn 7.elgt 
dRs fertige GerHt mit dem 
integrlerte~ Mlkroprozpssor
system Motorola 6009, L kByte 
EPROM, :? kByte rlAM, Arl thone
tlkprozeooor AMD 9511, PIA 
68?1, ACIA 6551 und TIMErl 
6840. MrBrAster: ? GrAd, mAK. 
16200 MeBpunkte pro Gesamt
lichtstromintegretion ~oJerden. 
ausgewPrtet. Vererheltunqsge
schwlndlgkelt: 2m1 MeBwertP 
pro Sekunde 

3. Neuartige raumspArende Drehspiegelaysteme zur Meaaung von Licht

"t!lrkeverteilungen und Llchtstrtlmen 

AbtJ.5 zeigt dle vom Autor 1972 konzipierte Drehapiegelkonstruktion, 

die slch lnzwlachen bel etwa 25 Anwen~prn 1m In- und AuAlend be

w!lhrt het. Der entecheldende Nachteil dleser Konstruktlnn besteht 

jedoch darin, daB die Bauhtlhe rd. 6 ~leter l>o~l: r!lgt unrJ ~omit r:lie 

Beukosten fUr einen en.tsprechend hohen LAborraum erhebllch sind~ 

Ee wurden dAher vom Verfaaaer in dleaem Jl'!hr zwel neue Drehspleqel

vnrlanten konziplert (vgl. Patentanoneldung P 3002115.3 vom 26.1.88), 

die mit elner Bauhtlhe von rd. 4 Metern auskommen und dennoch die 

Meaaung von LAngfeldleuchten erlauben (vgl. Abb. 6 u. 7). 
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( 270° 

-- W,flkr,geDrr -. c 
-- Hohenver strUrr 
·- fo1o tor of C. Totho 

gtnrro lor 11 C 
- Sch1r,frtngt 

Drehspiegel 

Drehspiegelsystcrn: Hotation 

des Spiegels urn horizontale 

A·cihae, !; le ich::ei ti _l\e ilrehung 

der Lichtquelle urn horizon

tole und vertikale Achae. 

Roumfcstcr Lichtsensor.Diese 

Hechanik ist sehr sut 8e

eignet fUr groBe Leuchten

hersteller, der ~echnische 

Aufwand ist erheblich, ein 

hoher Raum ( > 6 Heter) ist 

erforderlich. 

Abb. 5: Konventioneller Drehspiegel mit groBer Bauhohe 

Drehspicgclsyslem mil synchron rolie· 
readem Lichlsensur 

Ocr 
Spiegelmillclpunkt rotiert ' in bcslimmlcn 
Ahslaml hum die onsfcSic llauplachsc A· 
A' . Diescm gegcniiber roticrl die Lichl· 
queUe lim Ab<t~r. t h' urn die Hauplachse 
und alcichzcil ig urn die vcrtikalc Achsc 
B-B' . Die Slel• venikale lage dcr Lie hi· 
quellcnachse wird durch ein mcchanlschcs 
1:1-Gclricbc G erzwungcn. Dcr lichlscn-

sor rolierl synchron mil dem Drehspicgel 
in der Weise , daB stets eine horizontale 

Achsc gloichzcitig durch dio Minclpunklc 
des Spicgcls und des lichlsensors verUiufi . 
Ocr Synchronlauf kann in einfachcr Weise 
durch cine eleklrischc Welle zwischen der 
Drohspicgei-Hauptwelle (Achse A-A') 
und dcr Welle des Schwenkarms S, an dem 
dcr lichrsensor monriert ist, errcicht wcr
dcn. 

Abll.6: Neues raumsp1:1rendes Drehsplegelkonzept 1 
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Prinzip des Hubdrebapltltll 

Hier 
kann in Abhlngigkeit vom Drehwinkel y 

die Hauptachse des Drehspiegels A·A' 
vertikal kontinuierlich oder diskontinu
ierlich bis zur HubhOhe H aneehoben wer· 

den . Synchron wird auch der Lichtsensor 
kontinuierlich oder diskontinuierlich so in 
der Hohe veriinden, daB die Achse A-A' 
stets durch den Miuelpunkt de. Lichtseo· 
sors verlluft. 

Abb.7: Neues rsumspsrendes Drehspiegelkonzept 2 
lichtstHrken und lichtstrtlme ocerden Gber die folgenden Beziehun-

gen bestilnmt: I • E . rl. - 1-
0o 

II 2.n 

I I E(•id)·sin~·dcp·dO 
a-o <p•o 

k 

L 

Ooqofol - lwo~ltr 

n 

sinO • ...1.. • • n L 

l'lttlwt'C 

-- '>"'•·"'"""'' t.o.-4 1. ,,, 

-+---ILu;Q ... I 8 

Abb. 8: Elektronik eines rechnergefuhrten Drehspiegelsyatema 
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Durch eine neuertige Zwsngsfuhrung der elektrischen Kabel kHnnen 

Drehspiegelsysteme o h n e Schlelfringe um die horizontsle Haupt---schse beliebig oft in belden Drehrichtungen umleufen, d.h. der suf-

weodige und umstHndliche Reversierbetrieb mit Noteusschsltern bel 

den Endwinkeln ~ann entfsllen (vgl. Abb. 9). 

Abb.9: Pstentierte Drehspiegelkonstruktion mit 
ZwsngsfUhrung der Kabel, beliebig oft um die hori
zontal• Achsa durchdrehbsr ohne Schleifringe 
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4. Moderne rechnergefuhrte LabormeBtechnik mit IEC-Bus-MeBgerUten 

und Personalcomputern 

Der IEC-Bus - nach DIN IEC 625 - hat sich ale Standard-Schnitt-

stelle zwischen MeBgerMten und Steuerrechnern (z.B. Personalcom

putern) durchgesetzt und in der Laborpraxls beim Betrieb automa

tlscher MeBplUtze mit busfMhigen intelligenten MeBgerHten be

wUhrt. Als Programmiersprache wlrd l.a. BASIC verwendet. 

Abb.10: PC-MeBplatz mit IEC-Bus-Geraten. Mittels Wlndowtechnik 
werden slle MeBgerateparameter auf dem Farbblldschirm dargestellt. 
Die Bedienung erfolgtnur uber den PC-Monitor und die Maua. 

Auch in der lichttechnischen Industrie wlrd diese' neue Technik 

zunehmend in Verbindung mit CAD-Systemen fur die Leuchtenkonstruk

tion eingesetzt. Lokale Rechnernetze ktlnnen realisiert werden. Be

triebsmittel wle Drucker, Plotter, Plattenspeicher , Programme 

und Dateien ktlnnen gemeinsam mit anderen Netzwerk-Teilnehmern ge

nutzt werden. Die Kopplung kann z.B. uber eine koaxiale Buslei

tung (ETHERNET) erfolgen.Ubertragungsrate: 10 Mbit/s. 

Li teratur: 

DIN 5032 : Lichtmessung 
Marx, P.;Strung,K.: Ein modernes computergesteuertes Drehspiegel

system. LICHT 1981 , H. 11, 5.586 ••• 595 

DIN 5033 : Farbmessung 
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LIGHT COHER!::NCE AND THE CHROMATIC CONTRAST FUNCTION 

It is a well known fact that one of the distinctive charac~~ristics of 

the coherent (CTF) and incoherent (ITF) transfer functions is the cutoff 

frequency value. 

This value is duplicated in the incoherent transfer function at the 

expense of the contrast sensitiveness. 

This paper analyzes the sensitiveness to contrast of different frequen -

cies at threshold and supra threshold levels, using coherent and incohe

rent stimulation. 

To that effect, a dye laser permitting a spectral 500 to 630nnt variation 

was used. A Ronchi network with spatial frequencies between 3 and 20 cy

cles per degree, a photometric wedge and a diffuser disk, making incohe

rent the light coming from the source when rotating, were mounted on the 

the laser's collimated beam (1). 

For all the wave lengths and frequencies analyzed, a loss of luminosity 

and greater border definition was observed in the ITF case as compared 

to the CTF. This effect decreased at high and low freceuncy. 

It was also observed that when the coherent light was used, the max~num 

sensitivity point was displaced towards the low frequency. 

The influence of color and the determiantion of achromatic threshold 

were finally examined. 

The resulting data - schematically represented in the figure - are ana -

• lyzed with other previously obtained where the contrast functions linea

rity was also studied (2). 

1- M.Aguilar, A.Felipe, J.M.Artigas.- Coherence of light and visual acui
ty. The influence of the pupil . At ti della Fondazione Giorgio Ronchi , 
Anno XLI, N°l, gennaio-febbraio: 81-97 (1986). 

2- A.R . Bio ndini, M.L.F.de Mattiello.- Suprathreshold contrast perception 
at different luminance levels.- Vision Res. Vol 25, N°1: 1-9 (1985). 
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DETERMINATION OF THE RETINA ANU VISUAL CORTEX SENSITIVENESS TO ADDITIVE 

COLOR MIXTURE 

The well-known methods of additive color mixture allow the production of 

spectral color mixtures. 

These mixtures may be produced monocularly and binocularly, situations 

that mainly imply treatment of the information at retinal and visual cor

tex levels respectively (1,2) • 

• his paper mainly cor.tpares the sensitiveness of these two areas by 

means of a Wright colorimeter (3) to which a second channel furnished 

with filters has been added. This channel could be finely regulated at 

the observers'interpupilar distance, in order to obtain an accurate supe~ 

position of the stimulus. 

The stimulus produced through the additional channel were 

those from the colorimeter, and thus specified. 

matched to 

The stimulus covered a visual angle of 1•and produced an image entirely 

within the pupil of the eye. Four observers who participated in the expe

riment, had nonnal vision and uyes ranging from 20 to 25 years. 

The mixtures, considered in independent experimental sections were: red

green; blue-yellow and green-red. 

~he luminosity remained constant (12 cd/m2 ) for the second color of each 

pair. Consequently, only the first color had variable luminosity. 

When the experiment was performed monocularly, the mixture was produced 

in the classical manner (3), the second channel being switched .off. 

~hen working binocularly, the variable color was produced by the colori

meter and the constant color by the additional channel. 

The experiment consisted in : a) recognising the just . peccep.t.i.ble a .teps of 

red, blue and green increments in the mixtures, and b)matching the mono

cularly and binocularly obtained mixtures. 

The resu~t showed that for a monocularly produced mixture, the tested co

lor required greater energy to reproduce an identical binocularly 

produced sensation. In other words, the monocular mixtures showed lese 

saturation than the binocular ones, especially at low range of luminosity 

A slight hue change was also observed. 
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These data appraising the inhibition degree,for the adopted experimental 

situation, implicit in the monocular mixtures, are schematically represeu 

ted in the figure. 

The relation of the results to the inhibitory phenomena described in the 

bibliography is discussed, with special emphasis on the part played bythe 

retina and the cortex within the visual system. 
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1- Hubel,D.H. and Wiesel, T.N.-Receptive fields of single neurons in the 
eat's stciate cortex. J. Physiol. (London) 148:574-591 (1959). 

2- Hubel, D.H. and Wiesel, T.N.- Receptive fields, binocular interaction and functio
nal architecture in the cat' s visual cortex. J, Physiol. (London) 160:106-154 (1962) 

3- Wright, W.O.- Researches on normal and defective colour vision. H.Kimpton (1946) 
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THREE PARADOXES OF WAVELENGTH DISCRIMINATION 

In the short-wave part of the spectrum, near 460 nm, there is a region 
of poor wavelength discrimination (K~nig and Dieterici, 1884; Wright and 
Pitt, 1935), the 'short-wave pessimum'. We have examined three experimental 
operations that paradoxically. improve discrimination at the pessimum. 

Measurements were made by a two-alternative temporal ·forced-choice method, 
using monochromators (Bentham Instruments M300E) that have integral 
stepping motors. The bandwidth of the stimuli was typically 0.9 nm and 
the centre wavelength of the band could be varied in steps of 0.05 nm. 
On each trial there were two presentations of a horizontally divided 
bipartite circular field. On one of the two presentations, the upper and 
lower halves of the field were of the same wavelength; and on the other 
presentation, the wavelength of the lower half was greater by an amount 6~ 
The subject was required to indicate by pushbuttons on which of the two 
presentations the two half-fields were different. 6~ was adaptively 
adjusted according to the subject's accuracy, so as to track the value that 
gave 71% correct responses (Hollon and Cavonius, 1987). 

Three remarkable results are found at 460 nm: 

1. Wavelength discrimination improves as luminance is reduced in the range 100 
to 1 troland; near the latter value, thresholds may be as low as 0.5 nm. This 
result is foreshadowed, between 440 and 460 nm, in the curves of Konig and 

_ Dieterici, who used the method of average error. Their effect was rediscovered 
by McCree (1960). Figure 1 shows new measurements obtained by two-alternative 
temporal forced choice. 

2. Discrimination improves if the duration of a 50-troland target is reduced 
in the range 50 to 3 msec. The result is the contrary to that found in other 
parts of the spectrum; and has not previously been reported. 

·3. Discrimination improves if a congruent long-wave field is added to 
both halves of the short-wave stimulus. Phenomenologically, the added 
field desaturates the discriminanda. The improvement in performance is 
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0 2 

Log troland value of target 

Figure 1. Wavelength discrimination at 460 n• as a function of the troland 
value of the target. The thresholds shown are the .. ans of four independent 
runs; within each run the order of troland values was randa.ized. 

paradoxical because, when the long-wave field is added, the sets of quantum 
catches from the two half-fields must be more similar than they are for the 
same A~ in the absence of the long-wave field. 

To explain these findings, we consider separately the two main post-receptoral 
channels of human colour vision. The channel that compares the absorptions 
in the long- and middle-wave cones cannot sustain good discrimination at 
460 nm under any conditions; for near this wavelength, the ratio of quantum 
catches in the middle- and long-wave cones passes through a shallow maximum 
and its rate of change with wavelength (on which discrimination must 
ultimately depend) slows down. The same cannot apply to the phylogenetically 
older pathway that compares the quantum catch in the short-wave cones with 
that in the middle-/long-wave cones. In this case, the ratio of absorptions 
is changing rapidly near 460 nm. Rather we suppose that this post-receptoral 
channel is driven into a saturating region of its response function ·by 
long-duration 100-td lights of 460 nm. Any operation that removes the 
channel from the saturating region (e.g. a reduction of stimulus energy by 
shortening the duration or lowering the troland value; or the addition of 
a long-wave field) will improve performance. 
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SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE AND COLOUR OF NAMIB BEETLES 

Of the many beetle species living in the Namib desert, some develop a wax 
layer (wax bloom) on their bodies which reflects a high proportion of the 
solar irradiance. Measurements were performed at the CSIR to determine the 
spectral reflectance (oP/d) and the colour of those beetles with and without 
the waxbloom. The measuring equipment is described and the measurement 
results are discussed. The chromaticities under illuminant D6s are 
calculated and represented on a CIE chromaticity diagram. 

It is shown how these species benefit from a gain in reflectivity over tl.a 
whole visible spectrum and how well the colour of certain species matches 
that of the desert sand on which they live. 

Unter den vielen Arten von Kiifern in der Namib Wuste bilden einige eine 
Wachsschicht auf ihrem Kiirper, welche einen hohen Prozentsatz der Sonnen
strahlung reflekliert. Messungen wurden beim CSIR durchgefuhrt um den 
apektralim Reflexio~sgrad (0/d) und die Farbe dieser Kiifar mit und ohne 
Wachsschicht zu be timmen. Die Meaapparatur wird beschrieben . und die 
Me~resultate warden diskutiert. Die Farbkoordinaten fur die lichtquelle 065 
werden berechnet un im CIE Diagramm anqeqeben. Es wird gezeiqt, wie diese 
Tierarten von der e hiihten Reflexion im gesamten sichtbaren Spektralbereich 
profitieren und wie qut die Farbe von einigen Arten an die des Wusten sandes 
angepasst ist, in d~ sie leben 

Parmi les nombreusel esp~ces de scarab~es peuplant le d~sert de Namibie, le 
corps de certaine d'entre elles secr~te une eire qui r~fl~chit une 
proportion importan e de l'~clairement ~nerg~tique solaire. Des mesures 
ayant pour but de d terminer le facteur de rHlexion spectrale (oP /d) et la 
couleur de ces scarab~es avec et sans leur s~cr~tion ont ~t~ faites au CSIR. 
La technique de mesure et les r~sultats sont analys~s. Les chromaticit~s 
sous 1' illuminant D65 sont calcul~es et repr~sent~es sur un diagranwne de 
chromaticit~ CIE. Il sera ~tabli combien ces esp~ces profitent d'une 
augmentation de leur r~flectivit~ sur l'~tendue du spectre visible et d quel 
point la couleur de certaines esp~ces se confond avec celle du sable sur 
lequel elles vivent. · 

INTRODUCTION 

The Namib desert and its few life forms are being studied extensively by 
biologists and physiologists. They discovered beetle soecies uniquely 
adapted to the extreme desert conditions. These species are active during 
the day and are hereby exposed to high solar irradiance levels, high 
temperatures and low humidities. They only survive because nature has 
provided them with a unique protection in the form of a shielding layer, 
named the wax bloom. 
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The wax bloom is a secretion on the cuticle which production is triggered by 
hot and dry conditions. One of the functions of the wax bloom is to increase 
the reflectivity, hereby reducing the absorption of radiation. In order to 
determine the gain in reflectivity it was necessary to measure the spectral 
reflectance of those beetles with and without the wllx bloom; This was done 
at the CSIR in Pretoria. 

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

The following measurements and calculations were made for each sample 

1. Measurement of spectral reflectance (380-750 nm) 
2. Calculation of the reflected spectral power distribution: by multiplying 

the spectral reflectance with the spectral distribution of daylight 
(illuminant D6s) 

3. Calculation of the CIE (x,y,z) chromaticity coordinates 
4. Calculation/determination of the dominant wavelength 
5. Calculation/ determination of the colour purity 

1. Measuring Equipment 

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the measuring instrumentation. A 
quartz halogen lamp with compact filament was used as the stable light source 
and placed inside a cylindrical housing in order to reduce unwanted 
strayliqht. lens No.1 focuses the image of the filament at the centre of an 
iris diaphragm while lens No.2 focuses the imaqe of the diaphragm aperture at 
the position B which is at the centre of an 8 mm aperture in the 100 mm 
diameter integrating sphere. Aperture A has a diameter of 25 mm. 

The integrating sphere, with a BaS04 coating at the inside, collects the 
reflected light from the sample in B. If there is no sample in B the focused 
light beam passes through the sphere into the darkened · room and the sphere 
only collects small amounts of straylight. Integrated light from the sphere 
passes through a third aperture E into the 100 mm focal length double 
monochromator which has a photomultiplier tube with S-20 response at the exit 
and which is powered by 1J stabilised high-voltage supply. The signal from 
the phototube is amplified by an operational amplifier, measured by a digital 
voltmeter and recorded by a desktop computer. This computer also controls 
the steppingmotor which selects the appropriate wavelength at the exit of the 
monochromator. 

NTEGRATING 
SPHERE LENS 2 PINHOLE LENS I 

lAMP+HO\JSaNG 
A 

Fig.!. Schematic diagram of the measuring 
equipment 
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2. Measurement of spectral reflectance 

The spectroradiometric measurements on the beetles were made in the visible 
portion of the spectrum from 380-750 nm in steps of 10 nm. At each 
wavelength several signal readings were taken and averaged by the computer. 
The slitsetting corresponded to a bandpass of 8 nm, 

The following detector readings were taken. 

Spectral distribution of 0~ reflectance B(.~); no samole at position B 
Spectral distribution of 100~ reflectance:· w(>..); a BaS04 tablet in B 
Spectral distribution of the s'ample reflectance SO.); the sample (a 
beetle) was Placed in positio~ B ' 

The spectral reflectance of i he sample is then given as 

p(:\.) = S(:\.) - B(:\.) 

W(:\.) - B( :\.) 

3. Results 

In the unbloomed state tne reflectivity for mqst species is approximately 4~ 
and nearly constant over the measured spectrum. The colour is neutral and 
dark i.e. black. With the waxbloom the colour becomes lighter and more 
specific. The diagram in fig.2 shows the reflectance curves of a specy for 
different stages of blooming. As the waxbloom increases the colour becomes 
more pronounced (pinkish/orange). However, as is the case for all species 
measured, the colour saturation remains fairly low as the reflectivity 
increases over the whole wavelength range. 

Multiplying the spectral reflectances with the D6s distribution allows to 
calculate the x,y,z chromaticities for each measured sample and its 
representation on the CIE chromaticity diagram for the standard observer 
foveal vision for 2°. The colour purity and the · in this case vaguely 
defined, dominant wavelength can be determined on the chromaticity diagram. 

4. Conclusion 

The measurement results show a definite gain in reflectivity rue to the 
waxbloom for all species measured. The reflecting wax layer certainly 
protects these species against the intense solar · radiation and thus plays a 
role in their thermoregulation. As the colour of the waxbloom of certain 
species is very similar to that of the surrounding sand further conclusions 
could be derived. More specific conclusion as to the nature of the wax have 
to be made by biochemists and physiologists. 
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COLORIMETRY OF WINES 

Our previous works1 In color of red wines hove Induced us to consider that the 

absorbance spectra of red wines are related· (fig. I) and they can be subjected to 

characteristic vector analysts, as It was made for spectral distribution of typical deyl1ght2 . 

We employed 229 samples of red wines In this work , and 11 methemetlcel statement of the 

method, adapted from Slmonds3 , might be given es follows: 

Response date A~ (spectral absorbance) ere evelelble for r ( 40) levels of the variable l 

(wavelength). For eech experimental condition, then, the r values of -\, constitute 11 one-row 

r-column vector of response data. For n (200) sample set of data, the re$ponse vectors can be 

arrayed to form a data matrix of n rows end r columns. 

It Is possible to find a set of characteristic vectors. which , when added In the proper 
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amounts to the mean response vector, will odequetely approximate eny of the orlglnel femlly 

of n response vector. Methemetlcelly stated, the semple responses et eech value of wavelength 

ere given by 

A1• A1 + M1VI. 1 +M2 V2, 1 + + MpVp,l 

A2• A2 + M1V1,2 +M2 V2.2 + ... + MPVP,2 p s r 

Ar•Ar+ M1V1,r +M2 v2,r + ... + MpVp,r 

The M's ere the amounts of the characteristic vectors which must be added to the meen 

response vector In order to produce the semple response vector. The seme cherecterlstlc 

vectors apply to ell response vectors belonging to the original femlly from which the vectors 

ere derived. Only the values of M1.M 2 , .. . ,M P very from one response curve to another. The 

M's therefore, ore e complete speclficetlon of the response vector to which they apply. 

Together with the uniquely determined cherecteristlc vectors end the meen response vector 

the M's ere sufficient Information with which to reconstruct the entire .response vector from 

which they were derived. 

The power of the tool comes from the feet thet e large percentage of the verleblllty 

among the femlly of homologous response vectors mey be explained by using only e few 

cherecterlstlc vectors. 

Figure 2 Is e plot of the meen response vector, first, second end third cherecterlstlc 

vectors derived from the dele. The first vector accounts for the 96. 9l of the tote I response 

verleblllty ; the second vector accounts for the 2.4l of the verleblllty, lind the third vector 

accounts for the O.Sl of the verleblllty. The total percentage accounted by the three first 

cherecterlstlc vectors Is the 99.8l of total response verieblllty. 

When we apply the reconstituted spectral absorbence curve to determinate the 

respective color, In CIELAB space, color difference, between this color end the color 

determineted from experimental dele, Is under 6 CIELAB units for 216 semples (94l). 

Figure 3 show e histogram of color dlfferences for the whole group. 
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(:ONPARISON BET\'JEEN COLOROID !-!UNSELL DIN NCS COLOUR 

SPACES 

Antal Uemcsicsx 

Abstract 

The generalization of environment colour design 

cannot dispense with the propagation of colour 

atlases in design practice. Their usefulness in colour 

design much depends on the set of samples. Quality of 

the set of colour samples depends on the colour space 

of the colour system underlying the atlas. Since in 

different regions of the \'IOrld, colour sets of Coloroid, 

Munsell, DIN and NCS colour systems are increasingly 

utilized, let me make a comparative test of colour 

spaces of these four colour systems, comparing pri

marily their little-known low-saturation ranges. Dif

ferences between these low saturation ranges mainly 

reside in saturation and hue scales. Since among these 

four colour systems, only the Coloroid scales are 

simple to describe in relation to the measurable colour 

stimuli, for the sake of comparison, colour spaces of 

the other three colour systems have been converted to 

the Coloroid colour space. Conversion was made in 

several stages. For the sake of comparison, plane spread

ings of colour space sections by coaxial cylinders could 

be applied. Conclusions prawn from these sections will 

be lectured on. 

Captions: l. Coaxial section of the Coloroid colour 
space 

2. Coaxial section of r~nsell colour space 
in the Coloroid colour space · 

xProf.Antal Nemcsics Dr.Techn.Sci. Technical University 

of Budapest. llll.Budapest. Mliegyetem rkp.3.- Hungary 
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3. Coaxial section of DIN colour space in 
the Coloroid colour space 

4. Coaxial section of NCS colour space in 
the Coloroid colour space 

Fig. 1. 
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COLOR EDUCATION AT THE 
CENTRE FRANCAIS DE 1.A COULEUR 

C. PELISSIER &: R. SEVE 
for a collective work made at the 
Centre Fran~aJs de la Couleur 

(Parts, France) 

The needs In color education are more and more diversified and Important. 
CFC Is mainly Interested by three sectors : 

. Personal expression with color : young childrens. graphical and artistic 
expression at school . creation of a colored envirorunent at school ... 

. General knowledge about color, terminology, color schemes. color 
classification. choice of colors in advertising and in conditionning, 
fundamentals of color vision and color reproduction ... 

. Scientific and technical teaching related to the use of color In Industry : 
color measurement. color systems. color reproduction ... 

Some examples of CFC' action in these sectors, will be given. 

The greatest effort has been done for scientific teaching in industry. A 
pedagogy has been developed for taking In account scientific requirements 
as strong as possible. 

First we underline relationships between : 

. Psychological aspects : what we are perceiving and Interpreting, 

. physical aspects : the color cause we are measuring, 

. biological aspects : how visual system answers In a complex manner. 

Starting from this basis we were improving traditional teaching of 
colorimetry by the development of a ngorous mathematical structure. using 
separate, though bounded, sets : radiations set. metameric stimuli set, 
physiological responses set. perceived colors set. luminous values set. These 
sets are bringing some specific properties to the whole structure : vector 
structure, tridimensionality. orthogonality (Heling). linear application 
(bnghtness) thresholds. By this way it Is also easier to underline limitations 
of classical colorimetry. 

It Is appearing how teaching aids for "playing" and "touching" colors are 
.Important. Development work should be made. 

It would be interesting to discuss this matter with groups having a similar 
approach. · 
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FLICKER SENSITIVITY, COLOUR AND BINOCULAR INTERACTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 
While the response of the visual system to temporally modulated light made mo

nocularly is well known (De Langel; Kelly2; Perez -Carpinell and Climent 3), our know
ledge of that response when both eyes are functioning is incomplete, being very lit

. tle the studies of flicker realized i n the binocular field and always using white 
light (Sherrington~; PerrinS; Cavonius 6). 

Our purpose in the present experime~t is to determine the influence that the 
stimulation of contralateral eye with disturbing effects, flickering or steady lights 
of different chromaticity, has on the sensitivity to flicker function of its partner 
and the comparison with the same function in the case of absence of contralateral 
adapting light (monocular case). 

The interest of this experimental work is due to the interaction phenomenon to 
study, since is binocular it is carried out, in a greater degree, at the visual cortex 
level and this will allow to increase the knowledge about the chromatic induction 
process. 

METHOD 
A complete description of the flicker system to the observer's left eye can be 

found in previous works 7• The light source was a Spectra Physics 2w polarized Argon 
laser that provided us a blue radiation of 488 .0 nm and ~~=4.3.lo-3 nm bandwidth . 
Light from the source goes through optical system with two channels s1 and S2, which 
illumi nates the same test by means of a beam splitter. The stimulus was seen as a 
2.3• circular test superposed on a dark surround. The modulator produced a sinusoidal 
1y modulated light beam. Vision was foveal through 2.6 mm dia artificial pupil. The
ret inal illumination used was 265 trolands (50 cd/m2 of luminance). 

The other eye (right eye) viewed a field constituted by four bicolour light
emitting diodes (LED's siemens LD 100). The LD 100 LED had peaks of spectral emission 
at 635 nm and 565 nm respectively and a bandwidth of approximately 30 nm. Uniformity 
of the field was achieved by the use of a diffussing sheet in front of the LED'S and 
a lens, so as to gave the appearance of an uniform field 10°. A digital LED'S driver 
circuit specially designed gave precise control of the luminance, flickering frequen
cy and waveform (practically square). Luminances used were 20, 30 and so ·cd/m . 

· Complete modulation sensitivity functions were measured for one observer which 
sat on an adjustable seat resting his chin on a chin support. 

Every session was preceded by a 5 minutes period of preadaptation to experimen 
tation room and a further 5 minutes period of adaptation to the luminance of the test. 
In each session we determine~ the sensitivity curve to flicker (left eye) when the 
second eye (right eye) was stimulated. For each point, three or six readings are ta
ken, depending upon the dispersion of the trials, and they are averaged. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tables 1 and 2 present modulation sensitivities data, measured in the monocu

lar case (left eye) and in the case of a binocular combination of a 2.3• flicker 

field and dark surround in one eye (left eye) and a variable (steady or flicker and 
red or green chromat ici ty) 10• fi.ld in the other (right eye). 
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Table 1: Modulation(~) as a function of frequency (Hz) for different stimula· 
tion~ in the contralateral (ri~ht eye) caused by lights of the same luminance : a) 20 
cd/m ; b) 30 cd/m2; c) SO cd/m • Left eye:· SO cd/m2 and blue stimulus. Median stan
dard deviation was <10~. 

a) 20 cd/m2 

RED RED RED-GREEN GREEN GREEN 
f(Hz) DARK STEADY 'FLICKERING 'FLICKERING FLICKERING STEADY 

STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS 

2 10 .0 9.0 9.9 9.2 7.6 10.3 
s 6.1 6.8 7.7 6.S 4.3 7.6 
7 S. 6 6.3 6.3 4.1 3.4 8.1 

10 S.7 7.0 6.4 S.l 4.6 7.6 

b) 30 cd/m2 c) SO cd/m2 

RED RED RED-GREEN. RED 
f(Hz) DARK STEADY FLICKERING FLICKERING DARK STEADY 

STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS 

2 10.0 11.0 13.1 7.8 10.0 12.4 
s 6.1 6.0 6.7 4.S 6.1 7.0 
7 5.6 5.8 7.0 3.3 S.6 6.2 

10 S.7 6.0 s.s 2.8 5.7 6.2 

We observe that : 
A) Experiments with steady stimulus. 

In the steady-flicker binocular combination, if we use as steady stimulus 
(right eye) red or green chromaticity, we can see that i l lumination of one eye with a 
steady stimulus .reduces the flicker sensitivity of its partner in the low frequencies 
region. This lateral inhibitory effect in the visual system appears, independently of 
the luminance of steady stimulus use_d (20, 30 or 50 cd/ml) at least when this stl1111lus 
is red; in this region, the reduction of flicker sensitivity when we Illuminate one 
eye with a steady field is similar to that caused by Cavonlus& using white light. 

In the high frequency region; steady I llumination of one eye produces ~n lncr! 
ase of flicker sensitivity in the other eye with the red stimulus &n~ _ 20 cd/m£ while 
that if we use the green stimulus or the red stimulus (30 cd/ml) t~e sensitivity re
corded is identical to that monocular case and this behaviour is analogous to obtained 
by Cavonlus6 with the white light. · 

With red stimulus we obtain similar behaviour in the low frequency region in
dependently of the luminance of the colateral eye. ·At high frequencies our results 
according to Lipkin's 8 findings, the CFF decreases as adapting luminance increases. 
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Table 2: Freque"cy (Hz) as a function of modulation (~) for different stimula
tion~ in the cont~alateral (ri~ht eye) caused by l~ghts of the same luminance: a) 20 
cd/m'; b) 30 cd/m'; c) 50 cd/m . Left eye: 50 cd/m and blue stimulus. Median standard 
deviation was <4~. 

a) 20 cd/l 

REO RED RED-GREEN GREEN GREEN 
m(~) DARK STEADY FLICKERING FLICKERING FLICKERING STEADY 

STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS 

10 20.5 20.0 20.5 22.0 23 .0 16.5 
30 27.5 33.0 32.5 34.0 28.0 27.0 
50 33.0 37.0 44.0 40.0 37.0 32 .5 

100 37.0 46.0 49.5 48.0 46.5 37 .o. 

1!1) 30 cd/m2 c) 50 cd/m2 

RED RED ~ED-GREEN RED 
mm OARK STEADY FLICKERING FLICKERING DARK STEADY 

STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS 

10 20.5 19.0 21.0 23.5 20.5 17.5 
30 27.5 28.0 31.0 29.0 27.5 28.0 
50 33.0 35.5 35.0 35.5 33.0 34.0 

100 37.0 37.0 43.5 40.5 37 .o 36.0 

B) Experiments with flickering stimulus. 
In the flicker-flicker binocular combination used the stimulation of right eye 

is at a constant frequency of 20 Hz, that is below the CFF, and we have, in accordance 
with Sherrington's term "asymmetrical flicker" (the two eyes present different fre-
quencies}. . 

In the low frequency region, red flickering illumination (20 or 30 cd/m2l of 
the non-tested eye reduces or inhibits the sensitivity to flicker of its contralateral 
eye and this one · increases when we use red-green stimulus (both of them have the same 
luminance) or green stimulus as flicker stimulation. 

At high frequencies, independently of the stimulus colour and luminance level, 
the simultaneous illumination in the two eyes produces an elevation of flicker sensi-
ti.vity in respect to monocular case. · 
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The effect of colour on comprehension in communication. 
(The 3 C Concept) 

The concept of colour has many facets. It could be linked to not only 
philosophical, psychological and physical aspects, but also to psycho
physical, physiological and psychometric properties. 

The 3 C Concept of colour devised by the authors was investigated 
using normal presentations in colour to determine communication and 
comprehension. A special computer program waA developed to evaluate 
the same normal presentations, using C R T displaya. 

Results of this unique research combining the varioua facets of colour 
are presented. 
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Opponent model of achromatic vision with related line elements for 
threshold and scaling data 

In the fields of lighting technic and color reproduction, e. g. color 
photography and computer graphics, there is a need •to have a model for 
color vision over a wide range of test and surround field luminance 
levels. The present CIE color spaces define color scales and differences 
only for one surround field luminance which is a limitation for these 
applications. The model presented here is designed for test and surround 
field luminances of more then 6 log units. It s~ems t~e first model 
based on t w o opponent mechanisms in black-white direction which 
have been measured recently in physiological experiments by Valberg in 
the visual system of monkeys. 

In Fig. 1 to 5 scaling and threshold data are shown for different 
central field and surround field luminances. The data are taken from 
literature (Bodman, Lingelbach, Richter) where a wide agreement is 
found. Up to now there seems to be no model which can describe both 
scaling and threshold data within a unique model of vision. 

Fig. 1 and 2 describe scaling data. In a typical experimental situation 
(eee Fig. 1 or 2) the colors between black (N•Noir) and white (W) are 
scaled on an interval or magnitude scale. This psychophysical scaling 
leads to numbers for lightness L*, e.g. between 0 for black and 100 for 
white, which can be described by curves shown in Fig. 2. The slope for 
scaling lightness L* as function of luminance L is 1/3 in Fig. 2. The 
luminance differences dL for equal lightness steps are computed from the 
functions shown in Pig. 2 by mathematical derivation and lead to the 
slope 2/3 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 to 5 describ~ threshold data. The colora between black and white 
are presented in the same grey surround. The just noticeable luminance 
difference dL for different central field luminances L are measured and 
shown in Fig. 3 which has a slope of 1 instead of 2/3 c~mpared . to Fig. 
l. The number of threshold steps T* between a black and a central field 
color of luminance L is shown in Fig. 4 which is very different compared 
to Fig. 2. T* is described by a more linear function compared to L* and 
therefore T* in addition is shown in a linear-log-plot in Fig. 5. 

Helmholtz made the assumption that the number of threshold steps T* 
between two grey colors describe their phychopysical difference in 
lightness L*. The comparison of Fig. 1 to 4 shows that this assumption 
ia not valid. Up to now basic research in color has not developed 
different metrics for threshold and scaling data. We define in this 
paper a combined metric for both data by related visual threshold and 
scaling processes shown in Fig. 6. The firing rate (Impulse/a) measured 
by Valberg in physiological experi~ents is described as function of 
central field luminance L at one constant surround field luminance Lu. 
There are t w o visual threshold processes activez one for colors 
darker an•' one for colors lighter compared to the surround field 
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luminance. We call one the visual threshold process N (N=noir=black) and 
the othe r one the visual threshold proc ess W (W=White) according to the 
opponent color theory. The summation of both firing rates give a new 
curve with approximately a constant .slope (see Fig.6) . 

The change of the firing rates dF(x)/dx of the model curves are shown in 
Fig. 7. The slope of the two threshold processes Nand W reach a maximum 
near the surround field luminance Lu and change by a factor up to 3 more 
rapid compared to the scaling process with approximately a constant 
slope over a wide range (4 log units) of central field luminances. This 
slope of the sum is here approximately 1/3 which we know from Fig. 2 
(lightness scaling data) but the ordinate scale is not a log scale. 

The mode l shows therefore three related curves which can represent data 
of two threshold processes and one scaling process with different 
slopes. The different slopes define the line elements for threshold and 
scaling data. Line elements have been developed by Helmholtz, • 
Schroedinger, Stiles and others. All these kown line elements try to 
describe both threshold and scaling data by the same slope and therefore 
must fail either to describe scaling or threshold data because the 
slopes are very different. 

Our solution for describing the "conflicting data" is shown in Fig. 8. 
The receptor system P,D,T (Protanop, Deuteranop, Tritanop) fits into two 
different visual processes N and W. In a first step two functions qN and 
q~l describe these processes. The firing rates of the two threshold 
processes are given by the natural logarithm of these functions which 
define the functions ON and OW shown in Fig. 6 and their derivations 
known from Fig. 7. 

The s u m of the two logarithmic functions ON and -OW define the slope 
necessary to describe scaling data. The sum is identical to the 
d i f f e r e n c e of two logarithmic functions ON and OW which is 
i dentical to the logarithm of the r a t i o of qN and qW. This leads 
t o the property that the scaling data (lightness L*) may directly 
correspond to a function of the ratio qN/qW. 

Our model therefore describes both scaling and threshold data shown in 
Fig. 1 to 5 with very different slopes within one unique opponent model 
of vision in black-white direction . A complete mod~l defines an opponent 
color space (OCS) and is designed for achromatic a n d chromatic 
colors. One color space labeled OCSLAR 1988 describes scaling data and 
the other OCSJND 19AA describes threshold data (JND=just noticeable 
difference). The "scaling" color space CIELAR 1976 is a special case of 
OCSJ,AA 1988 and the earlier published "threshold" color space LABJND 
1987 is a special case of the more general space OCSJND 1988. 
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NEW COLOR-DISCRIMINATION ELLIPSES 

In several occasions it has been pointed out the necessity of new 
color-difference data, obtained under a wide :-ange of experimental observation 
conditions, that complete those available at the present. Thus, the CIE ( Cfr. 
Robertson, 1976) has fixed some lines of research to be followed by a same 
research group, with the aim of avoiding the great dispersion among 
color-difference results. In a similar way, Prof. MacAdam, during the 1966 OSA 
Annual meeting and also in a personal letter sent to our group, has expressed 
the convenience of repeating his famous experiment on discrimination ellipses 
(MacAdam, 1942), but using a different experimental method to obtain them and 
working at two luminance levels with three observers. These lant ideas joined 
with the trajectory of our research group during the last few years, have led 
us to plan a set of experiments to determine color-discrimination thresholds 
that in a first step constitute the results exposed in this communication . 

That principally distinguishes our investigation to previous results in 
this field (MacAdam, 1942; !:;·:.·.;;·, :.c.d MacAdam, 1949; Wyszecki and Fielder, 1971) 
is the experimental method employed to obtain the ellipsoids in the 1931 CIE 
(x,y,Y) color representation system. This is based on the constant stimuli method 
instead of making the observer color matchings by manipulating a colorimeter . 
We have also used visual colorimeters but during our experiments the observer 
has only to say if he sees equal or not two juxtaposed stimuli that are presented 
in a bipartite field. Then he is isolated from the control of the experiments, 
that joined with the great number of measurements need to determine a threshold 
give a great objectivity and reproducibility to the results. 

figure 1 
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"" 

We have planed our experiments to 
obtain the color-differential thresholds 
at 12 points of the 1931 CIE (x,y) 
chromaticity diagram, five of which 
are those recommended by the CIE 
(Robertson, 1976), working in a first 
step at a luminance level of 3 cd / m2. 
An schematic view of the device is 
schown in figure 1. C1 and C2 are 
Donaldson-type colorimeters and Il 
and 12 integrating cavities. 
S represents an electromechanic shutter 
that is open during 1 sec at intervals 
of 6 sec. The field of vision subtends 
2', one of its halves always occupied 
with the color that we determine 
its threshold and the other with 
a different color in each pulse of 
the shutter. After each exposure 
the observer has to judge if he sees 
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equal or not both stimuli. Each of these variable stimuli is presented 10 times 
in a random order. It was necessary several experimental sessions to obtain 
a threshold, always no more longer than 20 min with a 5 min previous period 
of dark adaptation. When the variable stimuli are represented in the 1931 CIE 
color representation system they form a cloud of points around the referenoe 
one. This cloud of points with their weights (number of times seen equal to 
the reference stimulus) is ajusted to an ellipsoid by the method of Wpzecki 
(1959). Nearly 1000 measurements are necessary in obtainig each threshold ~ 

Figure 2 shows the principal-cross sections of the ellipsoias for two 
observers and figure 3 shows one of these ellipses in which the points of the 
cloud are represented by their weights. 

X 

fiauroe 2 figure 3 

Since our differential thresholds have been determined in points of the 
chromaticity diaaram different than those studied by the other mentioned authors, 
it is difficult to make a comparison between them. Nevertheless, they can be 
compared with MacAdam's ( 1943) results because we can calculate a discrimination 
ellipse at any point of the chromaticity diagram from the graphics given by 
this author. Also we can make .. comparison of our results with the ellipses 
of discrimination given by cU:fferent color-difference formulae. Table l shows 
the wh_ole comparison inclulklig the ellipses given by a new color formula proposed 
by ~8 in a previous wOPk (Romero et al., 1988; in press). 

As it can QDserved, the formula cdf-G* approaches better to our experimental 
reaul ts than the rest. It can be pointed out that such formula was derived from 
MacAdam's (1943) results, thus the good agreement between these sets · of results. 
Also, a certain aood agreement between results of MacAdam ( 1943) and .results 
of observer AH is found. However some discrepancies are shown between the 
two observers, specially in the blue and green zones. Nevertheless, the necessity 
of further investigations arises from the results, including more observers 
and workina .at a hiah luminance level. These lines of investigation constitute 
our tasks at the present, although a detailed description of our first 
experimental results will appear ir a next publication. 
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Orientation 
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Orientation (deg) 
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Area ( xlo- 4) 
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TRANSIENT PURKIJIIE SHIFT ON PHOSPHOR COLOR DISPLAYS 

L.R.Ronchi, F.T.Arecchi and C.Castellini 

Istituto Nazionale di Ottica, 6 Largo Fermi, 50125 Florence, Italy 

An experiment is described,where the observer is instructed to evaluate 

the ratio of the brightnesses of two colored stripes,and for various 

color combinations, generated on monitors of different kinds. 

Responses are gathered at various times,after the onset of the test

-field,for various pre-adaptation conditions. 

The time changes in brightnesses ratio are interpreted in terms of a 

compromise between the Purkinje effect and the so-called "brightness 

luminance discrepancy". The pre-adaptation is considered under two 

different viewpoints:the luminance of a wide white field,to which the 

eye is exposed, prior to the trials (simulating the case, for instance , 

of a VDO operator looking at the "domument") and the influence of the 

lighting installation in the room, which both casts a veil of luminance 

on the screen,and desaturates the generated colors. 
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ORIGINE DES COULEURS DE LUMINESCENCE DES MINERAUX. 
APPLICATIONS EN RECHERCHE ET DANS L'INDUSTRIE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

La plupart des cristaux transparents ou de couleur claire sont luminescents 
lorsqu'on les excite avec des photons UV ou X, ou encore avec des electrons ou des 
ions. Le fait que cette luminescence soit coloree suscite beaucoup d'interet dans 
de nombreux domaines tels que la physique des mat€riaux, la recherche. miniere et 
p€troliere, la geologie et meme l'arch€ologie, oU elle est de plus en plus utilisee 
~des fins de detection ou de caracterisation ( 1,2 ). Cette utilisation n'est pas 
aisee cependant, car ~ la difference de la diffraction des rayons X ou de la mi
croscopie en polarisation, la correspondance couleur de luminescence -nature du 
crista!- n'est pas toujours univoque. 

En effet et c'est ce que s'attache A montrer la presente etude, la couleur 
de la luminescence d'un mineral, per~ue par l'oeil au enregistree par le cliche 
photographique est en general Ia resultante de contributions chromatiques ayant 
deux origines : l'une, propre aux difauts physiques du crista! et que l'on peut 
considerer corrune caracteristique de celui-ci, l'autre, propre aux defauts chimiques, 
impuretes localisees au uniformement distribuees, caracteristique des atomes cor
respondants. C'est cette seconde contribution qui rend complexe !'utilisation de 
la luminescence pour caracteriser un crista! car elle est A la fois sensible a la 
composition et aux variations de compos~t~on du milieu de croissance cristalline 
eta l'histoire physico-chimique du cristal. 

Autrement dit, dans la mesure oU a une couleur speci fique d'un cristal, se 
''superpose'' une ou plusieur~ couleurs specifiques d'impuretes differentes, auxquel
les correspondent des longueurs d'onde et des intensites partiellement imprevisi
bles, on peut theoriquement s'attendre ace que la couleur de la luminescence d'un 
cristal soit quelconque. En pratique , les chases sont heureusement plus simples et 
!'observation quasi-quotidienne du phenomene nous permet de reperer sans difficul
te des cristaux usuels grice a la couleur -presque- constante de leur l~minescen
ce : orange pour la calcite, pourpre pour les quartz, bleue pour les feldspatl1s 
potassiques, vert-jaune pour les feldspaths sodiques, par exemple (3, I). Tout se 

~passe, en definitive, comme si la luminescence specifique du cristal etait prepon
derante au si les impuretes piegees, fonctionnant comme centres luminogenes etaient 
toujours les memes, pour un cristal parti culier. "Presque" avons-nous ecrit : en 
effet, nous avons constntr !'existence de calcites donnant une luminescence .. . 
bleue et de quartz donnant une luminescence ... rouge. Ces resultats tres differents 
d~courageront le chercheur dont le prohllme est seulement !'identification d'un 
cristal. Par contre ils intl?ress eronl le chercheur dont la preoccupation est de 
mcsurer l'homogeneite d'un ensemble de cristaux,de nature determinee par ailleurs 
(diffraction X, polarisation) en tirant parti d'h e terog~neites (2) ; il accede 
alors, grace a la luminescence a des informations experimentales tout A fait fon
damentales qui peuvent rendre compte du degre de purete d'un materiau destine a 
une application industrielle (quartz piezoelectrique (4), elements d'optique, .. . ), 
d'une origine geologique (5) au des parametres physico-chimiques de la cristallo
genese (conditions oxydo-reductrices, composition de la solution mere, . .. donnees 
deja exploitees en recherche petroliere, par exemple, afin d'acceder a la composi
tion des solutions de precipitation des carbonates et a la diagenese des remplis
sages et des depots sedimentaires) (6). 
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La presente etude rend compte de notre recherche pour determiner l'origine 
de la luminescence coloree dans des feldspaths, des zircons, des quartz et des cal
cites. La forme de luminescence choisie est la cathodoluminescence que nous exami
nons sur differents types de montage dont l'un sous microscope electronique a ba
layage qui autorise des analyses spectrales ponctuelles. 

Methodologiquement, nous avons tent€, dans certains.cas, de simuler grace 
a des cristaux de synthese convenablement dopes, les phenomenes observes sur des 
cristaux naturels. Dans d'autres cas, c 'est le couplage d~ !'analyse spectrale en 
cathodoluminescence avec d'autres methodes, parmi lesquelles !'absorption optique 
et/ou la resonance paramagnetique etectronique qui permet de determiner l'origine 
d'une composante chromatique de la luminescence. 

Dans un but didactique, nous presentons la demarche experimentale Choisie 
sur un cristal de synthese, l'alumine Al20 1 , diversement dope. 

, .. la suite de !'article precise : 

II. - La nature et l'origine des mineraux etudi€s 
III. - Les conditions experimentales d'etude de la luminescence 
IV. - La methode d'etude de la couleur de la luminescence de Al20J 

dopee (Cr, Ti, Eu ••• ) 
V. - L'etude de la couleur ' de la lumibescence de feldspaths, de zircons, 

de quartz et de calcites. 
VI. - Synthese des resultats. Application en ~echerche et dans l'industrie. 
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OUNTrirAl'IVE ASSESSHE~Tr OF \·IHl'rEllE.'33 AND TI'3 CO!<H.SLATION 
WITH VISUAL ASSE3SHEliT 

A ne·.~ formula incorporating CIELAB colour coordinates f-or wscssment of 
>~hitcness of textile substrate::; treated with FHA is proposed . The for
mula is applied to 134 polyester and nylon te:~t ile samples tr~ateu with 
ten different FWA cormonly used in textile industrJ.cs. 'rhe results are 
compared with those determined by Ganz whitcncns formula . Ganz formula 
has adjustable 1-teighing parameters and knovm to have good correlation 
•lith visual assessment results (1,2). The whiteness assessed by proposed 
formula agrees vTith Ganz whiteness with an error less than 10 percent. 
'r he comparison of whiteness asse:;sed by both the f-ormula on DAl'ACPWR 
colour measuring instrument f-or Opticol PC FI"IA on nylon · is soown in Fig. 
1 ~ The performance of the proposed formula is also verified using four 
different sources having varied spectral poHcr distribution in lN region. 
The constants of Ganz formula for these four sources 11ere quite different. 
indicating substantially different characteristics of the sources. The 
whiteness determined by proposed formula under all the four sources 
agrees very well with Ganz whiteness. The compariaon of 1·1hiteness asse
sserl by tviO formulae i.mrler two cources are sho>m in figures 1 and 2. The 
maximum difference between the 1-thiteness determined by tHo f-ormulae 
remains below 10 percent. 
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The ;o ~ cnt :i. aliti r•c; 0 r lilc l'J.'O[O:JC.'<-1 ~0t"lo:u l .1 i:; al :;O cv.:~luatc<1 hy cOmpar
ing it with visual asse::;::;mcnt results. The result::; of visual assessment 
e xpcdmcnt5 arc oonniclcrably aU·~ctr~ by the ob::;crv<:lr capability as well 
a::; preconcep tions in various trade::: . Therefore ten ob::;eJ:vers having 
long stcmdin<J experience and endorsed as experts in textiles and re).ated 
in(lustri~c uerc sel ccted for visual asseGsment of \'lhitcncns • Three 
oxpcriments wero g ive n for vi.suul jud ~rement. In the f i r- .>t experiment 
theee sets of sampl ··s each cvnti'lining tev.t il e:::: sam!>le::; varyi.nq i.n G;JnZ 
'·~hitencss by 5 ,10 am 20 unit::: were given. ·rhe ob::::orvct·n '.: ere as>:,,J to 
rank the S'l.O!l l c::; 1~ ith incrca:::i.n ') order of whitencs:::. Til-:: fro(jllency of 
corr:0ct ju•lqemcnt v1as no perce nt i f we cOnsider- the nil:a!1l<'s varyin :;~ in 
whitcn cs:::: by 20 Gilnz tmits. l'he .':r eq ucncy of oorrf}ct judgement H«s 
beloc1 <10 percent i f we cOns klcr all samples varying in Hhiteness in diff
erent st ep::: . 3ecOnd exper-iment 1'/il!J ::;imilar to fir-:Jt one but in sll.qhtly 
different . format to o:mfir.m the r-esults of first e:(per- imC'nt. Ohserv•?..rS 
~~ere given group of sarnples each cOntaining textile s p0c imens varying in 
e quill unit s of Ganz whiteness. In this e.v.periment run1:ing of the samples 
were c0rr0ct to 8 4 percent ["Or <Jl"'ilp of s amples varying i.n \·thiteness by 
20 Gam: unit:J. The fre:Nency o [ j udqernent was cOrrect to 40 pe•~cent for 
samples differing in whitenes::; by 10 Ganz tmits and much less f"Or group 
of ::;amples dif i'ering in whit cne ::;s by 5 Ganz tmits. '.i.'hi.:.:J e:q1eriment 
cO n::;ists ·of pnirin1 the sample::; of e<Iual whi.tene::; :-; . In th:i.:; ox!)eriment 
if He permit t he error of 10 percent, the frequency o :;: cOrrect judgement 
was 8 7 percent . All these e}:periment s Her e pe rformed on cle'lt' slcy days 
nenr a Hindo'' !' 'c,ceivin1 northern ::;kylight. The visual test data vtere 
recorded about two h:JUrs before sut;1set and were cOmpleted in a week's 
time to cOnfirm the tmiform illumination. 

The above e xperiments bring out the fact that the loHe.::::t perceivable 
~~hit eness difference is 20 Ganz tmit::;. A::; nll the tc,: ~c Ue s amples used 
in the p resent ::;tudy h ad whiteness varying from 15 0 to 250 Ganz units, 
t h0 error introd uced in pC~irinq th e> samples is bccilecn 1 5 .:md 25 Ganz 
llnit::::. Th is i c of the sarne ma<]n iturlc as th:.Jl: o.i: c1 i.:':,.~,ncc in results 
o C r>r opo sf}'] an·.1 Gun?. ror-m,lla. Thus the propos :~] fo rmula ce01ns t o g ive 
very g·::>od c:>rrel.:1tion '-lith visual a:J s0s::;ment r esults. ·rhc ::;tudy revenls 
l:hilt t he p~·.:•to.~el •.-thitene::;s fo rmula ; teot r:<:l f"Or t uo snb::;trntes, ten F''IA, 
:Co11r ::;ou!:<":er: <1long·1ith visual ilSsessment dat a ; a1-:pcars t o f-unction quite 
s at i ::; C:tct0ril y . 

R. Le vene, .A, I'l'l<>ll und s. t·lagri?.n , JSDC-96 62 3 (1 930 ). 

2 R. Gries::;er Rev. l'ro g . Co l o ration, 11 2S (1901). 
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A NEi·J llE-rl-lJLl TO DE'l'S.'<l.Jil·lE EXCil'IU'lOi! Alli) EIHSS!Oil DOl!A lliS 
OF FLLORESCC:~:i:' DY'ES FOR r rs COLOURn-tirrRIC ASSESSJ.!ElU'S 

'.L'h~ r eflectunce measurement of fluon:!sccnt mi1 t erial reo::> rtis tot ;:,l L"·"·J i .u
nce factor ('l'RF), lvhich includes truly reflected and fluorescent r-;:~cli.a
tions. The TRF curve cun be divl.ded int::> three domains : the e"citution 
region, the emission region and n small domain ~/here excitation und 
e~nis:iion region overlap. The developmP.nt of rigorous meth:Jcl :Cor. the 
ro louri.metry of floorescent co lourunt s fa<::es innumerable difficult L::s (1) • 
'1'he present trend for rolour matching using fluorescent colourunt s , is 
t::> develop separate expressions to predict TRF in three different domai
ns of the curve (2-4). This demands a precise and easy meth:>cl to identi
fv three domains of TRF curve of fluoresc~nt material. ·rhese do r.luins 
can be ident ificd using instruments inc::> rporat ing two rronochromators or 
having provision f-or rev<:r.siblr, O!•ti.c r. . These are not conventional 
instruments and not available in rrost of laboratories. In ou.;. .J t tcmp t 
to develop a meth:Jd fur rolourimetric prediction using flt-or<'ccr-nt dyes , 
we have be"n able to establish a criteria to identify three domain .<;; of 
'1'!1.!' curve ucing co11mercially available colour measuring instrum;:nts. 

>blyester substrates l·lere dyed at eight different levels usin'J Palanil 
Lur.1inous Yello1-1-G and .t<ed-G dyes. The TRF curves were recorded on three 
rolour mcusurinq instr<tmffits viz. the DA1'ACOIDR system, the ·"-Pr>liccl 
Cbl.:->r Sy:::tem und the DIAl'lO NKl'CllSC,\ll System. The fJ.rst tv10 equi}.>rn-=nt::: 
em!>loy rever:::e optics and the> third one had provision for revcrsF, l c 
optics. The '1'RF curves rerorde'] are sho~m in Figs. 1 und 2 :Cor :i'lua re
sct~nt dye Red-G. 3imilar curves Here obtained for fluorescent ·;cl loH-G 
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--:~r n-:>n- flu.Jec::;ccnt ~ly ,~ ::; , th~ cur.vr.::; !:.>c • . l~:L......:i :.;u.ulpl:; .~ in ~:-.i'J .l .:uu.l. . ~ 
ilavc hc···n hcl.o·., til~ ~~~ll~tr.,t •. • ~IIL"V•~· ::;imllnr.ly the fof\1art1 .:~nl1 rcvcr:~c 
·>ntic:.: curve::; l.n Fi.o. 2 woul•l have c:ninci•1e<l U) r ron-flooresccnt dye::; • 
. .'i1c cro::;mv~ ::oint -bctHee n the curveD obGervcd in Figs.l and 2 a>:c duf.l 
~o C"luorcscent. n .:1ture of colourants. 

In FicJ.l, the cuLvc of s.:tmpl.~ Hit h lot·rest o:>nccntrution crosses the sub
::::tr..:~tc curve at Havelength "hen the .fluorescent emission just ::::\:artG • 
. lith incr•.,.:~se in conc(l1 trat inn, the cro sc over fO ints shifts t01·1ards 
lon·:;cr ;~.-w~lcn<)th ::; i de due to incre.:~se in a:,::::orption. At high conccnt
r.:~t ;.on (c.n. ?. l'•~r.ccnt Cor ycll-:w-CJ Jye) the shift of cross over point 
·~cn::;c::; u:::: fluoresc<:>nce is very high compared to ab5orption. ·rhc e:-:cita
tion ce:Jt; <':J frorn this Havelength on11ard::;. In Fig .2 5imilar eros:; over 
point:; occur. The croz-:; .,vcr !Xlint rer.>rcscnt th~ separation oO: e::c;:ita
tion ::~nd cmis::;i:>n s>'ectra Hith an ovcrlappinCJ region of hoth tho:! Z!)cctra 
::~round thiz roint ( 5). The cross over point shifts towaros the longeJ;: 
H.:~ve!cn'1th side ~<ith increa5e in concentration of dye. 'rhe 1·1avclcngths 
corrcG:"lOnding t.> crosG over \Cl()ints l.n both the zetG of curv,1s are given 
in Table 1 f <Jr }'e ll.T.-1 clye. Similar rc::;ults arc obtained f:>r rc<.\ dye. 
Cro::;::;-ovcr points in bo th the ca::;c::; starts alrro::;t at the sane .u.:~velcngth 
[-or ~al~ Il'.llc at lOH "' ~t o-nv::entrution. The cros~-over roint:i shirt~ rather 
::;lo•:1l·; in rev-ors :iJ)le opt tcs e ):pr. t" i.w~nt:::: a::; the physics thut cle~en,linc::: ' 
the t1·:o c •J rvm i :3 •lif •'·;.,l"•):-tt com!:are<l to th::~t fnr curves in Flg.1 /. Therc
i:ore saturation in ::;hii:i: o ~ cro:::::::-ovcr point Hill reach at very high 

·rAOLS 1 : ;lnvel em.rth:::: :Co r r.r:•:::: :.o-ov<:>r fO ints f-or polyester uyed \·lith 
Palanil Lumirouz Yellow-G dye. 

conccntrat :!Dn ~<Wcl00gth in n:n of cro:;::-ov~~ l"lav~l cr~qth of CD)G:J-
in percent .::~r,e !10 in t ;: ith substrate curve over . roint 0~ revcr::;e 

;).:~t.:Icolor A':S DIANO and :!b r.~arcl r,oc..le 

o.o1 t!n'1 <1:31 183 485 

o. os <107 4nG 405 486 

0 .1 ·1 ~J0 <I~)") 4 36 437 

0 .3 193 •193 492 490 

o.s 495 49<1 4'J4 493 

1. 0 49') 49 'l <198 495 
1. :; 501 SOl 501 497 

~.o 502 502 so~ 498 

cOno:: :)nt~·~ ,l : k>n . Th·~ ::::tu'1/ rcve -~1:: th .. lt th-o IJ .::JVclr)ll'Jth range o c ::;hi':t of 
c::o::;::;~->vc•: '>U cn :::; ln b)th tho; c.:~::::cz :Jre id -~nt ic'.ll and dctP.rmlne:.: tho; 
ovc1:la!':' ing r•1•rion •):: •!·:cit<~!: ion an.J cmi:::::::ion .:nectra. Thus the co::Jna
ri::::on o:: result:; 0bt.Jln·"!'.1 «ith conventional in::;trumo;nts with rcvC>L·::ii)le 
o :) t i.e:; in::;tr11ment clea c l;r sc~::; t h·~ cr.i tcria that overlapping regi.on 
start rt:: ~·J ,:tvelo:"'!!1 (]ti1 ' . ."h0n zu:1 .str ~te curve cl~•:; $:::;~3 the T:tF curve~ of 
::;.:~: 1;)leo ,., ith lo·,·l o:-::;t r:onc~ntrot inn e:~n:l c•1-ls ·.1hen the ::;hift of cros::::-o•tr;r.::; 
~:nint C(~ : l;.'"!::; . U::;in1 thi~ cr itr~ r.iu, thl""! thrf~!1 dor:IUins of the 'rRF cn:.vc.=; 
can be e -:1 :; ily '1ct •.,t·•·li.ncrl by rcmrd i.n ·:.r "l'R? cllrv ·~::; 'J f ::;a;,,nlc:; an•J ~~t'x;tr.:J
:;._,~ . u::::in:J con:nr.r-cia).ly avai lable colo ur. i.n ::;tr.UEients dcs-iqncd I-or r.•,vcr::::c 
op~..l.c!J. 
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A ~1E1'!UD TO PREDicr TOTAL RADIANCE FAcrOR CURVE OF FLWRESCENI' DYES 

A good deal of 1·rorlc is re!'orted in the literature on coiourimetry of 
f l uorescent co lourantz. The attempts Here directed to1·1ardo the separa
t :!on 0 f floorescent and reflected radiation a and then predict both under 
c IE illuminant (1, 2). This t echnique has not been accepted for use in' 
industrial organ i s at ilmo because of its complexity in application. The 
r>resent trend is to develop a metrod for colour matching of fluorP.scent 
colourants fDr a g iven instrument equipped with a light source which 
closel y resembles to daylight ( 3, 4). The met rod consists of developing 
·oeparatc <>"np irical formula for excitation and emiosion region of total 
radiance curve o f colourants . We are ·presenting here the results of our 
a ttempts to develop a metrod ["Or rolourimetry of fluorescent dyes. 

i'br thi s study, polyester fabric was dyed at" eig ht di C: ferent levels, ran
']ing from 0 . 05 percent to 2 . 0 percent using Palanil :lmminous yel low-G 
an<1 Falanil luminous red-G flooreocent dyes. The tot al radiance factor 
(TRF) curves f"Or all te>~tile samples Here rcrorded on DIAUO !!J(l'CHSCAN 
colour mcasurinq system equipped 1vith integrating sphere and employing 
reverse opt i cs mode. These curves for 0.5 percent concentration for 
both the dyes are shown in Figs . 1 and 2. The T!l.F curvco for fluor escent 
dye::; ron::;i::;t of three domains : excitat :!on domain, emis::;ion domain and 
::>mall part of curve \{here both the domains overlap. The location of 
these domain s were determined u::;ing method proposed by the autrors in 
another paper at this conference (6) . It was observed that for yellow-G 
dye the e:<citat ion region is £rom 400 nm to 434 nm emisoion ·~cnin"l "f.rom 
502 to 700 nm and a ::mall part of spectrum from 485 n r.1 to 502 nrn is 
identified as overlaPPing region. Similarly for red dye e..'{citation,over
lappinq and emissio n r eg ions are r e::;pectively identified f"Or wavelengths 
<100 nm t o 567 nm, 568 nm to 58 3 nm and 584 nm to 700 nm. 

i":l r rolour calculation s , it is req uired to predict TRF for wavelengths 
400(20)700 nm. In emission reg ion, the absorption is cun::;idered to be 
very small a ::; rompared to fluorescence. Therefore fur this region 

••• (1) 

here ~ is total radiance factor, pF i::; fluorescence radiance factor and 
Fs is. r eflectance f actor for zubztra):e . i·le have found that the following 
equat~ons is most suited to predictls fo r b o th the dyeo at arbitrary 
concentrations : MCF r 'dC F 

2
] 

13p = ~ e><f-
2
J ( ln:A ln }..m) ••• (2) 
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here CF is the concentration of fluorescent dye . !1 anc1 H arc constants 

relateJ to n:>nc-2ntL.1".:ion of dye . K is the constunt dctcr t.1 ined by the 
char. deter i:Jt ics of dye. Am is tile Havclcnqt il . corrczpontlinq to m.:lY.i:nwn 
in onission region. (I ta~:es the V<Jlu r~:J of Ha<;e lengths in emission 
region required for colour calculations. In this study 'clc h<lve a l so 
determined Pr in ove rl apping rerJio n us ing eCln . (1 ) anrl ( 2 ) , but He intend 
to develop sep.:n:ai:e r~:J:uati :m f-or overl appin g re']iOn ufter studying t he 
behaviour of other fluorescent dyes and their mi;"tur cs u ith non-fl no rc
sccnt d~'es . The spectrul r-:,;'l;,ctance curve ibr both the dyes in excita
tiO!l reqion is cletcrtninP'i using Kubell~a-11unk e f.1uutionc . 
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Fig . 2 COmparison of c::perimental <1nrl pr--y} ictcd 'l'!1F curves :Co r ?.cd- G 
)~crescent dye . ' 

The vctlues of · ~.<.F !'r•Y-ll.ctcd usin'] eqn:;.(l) and (2) anJ r:- :1 ecruutio'1s are 
sho;m hy lJOints fo r r espective dye on Fi9s .l and 2 . Sir:1il ar re:;ults a~·e 
o btaineJ for any arbitrary concentration :.,.~::·.,coc< '-'::•c !.:1~! l"''"l n. os and 
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2.5 pcr.cent, 'l'he r nl .:t tion O f t·l un<l 11 ~lith c:onc.~ntrutl.on C<ln be reprencn
ted by a nrrooth curve. The fiqurcn :Jh::w thut the u:;c of: 1( ,1-1. eCiuationn 
nnrl eCinn.(1) ancl (2) proponc<l in thi:J paper. CCIP pr,.~dict thnTRF curve for 
a single fluorencent dye. The objecti•Je of ~JOrl~ in to give a thrust to 
the concept that it in pos::;ible to t~ork out e <!uation::; f.'Or colourimctry o :: 
fluorenccnt colourctntn v1her e the connt antn arc related to concentration 
rather than wavelength. The calibration curve prepared using selected 
level of concentration can ·be stored in the computer to prr.!lHct the 'i'RF 
curve for any a cbitrary conccmtr t<.t ion. 'fhin rnetm,J Hill ret.luce the 
conntant::; to he determined an.l store<l in the computer ncmory. Our <·lOr]( 
to c:d:cnd this equation to predict the 'l'RF curves o f rni::ture of dyes is 
in progrenn. 
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RESEARCH ON TilE MEANINGS OF COLOR COM UlNA TIONS 

The question is often asked whether the colours around us have any meaning and, if so, what 
meaning and how great it is. The answer to the first question becomes evident if one takes into consideration 
that our ability to discern and determine colors and color differences constitutes the basis for our vision. We 
see forn1s and objects because we are able to distinguish figure from background, that is, color di ffcrences . 
But how important then is the choice between different colors in different contexts? In what way are we 
innucnced if the "wrong" colors are used? Can people"s behavior, emotions and thought be steered by 
manipulating the colors around them? Do all people react to colors in the same way? Many have speculated 
and had opinions about the psychological effects of color. Little of this would probably withstand any form 
of scientific inspection. On the other hand, I can say from my own experience that it is quite difficult to 
study the complex psychology of color. I shall here discuss bricny the multidimensionality of these 
problems. 

Color systematics 
A fundamental requirement in all research is of course that one knows what it is that one is studying. 

Within psychological color research a large number of studies are found in which the parameters of hue, 
value and chroma have been all too casually made usc of without the researcher having any real 
understanding of the intricate problems that the interrelationships of colors imply. In Sweden during the past 
two decades we have had the privilege of being able to devote extensive attention to these questions which 
has among other things resulted in the development of the NCS-system, which is a description of colors as 
they appear. But it should be pointed out that even this is not enough. The world of color is so complicated 
that one not only needs a well devised color system but also a sophisticated theory development of the 
phenomenology of color. Such a necessary expansion of color systematics consists of, among other things, 
an analysis of 

The relationships of color combinations 
There is a scarcity of scientific studies concerned with the experience of color combinations and the 

reason for this is that the area is difficult and requires a long period of time to amass knowledge. The 
number of possible color combinations, for example, can be counted in billions, which of these arc we to 
study? A meaningful selection requires a well thought out theory about how color combinations can be 
described. Such a theory naturally should not say anything per se about how different color combinations 

' are evaluated as beautiful or ugly. But it should be able to be used as a frame of reference when one wishes 
to investigate all imaginable experiences that color compositions give rise to- including the aesthetic aspects. 
The descriptive model for color combinations which we have as our point of departure has been developed 
primarily by Anders lll1rd and has been previously described at color conferences like this one. It has the 
main dimensions COLOR CHORD, INTERVAL and TUNING, each of which having its own 
subdimcnsions. The model generates a large number of hypotheses about how different colors are 
experienced and evaluated in combination , hypotheses that, thanks to the fact that the model is based on a 
perceptual color system, arc possible to test. Examples of such hypotheses and questions are:· Are certain 
combinations more harmonious than others? Of what importance arc the various types of contrast? What 
effect docs complexity have and how multidimensional is this concept with relation to colors? 
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The structure of meaning 
Already at the end of the 60 's we in Sweden, using the NCS-system as a base, literally mapped I he 

world of color with respect to how associations to various words systematically vary across different parts 
of the color world. These almost 20 year old sludics were concerned with attitudes to isolaied colors in the 
fonn of color samples. It may be mentioned that we also performed similar a experiment with colors on 
houses , as well as follow-up studies of color in real environments. This research is summarized in, among 
other places, a recent report from NASA on Human factors of color in environmental design (Wise & Wise , 
1987). 

In order to continue with the siudy of the meaning of color combinations it was first necessary to 
bring order to the manifold of words that describe complex color environments (one can easily come up with 
a few hundred words) and we therefore made an analysis of the semantic structure of color combinations. 
How do different words covary and can their interrelationships in meaning be structured in a meaningful 
way in a semantic space? In a study having 22 heterogeneously selected color combinations we studied 130 
words using the so-called semantic differential scaling method. The subjects judged the pictures with color 
combinations as to how well the different words went with the color composition in question. A factor 
analytic solution with this data yielded four factors/dimensions: EVALUATION- ARTICULATION
LIGHTNESS- WARMTH, as well as a fifth, more difficult to interpret, containing words such as usual, 
traditional and popular. During the AIC conference I will illustrate these results and also show the color 
constellations which are most typical of the different areas in this semantic space. The picture below shows a 
two dimensional representation of this semantic space. The purpose of the above study was to obtain a small 
number of variables that would be reasonably representative of all color describing variables. With this as a 
handier instrument we now have the possibility to test the many hypotheses about color compositions that 
one can make. 

WARM 

'"9""\1• •trns• •of firm ch1r1ct•r 
brutol • • strong 

•powtrful 

·h~ugly 
unpleoasilnt• •cru•l •d•t•rmineod 

HARD •chilly 
-sick •cold 

MONOTONOUS 
•firm 

mighty. •utur•l•d 
tight· untuy !~rft~;~~~ly •ghost likt 

crHpye •htavy 

COLD 

Figure. Two dimensional representation of a semantic space of color combinations. 
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Another centml question, that we have devoted interest to, is that of generality. I low concoruant are 
people in their experiences and opinions of color? Our results have shown that people are remarkably similar 
for the most part, and it would be strange otherwise. But there arc enough differences between individuals to 
arouse interest in such individual color perceptions and perhaps attempt to relate them to differential 
psychological parameters, we have also begun to investigate this. 

One question is now how deep in the unconscious color associations and color emotions lie. It is 
easy for our consciousness to make light of the meaning of color. It seems that it is becoming more and 
more apparent that the activity in the archaic limbic system in the brain, where even color signals are 
transmitted, is not simply something supernuous and subordinate for modem man. Rather it is perhaps that 
our unconscious interferes with and effects most of what the more intelligent and logical cortex is up to. 

Within advertising and marketing one has more or less consciously played on unconscious needs
what role does color play on the unconscious level? There are many questions that remain to be answered 
and that are left untouched in this difficult area. Brain research may soon approach both what Jung and what 
Freud said about the role of unconsciousness- just as neurophysiologists have come to admit that Erwald 
Hering was correct when he described what he and all others perceived with their senses. This self-evident 
method to study and analyze what one really experiences is called phenomenology. 
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CQOUR IN MCIIITECTURE 

Teresa Taboas Veleiro 

THIS ~lOTION NN·1ED, " CQI_OUR IN ARCHITECTURE" DOESN'T PRETEND TO 

A REDUCED SUI'Y1ARY, 11Y INTEREST FOR THE CONTRARY IS TO PRESENT A 

"PR013LEMATI C RIGOROUS THEORY" FOR TIIOSE PEOPLE WHO POSSESS AN 

AESTHETICS SENS I 13 I 1_1 TY AND AN ART! STI C 111AG INA Tl ON, THROUGH WHICH 

ONE CAN ARRIVE AT ITS DEEPEST SENSATIONS; 111AGINATION AND UlmER

STANDING, I BEUVE IT NECESSARY TO MAKE AN EXTENSIVE DISSERTATION 

ABOUT ARCH I TECTURAI_ POl_! CROI1Y: AESTHETIC. HISTORIC AND P/\RT I CUtNli

LY GRAPHIC, CLASSIFYING SPECIALLY THE DIFFERENTS STEPS EXISTS IN 

THE BIG ARCHITECTURN_ POUCHROI·\ATIC CONCERT, 

I HOPE THIS MOTION WILL OFFERS THE POSSIBIUTY TO PHOVOKE A RELE

VANT ANALYSIS ABOUT THE COLOUR IN 1\RCHITECTURE, 

COLOUR REVEALS ITSELF AS AN INTER I OR REALITY OF THE CONSCIENCE 

EMERGING FR~1 THE DEEPEST PART OF TilE BEING, 

IN THE ARCHITECTURAL FACT COLOUR APPEARS AS A DIAPHAI~OUS SCREEN 

TRHOUGH WHICH 1\ NEAR OSI·10SIS HAPPEilS TII/\T PROVOKESA COin II~UITY OF 

OUR DEEPEST SEI_F IN THE t1ATERIALIZED IDEA, 

IN FINE ARTS, SPECEALLY IN /\tKHITECTURE THERE ARE FOUR 111PORTAIH 

ELEMENTS: DESIGN, COLOUR, PROPORTION AllD TEXTURE, (OLOUR ALLOWS 

US TROUGH THE OPTIC 11-\PRESSIONS, TOGETHER HITH OTiiER SII·\ULTAI~EUS 

ELE~1ENTS IN THE ORIGEil OF TilE PERCEPT!Oil, TO VISUALIZE LIGHT AND 
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SHADE EFFECTS, OBJETCS AND SPACES DIFFEHENTATION TROUGH CHARACTER!-

ZATION, SINCE ALL VISUAL FOR~1S APPEAR FOR ITS GLOBAL VISUAL EFFECT. 

COLOUR PLAYS OPT!Cfll_r_y WITH THE SURFACES AHD SPACES GEI~ERATING AHD 

CHANGING OUR SENSATIONS, 

CQOUR IN MCIIITECTUIU~ 
1\RCHITECTURAL POUCROIW ISN'T EVERYTIIJriG BUf IT DOES lJETEilr-liNE 

AllCHITECTURE's VISUAl_ EFFECTS OF l'ROPOIHIOI~S Arm UNES, l.IECAUSE 

McH I TECTURE IS TilE STUDY OF FOIU·1 Jr~ TilE PilE SENCE OF ll GilT. 

r1JREOVEfl TilE CU_UUR IN RELAflON TO ITS ORIGEN, THAT IS TO SAY, AS 

LIGHT SUPPOIHER I APPEARS AI_ SO AS /\RCH I TECTURE SUPPOIHER I s liKE 

ARCHITECTURE EXISTS ONLY IN THE PRESHICE OF UGHT AND SHADE, AND 

THEREFORE IN HARMONY WITH THE COI_OUR Vfii_\JE, 

CoLOUR IS A STRONG FORCE, WHICH CAr~ RUIN OR El·lllELU SII fii~Y SIJil rACE 

IT CAN 11AKE IT RECEDE OR ADVAIKL TIIAf IS TO SAY, THAT I S 10 SAY 

IT IS CAPABI_E OF CREATING A r~Evl SPACE. Tttc DISTI\fKE, TilE SEIJSIVITY 

THE TEI·1PERATURE, EVEN THE VOLUr·1E OF flllCH I TECl URE CAll BE llELJUCE D 

OR INCREASED BY THE CO_OUR. 

THIS MOTION PRETENDS TO SHOW CLEARLY TilE ETERI'IIIL PHESENCE OF COLOUH 

IN fiRCHITECTURE, EVEN WHEN SOI·1E PEOPLE PllETEND TO FORGET IT Oil TO 

IGNORE IT, (HE CAN RE11E11BER THE FN10US DEBATE DURING THE LASf CEN

TURY AMONG ACADEI·11CS WHO ADVOCATED II PURE fiRCHITEClURE fl!I SE D ON 

THE (LASIC GREEK flllCHITECTUilE -\'IIlli 1/III CII TilEY WERHI'T UIJiffii11LIIIIl-

AND HOI~ CONFRONTED WITH TilE EVIDErlCF. Ttl/If IT WAS PllOrUSILY PlllllfED, 

THEY CLOSED THEIR EYES TO THE FACT IIIlO IlEJECTED IT), 

fROM THE BEGINING COLOUR \'lAS PRESENT IN THE /\ROIITECTUHAL FORI·1S 
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AS EARLY AS PREHISTORICAL TII-\ES, THE USE OF COLOUR \·lAS NOT EXCLUSI

VELY E~1PLOYED TO HIGHUGHT FORr·1S BUT BECAUSE A f·1ETHOD OF COf·1UNICA

TION TO IDENTIFY AN EXPLAIN A POI·IERFUL Sir·1130USf1, ~IHICH \·lAS ESSEN

TIAL AND NOT IN ANY WAY ARTIFICIAL, 

THE EVOLUTION OF THIS Krmi'ILEDGE AriD LISE OF COLOUR If< TilE IIAflllAT 

OF PHEHISTORICAL MAN DEVELOPED CENTUHIES LATER lfHO Afl 1\HCIIITEClU

RAL POLICHROt1E WilEN HE ABANDOI~S TilE CAVE AriD OCCUI'AIS OTIICR SPACES 

BUILT BY HIM, (OLOUR WAS A HELIGOUS AllD ASTROLOGICAl_ SYHBOL, 

CQUUR IN MCIIIlECTlffiE 

IN MESOPOffiMIA LIGHf AND CUtOUR ~IEilE STUDIED AT THE SN·1E Tlf1E AS 

ARCHITECTURE THE BIG BABILONIC PAI_ACES \~ERE COf·1PLETE'_ y PAINIED. 

1\N INTERESTING EXNlPLE OF THE PQI_I CROIW IS THE MAR I l Ef·1PLE, NEAR 

THE RIVER EUPHRATES. ANOTHER EXN1PLE THIS EARLY POLYCROMATIC 

ARCHITECTURE IS THE NEW BABILOIHC (APITAI_, BUILT BY NABUDOCONOSOR, 

IN WHICH THERE WERE FIFTY TOWERS PAINTED ~liTH RED AN BLUE COLOUHS. 

BuT THE BEST COMPLETE EXN·1PLE IN THESE E~RLY Tlf·1ES ARE THE INTERIOR 

WALLS OF THE I'L I UQ/\ I R T E~1PLE NEAR BAGDAG 0 

THE RICH EGYPTIAN POLICROfW WAS EVIDEIH IN EARLY ARTISTC FORr1S, 

/\No SO THE ARCHITECTURE OBTE I NED ITS POI'IER BY MEANS OF COLOUR, AND 

LIKE ALL THE CULTURE CLOSELY REATED TO REUGION, THESE ONE DOESN'T 

BE A SIMPLE USE OF COLOUH, BUT ITS ESSENCE, WHEN EGYTIAN ARCHITECT 

HAD TO REPRESENT THE WORLD IN A TEI-\PLE PROJECT, HE BUILT THE FLOOR 

WITH BLACK BASALT, HE PROVOKED PAU1-TREES WITH RED GRANITE Arm FOR 
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THE CEALI NG HE CHOOSED THE CQOUR OF THE SKY: l3l UE , f\s IS T liE CfiSE 

IN THE SAHURE -ABUS I R T HlPLE, 

THE SUBTLETY OF THE CONNECTION BETI'IEEII THE CQOUR fiND TilE [GYTifiN 

AACHITECTURL IS THE ESSENCE OF THE [GYTIAN ARCHITECTURE, WHICH 

HAD THE CLOSEST LINKS WITH THE BEGINNING OF THE USE OF COLOUR, 

THESE GOVERNED THE SPACES COMPOS IT I 01~, THE WALLS AND CQUMI~S RAISED 

WORK, AND EACHONE OF THE ARCH I TECTOIH C PARTS, 

BuT THE EGYPTIAN ABILITY IN THE USE OF COLOUR, WASN'T LIMITED 

EXCLUSIVELY AT THE VISUAL ROLE BUT IT TllASCENDED AT ITS SYI·1!3QISM, 

AT ITS MEANING AT ITS ESSENCE, 

THE GREEK ARCHITECTURE UNDERSTOOD THE Jr·1PORTANCE OF COLOUR IN THE 

ARCHITECTONIC SPfiCES, THEIR BUILDINGS El·lBRfiCING AT THE SN1E Tl~lE: 

FORM, CQOUR AND SPACE, At10UNG THEI1 IT \'lAS A QUESTION OF VITAL 

CQOUR IN MCIIITECTURE 

IMPORTANCE WHEN CHEATING A WORK OF ART TO 1·1AKE IT AS PLEfiSNH AS 

POS I BLE TO THE EYE AND THE SPIRIT IN fiN EN DEVOUR TO GIVE IT fiN 

.I NTRINSIC BEAUTY IN WHICH COlOUR WAS AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT IN THE 

VISUAL EFFECT, IT WAS CQOUR IN GREEK ARCHITECTURE WHICH BROUGHT 

IN TO LIFE, 

(QOUR SHOULD VARIEGATE THE t10NOTONY OF A MASS OF MARBLE, IT 

SHOULD DEFINE WITH CLARITY THE ARCHITECTONIC ELEI1ENTS GIVING THEM 

VALUE AND PRESERVING TilE PURITY OF FORM AND LINE RESPECTING CLEfiRLY 

LIGHT AND SHADE, 
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THE ESSENTIAL CHARACTER OF THE GREEK POUCROMY STOOD IN11UTABLE IN U 

THE AESTHETICS TRANSFOHMATIONS, INCLOSED IN THE ROMAN 1\nCHITECTURAL 

POLICRO'-IY, WITH THE DIFFERENCE THAT IN THIS ONE THE COLOUR WAS 110RE 

SYMBOLIC THAN THE GREEK ONE, IN RELATION I~ITH THE SUBLIMATION AND 

SUPERATION CHARACTER OF THE ETRUSC PO_ICROI·W, BUT NOW WITH A NEW 

EXPRESSION, 

IN ANOTHER WAY IN THE iSLA111C WORLD, ARCHITECTURE ALWAYS REFLETS , 

THEIR REUGOUS BELIVES, SOCIAL AND ECOII01·11CS STRUCTURES, THERE IS 

A DEEP AND UNITED TRADITION, AN INHEilEIH SYI·1BO_JSI1 IN ITS CUPOLAS, 

ITS COURTS AND ITS SUBLIMES BLUE-TILES, 

ONE OF THE NOST IMPORT ANTS WAYS IN THE AtKiliTECTURE IS TO CREATE 

AN ILUSION AT DIFFERENTS LEVELS TO OBTEIN AN OPTIC IMPACT, 

iLUSION THAT GOES WITH CROf-\ATIC AND TEXTURE VARI-ATIONS, THEREFORE 

THE IMPORTANCE OF COLOUR BECAUSE THE I SLN11C ARCHITECTURE ALWAYS 

PRETENDED THAT THE ~IORK OF ART WAS A LUI11NOUS VIBRATION, 

THE COLOUR ARE IN THE iSLAM .THE ETERf~AL LIGHT DIVERS IF I CATION, 

THE COLOUR UTILIZATION IN ANOTHER CIVILIZATIONS LIKE: Azn:cs, MAYAS 

OR T OLTECS, WAS A REQU I RE1·1ENT A NECES ITY, So AN ENSEI1BLE OF PLAT-

CQOOR IN MCIIllECTURE 

FORMS AT DIFFERENTS HEIGHTS, COI/F IGUIUNG DEEP SQUARES Willi A LITTLE 

PLATFORM IN THE CENTRE, ALL THAT It/ COIHINOUS CR0/·11\TIC PLAY, f1oNTE 

!\.BAN, lEOTIHUACAN, PALEimUE OH (HICHEN~ITZA SHOWVERY WELL TilE 

ARcH I TECTONIC FACT AND THE ARI·10tll C COI·1POS IT I ON OF HASS AND VOUK·1E , 
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GEOMETRIC PLAY OF f·\ASS, VOLUI·\E S, I_ JljES AIJD COI_OUH IN OPEN PROPOH

TION TO THE INFINITE. 

FROM THE MIDI.JlE AGES A Sir·\II_AR rrmcEss TOOK PLACE cor~sEoUENr oN 

THE NEED TO IDENTIFY Ar·JD DIFFEREIKIATE BY COLOUR, Pi\IIHII~G COLUHI~S 

ANIJ STRUCTUilES Ar~D LAIEH PALACE S, CHUilCIIE S, 1\fW 1·\0fj/\STERY r/\CEIJES 

(WHICH IN LATTER YEARS riERE \·IHITniASHED AND REf·\AJijED SO TO OUR DAYS 

DATING FROM THE REN/\SCEfKE THI S RICH POL YCIWIW IlEG/\N ITS DEC/\DEIKE, 

LATER WITH THE "TRor·\P L'oEIL " 111 THE BAHrwouE. nrE COLOUR IHPornAN

CE IN ARCHITECTURE SEEI-\S TO HAVE REVIVED. IJOI·IEVER IT WAS WITH THE 

MODERN MOVE~1ENT (r/ITH THE BAUHAUS), WHEN THIS DIALOGUE BETWEEN 

ARcHITECTURE AND (OLOUH FAKES ON A NEW IHPORTANCE, 

AT THE PRESENT TIME. SOI\E COIHEf1POflARY ARCHITECTS ARE TRYING TO 

USE AGAIN THOSE WONDERFUL ARCHITECTURAL PRINCIPLES IN WHICH LIGHT 

AND w_oun PLAY AN IHPORTArH Rou. UKE Luis BARRAGAN oR Ar_oo Rossi 
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USING A MODEL OP COLOUR VISION TO PREDICT 
TH~ APP~ARANCE OF COLOURS IN PROJECTED SLIDES 

R. W. G. Hunt 

Department of Optometry and Visual Science 
The City University, Goswell Road, London 'EClV 700 

A model of colour vision has been used to provide predictions of the 
appearance of colours In projected Images when a filter Is used over a 
small pert, or over the whole, of a slide. The predictions egree well 
the eppeerence of the colours found In practice. 

Introduction 

If a uniformly coloured filter Is pieced over the whole of a colour slide, 
then 1 ts appearance when projected can be similar to that of the slide when 
projected wt thout the fll ter; this is because the observer adapts almost 
completely to the dif f erent overall colour of the projected image . But, if 
the filter ts placed over the depletion on the slide of an object 
comprising only a small part of the area of the ·slide, than the apparent 
colour of that object in the projected image can change very dramatically. 
An example of these phenomena Is a slide In which the picture contains a 
yellow cushion . 1f a cyan . . f 11 ter is placed over the whole slide, the 
projected Image, although slightly 'colder', looks generally siallar to its 
unfiltered projected appearance. But, if the cyan f!Her Is placed over 
only the depiction on the slide of the cushion, then the apparent colour of 
the cushion In the projected Image changes from yellow to green . In an 
earlier paper • , the colorimetry of the stimuli involved in this example was 
measured and analysed. 1 t Is the purpose of this paper to apply a recent 
model of colour vision"' In an attempt to predict the colour appearances . 

Colorimetry 

From the ear Iter paper•, the following colorimetric results were used as a 
starting point : 

lOOY/ Yo X y Y/Yw'l. YIY..,,.'f. 

Open gate 100 . 0 0 . ~18 0 . ~0~ 156.5 
White jersey 63 : 1 0 . 423 0 . ~10 100 . 0 
Yellow cushion 44 . 7 0 . 486 0 . 456 ,')(), 8 
White jersey filtered 20 . ~ 0 . 288 0 . 383 100 . 0 
Yellow cushion filtered 13.6 0.378 o. 511 21.6 66.7 

The colorimetry originally used, as reference white, the light reflected by 
the screen when there was no slide In the gate <open gate condlttonl, and 
the corresponding Y trlstlmulus value ts designated Y.,. But the picture 
also contained a white jersey, and this was adopted as the reference White 
In this analysts, Y.., Indicating the Y trlsttmulus value of the unfiltered 
jersey, and Y..,~ that of the filte r ed jersey . 
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Appl.icatlon of the Model 

In order to apply the model~, It Is necessary to assign absolute luminances 
to the stimuli, and to do this It was assumed that the open gate screen 
Illuminance was 500 lux . The results would not have differed very much If a 
different figure hod been odopted, provided It wa& within the range of 
t ypical project !on condl t Ions. The luminance of the whl te jersey was then 
calculated as Lw = 500<YIY0 l/~, and this yielded values of 100.4 cd/r for 
the un f iltered slide, and 32.5 cd/r for the filtered slide. It was also 
necessary to adopt values for Nc, the chro11111tlc Induction factor, and N,., 
the brightness Induction factor; In accordance with the recollllll8ndat1ons In 
the paper~ , the values adopted were Nc = 0.9, and N,. = 10. Finally, 
factors, k,., were required for converting photopic ·luminances to scotopic 
luminances \divided by 2.26 for convenience>; the factors adopted were, for 
the unfiltered slide, 0 . 663 <typical of tungsten light>, and, for the 
filtered slide, 1.000 <typical of lllumlnants similar to the equt-energy 
stimulus, So;:, to which the cyan-filtered light of the projector 
approximated> . The Input data for the model was then: 

Lw y X y 

lllumlnant 100 . 4 0 . 423 0 . 410 0 . 663 
Reference wh1 te 100.0 0.423 0.410 
Cushion 70 . 8 0.486 0.456 
Cushion, f ll tared 21.6 0 . 378 o. 511 

111 umlnant filtered 32.5 0 .288 0 . 383 l. 000 
Reference white, filtered 100 . 0 0.288 0.383 
Cushion, fi: t ered 66 . 7 0 . 378 0 . 511 

The results obtained were . as follows: 

He Me Me .... Me ..... s Q J c 

Jersey 6R 92Y 11.9 I. I -11.9 19.9 55.9 100 20 
Cush ion 98Y 2G 41.6 -0.8 -41.6 94 . 9 49 . 9 89 85 
C.L•sh lon , fi ltered 9Y 91G 34 . 3 -31.8 -12 . 9 135.4 32 . 3 58 78 

Jersey , f iltered slide 91G 98 14.9 -14 .. , -2.7 30.3 46.0 100 30 
Cushion , f II tered slide 78Y 22G 36.2 -8. 7 -35.2 107.5 40.4 88 94 

where the perceptual correlates given by the model are as follows: He Is 
the Hue Composition; Me Is the colourfulness; Mc~Q and M.,.,.. are the 
co1ourfulness components In the red-green ~nd yellow-blue directions, 
respectively; s Is the saturation; Q Is the brightness; J Is the lightness; 
and C Is the chroma. 

It Is clear fr om the above table of results that the model predicts that, 
for the unf iltered slide, the cushion appears predominantly yellow without 
the filter and predominantly green with It; whereas for the filtered slide, 
the filtered cushion appears predominantly. yellow. This can also be seen 
from the figure, In which M.,,..,. Is plotted against Mc~Q' and In which the 
directions of the unique red, yellow, green, and blue hues ·are shown. The 
po ints representing the different stimuli are labelled as follows: 
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unfiltered, U; filter over the cushion only, FC; filter over the whole 
slide, FS. The figure shows that, for the unfiltered slide, the unfiltered 
cushion plots near 'the unique yellow line and the flltered cushion plots 
near the unique green line; whereas, for the filtered slide, the filtered 
cushion plots near the yellow line, but slightly on the green side, and 
this agrees with the fact that under these conditions the cushion does look 
a sllghly greenish yellow. The figure also shows that the model predicts 
that the white jersey should look slightly yellowish In the unfiltered 
slide, and slightly greenish In the filtered slide; this agrees with the 
fact that the unfiltered projected picture has a slightly warm appearance 
resulting from the use of a tungsten lamp, and the filtered picture has a 
slightly cold appearance resulting from the use of the cyan filter. 

Conclusions 

The model has provided good predictions ot the appearance of colours In 
projected Images when a cyan filter Is used over a small part, or over the 
whole of a slide. 
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M.R.LUO, C.J.TAIT, A.A.CLARKE, A. SCHAPPO and S.A.R. SCRIVENER 

LUTCHI Research Centre, Department of Computer Studies 

Loughborough University of Technology 

SCALING COLOUR APPEARANCE UNDER THE DSO ILLUMINANT 

1. Introduction 
The work described here forms part of a research project, entitled Predictive Perceptual Colour Model. The 

inajor objective is to derive a colour appearance model !hat can predict changes of colour appearance under different 
viewing conditions. A specifiC application of this model in the present project is to the proofing simulation process 
used in the graphic art induslty. The two collaborators involved are Crosfield Elecuonics Lut: and the LUTCHI 
research centre. 

Work in the project includes a series of experiments. The experiment, which is the subject of this paper, 
forms a part of the overaU experimental programme. The experiment was divided into eleven phases corresponding to 
the parameters studied, ie.luminance levels, surround colours and dissimilar media· (luminous colows were displayed 
on a high resolution colour monitor and nonluminous colours were presented in a viewing cabinet.) All the 
experiment sessions were conducted using a complex viewing field (Fig. I) under a D50 light source conforming to 
BS. 950. (The actual chromaticity coordinates of the light source were 0.3465, 0.3569 for x and y respectively.) 
Table 1 summarises the differences for each phase. 

Table 1 : Summary of experiment phases 
Luminance Surround No. of No. of 

Phase Level Colour Media Test Colours Estimations 

I H White Nonluminous 105 1890 
2 H Grey Nonluminous 105 1890 
3 H Black Nonluminous 105 1890 
4 L White Nonluminous 105 1890 
5 L Grey Nonluminous 105 1890 
6 L Black Nonluminous 105 1890 
7 Lll White Luminous 94 1692 
8 L Grey Luminous 100 1800 
9 L Black Luminous 100 1800 

10 L Grey/White Border Luminous 100 1800 
II L Grey/Black Border Luminous 100 1800 

Tolal 20232 

Note : For the luminance, H represents a high level having 267 cdlm2, and L and Lll represent low levels 
having 44 .5 and 40 cdlm2 respectively. For the surround colours, white, grey and black surrounds were given Y 
values of 89, 20.22 and 5.06 respectively. 

The magnitude estimation method [1,2,3) was used to scale the lightness, colourfulness and hue for each 
test colour (see Fig. I). The scaling task was undertaken by a panel of six observers who had normal colour vision 
and were each trained for at least 10 hours to use this scaling method: A Telespecuoradiomelcr (TSR) was used 10 
measure both luminous and nonluminous colours using the 1931 CIE standard observer. For nonluminous colours, 
105 colours were selecled from lhe OSA Uniform Colour Scale [4) . They were uniformly disuibuted in the CIE u'v' 
diagram (see Fig.2) and had Y values ranging from 6 to 59 (Munsell Values of 3 10 8). Each nonluminous colour was 
transformed 10 a luminous colour on a properly calibrated monitor in terms of CIE lristimulus values [5). Some of 
lhe colours were outside of the colour gamut of lhe monitor (see lriangle of Fig. 2) and hence were discarded. 

A test procedure was carried out to check the repeatability of the TSR and colour monitor. This involved 62 
luminous colours which were measured each day during lhe experimental period (10 weeks). For each colour,lhe CIE 
LOu•v• colour difference bel ween lhe measurement from each day, and the overall mean was calculated, and lhese 
results were then averaged. The mean for all colours was 0.5 units, which indicates good TSR repeatability and 
monitor stability. 
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2. Data Analysis 
For scaling of colourfulness, each observer was instructed to usc an unconstrained scale. (The colourfulness 

scale is an open-ended scale since no lOp limit is set. Any colour perceived 10 exhibit no hoe has a colourfulness of 
zero.) The geometric mean was used 10 determine the average results for the observers. 

For scaling of lighlness, each observer was instructcd 10 scale the lighlness in relation to the 'Reference 
white' (see Fig. 1), which had a lighlness of 100, and their 'imaginary ideal black' having a lighlness of zero. The 
arithmetic mean was taken to represent the mean results. 

For scaling of hue, each observer determined the predominant hue, one of the four unitary hoes, ie. red, 
yellow, green and blue, then the secondary unitary hue and finally , the percentage of the two. The results were 
transformed on to a 0 to 400 scale, ie. 0·100, R-Y; 100·200, Y-G; 200· 300, G-B; 300-400, B-R. The arithmetic 
mean was taken to represent the mean results. 

Data analysis was carried outiO investigate the variation between each observer and the mean of the results. 
Two measures, correlation coefficient (r) and coefficient of variation (CV), which was calculated using the root mean 
square, divided by mean visual results and multiplied by 100, were used. For a perfect agreement between two sets of 
data, r should equal one, and CV should equal zero, or 0% error. The mean r values for all observer in II phases 
were 0.94, 0.91, 0.99, and mean CV values were 14, 22 and 8 for lightness. colourfulness and hue respectively. This 
indicates that the hue results were most consistent throughout the whole experiment. and that colourfulness scaling 
is most difficult to scale between 3 attributes. However even the worst colourfulness results, r of 0.91 and CV of 
22, is still considered 10 be reasonably consistent in this kind of experiment [1,2,3). 

3. Results 
Several comparisons were made between different phases in order to understand the effects of the different 

parameters studied. For qualitative comparison of results obtained from two phases, the lighlness results from each 
phase were plotted against each other. Similar plots were also made for colourfulness and hue. Any systematic 
discrepancy could thus be identified easily. 

Quantitative comparison was made of results obtained from two selected phases. Using the least square 
method, intercept and gradient were calculated for lighlness, and gradient only for colourfulness. (The relationship of 
lightness was not constrained 10 pass through the white point.) For the hue, the original results were used. The rand 
CV measures were then calculatcd 10 indicate the agreement between two phases for each atuibute. In general, the 
correlation between all the comparisons is very high. The mean r values were 0.97, 0.91, 0.996 and mean CV values 
were 6, 17 and 5 for Lightness, Colourfulness and Hue respectively. 

The hue results for every comparison were remarkably consistent throughout all phases. This indicates that 
hue appearance hardly changed with respcctiO the different parameters studied. For lighlneSS and colourfulness, the 
results are summarised as follow : 
EJ/Cct of luminous and non luminous colours viewed at the same luminance level 

For Lighlness, dark colours appear lighter for luminous colours than those of nonluminous colours by 
about 10%. There is about 5% reduction of colourfulness for luminous colours. 
Effw q(bigh and low /wnjnancc leveLs for noalumjnou.s colour< 

For Lightness, dark colours appear lighter in the high level of luminance than in the low level of luminance 
by about 5%. Colourfulness increases about 10% at high level. 
Effw qf white grey and black surrounds 

All colours tend to look lighter as the surround becomes darker. The largest effect is in the case of 
comparing black and white surrounds. (about 10 and 20% lighter on black surround for nonluminous and luminous 
colours respectively). There is about 7% colourfulness reduction with a white surround compared with a grey 
surround. 
Eff(Cl of white black borders arqund ercy SUC!OUnd for tb( luminous co/ours 

The white border made dark colours appear about 10% darker than grey surround without border. The black 
border had no effect; this is presumably because it merges with the dark surround of the moniiOr. 

4. Constructing grids or lines or constant hue and colourrulness In the CIE u'v' diagram 
For the five phases of the experiment using a grey surround, the mean results of hue and colourfulness 

were ploucd in the CIE u'v' diagram. Lines of constant hoe and con10urs of constant colourfulness were then drawn 
by hand . The lines of constant hue represent unique red, yellow , green and blue and also mixtures of each 
neighbouring hues.The contours of colourfulness were drawn using 10 unit intervals. 

In general , all five ·grids plotted show great similarity in hue lines and slight variations in colourfulness 
contours. The grid of phase 2 (high illumination, nonluminous colours) is given in Fig. 2 and plotted using broken 
lines. The constant hue lines from the NCS [6) system were also plotted using solid lines (see Fig. 2). (The original 
NCS data was transformed from C to 050 illuminant using von Kries [7) chromatic adaptation formula.) The 
agreement between NCS and· experimental constant hue lines is considered to be satisfaciOry. 
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5. Comparlna colour mocJets 
The expcrimenlal resulls can be used 10 lest lhe ability of various colour models 10 predict lhese resulls. 

The models selecled were em L•u•v•(8], CIE L0 a0 b0{8), CMC (9) ao4.Hunt [10). The fJ.nt three models are most 
commonly used by lhe colour industry 10 estimale colour difference. Their lightness and chroma scales were used 10 
compare wilh lightness and colourfulness expcrimenlal results. (The hue scale from lhe colour difference models is 
designed from 0 10 360 degree 10 quantify lhe hue difference, not lhe appearance, so hue comparison is meaningless.) 
Hunt's model was designed 10 estimale lhe change of colour appeamnce under different viewing conditions, and is able 
10 take in10 account all lhe paramelers studied in lhis experiment. Three attribules from Hunt's model; lightness, 
colourfulness and hue, were used in comparisons wilh lhe expcrimenlal results. 

Again, lhe mean results from lhe five phases which used a grey surround were used. (This is because lhe 
three colour difference models were designed 10 be used under grey surround condition.) For lhe hue results, only 
Hunt's model was used. The mean rand CV values for all phases were 0.996 and 6 respectively. This agreement is 
considered 10 be very good. For lhe lightness results, all models have high correlation (r equals 10 0.97) wilh lhe 
experimenlal results. However,lhe mean CV values were 15, 19 and 28 for lhe em L• •. Hunt and CMe respectively. 
By optimising Nb (brightness induction faciOr) in Hunt's model, lhe mean ev value reduced from 1910 9. 

In comparing lhe colourfulness scale, lhe results from each model were scaled so as 10 have a similar scale 
10 lhose from lhe experiment. The r values were 0.91, 0.90, 0.91 and 0.91, and lhe ev values were 19, 23, 25 and 
21 for eMe, L•a•b•, L•u•v• and Hunt respectively. The average ev value for lhe individual's results compared 
wilh lhe mean resulls was 22. This indicates lhat betler predictions may not be possible. 

In general, Cm L 0 u0 v" and em L 0 a0 b0 gave a reasonable fit 10 both lightness and colourfulness resuuJ. 
This indicates lhat ~here is no signifacant difference for lightness and chroma between large colour difference data and 
colour appearance data. On lhe other hand, lhe eMC model gave lhe best fit 10 lhe colourfulness results, and lhe 

, worst fit 10 lhe lighmess results. This model was designed 10 fit small colour difference.data, so lhis implies lhat lhe 
charBcler of lhe chroma resulls from lhe small colour difference data is similar 10 lhe colourfulness resulls from lhe 
colour appeamnce data. However,lhe characler of lhe lightness results from lhe two data are very different. 

· Hunt's model shows excellent agreement wilh lhe hue experimental resulls. Since lhe hue scale from Hunt's 
model was designed 10 fit lhat of lhe NCS sys1em, lhis implies good a~ment between lhe experimenlal results and 
lhe NeS syslem (see Fig. 2). Also, lhe colourfulness scale from Hunt's model fils lhe colourfulness resulls quile well 
(ie. ev value of 21). However, lhe non-optimised brightness induction factors as suggesled by Hunt (100 and 30 for 
nonluminous and luminous colours respectively) are 100 low, since lhe optimised faciOrS were found 10 be in lhe 
range 500 10 800 for lhe resulls obtained from lhe five phases. 

The resulls from lhe olher six phases were also used 10 lest Hunt's model. Again, it was found lhat Hunt's 
model filled very well 10 both hue and colourfulness results, but lhe Nb varied from 200 10 1100 which are very 
different values 10 lhose suggesled by Hunt. This indicales lhat higher brightness induction factors should be used. 

6. Conclusion 
In 10181, about 20,000 estimations were carried out in lhis experiment. Changes of colour appearance under 

different viewing conditions were investigaled. The effects of various viewing conditions are summarised in section 
three. The present results obtained using lhe magnitude estimation melhod is very consislent and lhe melhod is 
recommended for use in future studies. 

In comparing lhe performance of four selecled colour models using lhe present experimenlal data. em 
L•u•v• and em L•a•b• gave a reasonable fit 10 lhe lightness and colourfulness resulls. The eMe model performs 
best in colourfulness, but worst in lightness and Hunt's model is lhe most comprehensive model among all lhe 
selecled models. 

Hunt's model takes iniO account lhe variations of luminance levels, induction of different lightness of 
neutral surrounds, and dissimilar media. It performs very well for botll hue and colourfulness, but not for lightness. 
Optimised brightness induction faciOrs, based on lhe present results, are quile different from.lhose originally suggesled 
by HunL It seems lhat furlher investigations need 10 be carried OUL 
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A __ T.JiEQ!LIITJ£A!.._A!'I.!LE.X.PERIMENTAL STUDY OF CHROMATIC TRANSPAREtiQX 
Osvaldo da POS - Padova 

There are many different forms of perceptual (or apparent) 
transparency. In a very strict sense, we have perception of 
transparency when we see two colours at the same time and in the 
same point of observation: both colours, that opaque of the 
back~round and that transparent of the superimposed layer, are 
distinctly perceived one through and beyond the other. Our study 
of .9J!_rQm~tic __ CQ!I.Jlition~ of phenomenal transparency deals with 
this kind of transparency. 
Metell i 's (1972) mathematical model of phenomenal transparency is 
bu ilt a cc ording to the principle that the stimulation colour 
(seen through a reduction ~creen) splits in two apparent colours 
following the law of colour partitive mixture, read in the 
opposite direction : 

scission -------> 

d.* a + 
o( * a + 

<----- fusion 
- <:>/ ) * t 

1-d.)*t 

whe r e p,q are the measures of the fusion colours, a,b are the 
measures of the opaque colours of the background,t is the measure 
of the superimposed transparent colour, d. is the transparency 
coeffi c ient. 
Da Pos ( 1976) extended Me tell i 's model to chromati.c situations of 
transparenc y: his following systems reflect the achromatic 
filtering which is the characteristic of Metelli's model and 
should hold for chromatic transparency as they hold for 
achromatic transparency : 

~ Xp Q(X · Xa + - O(X ) oXt 
Xq O.x ·Xb + 1 - ctx ) oXt 

[ Yp d..Y·Ya + 1 - d.Y ) •Yt 
Yq O,Y o Yb + 1 - d.Y l · Yt 

l Zp = d.Z o Za + 1 - oz ) •Zt 
Zq = d.Z o Zb + 1 - cAZ ) o Zt 

solved for CXX do.Y <XZ (physical de~ree of transparency) and for 
Xt Yt Zt (colour of the transparent layer); X, Y, Z are the 
tristimuli values for the different colours a, b, p, q, t . 
The large number of positive cases produc ed b y Da POS, and the 
fact that no contrasting example has been found till now\ show 
thlit this extens ion effectively holds for chromatic 11..!,\r t i_!l_! 
lrlins parenc y; unfortunatel y it holds quite seldom for c h romatic 
):g~J..!Hl \=_e_9 transparenc y . 
l:LY.P-l.O_th~§.i.J> . For this re a son we put forw a rd an alterna t ive 
i nterpretation of Metelli' s model, in the light of Hering' s 
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colour theory. Metelli's mathematical formulations are restricted 
to achromatic colours because of their semplicity 
(unidimensionality): we maintain the uniaimensionality of the 
grey scale, but we recognize that two perceptual guantiti~~. 
whiteness and blackness, are varying along it. Consequently the 
model can be used, without any modifications, in all kinds of 
colour scales, provided they are unidimensional. 
Then we tried to test if Metelli's model, so interpreted, allows 
us to formulate verifiable predictions of transparency when 
chromatic colours vary along one of the following unidimensional 
scales (taken from N.C.S. ): blackness/ chromaticness, w~iteness/ 

chromaticness, yellowness/ reddness, and so on. 

Method. The present research is divided into three parts. The 
first part (already finished) is further subdivided in 4 sections 
corresponding with the 4 examined hues: G70Y, YlOG, RlOB, GlOY 
(from N.C.S. ), For each hue 6 balanced transparency situations 
have been prepared together with 3 theoretically not transparent 
cases. In each situation the ~ Pi ~ -~ colours were varying 
along the whiteness/ chromaticness dimension while hue and 
blackness were constant. Fot each hue, a group of 22 subjects (88 
in total) had to distinguish the situations which looked 
transparent from the opaque ones; afterwards they had to evaluate 
their degree of transparency following the pair comparison method 
(a total of 10 couples of situations for each group of subjects); 
finally the correspondent transparency scales were derived. The 
secon~ of the research (also finished) was identical with 
the first one, except that the ~~ Ri ~ ~ colours were varying 
along the blackness/ chromaticness dimension for each situation; 
4 more goups of 22 subjects each performed the same tasks as in 
the first part. The third part of this research is still in 
progress: situations of transparency are studied in which the ~~ 

Pi ~ ~ colours are of the same nuance and their hues were 
varying inside one hue quadrant (4 situations), inside two hue 
quadrants (3 groups of 4 situations), and inside 3 hue quadrants 
(8 situations), 

~sults . 1) The theoretically transparent situations were 
ricognized as such and differentiated from the theoretically non 
transparent ones in all cases; 2) transparency scales are nearly 
the same inside every studied situation; 3) the resulting 
perceptual transparency scales were not those predicted using 
N.C.S. colour measures. 

Discussion. The interpretation of Metelli's model according to 
Hering's point of view enables us to make simple predictions 
about transparency situations in which the 4 standard colours 
(a,p,q,b) vary along a unidimensional scale; such predictions 
have been nearly perfectly confirmed. However, the relative 
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degrees of perceived transparency do not correspond to the 
predicted ones: this fact se~ms to depend on the metric 
characteristics of N.C.S. Therefore it seems that, at least for 
our special purpose, the problem of measuring colours has to be 
considered in a different way from that followed by Swedish 
Colour Insitute, even if the same structure, based on opponency 
and similarity, should be maintained. 
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CDLGUR CDDIFICATIO!I BY VISUAL INI'ERPOLATION IN CDLOUR ORDER SYSTEMS: 
HCW EXAcr IS IT7 

Introduction: 

systerratic collections of colour chips have been available since the beginning of 
this century. Normally, these collectioos cover the grea,ter part of the colour 
space accessible with the paint system used. Architects, designers, and all those 
who select colours for any purpose, need extensive collections fran which to choo
se. 'll\e colour in miirl nust be specified before it is lost fran imagination. 'll\ese 
practitioners need visually ordered colour sets which pennit them to select not 
only specific colours found in the sets, but also to specify m!l1'lY intenrediate 
colours by visual interpolation. A set of 1,000 colours nay allo.t one to visualise 
and specify 100,000 colours [11· 
On the other hand, it had been shown that the estimation of the codification of 
any given colour by visual interpolation is far fran exact. The codification, ob
tained by 8 experienced people for 4 different coloors in 3 different coloor-at
·lases (DIN 6164, !Ulsell, OCS) sl'lcued a rrean standard deviation between 2 and 4 
CIELAB units [21 in each of the three dirrensions of the system concerned [3]. 
'll\ese deviations are nuch .greater than most coloor tolerances in technical appli
cations and, therefore, the ability of colour atlases to serve as reference speci
men is limited. 

Besides these limitations the use of systere.tic collections of colour chips fran 
colour order systems is preferred to the definition of coloors by colour rreasure
ment in sane cases, e.g. in architecture and in design. 'll\e colour sant>les of such 
colour order systems are labelled by the three coordinates of the respective sys
tem and usually by the CIE tristinulus values. However, ordinarily these values 
are valid for the aim-points and not for the actual colour sarrples. 'll\e color co
ordinates of the actual colour sarrples deviate rrore or less fran those of the aim
points, and these colour differences give rise to uncertainties during visual in
terpolation. With the experirrents described in this paper the influence of these 
colour differences on the precision of colour codification by visual interpolation 
shall be shown. 

Materials: 

'll\ree colour atlases with different colour differences for their coloor sarrples 
have been used for the estirre.tion of the coloor coordinates of given colour sanp
les by visual interpolation. 'll\e colour sarrples of the new expired glossy edition 
of the DIN colour chart [41 have very srreu· colour differences: 'll\e 1,001 colour 
sanples had a mean colour difference to their respective aim-points of 0.6S· CIELAB 

units, the largest colour difference was 3.8 CIELAB units [51. 'll\e 589 coloor sam
ples of the DIN colour chart with matt surface [6] had, according to the product
ion techniques of the early sixties, larger coloor differences: the rrean coloor 
difference to the respective aim-129int was 2.0 CIELAB units •. For the 1,412 colour 
Artples of the OCS colour aUas [71 the colour difference depends on the region 
in the OCS colour solid . 377 coloor sarrples fran the border regions of the OCS 
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colcur solid (sanples With blackness s = 0, with whiteness w = 0, an:! with high 
chranaticness c, resp.) have a mean colcur difference of 5. 3 CIELAB units to the 
aim-points. '!he rrean colour difference for the other 1,035 colour sanples was 1.1 
CIELAB units. '!he largest colour difference was 16.2 CIELAB units [a]. 

Sets of 23 colour sanples with high gloss, with semi gloss, an:! with natt finish, 
according to the finish of the sanples in the colour atlas<!!s used, have been pro
duced for the colour codification by visual interpolation. '!he positions of the 
colour sanples in CIELAB colour space are shown in Fig .1. '!he codification of the 
high gloss sanples in the glossy edition of the DIN colour chart, of the semi 
gloss sanples in the OCS colour atlas, an:! the natt sanples in the matt edition as 
well as in the glossy edition of the DIN colour chart had been · done by 10 observ
ers with noma! colour vision. In total for each colour sanple codification by 
visual interpolation was done between 23 an:! 35 times . 
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Fig . l· Position of the cotcur Sant>lee used for co:llfication b'.( visual interpolation in the 

(a*,b*)-dioqram (left) ard in the (C*,L* )-diaqram of the CIEU.B colour space. The sanp
les marked as circles have high gloss finish (according to DII! 6164 glossy edition), the 
sanples marked as squares have matt finish (according to DIN 6164 matt edition), and the 
~les rrerked aa triangles have semi gloea finish (a.cex>rdinq to bCS). 

Methods: 

100 

For colour codification by visual interpolaticn the sanples an:! the resp. colour 
atlas were put in the horizontal plane an:l illuminated perpendicular by a xenon 
lanp of a Sierrens colour-natching lanp with good daylight si..rrulaticn. '!he observ
ers had to view the samples an:1 the color atlases under approximately 45°, so that 
disturbing reflections were excluded. Nornally 8 sanples fran the respective col
our atlas were used for the visual interpolaticn . The colcur ccordinates T (hue), 
S (saturation) and D (darkness degree) according to DIN 6164 had to be estinated 
for the glossy arrl the natt samples, 4i (hue), s (blackness), and c ( chranaticness) 
according to OCS had to be estinated lor the semi gloss sanples. 

Results: 

A survey on the rrean colour differences between the codifications obtained by vis
ual interpolation an:l the codifications obtained by colour measurements is given 
in Table I. '!he ac=acy of codification by visual interpolation is nearly equal 
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glossy semi glossy !!Btt matt 
sanples 

in DIN 6164 in NCS in DIN 6164 in DIN 6164 
glossy edition col0-1r atlas !!Btt edition glossy edition 

all 23 sanples 2.0 4.0 1.9 2.1 
lew to Jredium chrana 1.7 1.2 1.7 1.7 
higher chrana 2.3 6.6 2.2 2.5 

Tab.l: Colo.u- difference• in CI!l.AB unit1 between the codificationa obtained by visual inter
p::>lation ard the coclificaticna obtained bf colrur rreasuremmt. '!tie 9rwp "' lOoi to .....:liun 
chrcrno" containo ll colrur oanpleo, the ~wp ''hi9)ler chrana" contains 12 colwr oanples. 

in the glossy and the matt editions of the DIN col0-1r chart inspite of the fact 
that the col0-1r differences of the color sanples are markedly higher in the matt 
edition. For colour sanples with higher chrana the mean color differences for the 
NCS colour atlas differ by a factor of three fran those in the DIN col0-1r chart. 

Because of the different ac=acy of the col0-1r sanples in the three colour atlas
es used in the experiments it was expected that the codification by visual inter
polation is 110re exact in the DIN colour chart with glossy sanples than in the DIN 
colour chart with lt'att sanples and in the NCS colour atlas. The experiments have 
sham that the ac=acy of codificaticn by visual interpolation is not alone in
fluenced by t:he color differences of the col0-1r chart. used, but also by the magni
tude of the col0-1r differences between adjacent col0-1r sanples in the respective 
colour dlart, and by the directions of the colour differences between the aim
points and the actual ool0-1r sanples. These influences will be discussed in 110re 
detail. 
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rat OR F'ERC:EPTION SPACE 'GEF:F: ITSEW lo/ITH THE THREE COMPONENT VALUES AND WITH THE 
OPPONENT VALUES 

Color perception space 'Gerritsen' <NL) 
with the three component values: blue, 
green, red; with the opponent values: 
black/white, blue/yellow, green/red, all in 
one col or perception space, Ill. I. 
"Gaps" in the Opponent Color Models 
Opponent col or models usual I~· have an 
orthogonal ~x is system1 when these are used 
as computer models, they can b~ helpful in 
the determination of a color point. 
Howl!ver, if we study color inter
relationships, with color samples in a 
color space model, in accordance with our 
color perception possibilities, the 
orthogonal system will not suffice because: 
A The intersection of two neutral 
P"erceptions: black/white and blue/yellow, 
come together at the same intersl!ction as 
the yellow perception: green/r!!d 

f. Gri?EII and red lie opposite to each other in the color hue circle, this 
co lor p3lr is not complementary (green+ red perception • yellow). 
f. The color hues are not in visually equally large color hue gradations as to their 
diviSIOn(; on the color ci rcle circumference!. <Dr. F. Billmeyer, 'AIC-Color 85'1 
D The color hues are not placed according to their "own• dark/light values in 
r"elation to the lightness-darkness levels of the neutral axis between black and 
••hite,mr. Fred W. Billmeyer, 'AIC-Color 85 '1 . 
Opponent Values and Three Component Values in One Color Perception Space. 
Opponent ·•alues and three component values 1n one color perceptton space. 
The color inter-relationships are ordered in accordance with our color perception 
possibilities in the "Gerritsen Color Perception Space". 
\oJt2 ~-Jill e::pluin, in thJs l ecture , heM the opponent Vcllues: black/white, blue/yellow, 
green/red, find their places- together with the three component values blue, red, 
green - in the construction of our color perception space. 
The Contrast Signal [1lack/1Vhite 
The neutral contrast signal black/,.hite is placed on the vertical lightness ads <8 + 
G + R valueslof the color perception space <Ill. II. 
The Opponent Pair +S /-S: Eilue-Yellm• 
The opponent pair +short -short : blue-yellow, is placed upon a schematic scale of 
wavelength are•s. 
The Opponent Pair -L/+L: Green-R<"I 
The opponent pair -L/+L: green-red, is placed on the same scale of wavelength areas 
Visual Color Mi>:ing Possibilities Are Not Legible 
Shorter than M (middle! +S/-S 

M <middle) +M/-M 
Longer than M <middle! -L/+L 
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We see, on the wavelength area scale, (Ill. 2a.l from left to right, the folloNing 
perception possibilities: 

"F'lus Short" 
"MlOU!!: ~Iiddle" 

"Middle" 

ultramarine-blue perception 
black perception (perception dar ker> 
balance or reference potnt, lightness adaptat1on 
-level, bet.,een black and wh1te contrast signal 
"hi te percept I on <perception I i ghterl 
green perception, wavelength part <middle> 
yellow perception (bet,.een middle and long) 
r-ed perception 

"Plus Middle" 
"11inus Long .. 
"~linus Short" 
"F'lus Long" 
From the above 
possibilities. 

summery "e do not ge t a good picture of the visual color mi xi ng 

c 

Ill. 2 

Visual Color Mi xing Possibilities Are Legible 
rasition: Green -Red 
ole ••i II "turn" the "wave! ength area seale" in order to view <understand> the 
perception mi xing color possibilities. 
The Part "Green<yelloriiRed" is "tur·ned" 90' in the "yellow" point, 111.2b, 
Color Tri .::mg l e 
Ne dr .:-, 1·1 b·10 l1nes from the ~.,avelength area 11 "blue perception"; 
one line at a 30° with the line: wavelength area ''blue - yellow'' in the direction of 
w3 ve len gth '' gr~on'' . Th1s line intersects the line ''Green (yellow) Red" in ''Green'' 
perception area, <Ill. 2cl. 
One line at a 30 ' angle "ith the line: wavelength area scale blue-yellow in the 
dtr ec tton of the ~>lavelength area "red", intersects the "green Cyello~o~ ) red 11 line in 
the "red" pc r cC'ption area , Cal so Ill. 2cl . 
We now ha ve a ''col or triangl e'' blue - green - red. 
t1cdt:.n, F'ostt.ion : liluc·-Yn ll o loJ (Cnw lernentar '' color c:lir). 

he line ''Blue-Yellow'' is a median from the corner point ''Blue''. 
The Yell01·1 Pe r-ception 
8eb·1een Green and F:ad perception a Ye ll 0~1 appears 1 from equal green + red activation. 
The Opponent color pair: ''Blue and Ye llow '' , with the neutral as reference point, is 
also a visual complementary color pair, with1n the three component theory. Blue + 
''Blue'' + ''Yellow (green+ red)''= B+G+R =''neutral'' 
M .. .:>di.:m 1 F'osil1on: Gr ePn- M3gcnta, <Comp lement ary Co lor F' -3ir>. 
l•le nOI•/ dr.=H·I 3 mt:di~n 1 ine f rom ttl(:.' c orn:·r· rJuint "(:~n:en perc eption" to the side Blue
Red in the perc.,ption colo~ ar·ea Magrm t,; (blue+ red perception!. 
Grc:~n und t·IJ.qc11L" furm a complement ... try color p .:ur-, the visual mi>: ing color of equally 
.3nd Slmultaneuus l y activated "Gr-een " plus 11 Magenta" {blue+ r-ed) perception results 
in neut~al perception B+G+R. 
Median, Position: Red -Cyan, <Complementary Color Pair). 
l~e draw a pL'rpL·nchcu l dr bisector mt:·dl .Jn fnuh lhe l.Orrter po int 11 Red Perception~~ on the 
side Blue- Gre~n in the color perc ep tton area ''Cyan'' CblL~ e + yreerl). 
Red and Cyan is a con1plementary color pa1r. l"he V1sual mi::ing color of equally ar1d 
simultaneously activated "F:ed" + (blue + gn·: {~nl is a neutral perception B+G+R . 
.:111 Color HuE·= "t!)d" Are Eq u .::::- · J)j ~-~ t.~t:l Fn11:l 111~-~ l'k:u tr·J J Po int. 
tlow we place all perceptible colors, color set at ''100'' 1 equa-distant from the neutral 
center wt1ere color is s e t at ''0''. 
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Cokllt-tWt,.. lfll;,;.. 
,..,,iJonlollM••..ctolfllf. 
wllh t~ /HIU/141011 1cMmn. 

The Opponent Theory and the Three Component Theory in One Scheme 

Ill. 3. 

The total scheme of the opponent color- pau-s -~"- e pl ar.ed in thn co lor cir-cle. 
The color perception schemes of the three component theory (Blue Gre"n - F:ed) are 
placed outside the circle, (ill. 3). 
The sum of each complementary color pair (all lie opposite to each other) Is equal to 
I B + I G + I R value (see the color perceptiOn schemes). 
Colors are Ordered According to Their ll•·•n Li~ht/Dark Values 
All full color hues are ordered according to the ir own intrinsic lightness in relation 
to the light/dark values of the neutral lightness axis. 
Order ing 3nd S3 turation 
f) cross section of tt-, " color perception space through the opponent and complementary 
color pair: blue-yellow, shows the succession of the saturation of the color hues from 
neutral to full color hue. 
Opponents and Three Components in one scheme 1 Col or Perception Space Gern tsen, !975. 
All colors are or tler ·ed .;)Ccording lo our col or perL ept ian poss1 61 11 t 1 &$ (opponL:nf .:.. nd 
three component patrs) : 
~ccording to perception and color hue (t he color of a color ) 
a~cording to perception and li<Jhtne, ,s (ho., light or dark is a color) 
according to perception and se \ur a ti on <the co lorfulness of a 
color as compared to a neutral) 
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ESTIMATION OF SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE FUNCTIONS FOR MUNSELL 
RENOT A TIONS 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The colorimetric values x, y, Y of the Munsell Renotation Systemt are only 

specified with respect to illuminant C and the CIE 1931 standard observer. However, 
from a theoretical and a practical point of view, its colorimetric values are often 
needed under illuminants D6s and A, and also for the CIE 1964 standard observer. 
For example, when the two chromatic adaptation transforms, the von Kries2 and the 
nonlinear chromatic adaptation transform3, are compared under an adaptation of 
illuminant A4, the colorimetric values of the Munsell System under illuminant A are 
needed. However, this is impossible because the authorized spectral reflectance 
functions are not known in the Munsell Renotation System. The purpose of the 
present study is to specify its spectral reflectance functions. This was made on the 
basis of the measured spectral reflectance functions of 1,569 color chips in the 
Standard Color Atlass of the Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS), which was 
developed to realize the Munsell Renotation System in 1977. The present study also 
expects to give a tentative proposal for standardizing the spectral reflectance 
functions of the Munsell Renotation System. 

2. ANALYSIS 
All the measured spectral reflectance functions on the JIS Standard Color Atlas 

were kindly supplied from the Japan Color Research Institute through the courtesy 
of Prof. G. Kawakami. The spectral data of each color were given at 31 
wavelengths ranged from 400 to 700 nm at 10 run intervals . The number of data 
amounted to 48,639(=1,569 samples x 31 wavelengths). These data can not be 
directly used for the standardizing purpose due to their enormous quantities. In 
addition, the spectral reflectance data of each color does not give the nominal 
colorimetric values of its target Munsell color notation exactly. 

By considering the above, the principal component analysis was applied to all the 
measured spectral reflectance functions. The analysis was made for each of five 
color groups R, Y, G, B, and P by classifying the Atlas . The color group R includes 
all the colors with Munsell Hue notations from 2.5RP, through 5R, to 7.5YR, and the 
color group Y includes those from 2.5YR, through 5Y, to 7.5GY. This means that the 
colors with the intermediate Munsell Hues(YR, GY, ... ,RP) are always used in the 
analysis of the two color groups with their principal Munsell Hues. Eigen. values and 
eigen vectors were extracted from each of the 5 color groups. Table 1 shows the 
averaged spectral reflectance Ro(l..) and the first three components RI(I..), R2(!..), 
R3(1..) extracted from each color group. All the cumulative contribution factors on 
the first three components are always above 99.5% and quite high. Thus, the 
spectral reflectance functions in each group are well estimated by using the derived 
component~. 

3. ESTIMATION OF SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE FUNCTION 
Based on the analysis, the spectral reflectance function with nominal colorimetric 

valuest xc. Yc. Y c of a Munsell Colors is derived by the following procedures. 
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(1) The values Xc, Yc. Yc are transformed to the tristimulus values Xc, Yc, Zc. 
(2) The values Xa, Y a, Za are derived by 

Y a = { 100 I LSc(A.) y(A.)} · LSc(A.)Ra(A.) y(A.) ll A. (a= 0,1,2,3), 
[

Xal 31 31 . [x(A.)] 

Za A.= 1 A.= I z(A.) 
(1) 

where Sc(A.) is the relative spectral power distribution of standard illuminant C and 
x(A.), y(A.), z(A.) are the CIE 1931 color matching functions. These values can be 
computed in advance. 

(3) Coefficients k1, kl, k3 are computed by putting the values obtained in steps( I) 
and (2) into 

X2 X3l-l [Xc- Xol 
Y2 Y3 Yc- Yo 
Z2 Z3 Zc-Zo • 

(2) 

(4) The needed spectral reflectance function p(A.) is specified by introducing k1. kl, 
k3 and Ra(A.) a = 0, 1, 2, 3 into 3 

p(A.) = Ro(A.) + J;;caRa(A.). (3) 

Notes: (1) For Munsell colors wilhin a Munsell principal hue range, for example from lORP(OR), 
through 5R, to lOR, the p(A.) function is derived only by using the values in )able 1(a) for color group 
R. (2) For Munsell colors within an intermediate hue range, for example from 10R(OYR), through 
5YR, to 10YR, the two p(A.) functions pR(A.) and pY{A.) are derived by the same procedure, but using 
Table 1(a) and Table 1(b), respectively. The needed function p(A.) is detennined by a weighted sum of 
pR(A.) and pY(A.) as p(A.) .. 0.25pY(A.) + 0.75pR(A.) for a color with 2.5YR, p(A.) "' 0.5pY(A.) + 
0.5pR{A.) for 5YR, p{A.) = 0.75pY(A.) + 0.25pR(A.) for 7.5YR, p(A.) = pR(A.) for 10R(OYR), and p(A.) = 
pY(A.) for 1 OYR. 

To each of the measured spectral reflectance functions of the 1,569 color chips, the 
corresponding p(A.) function was predicted by the above procedure, but using the 
computed tristimulus values Xc', Yc', Zc' of each color chip instead of Xc, Yc, Zc in 
eq.(2). All the comparisons showed that the procedures- stated above worked 
precisely and accurately. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The present study clarified the following items. 
(1) The measured spectral reflectance functions of the JIS Standard Color Atlas 

are decomposed into the three principal components in each of the 5 color groups in 
the Atlas. (2) By using the three components, a sirnpfe method is proposed to derive 
the spectral reflectance function p(A.) to each of the nominal colorimetric values in 

• · the Munsell Renotation System. (3) The method can reproduce the measured 
spectral reflectance functions used in the analysis accurately. (4) Using the derived 
p(A.) function, colorimetric values of Munsell colors can be estimated for any 
illuminant and for any observer within a color gamut used in the analysis. 
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fable 1. The averaged spectral reflectance (Ro) and the three components(R1, R2, 
R3) extracted for each color group. 

(a) color group R . (b) color group Y (c) color group G 

•• •• •• Ro •• .. • • .. •• •• •• • • 
400 0. 1661 o. 08%3 0. 0897 o. 1!1-45 400 o. 11t4 0.0652 o.t2l5 -o. uu 400 0. 1411 0. 0161 0.1001 0. Ult 

10 0. %136 Q. 13U O. 1611 0. 2168 10 o. 1602 0. 1011 o. 1900 -0. 20!W 10 o. liDS 0. 1311 o. 1530 o. 2202 
20 0. 2237 0. WJ9 0.1862 0. 22GG 20 0. 1611 0. 1100 0. 2095 - 0. 219.S 20 0. 19-45 0. U6J O. 1751 0. 1436 
30 o. 7236 0. 1517 o. 1904 0. 22()4 30 0.1712 0. 1128 0. 2154 -0.2127 30 o. 2029 o. 1517 0. 1175 o. 2356 
40 0. 2221 0. U21 0. 1911 0. 2104 40 o. 1752 o.u56 o,2zcw -o. 2022 40 0. 2122 0. 1567 0. 1992 0. 2195 

<150 o. 2219 0. 1523 0. 1930 0. 1991 4!.0 0. 1103 0. 1188 0. 22S9 -0. I~ 450 o. 2231 o. 1624 o. 2132 o. 1960 
60 o. 2199 o. 1521 0. 1939 0. 1821 60 o. 1863 o. 1223 o. 2lt5 -o. 16.57 eo o. u11 o. 1GM o. u21 o.15to 
70 0. 2172 0. Ult 0. 1951 0. 1562 70 0. 19M 0. 1266 0. 1.179 -0. 14-tS 70 0. 2549 0.1749 0.2571 0. 1071 
10 O. 21U 0. 1515 0. 1951 0. 1232 8o o. 2021 o.un o. 2n2 -o. J159 10 0. 2'703 o. 1107 o. 272'2 o. ()195 
90 0. 2115 0. 1511 0. 19SO 0. CUI 90 o. 2145 o. 1374 o. 2473 -o. oacw 10 0.2167 0. 11(;5 0.2115 -O.Oltl 

500 0. 21(6 0. 1511 0.1936 0. 030.S ~ O. niO 0.1471 0. 2479 -0. 0185 500 o. lon o. l931 o. 2u1 -o. 0951 
10 0. 2111 0. 1520 0. 1165 -0. 03SO 10 o. 1701 0. 1609 0. 2377 o. 0905 to o. 3211 o. 20tt o. l843 -o. 2141 
20 0. 2120 O. IS32 0. 1767 -O. lazJ 20 0. )073 o. 1755 0. 1903 0. 2362 20 o. suo o. 20M 0. 1099 - o. 3275 
so o. 2121 o. ISla o.1110 -o. 1432 30 0. 32!8 0. 1847 0. 1490 0. 3356 30 0. 345.5 o. 2119 o. 0527 -0. 36JS 
40 0. 2139 O.IW4 0.1667 -0.1724 40 o. 3J90 o. 1191 0. 1202 o. 3730 40 o. 3375 0. 2121 o. 0101 -0.3402 

SSO · 0. 2191 O. IS67 0.1579 -0. 216.5 550 0. 3476 0. 19J6 0. 0919 O. lS911 550 o.1us o. 2113 - o. om -o. 2137 
60 o. nn o. t624 o. 1406 -o. 2:893 60 0. 3MS 0. 1979 0. OSIZ 0. 30S6 60 0. 3073 0. 2090 -0. 0651 -0.2166 
10 o. 26SS o. t 747 o. 1093 -o. 3664 10 0. 3169 0.10lS -0.(1()64, 0.2212 70 0. 2901 0. 20$2 -0.1002 -0. 1461 
ao o. J IM o.1904 o. 05SS -o. Jil2 80 0. 3902 0. 2079 -0. 0651 0. 1273 10 o. 2111 o. 2000 -o. 1216 -o. o7s.& 
10 O.S$93 0. 7026 -0. 0211 -0.2917 90 o. 39S2 o. 2101 -o. 1119 o. 0431 to 0.25011 0. 1921 -0.1534 -O.OO.S1 

100 o. 3914 o. 2093 -0. 09.13 -0. 1795 600 0. 3%6 0. 2119 -0. UIS -0. 0241 100 0. 2ZN 0. 1135 -0.1736 o. 0573 
10 0. 4052 0. 2128 -O.IU9 -0.0860 10 0. 3923 0. 2124 -0. 1579 -0. 072'7 10 o. 2101 0. 1752 -0. 1152 o. 0971 
20 0. 4162 0. 21M -0. 1101 -0. 0304 20 o. 3901 o. 2132 -o. 1669 -o. 1000 20 0. 2005 0. 1703 -0. 1905 0. 1111 
:to 0.4199 o.:un -0. 1975 o.002o 30 o. 3889 o. 2140 -o. 1715 - o. 1124 30 o. 1m o. 1652 -o. 1923 o. u6a 
<~.o o. nJt o. 2111 -o. 2011 o. 0319 40 0.3180 0. 2149 - O. I7H -0. 1190 40 0.1933 0. 1673 -0. 1930 0. 1311 

aso o. 42St o. 2112 -o. 2H4 o. O&OJ 6SO o. 3870 o. 2153 -0. 1757 -0. 1218 650 o. 1917 o. 1668 -0.1932 0. 1337 
60 0. 4286 0.2115 - 0. 2199 0.0!62 60 0.3877 0. 2163 -0. 1757 - 0. 1153 10 0. 19-44 0. 1551 -0.1926 0. 1289 
TO 0. 4297 0. 2119 -0. 2233 0. 1060 10 o. JW o. 2169 - 0. 1737 -o.09.u 10 0. 2001 0. 1727 -0. 1195 o. 1157 
eo 0.4307 0. 2111 -o. m3 0. 1200 10 0. 3905 0.2119 -0. 1711 -O. OJIO 10 0. 2~2 0. 1770. -0. 1151 0. 099l 
510 0. 4317 0.2113 -0.2291 0: 1313 90 0.3923 0.2191 -0.171)3 -O.O!SA to 0. 2145 0. 1!09 -0. 1116 0.0131 

700 0.4325 0.2117 -0.2319 0. 14~ 700 0.39ll 0. 2201 -0. 169!" -O. O.S57 700 o. 2190 0. 1131 -0.1771 0. 0737 

(d) color group B (e) color group P 
).. I Rt .. , ... .. 

400 0. 1933 0. 092S -0. 0366 - 0. 1440 
JO 0. 2662 0. 1610 -0. 0311 -0. 2399 
20 0. 29ll 0. 11164 -O.Ol70 -0. 1&;1 
30 0. 300.5 0. 1911 -0. ~59 -0. 2671 
40 O. lee6 O. J9l3 -0. 1007 -0. 2621 

450 o. 3177 0. 1951 -0. us... -0. ?512 

60 0.3259 0. 196-& -0. 1919 -0. 2079 
10 o. nco o. l973 -o. 2409 -o. uo3 
ao o. lJTS o. 1977 -o. 2731 -o. 0637 
90 0. 3363 0.1950 -0. 2819 0. 0142 

500 0. 330' 0. 19!1 -0.26..'6 O. IOJO 
to o. 3216 o. Jteo -o. 2l!W o. t636 
20 0. 3053 0. 1969 - 0. 1,..1 0. 2296 
10 0. 2936 0. 1951 -0. 1393 O. l66S 
40 0. 27!6 0.1925 -0. 07&5 0. 2741 

550 0. 2612 0. 1884 -0. 0130 0. 7721 
60 0. 2419 0. 1123 0. 0455 0. 2710 
70 o. 22S9 0. l16S o. 0924 o. 2533 
10 o. 2154 o. 1729 o. 1285 0. 2092 
510 o. 2070 o. IS97 0. 1605 0. 1471 

600 
10 
20 

"' " 650 
60 

70 
80 
to 

100 

o. 1931 0. 1661 
0. 1907 0. 1629 
0. 1176 0.1611 
0. 1192 O.J632 
0. 1935 0. 1651 

0. 1979 0. 1631 
0. 20:?4 0. 1704 

0. 2056 o. 1720 
0. 20i3 0. 17r1 
0. 2070 o. 1737 

0. 2102 O.I7S7 

0. 1197 O. OMS 
o. 2090 0.039S 
0. 21GI 0 .0092 ' 

0. 2171 - 0.0213 
0.2162 -0. ~25 

0. 2152 -0.1032 
0.2117 -0. 12'35 

0. 20&4 ' -0. 1130 
0. 1993 -0.0! 11 
0. 19-46 - 0.0535 

o. 1110 -o. OJ95 

.. •• • • 
400 0. 2179 0.0147 0.0377 -0. 1405 

10 0. 2974 0. 15)0 0. UXIO -0. 1193 
20 0.3194 0. 1771 0. 1331 -0. 1996 
so 0. 322:1 0. 1101 0.1411 -0. 2129 

40 0. 3234 0. 1507 0. 1606 -0.219J 

450 0. 321S 0.1809 0. 1730 -0. 2195 
10 o.3tlo o. 1aos o.nn -o. t998 
10 o.3106 o. 11100 o. 1929 -o. J6S4 
10 o. l002 o. 1119 o. 2()()4 -o. liSt 
to o. zt61 o. 11n o. 1996 -o. 0450 

500 0. 2717 0. 1748 0.1 !W3 0. 0201 
10 o. 25.!12 0. 1120 0. 1111 0. 0734 
20 o. 2437 o. 1655 0. 1776 0. 1319 
30 0. Z3Jo( o. 1562 0. 16!6 0. l750 
40 o. 2271 0. 1~9 0. 1570 0. 1941 

550 0. 2?29 0. 1637 o. 1465 o. 2092 
60 0. 21 76 0. 162'2 0. 1270 0. 2317 
70 0. 2UI 0. 1653 0.0913 0. :677 
eo 0. 2436 O. l7U 0. 0240 0. 2756 

510 0. 2610 0. 1131 -0. 0615 O. Ull 

600 
10 

~ , 

30 

" 650 

60 
10 
10 
to 

100 
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0. 2&41 o. 1813 -0. 1345 0. 1195 
0. 2901 1Uto6 -0.1796 0. 1603 
o. 2900 0.1915 -0. 1978 
Q, 2920 0. 1929 L .:. o. 20?6 

o. 3013 0. 1957 -0.2051 

0. 1595 
0. 1431 

0. 0951 ,., 
0. 3142 0. 19&& -0.2114 0. 022'7 
0.3269 0. 2CC5 -0.2221 -0. 0582 
o. 3J5I o. 2007 - o. 2366 -0. 1295 
0. 3.&09 0. 2003 -0. 25-41 -0. 1716 
0. 3447 0. 2001 -0. 2690 -0. 2174 

0. 3-490 0 . 2~ -0. 2746 -0. 2$59 
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COLOR SPACE r.IODEL ON COLOR OF TOOTH-CROWN 

In the restoration of the area of the anterior teeth , it is 

considered very desirable to capture the actual color of the natural 

tooth-crown since the anterior teeth are required to possess, as an 

aesthtic factor, a color tone that does not iapa.ir naturaless . We, in 

an effort to develop a. aethod for aaking objective recording of the 

tooth-crown color using a sha.de guide with better reproducibility, and 

for the purpose of deter11ining the· range and position of the color 

tone, ude a new color chart(63 colors). (Table 1) 

l)The color chart(l7 colors) 11easuring the color range of upper 

anterior huaan natural teeth was aade by the three diaensinonal (Hue 

Value Chroaa) color cha.rt in the MunHll Color Notation. (Fig. 1) 

This color c.hart was used on a total of 42 11en and woun(l7~53 age) 

to aeasure the color tone of the natural anterior teeth with the 

standard light source Do& and by the visu~l color coaparison method. 

It was the locations 11easuring. (Fig. 2) 

Results obtained were that the huaan natural't~cth color range 

extended in hue froa 8. 75YR to 2. SY in value froa 6. 0 to 8. 0 and in 

chro•a fro• 1. 0 to 4. 0 in this three diaensi onal color chart. 

2)Concerning the distribution of tooth-crown color presented in the 

above-aentioned study, in addition to the relations with Mu~sell 

Color Systea taken up ever widely In the color study, color chart(21 

colors) was aade by using psychoaetric quantity highly relative to 

the psychophysical quantity based on psycho perceptive quantity 

presented by HUNT, R. 11. G .. (Table 2) 

3)The color chart(21 colors) was used on a total of 190 men and women 

(10~72 age) to measure the color tone of the natural anterior teeth 

with the standard light source De& and by the visual color 
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comparision method . At the s~me time , an exaaination was made of 

the color distribution of the natural teeth. usin& the metri c 

.ultidimensional scale. 

For the data classified by sex, by location(left or right side), and 
by type of tooth, we obtained avera1e values for hue , value, a nd 

chroma and the range of deviation up to the standard± 3 l1 and 

converted the111 into the L'a'b' uniform color scale of CIE . And as a 

result of showing the abov c- ~entioned deviat ion range on tbe L'a'b ' 
color space, the color distribution of the natural teeth. when 

coapared with that obtained using the color chart coaposed of the 

a.etric multidimentional scale, had been found to fall within the 

range of the color chart(21 colors). 

4)Finally, a new color chart(63 colors) was desi&ned based the color 
chart(21 colors). The color space aodel on color of tooth - crown 

was reappeared by a new color chat(63 colors). (Fi.: . 3) 

Table 1 Standard o{ color chip on the tooth crown color 

CIE 1976 L'a'b' Cit:: 1976 l.·a·b• em 1976 va·b· 
color chip color a)'Slem color chip color sys&em culur chi~ color sySient 
number nwnber uumlJ.:r 

L' .. b' L' .. b' I.' .. b' 

I 70. 56 1.80 17.32 22 67 . :W 0.00 17 .94 13 70 .56 3 .21 29 .51 
z 67 .30 3.86 17.55 23 70 . 56 0.00 17 .97 .. 73.82 2.<i 13 .17 
3 70 .56 l . N 17.55 Z< 73 . i2 0.00 17 . 97 <5 7U2 0. 55 1<.05 
I 73.12 3.N 17.55 25 70 . 56 -0.97 17 .91 IG 73.82 3.33 21.60 
5 6<.0< 2.91 17 .73 26 70 . 56 0 .67 6.1 9 17 73 . i2 1.10 21.80 
6 67 .Jl) 2.91 17.73 27 67.30 1.10 ID.II <i 70 .56 2.05 9.90 
7 70.56 2. 91 17 .73 21 70.56 1.10 ID.II " 70 .56 0. 12 ID.II 
I 73 .12 2. 91 17.73 29 73 . i2 1.10 IO . Ii 54 70.S6 3.12 13.61 
9 77 .03 2.91 17. 73 Jl) 61 .01 1.52 lUi 51 70 . 56 2.1i 13.i2 

10 60 . 77 1.91 17 .N 31 61.30 1.52 13 . ~i 52 70.56 0. 55 1<.08 
II 6< .01 1.9< 17 .N 32 70.56 1.52 lUi 53 70 .56 -0 .12 11 .02 
12 67.30 1.91 17 .16 33 73.i2 1.52 lUI 51 70 . 56 1 .27 21.39 
13 70 .56 1.9< 17.86 31 77 .08 1.52 lUi 55 70.56 3.33 21.60 
II 73 .12 1.9< 17.16 l5 6< .0< 2 .36 21.75 56 70 .56 1.10 21.81 
15 77.08 1.91 17 .16 l6 67 . 30 2.36 21.75 57 70 . 56 0 . 12 21.11 
16 10 .35 1.9< 17.16 37 70 . 56 2. 36 21.75 58 70 .56 3.20 25 .17 
17 6<.01 0.97 17.91 38 73 .82 2 .36 21.75 59 70.SG 1.12 25 .67 
II 61.30 0. 97 17 . 91 39 77 .08 2. 36 21.75 60 67 . :W 2.18 13 . i7 
19 70 .56 0.97 17.9< 10 67.30 2.79 25 .65 61 61.30 0. 55 11 .08 
20 73 .82 0.97 17.9< II 70. 56 2.79 25.65 62 61.30 3.33 21.60 
21 77 . 06 0. 97 17 .9< <2 73.82 2. 79 25.65 63 61.30 1.10 21.11 
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1 .0/ V 1 

7 .0/ Vl 

1.5 V4' 

5.5.'V6 

"' " ...l 
< 
> 

Fie . t The Hue ValueiChroma rue~ of color 1t1ndud v.Md ht the 
Mleclkut of aatural teeth 

... 
ll'ab L' .. ~· II V/C ---

Ill -)• 14.5 70 .54 uo 11.!2 1.57YII 1.11/2.11 
Ill -z .. · 71 .1 I J . l6 17.55 t .J4YR I /UO 
HJ -. 10.7 I 2.11 17.7) t . IIY I /2.12 

Jlwc Ill' i IJ.I I 1.14 17.16 1.02Y I /2 ... 
Ill + • 16.1 I O. tl 17 .14 I. tOY I / 2.50 
Ill +I< 10 .0 1 0.00 17.17 2.11Y I /2.51 
117 +Z• tJ.I 1 -0.17 17.tf J . IOY 1 /2 .45 

L' 

VI _,, 1<1 .71 10.77 1.14 17 .16 1.41¥ Ul/2.16 
V2 -2• 14 .04 C4 .04 I I 1.21Y 1.2>/ 1 
VJ -. 67 .20 17 .30 I I J. UY 1. 51 / I 

v .... VI' i 70.51 10.51 I I I.02Y 1.11/ I 
VI +. 73.12 72.12 I I O. IIY 7.23/ I 
VI +1# 77 .03 71 .01 I I O. ltY I .51/1.17 
VI +l• 10, )5 10.)5 I I 0.52Y 7.to/ I 

c·.~, 

Cl _,, 1. 2> 70.54 1.11 1.11 0.17Y U»/0.11 
Cl -I• 10.14 I 1.10 11.11 O. IIY I /1.41 
CJ -. 14 . 06 1 1.52 IJ.tl O. IIY I /2 . 06 

Or .. aC4• i 17.17 I 1.14 17 .16 I.OIY I /2 .16 
Cl +Z• 21.11 I I.JI 21.15 I.IIY I /J.Il 
Cl +Z• 25.10 I J .lt 25.15 l.llY I /J .Il 
Cl +J• 21.71 I J . ll 11 .54 l.l<Y I /Ul 

••aa t.aler (i): L••70 . 56. H'a~•ll . l. c · a~•17 . t7 
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COLOUR ORDER SYSTEMS and COLOUR ATLASES 

I. Int r oduction 
In a contribution to the AIC Symposium on Colour Design, the process 

of colour vision was described in four phases from stimulus to percept: 
physics, psychophysics, physiology, and psychology <dealing with- in the 
same order - colour stimulus, colour valence, neur·al response, and colour 
percept). 

As all models, this structure has both merits and shortcomings. 
Colorimetry was invented and practised long before man could understand the 
physiological process in the nervous system what actually happens 
between stimulus and percept is treated as a "black box''. P.hysiologists may 
describe the visual sense without evaluating the luminous flux into tristi
mulus values and chromaticity coordinates. 

I would therefore now like to modify this model, with colorimetry and 
t he neural response model beside each other as alternative links between 
stimulus and percept <Fig. 1). The content of each part of the mode1 will 
first be repeated briefly. 

Physics 
illuminant 

stimulus object 
COLOUR STIMULUS 

COLOUR OPTICS 

Physiology 
eye + neural system 

NEURAL RESPONSE 

Psychophysics 
colorimetry 

COLOUR VALENCE 

COLOUR VISION 

Psychology 
visual cortex 

signal evaluation 
COLOUR PERCEPT 

Figure 1. The four phases of colour optics and colour vision. 

2 Colour optics 
2. l The colour stimulus 

The spectral power distribution of the ele~tromagnetic flux emanating 
from the sun, the sky or an artificial illuminant and viewed either 
d i rec t ly or after being reflected or transmitted by an object, is a purely 
physi cal concept. If at least part of the flux is within the spectral range 
wher e the human eye is sensitive, it is called luminous, but it is still 
ph ysic al (" .. the rays are not coloured", Newton 1730). The flux entering 
the eye acts as a colour sti.ulus on the visual system to produce a colour 
percept. The term stimulus is also used for the object emitting, reflecting 
or transmitting the flux towards the eye. Neither the radiant flux nor the 
s timulus object are colours, they make the observer ••• colours. 

2 .2 The colour valence 
In col or imetry, the spectral power distribution of the stimulus is 
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measured with physical methods. Human colour vision is simulated by an 
evaluation, based on a psychophysical colour-matching experiment made once 

for all. · Using the mean values as the CIE standard observer (individuals 
may deviate noticeably without being colour deficient) reduces colorimetry 
to physical measurement and mathematical calculations, resulting in the 
colour valence of the stimulus, expressed as its tristimulus values and 
chromaticity coordinates. 

The term "colour valence" the capacity of a stimulus to evoke a 
colour percept) is translated from German "Farbvalenz" <Richter 1954) . The 
usual English term is "psychophysical colour", as a parallel to "perceived 
colour ". Both are unfortunate, implying "colour" to be dual in character 
and to exist outside the observer. 

Two stimuli with the same colour valence will - under equal observing 
conditions- look alike, but the colour valence does not tell how they 
look. Also, if the observing conditions are different (e.g. different sur
ro~nds), equal stimuli with the same colour valence may look different: 
Colori•etry can only be used for stimuli, not for percepts. 

3 Colour vision 
3.1 The neural response 

The three-receptor theory for colour vision was first postulated by 
Palmer, Young and Helmholtz. We now know the sensitivity functions of the 
receptors, and roughly how the neural response is coded into three opponent 
signals <red/green, blue/yellow, and light/dark) sent to the visual cortex. 
In the final stage information from other parts of the visual field and 
from memory is used, which may explain colour constancy, induction etc. 

3.2 The colour percept 
The colour percept resulting from the visual system's handling of the 

incoming stimulus - including the evaluation in the cortex - should be tha 
real sense of colour. When Hering devised the "natural system of colour 
percepts " , he also emphasized the study of the colours themselves, irresp
ective of their physical cause. Percepts can be measured by psychometric 
methods as well as stimuli can be measured by physical methods. 

4. Colour order systems 
4.1 Physical 

A physical colour system is defined by systematically selected mix 
tures of dyes or pigments or screen plate densities. No such system has any 
meaning unless the corresponding set of physical samples is actually 
produced. The selection may be made with more or less regard to the 
psychophysical or perceptive qualities of the samples produced. 

4 . 2 Psychophysical 
The CIE colorimetric system is per se a psychophysical system. 
None of the colour systems in this group has any natural references 

<except possibly black and white). Their definition is therefore dependent 
on the colour valences for a set of points in colour space selected accord
ing to some rules. These may well be perceptive and the selection made in 
perceptive experiments, but the definition is clearly psychophysical ~and 
only valid for a given combination of observer, illuminant and instrument . 

A.Munsell originally based his system on psychological considerations, 
but used mathematical and psychophysical concepts in his scaling. Later on, 
the Munsell renotation work involved a perceptive smoothing to achieve a 
more equal spacing, defined by a table of colour valences. 

Also the DIN system is defined by colour valences obtained from a 
perceptive equi-spacing of 'darkness ' and hue <making the Munsell hue scale 
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doubtful> and a judgement of equal 
algorithms in calculation, constant 
straight lines in CIE space. 

saturation. To facilitate the use of 
hue and saturation are defined as 

In the Coloroid system, the hue scale is chosen 
criteria, otherwise the system is similar to the DIN 

on some colour harmony 
system. 

An equal spacing between nodal points is a usual criterion for psycho
physical systems, but can only be partially achieved in a cylindrical 
coordinate system necessarily connected with the hue concept. Some systems 
have therefore replaced the hue and chroma/saturation variables by rectang
ular coordinates. The CIELAB system is a mathematical cubic transformation 
of the CIE tristimulus values, whereas the OSA-UCS system was built on ex
tensive perceptive experiments interpreted by a complicated algorithm. Both 
systems are therefore defined by colour valences. In both systems the hori
zontal axes (in a constant-lightness plane) are referred to by the names of 
unique hues. This ma y hold for yellow, but for other hues it gives a fairly 
bad description of the corresponding colour percept. 

4.3 Perceptive 
The NCS is based on and defined in terms of the visuai properties of 

colour percepts. The six "elementary colours " (Hering: "einfache Farben"l 
are easily recognizable and may be used as mental references for the 
"elementary attributes" in describing all other colours; no colour samples 
are needed . The scales of the variables are obtained by psychometric 
methods. The system is therefore totally within the domain of psychology. 
It is a general method for a verbal description of any colour percept in 
any viewing s i tuation. Neither physical colour samples nor measured colour 
valences are needed for this description, It can also be given as an NCS 
notation, for which there is a standar dized format. 

5 Colour atlases 
A colour atlas is a collection of colour samples (stimulus ob jects ) 

intended to illustrate a certain colour system. The atlas is necessarily 
physical, and it is not the system. Even in the simplest physical colour 
s ystem there must be some logical rules for the production of the colorant 
mi xtures which form the atlas (or colour chart), 

For most psychophysical colour systems (Munsell,DIN,OSA-UCS,Coloroidl, 
the samples in the colour atlases are produced to the colour valences which 
define the system (for given observer and illuminantl. In some cases, there 
are colour valence data for two or more situations, but the samples remain 
the same wi th the same notation. The strict consequence of this is that in 
those s ystems the correspondence between sample and notation is more 
important than between notation and appearance . 

Whereas the NCS as system is quite general in character, it is obvious 
that an NCS Atlas - and the colour valence tables specifying its samples -
must have its validity restricted in the same way as the psychophysical 
colour or der systems and their atlases. The NCS Colour Atlas does only 
illustrate one special case of the Natural Colour System: that of ordinary 
daylight. In other viewing situations the same samples may generate other 
colour percepts; these can be described by .other NCS notations. 

b Conclusions 
The communication about colour would profit from a clearer distinction 

between the concepts of physical stimulus, its psychophysical specification 
and the colour ~ercept. The term colour val•nc• is suggested to replace the 
presently usltd "psychophysical colour". The distinction 'is of particular 
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importance in dealing with colour order systems, which may be based on 
either of these concepts with significantly different applications. A 
perceptively defined colour system has e.g. a much greater versatility than 
one defined by colour valence data, which are valid only fo r one single 
observing situation. Another distinction frequently neglected is that 
between the i mmaterial colour order system and the physical colour atlas 
illustrating the system. 
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PROGRESS TOWARDS MEASURING COLOUR REPRODUCTION 

Introduction 

At the present time there are five major variables which are used to 
compare · photographic systems : these relate to the speed, graininess, 
sharpness, tone and colour of the system. The first four of these can be 
characterized by well established measures: ASA speed, RMS granularity, 
modulation transfer function and gamma: they can also be measured in a 
standardized manner. 

With the quest, in recent years, for higher photographic speed, lower 
graininess and higher sharpness , the colour reproduction of a 
photographic system has been assumed correct almost by default: any 
assessment has been made in a relative, subjective manner. This is 
due partly to the lack of a system for measuring the appearance of 
colours: such a system could be used to provide quantitative measures 
that assess the colour reproduction of systems. 

Colour Appearance 

A recent model of colour vision' has provided a basis for predi ct ing 
colour appearance that is in good agreement with established colour 
order systems (for example the NCS System) . The basic model has been 
extended to provide predictions of colour appearance using illuminants 
other than daylight• and a further extension has provided the ability to 
predict values for the absolute parameters associated with colour 
appearance, i.e. brightness and colourfulness 3 • Thus, for example, if 
two colours had the following colorimetric specification (computed from 
measurements of the spectral reflectances and using illuminant 065) and 
were viewed such that the photopic luminance of a reference white was 
10,000 cd/m• and that of their surround was 1/5 of this value: 

u' v' y 
Sample 1 0.149 0.474 27.04 
Sample 2 0.150 0.520 14.13 
065 0.198 0.468 100 .0 0 

applying the model gives the following relative appearance 
specification: 

Hue Chroma Lightness 
Sample 1 72G 288 68 63 
Sample 2 BOG 20Y 72 48 

where the chroma scale has been adjusted to give v~lues approximately 
ten times that of Munsell Chroma and the lightness scale has zero 
representing black and 100 representing white. Values can also be 
calculated f6r the absolute brightness and colourfulness . 
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Colour Reproduction 

A colour reproduction index should attempt to provide a number that 
gives a measure of the differences between a 'reference' and a 'test' 
situation. In a suggested scheme' the overall index is derived from a 
series of twelve intermediate indices. There are four hue, four 
lightness and four chroma indices relating to red, yellow, green and 
blue respectively. These twelve indices can be considered as vectors in 
that the calculations provide both the mean magnitude and the mean 
direction of the colour differences. An example is given below: 

Reference: Original Macbeth Color Checker 
Test : Reproduction of original chart 

Red 
Yellow 
Green 
Blue 

Hue Indices 
96.5 R>Y 
85.6 Y>R 
79 . 1 G>B 
92.9 B>G 

Lightne s s Indices 
96.7 Lighter 
96.2 Darker 
96.7 Darker 
96.4 Lighter 

Chroma 
89.4 
84.0 
83.2 
89.9 

Indices 
Decrease 
Decrease 
Decrease 
Decrease 

Hue Index 
Lightness Index 
Chroma Index 
Overall Index 

90.7 
96.5 
87.5 
88.4 

(100 represent~ perfect reproduction) 

These results can be interpreted 
colours are reproduced 21% blue, 
reproduction has, on average, 12% 
than the original. 

by saying that, on average, green 
and yellow colours 14% red. The 

less chroma and is slightly lighter 

In order to justify the indices sets of reflection prints, consisting of 
a normal print and a colour ring-round, were produced for four scenes 
including the Macbeth Color Checker Chart• . The prints in each set were 
placed in rank order according to the perceived quality of colour 
reproduction: ten observers were used. The results showed a reasonable 
correlation between the implied rank order from the colour reproduction 
indices and the experimental rank order. 

Colour Difference 

Further work•, has investigated the size of just perceptible colour 
difference for each of the colours of the Macbeth Chart. Sets of 
reflection prints were produced such that the colour of each patch was 
perturbed in turn. Thus observers were asked to view prints that were 
essentially similar, with only small changes in the colour of one patch . 

The observers were asked to compare each print with a reference print 
and segregate those prints where they could detect a difference in 
appearance . (They were told which colour had been ~erturbed.) An 
analysis of the results from twelve observers, to derive colour 
difference ellipses, showed that the perceptible differences could be 
best represented by two colour difference units in CMC (1:1) space'. 

This latter result implies a s et of 18 ellipses in CIELAB space, one for 
each colour patch of the Macbeth Chart, orientated such that their major 
axes fall along lines of constant hue angle. For each ellipse it can be 
imagined that there is a print with the colour represented by the centre 
of the ellipse and four more prints with perturbations of that colour as 
given by the end points of each of the axes . The colour reproduction 
indices were calculated for each of these prints with the centre print 
as reference. These data should represent just perceptible differences 
in col o ur n ow expressed in colour appearance terms. The results showed a 
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mean hue index of 97.6, a mean chroma index of 95.1, and mean overall 
index of 97.9. (The mean value is calculated over the whole 18 colours 
in the Macbeth Chart.) This last value implies a mean colour difference 
in colour appearance terms of two units, which is similar to that found 
in CMC (1:1) colour space terms . This s~gests that there is s o me 
concordance between CMC colour difference space and · the colour 
appearance space as defined by the Hunt appearance model. 
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Colour Reproduction and Tone Scales 

Density measurement was used first in photography to control! 
colour separations. In the meantime it is the basis of process 
controlling not only in colour photography but also in multicolour 
printing and colour television. Characteristic curves are used 
to describe tone scales, and experience has shown that the equi
distancy of such tone scales is highly related to good colour 
reproduction properties, especially if it is combined with a good 
grey balance. 
Colour reproduction is the general expression for the effect of a 
reproducing process on the colour appearence of a colored copy in 
comparison or sunconscJ.ous comparJ.son wJ.tn the colour appearence 
of an original. To evaluate colour reproductions properties colour 
metrics can be used. Having in mind that the equidistancy of tone 
scles is one base of colour reproduction, it is an open question 
whether or not the identity of any reproduced colour referred to 
the original ones shall be the basis to evaluate colour re
production properties. 
It is shown that using colour coordinates related to tone scales 
(e.g. brightness scales from a real white to a real black) gives 
detailed information about colour reproduction properties as well 
as about true tone scaling and grey balance. Examples are given 
especially from the field of multicolour printing. The very 
complex problem of comparing colour transparencies or monitor 
pictures on one hand with surface copies on the other is also 
discussed. 
Moreover, as evaluation of tone scaling is a problem of large 
colour differences, the question can be raised, if the number of 
thresholds will give the right values for tone scaling. A proposal 
for a new formula is given, which is based not OJJly on colour con
trast on the boundery line (that is the definition of the thre
shold used until now) but also on the influence of the surrounding 
field. Using such colour distance evaluation it can be shown that 
for small colour differences the most important influence is given 
by colour constrast whereas approximately up to ten thresholds the 
appearence difference increases very slowly more or less onlyby 
the field component. 
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EFFECT OF SURROUND AND GAP ON COLOR-DIFFERENCE PERCEPTION 
IN PAINTED SAMPLES 

Introduction 

Studies of color-difference perception in painted samples 
have been presented for all 5 CIE color regions (1,2,3). 
They have been extended in order to analyse the parametric 
effects of the tightness of a neutral grey surround and of a 
separating gap between sample pairs on the perceptibility of 
color-differences. First results can be given for the yellow 
and the blue CIE color region. 

Material and method 

Experiments have been planned as in the previous studies. 
The surround of painted samples was given by cardboards, 
that had been painted neutral grey at lightness values of 
Y=l2.6 and Y=65.5 (in previous study Y=20). The cardboards 
had a circular window of 63 mm diameter equivalent to a 10 
degree field of viewing, by which the sample pairs are 
observed. The gap between sample pairs was produced by 
inserting a perpendicular stripe of 3 mm width in the window 
of a cardboard taken from the same material. This stripe 
covered the connecting line of adjacent sample pairs 
producing an angular seperation of 0.5 degrees. 

The existing sets of high gloss paint samples had to be 
enlarged in order to allow for presentation of-larger color
differences of sample pairs. Pairs have been selected 
according to measured differences of tristimulus values 
(x,y,Y for 45/0 measuring geometry, 10 degree oberver and 
D65 illuminant ) and to their specific distribution in color 
space in relation to previous threshold ellipsoids and to 
some pre-inspection of ' just-above-threshold' sample pairs. 
This processing is critical as the selected cloud of color
differences must allow for near-to-threshold judgment's by 
different observers and for a good coverage of all 
directions of color space, particularly if excentricities of 
ellipsoids are high. 

5 observers from the previous experiments took part 
judging the perceptibility of color - differences in the 
selected sample pairs, which were illuminated by a 065 
light-source under 45/0 degrees of viewing. About 60 sample 
pairs had to be judged for every experiment 10 times. If the 
observers indicated a perceptible color-difference, they 
were asked about the apparent main component of color
difference (lightness, chromaticness or hue). 
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Results 

The different surround conditions did not shift threshold 
ellipsoids appreciably in the case of the yellow color 
region (see fig. 1 and 2), which is a bright color, but 
much more in the case of the darker blue color region, for 
which the light surround provoked a significant increase of 
threshold ellipsoids of all observers. Thus the adaptation 
to the brightest element of the visual field (surround or 
infield) was dominant in the given experimental situation. 
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Threshold ellipses in x,y,Y-planes for Yellow 
and light grey surround (Y=65.5), Monte Carlo 
treatment. 
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Fig.2 As fig. 1 but for dark grey surround <Y=l2.6l 

The gap effect was studied for the light grey surround in 
yellow and the dark surround in blue. It introduced an 
increase of threshold but not by a simple factor, e.g. the 
direction of the long axis in the chromaticity diagram was 
more affected than that of the short axis. 

The indications of the direction of a perceived color
difference made some uncertainties apparent, if the color
difference was very near to threshold (e.g. mixing up of 
greenish or more achromatic and reddish or more chromatic). 
But the larger the color-differences the more consistent 
were the results. One prominent feature was, that the long 
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axis of the threshold . ellipse in the chromaticity diagram 
turned out to be a line of symmetry for the change of hue
difference perception for both color regions, that means 
hue-difference perception jumps from greenish to reddish or 
vice versa when crossing it. 

Some mathematical modelling has been tried. One question 
was, how do threshold data look, if the optimization 
procedure was run in CIELAB-space (e.g. if there is no tilt 
of the ellipsoid in x,y,Y-space, there should be one in 
L~,a~,b~-space). Another question was, whether the city
block model of color-difference could be taken as an 
alternative equivalent to the ellipsoid model. 
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EVALUATION OF COLOR DIFFERENCE 

Introduction 
Since the publication of the CIELAB and CIELUV formula several 
attempts at producing an improved color difference formula have 

been made • I showed that modification to the CIELAB formula 
gave considerably improved fits to experimental data at 5th congress 

of the AIC. This modified formula is given in equation (1). 
dE•( ( h*ciH)2 + ( dt)2 + ( c*dc!)2 )V2 ( 1) 

where hand c are weighted factor : h• 0.75,c•0.50 
dL~dC~and dH*are calculated !rom the CIELAB formula. 
In this paper,I discuss the result of testing the modified formula. 
The modified formula was tested against experimental data,obtained 
by visual estimation,and the results compared with those !or the 

CIELAB,CIELUV,HUNTER-LAB and CMC(1:1). 

Samples of observations 
The experimental data was obtained with color series,were various 
samples,as matched against a given standard color in industry. 
Fig.1 shows samples data plotted in the CIELAB color space. Color 
differences are provided between 0.3 and 6.0 CIELAB units. 
As shown in Pig 2,each pair of color samples consisted of two square 
color samples and the surrounds were matte and neutral (Munsell N/7) 

The distance from the samples to the observer was approximately 60 
centimeters and the angular subtence of the samples at the eye of 
the observer was 10 degrees. Observation are made with approximate 
45/0 geometry under the daylight ,color temperature approximate 6500 
K and 1lluminance is 1200 lx on the samples. 

Scaling technique. 
This experiment was done with the magnitude estimation presented 

by Stevens. 
Observer evaluates the ration of color difference size of the test 
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pair to tne reference pair ( consist of lightness-difference,hue
dif!erence and chroma-difference ). This ratio is called PCD,mean 
perceived color difference . 

Sumary of results 
The correlation coefficients and the correlation diagrams of the 
PCD to the colorimetric color difference ratio ( called CCD ) for 
CIELAB,CMC( 1: 1 ) and modified formula( 1 ) are shown in Fig.3. 
For perfect correlation the correlation coefficient should be 1.0. 
The lower the value,less perfect the correlation and , by implication 
, the poorer the formula. 
The modified formula and CMC( 1 : 1 ) give much better results. 

HUNTER- LAB and CIELUV are lower value than CIELAB. The modified 
formula was improved in .order to obtain the color difference formula 
with a correspondence of each of the components of the color differ
ence by multiplying a weighting factor ,eliminating the gaps among 

the lightness,hue and chroma. The use of a variable weighting factor 
with an object of eliminating the gaps establish a good correlation 
between PCD and CCD. 
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QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF STAINING BY COLORIMETRIC METHOD 

FOR USE IN COMPUTER COLOUR HATCHING WITH FIBRE BLENDS. 

In general, the practice of computer colour matching (CCM) 

has been successful for single component fibres. However, 

the application of CCM is less successful for fibre blends. 

To produce a solid shade on a fibre blend, the individual 

components of the blend should be dyed to the same colour. 

The job of CCM is to predict dye recipes separately for each 

fibre component and the resulting colours of the dyed fibre 

components would match the standard colour. The accuracy of 

such technique has been analysed by one of the authors(l) • 

One of the important source of errors is the contribution of 

cross-stainings during the coloration process. This paper 

presents the findings of evaluating quantitative methods to 

assess the cross-stainings information of a dyed fibre blend 

~or use in CCM with fibre blends. 

Textile samples were prepared by intimately blending stained 

and dyed fibre substrates of Polyester and Cotton followed 

by a special spinning process. The quality of the samples 

were tested physically and chemically. In this way, the 

blend as well as its pure components were obtained. These 
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samples, mounted in special format, were measured for 

spectral reflecte4 radiance factors and the relevant colour 

information. 

Selected samples and their relevant data were subjected to 

analysis or further treatments to evaluate the staining 

information. The quantitative methods ot staining 

evaluation included the chemical burn out method, the 

prediction method and the method based on 

micro-spectrophotometric measurement. The accuracy of the 

results obtained by these methods were analysed and 

presented in this paper. 
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DEPENDENCE OF CROSSOVER WAVELENGTHS OF METAMERIC PAIRS 
ON COLORANT ABSORPTION PROPERTIES 

Introduction 

The generation of sets of metamers and their analysis with respect to crossover wavelengths 
and degree of metamerism has been of interest to a variety of researchers (1-6), particularly 
since it has been proposed that crossover wavelengths identify the locations of the human 
visual system response maxima (1,4-6). The results of these analyses have been inconsistent 
and depend on the mathematical technique used to generate the metamers and constraints 
on either the spectral properties of the ·colorants•. or the spectral and colorimetric properties 
of the resulting metamers. For example, the third crossover wavelength for metameric pairs 
which cross at only three wavelengths has varied on average from 595nm to 611 nm. 

The major constraints affecting crossover wavelengths are believed to be: color matching 
functions, spectral calculation interval, absorption properties of colorants. In the present study 
we restricted ourselves to the CIE 1931 2° color matching functions. By using one nanometer 
data, we eliminated the calculation interval effect. The major variable of this study, therefore, is 
colorant absorption properties. 

Methodology 

Colorants with a single absorption maximum were synthesized mathematically using the 
following logarithmic model: 

RA. • (Rmax - Rmin)IA, + Rmin• 

I [ 1 e 
20BW-1 (~-(>.min - O.SBW)) 1 -1 f , . , 

A • + or "'mm > "'· 

lA"" ( 1 + e 20BW-1 (Amln. ~. O.SBW)) 1 -1 for Amin SA., 

where RA. is the spectral reflectance factor, Rmax is the maximum reflectance factor, Rmin is 

the minimum reflectance factor, BW is the bandwidth of the absorption trough at half height 

between Rmin and Rmax• and A.min is the wavelength center of the absorption trough. For the 

entire study, Rmin equaled 0.05 and Rmax equaled 0.85. For a given BW, 31 colorants were 

synthesized where A.min varied between 400nm and 700nm at every 10nm. Wavelength, A., 
varied between 400nm-700nm at an interval of 1nm. Bandwidths of 60nm, 80nm, 100nm, 
120nm, 150nm, and 180nm were selected for study. Figure 1 depicts the colorants with A.min 
= 550nm for the six bandwidths. 

The colorants' reflectance factors were converted to Kubelka-Munk absorption-scattering 
coefficients, (1</S)A..The 31 colorants' (KIS)A. values were input into a single constant Kubeika-

Munk computer colorant formulation program based on a tristimulus matching algorithm [7). 

The 1931 CIE standard observer and the equal energy spectrum were used in the calculation 
of tristimulus velues. Three colorant metamers were generated to a non-selective standard of 
0.50 reflectance factor. 
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For each metamer generated, the nearest integer crossover wavelength between the 
standard and match was calculated. Only those metamers with three crossover wavelengths 
were evaluated. 
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Figure 2: 80nm BW histogram. 

For the six sets of metamers corresponding to the six bandwidths, histograms of frequency 
versus crossover wavelength were calculated. As an example, the 80nm BW histogram is 
shown in Figure 2. The crossover wavelengths cluster about three wavelengths and the 
highest expected value was calculated for each cluster (the expected value is equivalent to 
the mean estimate for a normal population distribution). These are listed in Table I. CIELAB 
color differences, &E•ab, were calculated for illuminant A as an index of metam·erism. The 

average &E•e for each set of bandwidths is listed in Table I. 

T bl I A It a e : verage resu s. Table n· Selected results· 
Crossover A. (nm) Crossover A (nm) 

BW(nm) A.1 A2 A.3 &E•ab BW(nm) A.1 A2 A.3 &E•ab 
60 452 540 600 28.6 60 "462 541 599 43.3 
80 455 530 606 17.8 80 456 536 604 42.4 
100 455 532 610 13.5 100 438 542 618 36.1 
120 455 538 611 8.8 120 450 538 621 32.8 
150 454 543 611 4.6 150 457 528 625 26.9 
180 454 544 611 5.3 180 460 522 628 20.4 

The most probable crossover wavelength for the middle and long wavelength region varied 
depending on the magnitude of the absorption bandwidth. Only the first cros~over wavelength 
was invariant to colorant absorption properties. There is an obvious' trend in the third 
crossover region: As the bandwidth increased, the most probable crossover wavelength 
increased accompanied by a decrease in the average color difference. It is worth noting that 
real colorants tend to have absorption bandwidths of 100nm - 130nm. The third crossover 
agrees very well with published results analyzing real metameric pairs [6]. 

The metamer with the greatest degree of metamerism from each of the six sets is plotted in 
Figure 3. It is evident how the bandwidth affects crossover wavelength. Table II lists the 
crossover wavelength and color differences for these six -selected metamers. Again, there are 
clear trends between the third crossover wavelength, color difference, and colorant 
bandwidth. 
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Figure 3: Metamers with greatest color difference from each BW. 

Conclusions 

700 

The major constraints of determining crossover wavelengths for metameric pairs with three 
crossovers are color matching functions, calculation interval, and absorption properties of 
colorants. It was shown that when the first two parameters are fixed, the crossover wavelength 
is dependent on the third parameter. Therefore, it is doubtful that crossover wavelengths can 
reveal hyphothesized human visual system responses maxima. 
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TI!EPREI' ICAL AIDS TO DEI'E!U1lli'E CX>LOURTI1El'RIC CURVES OF 
BINARY R)\'IDER HDa'URES 

Preo.diction of diffuse reflectance spectra of admixtures of colourants is 
of great imp:>rtance in the field of colour science. K.M. the::>ry, which 
is a highly simplified version of radiative transfer theory is 110st 
l>'idely used for colour matching of industrial products. The awlication 
of K. H. theory requires experimental determination K.M. scattering and 
absorption coefficients for all colourants at all the wavelengths 
required for colour calculations. Attempts are made to develop a thea
retical technique to predict diffuse reflectance spectra of pigmented 
objects from fundamental optical and 110rptological (i.e. R.I. and size) 
characteristics of colourants. 'rhe first effurt in this direction l>'as 
to correlate K.M. scattering and absorption a:> efficient with Mie coeffi
cients which can be calculated from size and refractive index of co lou
rants (1,2). Recent the::>ret:ical aids to pred~ct reflectance from size 
and refractive index is many flux theory prop:>sed by Mudgett and Richard 
(3,4). The application of this theoretical technique is involved as it 
employs Mie theory and multiple scattering equations (5). Attempts are 
made to simplify the appl.icat ion of many flux theory, but even then the 
oomplexity in computation is aPPreciably high (6,7). COmparatively 
:;imple theoretical technique to compute diffuse reflectance spectra of 
single oomp:>nent particulate matter from the size and refractive index 
i:; prop:> sed by Helamed and then modified by Simon (8). 'rhe expres:;ions 
to oompute reflectance of binary mixtures of pigment particles, from the 
reflectance of individual comp:>ncnt is prop:> sed by schat z (9). The use 
of Schatz equation in conjunction with rrodified Melamed equation can be 
used to compute reflectance of admixtures of two powder samples from 
their fundamental optical and morph::>logical properties. Till noH no 
attempts are made to study the p:>tentialities of this theoretical aids 
to predict the diffuse reflectance spectra of powder mixtures fur colour 
oomputations. In this P<U>er we describe some results of this study. 

To study the perfurmance 6 f this theoretical approach binary mixtures of 
p:>wder samples I>' ere p~:epared using p:>wders of white, grey, pinl~ and 
golden yellow glass and ferrous ammonium sulphate. Nine binary mixtures 
were prepared using these p:>Wders by mixing them in 80:20, 50:50 and 
20:80 weight prop:>rt1.on3. The spectra reflectance of these binary 
mixtures were measured in visible re·;J ion using Shimadzu.·double beam 
spectroph::>tometer equipped 1"1th integrating sphere. The diffuse reflec
tance of three binary mixtures are sh::>wn in Figs. 1 and ~. 

R>r theoretical prediction of diffuse reflectance spectra using 110dified 
Helamed and Schatz equation, the size and refractive index o f each 
powder sample is required. The particle size in powder sample s ranges 
from 4-0 to 105 mixrons. Therefore it was convenient to measure pat·t icle 
size using projection micro:;o:>pc. ·•'he <lVef"age particle size in each 
p:>wder sample was determined by making measurements on about 200 parti
cles of each sample. 

The o:>mplex index of refraction of a system can be expressed as n = 
nRE - n IM • Here nRE is a real part of refractive index and is determi
ned by ratio of velocities of light in vacuum and medium. It has been 
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recently sh:nm that small variation in nRs; -do not significantly affect 
the reflectance of particulate matter (10 J. There.fi:>rc fur theoret icaJ 
computations in the present work, nRE ·fur all system '"ere taken from 
literature and are assumed to be constant ova!: the entire visible spec
trum. niM is determined by bulk absorption coefficient of the material. 
As this parameter significantly varies with wave length, niM .fi:>r all 
~:x:>wder samples were determined f-or wavelengths 400(20)700 nm of interest 
fur colour calculations. Bulk absorption coefficient and hence niM of 
particulate system was determined using Kubelka-Munk ec:ruation following 
the metoods used fur atmospheric particles (11). These nn-t values are 
used to compute diffuse reflectaqce spectra in visible region using 
modified Melamed equations. 

The diffuse reflectance spectra of nine binary powder mi;ct;ures were 
theoretically predicted from their size, refractive index and mixture 
weight proportion using modified Melaned and Schatz equations. The 
theoretical value of reflectance are plotted over respective eXPerimen
tal curves in Figs. 1 and 2. It is enoouraging to note that the theore
tical values very closely agree with eXPerimentally measured values. To 
study the overall per:furmance of the theoretical aid suggested in this 
paper, we have calcul a:ed ex> lour difference using · CIELAB colour diffe
rence equation. The colour difference for different rni:<tures of pink 
and grey glass varies between 0.7 and 2.0, for pink and golden yellow 
glass ranges between 0.18 and 2.1 and fur white glass and ferrous arrrro
nium sulphate varies from 0.1:4 to 0.37 only. 

PG- GYG 

WG- FAS 

,__ 
.A-

400 sao GOO 700~--------L---------~----

Fig.1 COmparison of eXPerimental 
and theoretical diffuse reflectance 
of PG-GYG mixture in 20:80 proportion. 

.00 500 600 

Fig~2 COmparison of experimental 
and theoretical di f fuse refl ecta
nce of 11G-FAS mi:{ture in 80:20 
pro port ion. 

The obj'!ctive o f this study was ::o clL- cr.·l th~ ,,t;~.~~i:ion to theoretical 
aids existing in literature to predict diffuse reflectance s pectra o f 
powder mixture J):om ~he fundamental o ptical and morpoological properties 
of colourants. These two publications of Simon and Schatz have not been 
noted and utilized by the workers in this field. Trough Schatz has 
qiven e~:pressions !or binary powder mixtures, we have recently derived 
the similar eXPressions .fi:>r ternary potvder mixtures (12). The further 
attrly in this direction will help to establish the potentiality o f this 
thED'retical aid in the field of diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. 
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DEVELOPING HETHODOL06IES FOR POST-OCCUPANCY EVALULATION OF COLOR AND 
LIGHT FOR INTERIOR ENVIRONHENTS1 ANALYSIS OF AN INTERNATIONAL SURVEY 

disseaination of inforaation about color. The use of color and li9ht 

in our interior spaces is an area that can vreatly · benefit froe an 

international exchanve aeonv these experts. 

Durinv the AIC Sy~osiua 1988, "Colour in Environ..ntal Desivn•. 

in Winterthur, Switzerland the concept of Post-Occupancy Evalation was 

presented. An international survey was 9iven to the 140 participant•• 

color researchers, psycholovists, physiolovists, interior desivners, 

architects and planners representinv 24 countries. The survey is 

reduced and included at the end of this teKt. For aany of the 

participants, ~t was a new concept. However, soae individuals have 

been involved with this iaportant desivn tool. 

This international survey docu.ents who has been involved with 

Post-Occupancy Evaluation CPOEl and what aethodolovies have been used 

in various countries. The international recaa.endations for evaluatinv 

the areas involvinv color and li9ht are also included. 

Post-occupancy Evaluation CPOEl is the practice of usinv 

syst .. atic aethods to determine and understand how the desivned 

The desivn of an environment is a 

hypothesis about how a future pla~e will affect peoples' behavior and 

feelinvs. The POE is a verification of that hypothesis CBrilll. The 

use of color and livht can be studied to deteraine if it supports the 

behavior, {he perforaance and the satisfaction of the uaera. 
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being utilized to study the use of color and light in interior spaces. 

Because POE methodologies are still being formulated, especially in 

health care facilities, the use of color has not been a priority. 

The input from the international survey can provide a baseline of 

data to be shared with the 6th Congress to further sti.ulate an 

eKchange of inforMation. In addition, recommendations will be aade to 

assist in POE ••thodologie• iMple .. nting color use and application. 
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Title: ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: A COLOR PALETTE FOR INTERIORS 
(Note: Cor1s ideration for· oral presentation is requested; presentation 
method will be audiovisual.) 

~J .oba!__G.9.!JQ~.£..tion. Cognitive impairment i~ noted in many different 
disea~Rs. Unfortl~nately, these diseases are not cor1fined . to any one 
1·egion, country, 01- nation.. Therefor·e, as older populat1ons incr r-!ase, 
appropriat~ly designed housing f~c ilities Are of international concern . 
Calor theo r· ies hav e long been based on psy chological concepts which need 
reevaluation for the individu a l with Alzt1eim~r's disease <AD> due to tt1e 
uniqLie patholcJgy of the disease. 

I!l.~L9. .9 .. 1::.'.£i!..f!.l1· The ,-el :~tic•nship between human behavior and colc·l
wit~lin the environment is co mple x and impacted by innumerable variables. 
Color may a ssume p~rticular importar1c~, however~ when considering 
effects upon individuals diagnos~d a s having AD. Such persons are 
partlCIJlarly vulnerable to environmental impacts upon self - p erce ived 
competenc e and ~ehavior due to tt1e cognitive and motor failLJres 
associ ~ l~d with the disease ( S~1royer~ Hutton, ~Anderson, 1987). 

Rati~ll'- · Cog n itive irr.pai•-ment of any kind, including Al2heimer's 
disease , i s a p1- ima1·y health p1 · t·blem of o lde r per·sons in the Unit e d 
States <8.Y1_nq Ame•-ic_a, 19f35-19861. The number of cases of Alzheime.- 's 
dise~se in the United . States is estimated to be from two to 3.5 million 
<Hamill~ Buell, 1982 ; Select Committee ~n Aging, 1~861 and the incidence 
is expected to increase as the gPneral population ages unless a Cduse nr 
cur·e 1s id~nt1fied. AD i s age- related: risk increas es from 2-3% in the 
60s ag~ group and 17- 30X in 8 (1s age group <Mortimer~ Hutton, 1985) . 

AD is defined as a condition resulting from degenerati ve proce£ses 
involvinq the brain. ~our bas 1c stages are identified which begin witt' 
forgetfulne ss ar1d di sorier1tation in new surroundinQS and progress through 
such sy1nptoms as purposeless o ve r·~ctivity~ disorientation in physical 
space and time~ ar1d total dependency a r1d ina bility to communicate <Ware 
Carper, 19821. According to Hutton (19871 , the a verage l ength of 
Alzheimer 's dise;~se is ten y ec.u· s~ althc•ugh this figure varies amc,ng 
individuals. 

Th e ru~ed=. fo l"· ,- ese.:u-ch eva l Llat i n q the i n1· 1 uence o f th e e .nv i r· onment 
upon inc1ividual s with AD and ~ xpl or~ t1 o n of behavior ranges at d i ff~rent 

s tages of th e disease are r ecognized <Select Committee on Aging, 19 8 5 ; 
bq_~i __ Q_q_.~_J.1.i_ LL~..Q.~LI'1i!J.9...§. ~ 198'7>. Special car·e units .:ire b eing ,·· etr·nfi tted 
to nl a rly f~cilities in th e Un itRd st~t ~s irl a n effo r t to ~dequRtPly 
acc:c.mmc,tJate thE' special need s c•f th1s ur·r.:·up . The value of surr· c·undl lHJ S 
and so c ial settings that support d e rlinir1g cognition, ser1sory incap ac 1ty, 
and decreased motor skills have been identified as an import ant 
behav ioi-,H l m tHI C\gf.~m~"?nt too 1 fr,r car· e and treatment (Cal-ey & Hansen~ 19B6; 
Lc:\wton, 1970> . 

A dr~ar th r•f empii"ically ba ~.i £.!1~ r·e st~c .. u ·ch e ~! ists suppo1·ting 
c,bser· va t:i.on~ o·f impr·oved beh <i\v ior .3nd intuitively bas .. :?d statt.=-."'men to::; 
,- eq ar di.ng imp ac t t•f cc,lol-. '-' dditiona lly~ d~ta which pl- r:• v ld e conc1·e tr:~ 

inforn18ti~n ~r·1d glJid~lines 1or environn1ental ma nipul a tion are noticeafJly 

lacl~ ir1g in tt1e current lit~r~ tul"· e. 

Q.!J je r.: t~~~~- The ovrH· ~::c l l o bjective of thi s research was 
d v t e r m i n •:.\ t i o n c• f !::! .~-..!!.b.§!'--.i.!2.t~-!~_!.£!.f__l;.Q_LfLC _ _c;o..f __ ~ ..:~.m :3 l_j__! _q r~~!..t!=Lt .tQ..fJ-2.! ___ g.r.9JlQ. 
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within the i.ntE'r·medjate car·t'? facility eof L.evell~Rnd Nur·si ng Hc•me~ 

Lt:.1vell.:=.nd~ T c.· ~:a:c: .• lhP f,:,·,cili. ty hc11 .. ts~~~d 26 diaqno~-; r.?d AD p~tients . 

Rt?SCiH·cher· s r•bsel-v E:od p.:.~t:i€-?nt bt:~havic·r· s in ~n e >:isting small g1- oup <::. pace~ 

loca ted ~n thP ACLJ~ to detern1ine observ a ble bahavioral char1ges. After a 
specified p er iod of time~ w~ll co lor of th e space was c h~ngrd and 
modifierl . l . l~on r: omr1letion of obsrrv~til~ns . ctat~ wer ·p ar1aly7ed to 
iriE1 ntify bF.J t l~":.\vlc•rs d1.1rinq c•b!=;F·~r· vdtil)t"l pf:?rit··ds. Th f:"! multi-mf.-?thL•d !=",tt.ldy 
utili::ed pt,,·.torJc,cument .:-~ t i Cin~ ~.ystem~"'.tic r.obsr~rvl~tieon, bt:~ hav i r..•l··a l m,:ipping. 
field jc•ur·n;~l·::>, and r.::hpc ~~ list~-~ to .-·P.r.o, · d beh .:.1vinr· s . Spf.~i: ific tilc::! rl~:;u, - ;,b l f~ 

hPhavir·t- £"• ~~ .n :3ly:::.:erJ included physical activit.y/tnactivity, ~:. C"• C li-\1 

intel- ar:::tic•PS~ ~nr.1 c;~t.:-\str·l:·phic r:\nd ll f.:! q~t t ve .act: l.c•ns (scl-f..:.'am l. ng. violent 
at:ts . E~l:c. I . 

Ptppl-oprJ.,:i tc m .. :-thods of iHl.:-:t l isis WPl- f.~ utili::ed tr:• idh•nt;ify 
behaviol-al/2nvir·oncnental color relatJnrlships . At conclusio•1 of ~ r,Alyses 

a. t o:~:.:ont•my o ·f th t~ relatior"t~hip bE>tt.·leen Al:zheimel- 'o;;:; patien t behctvlcn·c; and 
r.:c•lC•I- w~~. deve l oped. Ttlf~ pl-c•.jec t ~lt'JmPnt~ pl-evic•liS invri'S tlqations by the 
resec;wc.hers r·egal-ding the 1 ivinrJ erlvir·o ·,lmf.~nt c•f ind iv i dua l s afflicted 
wit~1 Al~l ·,eilner~s dise~se. 
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RUTTENBERG JUDITH, ARCHITECT/COLOUR DESIGNER 

Sharet St. 36 Ramat-Gan, Israel 

H.I. C. - HIGH-IMPACT COLOUR IN COLOUR DESIGN: THEORY AND PRACTICE 

Colour b an intearal part of the aenaory input of our envinroJIIlent, and we are 

exposed to the atiaulua of colour constantly. Becau .. of that our aendtivity to 

colour weakens. That' a why functional-colour duian baa to crou a hi&h aenaory 

barrier in order to reach an optiaal affect. 

We react to colour in three level& of perception: 

A. Phydoloaical level, which means the reaction of the ayatema of our bodiea to the 

the atimulua of colour. 

B. lntellectual level which relates to the reactions of our mind to the atimulua of 

colour. 

c. Emotional level which relates to the psychological reactione to colour. 

The perception of colour through the mentioned three levele createa reaction which 

conaiata of three stages: 

A. attention. 

B. interest. 

c. involvement - passive or active or both. 

The optimal colour-message is created when the colour-design satisfies our senses in 

the mentioned three levels of perception and when built so as to cause the mentioned 

three-stage reaction in the possible essential way. 

Colour design which workl and cauau reactions according to theae principles ia 

defined ea "having presence". 

"Having presence" from point of view of colour-design, ia the ability to create high 

levela of reaction in given conditions and defined u H.I.C. - High Impact Colour. 
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Colo11r tltUIIio which Uti Ill ••ll•il Jl,l , C" h ilithrent lrd othli' 6t1olli' d .. lan II)' 
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perception-level he wanu to create the highest effect, this in order to achieve a 

distinct and clear colour-message and colour-effect. 

The distinctness of the colour-effect of the H.I.C. makes . it different from the large 

amount of colour-information around us by creating a higher-level of preaence and 

effect than we are used to. It breaks through our regular aensory-balance, and creates 

the expected planned reactions: attention, interest, involvement. 

High Colour Impact projects planned according to this theory will be ahown in slides, 

explaining the way High Impact Colour works in achieving high levell of perception and 

reaction in the physiological, mental and emotional levels of perception. 
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TilE PHENOMENOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE COLOUR APPEARANCE OF 

THE PERCEIVED SPACE 

THEANO FANNY TOSCA,Section of Arcl:itecture,1st Sector,Polytechn

ical School of the ARISTOTLE UNIVERSITY OF THESSALONIKI,Gre.,ce 

By definition conscience does not allow the separation of a~r

ance from reality.Inside me appearance is reality: if I think 

that I see or feel something,so I do independantly of the ex

terior object. Reality appears complete when real being and appear

ance oonsist an entity.There is nc other reality than the appar

ition. 

Seeing a figure is getting simultaneously the exact sensations 

belonging to it . Each of thelli remains always an impression.The 

whole becomes "vision",picture in front of us,because we learn 

to pass fast from one impression on to another.Therefore the 

sensations and images said to start and finish all knowledge 

appear only in a horizon of senses and the signification of a 

percept,instead of resulting from a single association,is on 

the contrary,presupposed in all the associations,be it the syn

opsis of a present figure or an evocation of old experiences. 

Time as an immanent object of a conscience is a stratified 

time or, in other words, no time at a 11. There cannot be time unless 

it is not completely unfolded: unless past,present and future 

dcr not apply to one and only sense.Therefore past is not past 

and present is not present.They both do not exist until a s~ 

jectiveness comes to break fulness in itself,draw a perspect

ive,introduce the non-being.For myself I do not exist at a 

particular time but in the morning of the same day or at the 

coming night,as well.My present is this particular instant, 

this year,my whole life. 

For empiricism "cultural" objects owe their physiognomy,their 

magic power to transfers,to projections of memory.Even outside 

empiricism we often speak of memories as ·of percepts. 

If all this is true what happens to the colours of a very 

familiar passageway in our everyday living environment,different

ly and intensely experienced over long periods of time?Are we 
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aware of them as an uninvolved newcomer?In other words can we, 

if asked,remember the real tints without a mental eftort?And 

yet they may have been conceived by their designer to creatu a 

specific impact!What happens to that impact?For who dowedesign 

and for how long? 

In the present study a minimum real space (objective) was chosen 

for exploration: a house entrance-hall with a coat-stand,a 

portrait hanging on a wall,a stool and the house main-door re

flected on the coat-stand mirror. 

Then was produced a story about this entrance.In it is first 

gi~en information on the outdoor real space,the building main 

staircase and the setting where the house is located.1st time. 

As a real object the entrance has in time been subject to sub

liminal perception.Real details were eliminated and replaced 

by sensations and images stemming from former experiences,as 

described next in the story.2nd time. 

As the story goes on the entrance changes from a perceived phe

nom~non into an appearance with intratemporal properties. 

In the story are further mentionned successive events of a grow

ing tragicness that took place in the past which also gradual-

1~ decompose into accordingly tragic sensations. 

Finally the anthropological details of the real setting (entrance

hall,etc.) completely disappear and,by the interference of the 

observer's personality,a natural,inhuman space of light and 

colour on an abstract background (subjective) comes up (plastic 

form).3d time.(See diagram) 

The various stages of the entrance transformation,peak-exempli

fied by three creative moments,are given by colour photographs, 

drawings and paintings illustrating a story-telling poem on a 

musical background. 

It is noticeable that the colour palettes of the various stages 

derive from one another compatibly to the psychogenetic powers 

of Colour but do not take into consideration real-life condit

ions as though detached from material. The same thing happens to 

Form which gradually looses its rigidness and melts into ab

straction. 
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In conclusion is posed a new question with regard to environ

mental colour-pattern design calling for research: what should 

its degree of full statement be sp that our shifting into ab

straction is not ' impeded. So that gross restoration is not under

taken too often at the expense of continuity and safeness.So 

that Nature's flexibility · and discreet evocativeness are as much 

approximated as possible in our artificial urbanscapes. 
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SMEDAL Grete, interior designer 
National College of Art and Design, Striimgaten 1, N-5015 Bergen, Norvay 

SVEDMYR Ake, architect 
Chalmers University of Technology, Arkit@ktur/Formlara, S-412 96 Goteborg, 
Sweden 

WHO NEEDS TO LEARN WHAT ABOUT COLOUR - w1!Y AND HOI'? 
with examples from education for architects and designers 

Colour is an important part of everyone's life . Bes i des the huge amount of 
information we obtain by seeing colour, we make colour choices every day on 
clothes, in furnishing, decoration, make-up etc. Many people make colour 
decisions in their jobs without any education in colour. 

But there are also large groups of professionals choosing colours for diffe
rent purposes, working creatively with colour. Here we find painters crea.t i ng 
illusions of reality on a suface through describing objects and light by means 
of colour. Then we have architects and interior designers creating building 
environments with form, colour and light. We have industrial designers, tex
tile designers, fashion designers, graphic designers etc. all working with 
colour in a creative way. 

In our industrialised and specialised society, the creator and the producer 
are often not the same person. Industries producing paints, ~s~- inks and 
coloured objects have technicians working with pigments, bfnder~9acity, 
durability, colouring processes, control etc. More ~e--tafge industries 
are using advanced optical instruments to check that the colours produced are 
the same as those specified. 

Finally, we have a small group of scientists probing the factors enabling us 
to see colours and studying how colours influence us; physicists studying 
visible radiation and how instruments can be developed and used for colour 
measurement, physiologists studying the receptors in the eye and the nerve 
signals to the brain and psychologists studying how the colour percept finall y 
develops and what this means to human beings. 

Colour is involved in many professions but often to a very small extent, and 
colour is often a very neglected subject in all kinds of education. At a 
congress, such as this one, everyone would probably agree that we need more 
and better colour education . But what should be taught ? Every profession has 
its own opinion of what colour is and its own views about what is important 
to know about colour. 

In many professions, basic knowledge about colour is based on how colour is 
produced, on theoretical or practical aspects of colour mixing. And since 
colour is produced differently in different fields, there are many different 
theories about colour and about ways of describing colour. Colour discussions 
between different professions can be rather confusing. 

On the other hand we have another tendency in colour education, which is 
clearly apparent in textbooks on colour and in curricula for colour education. 
Unable to find a direction and to choose among all options there is a tendency 
to end up with "a little bit of everything - everytime". 
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When discussing colour education, we have to accept that even though we all 
deal with colour, the various aspects of colour can be so totally different 
that it is quite natural not to be interested in all aspects. Few, if any 
people working with colour, really need to know about a.l'l its aspects : Yet we 
still need to ~e able to communicate and to obtain necessary information from 
each other. 

We believe that there is basic colour knowledge that ought to be a natural 
part of all pre-college education. Knowledge which is aimed at developing 
neither artists nor colour technicians nor scientists, but knowledge based on 
what we all have in common as human beings, namely that we see colour, that 
colour gives us information, that we can use colour for different purposes and 
that we can describe and talk about colour in a natural way that everyone can 
understand. 

From a basic understanding of what colour really is for human beings, it 
is easier and less confusing to build up a knowledge of colour in different 
directions and on higher levels. Theoretical colour systems, technical expla
nations, models and diagrams must come late in the learning process. 

The direction in which the colour knowledge is developed on higher levels of 
education naturally depends on the requirements of the different professions. 
The main questions must be: What knowledge and skill is important for whom? 
and in what way can this be taught? Discussions about which colour system is 
the best? and even worse: on which of the authorities shall I build my colour 
teaching? are really not very fruitful in the colour education field! 

Since . colour is a visual phenomenon, we shall illustrate our lecture with a 
large number of slides. We are going to give some examples of basic colour 
education in primary and comprehensive schools. But mainly we shall show 
examples from our own colour education at the College of Art and Design in 
Bergen and at the architecture school of the Chalmers Technical University in 
Gothenburg respectively, and from various continuation courses we give to 
professionals . 

We can distinguish two . di fferent parts in the colour training we offer. One 
deals with more objective a'nd practical colour knowledge. Here we teach how to 
mix paint, colour possibilities and limitations in different materials, how 
objects vary in colour with differences in size, in different surroundings, in 
different light etc. To be able to teach this in a comprehensible way we need 
a common colour language based on visual attributes we can all see. For more 
than ten years we have both used the Natural Colour System NCS. With its 
c learly defined attributes and its simple graphic symbols, it helps the S·tu
dents to structure their knowledge and to discover connections that it would 
otherwise not be possible to see. Other colour systems based on other con
cepts, for instance colour mixing, can all be described from a . perceptive 
point of view in NCS. 

This "objective" knowledge can however never give a general answer to how to 
create good and beautiful colour combinations for different purposes. There
fore we also train creativity in colour design. The survey of all possible 
colours given in NCS is als'o a very useful tool in more free colour exercises. 
By simple instructions in the NCS colou' circle and colour triangle we can 
initiate a fascinating process in which the students create and evaluate 
colour combinations they have previously never tried or never seen. 

Colour is a subject that fascinates most people. Let us stimulate this inte
rest by colour education relevant to each level and to each profession. -And 
finally, to avoid confusion and difficulties in communication, let us accept 
that colour is primarily a visual sensation. 
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THE STABILITY AND VARIABILITY OF COWR-MEANING ASSOCIATIONS 
·ACROSS TIME AND CULTURES 

The history of color-meaning association 
research stretches back to the time of Wundt at the 
end of the 19th century. An impressive quantity of 
research on this subject has been produced during 
these 100-odd years. Much of this research how
ever has used color as a medium for investigating 
other, often purely methodological, questions. The 
secondary role afforded color has meant that 
perceptual color attributes have often been ignored 
entirely or been given only rudimentary consid
eration. Due to variations in the definitions of color 
stimuli the results have often been of a 
contradictory nature. Still some findings have 
found their way into popular literature and the 
media and have thereby contributed to the many 
common stereotypes about color connotations. 
Green, for example, is said to be calming and red 
to be exciting, with the implication that this applies 
for everyone everywhere. But does the green-calm 
association hold true for all greens and the red
exciting association for all reds? And do people 
from different time periods or different cultures 
have the same associations to colors? 

Sivik, in a series of reports from the late 60 ' s 
and early 70 ' s, presents evidence which runs 
contrary to some of the common color-meaning 
association stereotypes. His reports show how 
colors from different areas of the color space are 
associated to varying degrees with .different 
variables of meaning such as calm, exciting, warm, 
beautiful, etc. Rather than a simple hue-connotation 
relationship, Sivik found associations to color to be 
dependent on complex interactions between the 
color dimensions of hue, blackness, whiteness and 
chromatic ness. Alf greens are not calming; hue 
alone cannot account for ·meaning associations. 

Sivik also takes up the question of cultural 
differences when in one of the above mentioned 
reports he discusses the results of a comparison he 
undertook between a group of Greek subjects and a 
group of Swedish subjects. Although a great deal 
of concordance was exhibited between the two 
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groups, a number of interesting divergences 
reflecting cultural differences appeared. 

The question of the stability of color-meaning 
associations across time has not received a great 
deal of research attention but when studied has 
been limited to preference or pleasantness ran kings 
of colors. Eysenck (1941) compared a large 
number of color ranking studies spanning over 40 
years and found (to the extent that he could identitY 
tlie often poorly defined color stimuli) that there 
appears to be a fairly general ranking of saturated 
colors among adults, independent of time. The 
relatively good stability and high agreement among 
these studies may be explained in part by the fact 
that comparisons were made of a very small 
number of very different colors. By increasing the 
number of colors as well as by varying color 
attributes the question of the stability of preferences 
across time becomes more complex. Further, by 
expanding the number of semantic variables 
beyond the pleasantness-unpleasantness dimension 
to include such words as exciting, loud, beautiful, 
etc. we may obtain a clearer view of where and 
how possible changes take place across time. 

The study to be reported is an extension of 
Sivik' s early color meaning investigations and has 
as its objective to investigate the stability of color 
connotations both across culture and time. More 
specifically, we are interested in which types of 
semantic scales that, in connection with color, are 
most sensitive to changes of time and. place as well 
as which color areas in the perceptual color space 
that are most likely to be experienced differently 
across time and culture. Data from two additional 
groups of subjects were collected to compare with 
Sivik' s original data (collected in 1968)i 

I) a new group of subjects from Sweden in 
1988, to study the effects of time (20 
years) on color-meaning associations 

2) a group of subjects from USA, to study 
cultural differences. 



The latter data collections were essentially 
replications of Sivik ' s 1968 study wilh the 
exception !hal the number of color samples used 
was reduced from 69 to 27 (the same 27 colors 
used in his Greek study). Each color was judged 
against the same 26 semantic scales used by Sivik. 

Due to the fact that data collections have only 
recently been completed, the analyses reported 
below are preliminary. The means (color/scale) of 
the subjects ' mlings fonn the basis of the slalislical 
amtlyses performed. Correlation coef!icicnls were 
calculated both by variable across colors and by 
colors across variables between the two Swedish 
groups and between the Swedish '88 group and the 
US group. 

Table I. Corrclmions bctw~enthe Swedish '68 and 
'88 groups (11M E) and bettl'un the Swedish '88 
group ami the US group (CULTURE) calculated 
across colors (or each o( the semantic variables. 

SEMANTIC VARIABLES TIME CULTURE 

I. LIKE-DISLIKE .69 .65 
2. WINTER-SUMM ER .85 .81 
3. LOUD-DISCREET .93 .87 
4. UNAPPI:."l'IZING -APPETIZING .59 .78 
s. JOYFUL-SERIOUS .96 .91 
6. IIYGIENIC-UNIIYGIENIC . 77 .83 
7. 01.0-FASIIIONED-MODERN .72 .76 
8. WET-DRY .79 . 75 
9. BEAUTIFUL-UGLY .66 .85 
10. SOOTHING-EXCITING .83 . 75 
II. POSITIVE-NEGATIVE .57 .86 
12. SICK-II EALTIIY .68 .72 
13. CULTURED-UNCULTURED .72 .27 
14. FEMININE-MA SCULINE .8 1 . 72 
15. COMPU CATI'D-SIMPLE . 79 .51 
16. STIMUIAfiNG-DULL .77 .83 
17. COL.D-IIOT .86 .72 
18. LAZY-ENERGI:TIC .47 . 78 
19. FRIENDLY-IIOSIILE .5 2 .69 
20. ACl'IVE-I'ASSIVE .79 . 76 
21. SIIAMELF.SS-PRUDISII .90 - ~5 
22. OLD- YOUNG .91 .88 
23. EXPENSIVE-CHEAP .61 .61 
24. TENSE-RElAXED .83 .39 
25. NEAR-FAR . 79 .03 
26. SECURE-ANX-IOUS .51 .41 

Time differences. The correlations given in 
Tables I and 2 of !he mean ratings of I he variables 
between the two Swedish groups (separated by 20 
years) range .rom . 96 to .4 7. 17 of the 2 6 
correlations arc greater !han . 70, the median being 
. 78 . The semantic sc.1les that show the great e.~/ 
differences across time, are lazy, secure, friendly, 
positive. 
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The same analysis was performed on the 
transposed data in order to identify which colors 
were most and least stable over time. Among the 
colors having the lowest stability over time, those 
in the mid range on both chromaticness and 
blackness arc well represented. Those colors that 
varied least over time are those at the extremes of 
one or more color dimensions. 

Table 2. Com:l.1tions bctwt'Cn the Swedish '68 and 
'88 groups (1'/ME) and between the Swedish '88 
group and the US group (CUL 1VRE) calculated 
across semantic variables for each o( the colors. 

COLORS, NCS NOTATIONS TIME CULTURE 

I. 0500 .93 .86 
2. 4500 .93 .90 
3. 9500 .73 .67 
4. OOIO-G90Y .78 .72 
5. 0080-G90Y .80 .85 
6. 2040-Y .02 .85 
7. 8020-G90Y .90 .80 
8. 1080-Y40R .85 .80 
9. 4010-Y30R .90 .84 
10. OOIO-Y90R .42 . 14 
II . 3050-Y90R .41 .67 
12. 1090-R .97 .82 
13. 7010-Y90R .85 . 77 
14. 6010-R30B .85 .81 
IS. 4U40-R4011 .41 .08 
16. t00~ - 1120G .91 .79 
17. 3040-B .85 .75 
18. 2060- R90B .84 .79 
19. 7020-R9011 .86 .74 
20. 205tl-U61JG .73 .86 
21. 50211- llSOG .82 .60 
22. 0005 -G20Y .73 .68 
23. 4040-G I UY .72 .58 
24. 4050-U90G .69 .29 
25. 8010-B90G .87 .82 
26. 1060-GSOY .87 .69 
27. 2010-G50Y .49 .85 

Culture differences. The data from the US 
and Swedish · 88 groups were exposed lo the same 
analyses . II ere again !he between group 
correlations were very high, though somewhat 
lower on the average than those between the two 
Swedish groups, both with respect to variables 
(median= . 7 5, . 78) and colors (median•. 79 , .84). 
111e agreement between the two national groups is 
thus very [l.ft:al. II may be remarked that because of 
the similarities between the two cultural groups 
studied correlations of these magnitudes are no! 
surprising. llowever even in Sivik ' s Greek 
comparison in wh ich greater differences might be 
expcc!ed to be found, correlations were of nearly 
equal size. 



Among the semantic scales having the lowest 
correlations is, interestingly enough, "cultured
uncultured". This difference can be easily traced 
back to the fact that the US group judged highly 
saturated colors as cultured while the Swedish 
group to a larger extent considered these to be 
uncultured. 

Also here it is ofinterest if some colors yield 
more similar associations than others for the two 
national groups. Again the colors towards the ends 
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A PROPOSAL FOR THE TEACHING OF CObOR .APPEARANCE IN SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE 

We have been devoted in the past few year• to having the order of academ~ 
cal teaching of color reversed, starting .with empirical practice which 

makes students aware of the use of colors, followed by theoretical a~ts 
related to the physics and physiology of color. This approach reflects our 

belief that it is more important to d'velop the perceptual capability of 

students by means of observation, rather than burden them with schematic 
information that may easily wear off. 

This idea, perhaps valid in any area of knowledge, has significant rele -

vance in the teaching of design. Emphasis on perception should be the 

watchword in this type of teaching, since no theoretical knowledge suf -

fices to create a plastic sense, just as no theory can guarantee excel
lence of architectural or general design work. 

For a better understanding three specific areas, at least coexist in the 
learning process. 

a) The previous area reflecting prior knowledge required by the student 
in order to approach new teachings. 

b) The creative area involving the student's imagination. 

c) The present area in which the student tries to understand and solve the 

problems raised. 

If any of these areas is missing or there is a partial or negative ap

proach to any of them, the teaching process will be substantially hindered. 
To emphasize the imagination does not imply to ignore or disregard past 

experiences or concrete solution. On the other hand, to acknowledge the 

internal dialogues among the mentioned areas, may assist to successfully 
control the educational process. 

An example will clarify the idea. Let us consider, for instance, the pras 

tical case of solving the chromatic design of a public o,ffice.If pa.st ex

periences (a) are incomplete or distorted, the student will have 
no elements of judment to guide him or will use erroneous and 

stereotyped patterns. He could follow present or past fashions, 

will likely have prefixed ideas of what is "nice or ungly", or may 
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surely 

as he 

try 



to please a professor or advanced fellow student. In this case, he 

do what he is supposed to do, not giying a second thought to what 

really convenient. 

will 

is 

If the creative area (b) not exist, is poor or schematic, students will 

be unable to contribute new solutions. If finally, the present adult area 

(c) does not detect the weakness of the former two, students will surely 

arrive at inadequate or hybrid solutions. 

If, on the other hand, they are fully conscious of the mistakes,theywill 

try to overcome them and in the learning process find a solution to the 

problem. 

It would follow from the above that education must generally aim to l~ 

ate the students from schemes, feed them experience and create discern

ment. 

These were the stages considered in the present course. Its objetive is 

to introduce to and interest the student in the problems of color with 

special emphasis on appearance. It is a color introduction course, given 

during four weeks of eight hours each. 

Examples clarifying the exercises and the specific purpose of each one 

of them are presented. For . . instance: the relativity of color; the vulue 

variable; the relate colors; the color mixture; the _influence of area c2 

lor connotation; the spatial color; the chromatic representation of an 

architectural ract; the co l o r de s ign in human environment. 
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MEMORY FOR COLOURS : EVIDENCE FOR A UNIVERSAL COLOUR LANGUAGE ? 

Abstract - The premise that the cognitive representation of colour space in its basic chromatic 
dimension is determined by the perceptual uniqueness of the four elementary colours, red; green, 
yellow and blue, wa~ investigated in a short-term recognition task and a rating experimenL The results 
were that the four chromatic elementary colours were : (a) remembered more accurately than binary 
hues, (b)chosen more frequently to be the most "typical" of aU colours. On the basis of these fmdings, 
the adequacy of a "universal colour language''is discussed, as for example presuposed in the NCS. 

Introduction : 

There has been a long lasting debate on the question 
whether language is dependent on cognition or vice 
versa. Different opinions culmulated in the two epis
temological positions of phenomenal absolutism ant! 
cultural relativism. Sin~c the ~girUiing of Ulis con
troversy, colour perception and colour naming has 
served as a "classical" paradigm (for detailed discus
sion see : Bomstein, 1975). While linguistic deter
minism (Brown & Lenneberg, 1954; Whorf, 1964; 
Seegall, Campbell & Herskovits, 1966) claimed that 
colour space is a perceptual uniform domain which 
language arbitrarily divides into different colour
name categories; ethnolinguistic (Berlin and Kay, 
1969) and psychological (Heider, 1971, 1972; Rosch, 
1973; Bomstein, 1975a, 1976, 1981; Bomstein, 
Kessen & Weiskopf, 1976, Fagen, 1984) as well as 
behavioral studies in other species (Wright & Cum
ming, 1971) have challenged this view. Much evi
dence has been found that - at least in the realm of 
colour - perceptual-cognitive factors underlie the 
formation and reference ofliguistic categories. Since 
then, attempts have been made to explain the percep
tual saliency of focal colours and occurancc of basic 
colour-name categories by physiological mechanisms 
of primate colour vision (Bomstein, 1973, 1975b; 
Rosch, 1973; Ratliff, 1976; Kay & McDaniel, 1978). 
But at the present state such a straightforward inter
pretation, even if it seems most plausible, has to be 
speculative (for detailed disscussion sec: Oberascher, 
1986). While earlier electrophysiological findings 
(De Valois, Abramov &Jacobs, 1966) were taken as 
direct evidence for the opponent processes postu
lated by Hering, Jameson (I 985) remarks that "the 
particular spectral response characteristics that would 

identify particular types of cells as correlates of the 
three separate, white/black, yellow/blue and red/ 
green mechanisms that we deduce from visual psy
chophysics are less satisfactorily established in the 
visual physiology". Recently, Mollon and Cavonius 
(19R7) have shown that preadaptation to a hlue fie lei 
of only 10 Td, which should keep the desensitization 
of the cones minimal, has a strong effect on the 
discrimination of 1000 Td yellow lights. Thus they 
claim, "that the chromatically opponent channels 
revealed by recent psychophysics are not the oppo
nent processes of classical Opponent Process The
ory", as their results are in line with the predictions 
expected if wavelength discrimination in the yellow 
spectral region would depend on a (tritanopic) chan
nel which differences the input of middle- and long
wave cones only. 
However, a parallelism between perceptual and 
cognitive processes (compare : Shepard and Podg
omy, 1978) appears to be much more compelling, 
than a stringent explanation of what kind of neuro
physiolocial mechanisms underlie cognitive repre-
sentation. . 
Nevertheless, the present study has been carried out 
under the premise that the cognitive representation of 
colour space in its chromatic dimension. is based on 
the perceptual saliency of the unique hues, red, green, 
yellow and blue- as defined by Hurvich and Jameson 
(1955) - and with the implicit speculation that Ute 
unique colour sensations might be mediated by a 
zero-signal-detector mechanism as proposed by 
Zrenncr (1985). The basic hypotheses were that the 
elemetary chromatic colours are, (a) remembered 
more accurately in short-term recognition task than 
binary hues, (b) chosen more frequently to be the 
most "typical" of all colours. 
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Methods 
Subjects : 12 "naive" observ.,.s - 10 females, 2 males - between 
21 and 35 yean of ago. All perfonnod nonnally on the Ishihara 
tut and the Nagel anomalosoope. 

f~~A~':'s~~~o~~ i7,~:s'Y~/~;~~'7ig~s~~~ 
IO,IOOYS/IO, SG41100,10G4/IOO,SBG4/8, 10BG411. SB4/ 
a•, lOB 4/10°, SPB 3/10, IOPB 3/10, SP 3/10, lOP 3/10, SRP 3/ 
10, IORP 3/10 - &lolly) were used u targets; 240 chips, mo1mted 
on grey cardboard, u distracton. Elementary coloun (indicated 
above by a star) wete dcfmed u these chips which dominant 
wavelen~th como cloae to S7Snm, SOOnm, S80nm and >620nm. 
In upenment (I b) the whole aet of240 chips wu p-eaented. 

AppartJtus : Aa illuminant served an adjusted Kodak.Coruscll S
AY p-ojcc10r1, mounted vertical IOOcm above a middle· grey 
plane of aboUt IOOxlSOcrn. The apeclral distribution of the 
filt.,.od p-ojeciOr light wu meuured with an Optical SpeclrUm 
AnalyaaiOr (BAW) and adjuatod u cloae u pouible 10 D6S 
(x..0,309S; )""0.3211 ; I SOO lx). Targets Wete preaented und.,. 45/ 
00 in a box with a hand·runote conlrolled ohuuer. 

t 
~ 
0 

ti 
0 
g 
• ~ 

I 

design, type RBF-24)2 and an a priori onhogonal t
. test. Factor B (elementary vs. non-elementary) proved 
to be highly significant, F (1, 33) = 26,37, p <.01. 
Elementary colours were more accurately remem
bered than non-elemetary t (8) = 6.5, p < .001. In 
experiment (!b) typicallity was defined as the fre
quency of choice plOtted against hue. As can be 
directly seen from the graph, the4 elementary colours 
appear to be true reference points, each representing 
the center of a basic colour category (compare : 
Rosch, 1975). 

General Discussion : 
The present findings do not contradict the existence 
and relative importanceof"nonprimary" focal colours 
(Heider, 1972) or "secondary" focal colour catego
ries, but challenge theoretical implications (see : 
Whitfield, 1981), which on this basis, question the 

o.• 

o.• 

o.a 

0 ,4 

Mun&eii·Hue (1•2,5R, 40-10RP) 

Procedlue : In experiment (h), afuor a 40scc interval for adapta-

~~u~u's~~~:;; .h:!~~~ !o~~~fd!~~:: ~r=~~ ~~:; 
Sa for 60sec. All targe!J were p-escnted in randomiz.ed order. Ss 
were asked to remember the presented cok>ur u .ccurately as 
possible and 10 choose out of whole set the chip which appeared 
10 be the most similar. Inexperiment(l b) So were asked to choose 
the "moot typical" coloWJ out of a11240 chips. In addition 10 that 
they were requested 10 make a second choice and to rate lhcse 
colours in relation to the first ones on a S·st<:p rating·scale. 

Results : In experiment (I a) the memory acc.uracy 
score was S's correct recognition for elementary and 
non-elementary colours. Results were analyzed by 
an analysis of variance (randomized block factorial 

1' Since 1 aeoond upcriment (which will not be n:~rted (ere) has been 
carried out in the: same series under dif(erenl illumination, ln order lO 

:tld. aw=~'r,' a6~'!/J'fm~ :;,.: v.!:rev::t projeaon 
JJ For the reuon mentioned above the dala of Qpenma. 2 weR ltealed 
in lhc ume atatisticol poooedwe. 

adequacy of a "universal colour-language" as, for ex
ample, it is presupposed in the NCS (HArd, 1975; 
Stcen,l969). 
(I) The four chromatic "elementary" colour sensa
tions, phenomenologically defined by Hering ( 1920), 
arc universally salient features to cognition, as they 
are perceptually unique to any nonnal trichromat . 
(2) This fact is well reflected in the choice of the 
"most. typical chromatic representatives" of colour 
space without reference to colour names by "naive" 
observers; and these colours are most accurately 
remembered in recognition tasks {Oberascher, 1986; 
I 987). When translating the Munsell notations of the 
"most typical" examples into NCS, a good agreement 
with the NCS-elementary hues is seen. 
(3) Thus a descriptive colour notation based upon the 
judgements of apparent degree of resemblance to 
perceptually unequivocal features, is rather a non
symbolic, preverbal or analogical model of basic 
perceptual colour dimensions than a representation 
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of all the basic colour categories which might or 
might not be labeled in different cultures. While hue
naming experiments (Jameson and Hurvich, 1959; 
Boynton and Gordon, 1965; Werner and Wooten, 
1979; Stemheim and Boynton,l966; Fuld and Alie, 
1985) have supported the fact that the four colour
names red, green, yellow and blue are sufficient to 
quantitatively describe the appearence of any given 
wavelength of the spectrum, von Wattenwyl and 
Zollinger (1979) emphasised that the linguistics of 
colour terms gene rail y confirm Opponent Colour 
Theory, but at the same time reveal the influence of 
cultural environment. Suppose then that, for ex
ample, the term "orange" show all characteristics of 
being a !able to a "secundary focal colour category" 
and hence serves as a reference point in common 
language of a particular culture, the hue associated 
with the colour name orange is not unique in all 
aspects (compare : Stemheim and Boynton, 1966; 
Bartelson, 1976; Fuld, Werner and Wooten; 1983). 
Still it can be described in terms of its resemblance to 
the elemtary colour attributes red and yellow. As a 
consequence, wherever precise colour identification 
and communication is needed, also "secondary" basic 
colour terms could be used (in as much as the mean
ing a term finally aquires depends - in the sense of 
Wittgenstein (1977) -much on its particular use), but 
the colour must be spccilicd by its elementilry per
ceptual properties, that is by saying ''1bis is an 
orange, but of the kind Y40R". 
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ONE-MONOCHROMATOR TWO-SOURCE METHOD FOR THE COLORIMETRY OF FLUORESCENT 
MATERIALS 

f.!lR.f.O.S.E. 
This paper proposes a revision to the One-Monochro•ator Two - Source 

Method for the coloriaetry of fluortscent •aterials''· The new •ethod 
can predict tbe tristi•ulus Ytlues for fluorescent sa•ples •ore accu
rately under a wide variety of illu•inants than the conventional one
aonochroaator •ethod 2

' . 

PROCEPURE 
the aeasurinc procedure for the new aethod is as follows: 

(1) II (aeasure) : spectral total radiance factor (STRF) /J, . •< A) under 
polychrontic irradiation S • (A) . for exuple, a xenon J.aap or an 
incandescent laap. 

(2) ll: STRF .8 " d A) under a filtered S •< A) lup. 
(3) Jl : spectral conventional radiance factor .8 c(A) under aonochront

ic radiation . 
(4) C (calculate) : provisional spectral reflection radiance factor 

P'o(A.). 

P'o(A.)=ainiau [,B, , x{A.) , .Bc(A.)] 
(5) C: relative spectral excitation Q .(A). 

I 
Q.(A)= I.Bc(.U-.B'o(.t)ls ,(A) 

where s ,(A) is the relatiVt responsivitJ for the detector systu 
used in step (3). 

(6) C: relative spectral distribution for fluorescnce F (A). 
[ .8 t •• ( A ) - fJ t • L ( A ) I s • ( A ) T T ( A ) 

F(A)=u• 

:E s· • < A ·• > 1 T t( A >- T , < A • > 1 Q • < A • > t. A. • 
A • • , •• 

where T r(A) is the spectral tranuittance for the filter 1111d in 
atep (2) . 
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If F (A.) is less than 0, it is set to equal 0 

(7) C: spectral reflection radiance factor Po(A.) . 

F(A.) Tao 

Pa(A.)= p, , ,(A.)---- 1: S .(A. ')Q.(A. ')A A.' 

s.(A.) A.'·••• 

If P a( A.) is less than 0, it is set to equal 0 and F (A.) is 
re-calculated far these wavelengths. 

p, ,, (A.)S.(A.) 

F(A.)=78ti 
1: s.o.')Q,(A.')AA.' 

A. •• 3 0. 

(8) C: STRF P t.o(A.) under an arbitrary illUiinant 

SPectral power distribution S u(A.) can be obtained 
inc equation. 

F(A.) no 

having a relative 

fro• the follow-

IJ, . • (A.)=Po(A.)+ 1: So(A.')Q.(A.')AA.' 
So(A.) A.'" 308 

PREDICTION ERRORS 

Si•ulation of colori1etric 1easure1ent was carried out far the new 
1ethad and the conventional 1ethod fro• the two-•onochra•ator 1ethod 
data measured by H.Ninato••. The procedure for the conventional 1ethod, 

slightly different frol that in reference (2), is the above-•entioned 
steps (l), (3), (4), (5), (8) and the following step (6'). 

(6') C: relative spectral distribution far fluorescence F (A.). 
[p ,,.(A.)- P 'a( A. )IS ,(A.) 

F(A.)=78e 
1: S ,(A. ')Q ,(A. ')A A.' 

The prediction errors for each 1ethod are shown in Fic.l. In this 
figure, the abscissa indicates the correlated color te1perat~res for CIE 

day! ichts ( ~ SOOOK), Planckian iII uminants ( ~ SOOOK) and 6 flu-orescent 

lnps used as S o(A. ) . The prediction errors were represented by 
CIELAB , . color differences between the values predicted by each method 

and the true values deter•ined by the twa-•onochra•ator 1ethod . The 
illuminant used in step (l) was a filtered xenon lamp, and the filter 
used in step (2) was a Iicht balancinc ••b~r filter. 

Figure l suggests that the new 1ethad is superior to the conventional 
one-monochromator method . 

Both the new 1ethod and the conventional 1ethad have been adopted in 
the drait of the Japanese Industrial Standard "Methods of Measure1ent · 
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for Colour of Fluorescent Objects". 
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SOME f4CTORS INFLUENCING SPECTRAL AND COLORIMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 
DAYLIGHT IRRADIANCE 

The soectral power distributions of dayiiqht irr~diances are influenced by a 
number of factors including solar zenith angle, cloud cover, atmosoheric 
ozone, aeroso 1 content and in the case of interior dav liaht, the soect ra l 
reflectance of building and furniture materials. 
of the soectral oower distribution of davlight, 
samolinq qeometry can lead to rlifferent results. 

In the case of measurement 
the measuring method and 

Some measurement results to 
illustrate the effects of these oarameters are presented and discussed. 

Das Spektrum der spektalen Bestrahlungsstarke von Taqeslicht wird durch eine 
Anzahl von Faktoren bestimmt. Dazu gehoren der Zenitwinkel der Sonne, rlie 
Wolkenbedeckung, atmosphiirisches Ozon und, im Fallevon Tageslicht in Innen
riiumen, die spektrale Transmission des Fensters und die soektrale Reflexion 
der Bau-und Mobelmaterialien. Im Falle von Messungen der spektralen 
Bestrahlungsstiirke von Tageslicht kann die MeBmethode und die 
Erfassungsgeometrie zu unterschiedlichen Resultaten fuhren. t~eBresultate 

welche die Auswirkung dieser GraBen seigen, werden vorgelegt und besprochen. 

Les repartitions spectrales des eclairements energetiques diurnes sont 
influencees oar un certain nombre de facteurs tels que l'angle de declinaison 
solaire, la couverture nuageuse, l'ozone atmosphP.rique, le contenu en 
aerosols et a l'interieur de batiments, le facteur rle transmission soectrale 
du verre des fenetres et le facteur de reflexion des materiaux de 
construction et du mobilier. La technique et la configuration geometrique de 
me sure influencent les resultats obtenus. Des resultats qui i llustrent les 
effets de ces divers parametres sont analyses. 

INTRODUCTION 

Because of the vital importance of daylight to life on earth many workers 
over decades have investigated the soectroradiometric and colorimetric 
characteristics of direct solar, global and diffuse sky irradiances under 
varying atmospheric conditions. From a colorimetric point of view, the CIE 
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has through the years adopted a number of standard sources and illuminants to 
simulate different phases of rlayliqht. Of these D65 , representing heavily 
clouded sky irradiance at a correlated colour temperature of 6504 K, is the 
most widely used. 

In spite of the many orojects undertaken in this field and because of the 
many variable atmospheric and climatological parameters involved, as well as 
the utilisation of different measurement methods, the situation arose that 
significantly different results were obtained, even for "standardized" 
conditions. If internal daylight irradiance is considered, even more 
complications are involved. Some years ago a "practical standard illuminant 
representative of interior daylight" (Clarke 1979) was proposed. This ID 65 
represented the soectral power distribution of D65 daylight after passing 
through 6 mm of float glass at 45°. This proposal was not accepted by CIE 
for several reasons, some of which will be touched on later. 

In order to make a contribution in the daylight field and in an effort to 
resolve some of the problems involved several measurement programmes were 
undertaken in South Africa. Exterior daylight spectral irradiances were 
measured at Pretoria (altitude 1400 m) and Durban (sea level) (Chalmers and 
Kok, 1981). Some measurements on interior daylight soectral characteristics 
(Kok 1985) were also made. 

RESliL TS AND DISCUSSION 

As reported earlier (Chalmers and Kok 1981), the Pretroia and Durban results 
for exterior daylight show considerably higher normalized values for 
wavelengths from 300 to 450 nm than those of the CIE standard 0 illuminants 
for the same correlated colour temperatures. Measurements made at different 
places both in the Northern and Southern hemispheres over the past decade, as 
well as data obtained from the use of reliable models, yielded ·results in 
close agreement with the South African ones for similar atmospheric 
parameters. 

However, parameters influencing the spectroradiometric and colorimetric 
characteristics of daylight, such as effective air mass (solar zenith angle, 
latitude and altitude), aerosol and atmospheric ozone content, cloud cover 
etc. are highly variable. The results obtained from measurement are, amoung 
others, influenced by the method of sampling and the characteristics of the 
receptor. 

The measurements performed on interior daylight showed that a number of 
factors, additional to those mentioned above, have a marked influence on the 
spectral properties. Apart from the spectral absorptance of window glass, 
the spectral reflectances of interior (and in some cases exterior) building 
materials and furniture materials influence the spectral power distribution 
of interior daylight significantly. Most building and furniture materials 
have low ultraviolet reflectances as can be derived from figure l which shows 
the spectral ratios of indoor to outdoor daylight irradiances. 

The measo1rements were made on a horizontal plane with the soectroradiometer 
placed on top of an office desk made out of teak. The office contained qrey 
oainted cabinets and the walls and ceiling were painted wi t'l ordinary matt 
white poly vinyl acrylic paint. The office had two north facing windowq, 
letting in diffuse skvliqht. The receotor of the soectroradiometer was about 
1,5 m above floor level and 2 m from the windows. Measurements were made 
with the Wlndows opened and closed, resoectively. 
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13efore adopting a standard interior daylight illuminant {!1)), factors other 
than the spectral transmittance of window glass should also be considered. 

Althouth the C!E standard daylight I) tll•J<ninants are believer! to be deficient 
at Shorter wavelenqths, they might be acceptable liS • a COmoromise between 
exterior and interior daylight. 
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Figure 1. Spectral ratios of indoor to outdoor daylight irradiances 
A. Indoor to full outdoor (left scale ) 
B. Indoor to north sky (right scale) 
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GONIOMETRIC COLORIMETRY (1) 

- Gonic-Spectrophotometric Analysis of Pearl-Mica Paints -

The relationship between appearance and optical measurement of 

objects with anisotropic reflecting properties had been studied by 

many authors. The object of this experiment is also to analyse the 

gonic- spectrophotometric characteristics of those surfaces. 

For this experiment, two types of instrument were used; one was 
Model GP-lR goniophotometer with glass or interference filter, which 

was mainly used for measurement of precise spatial distribution of 
reflected light, and another was Model GSP-1 gonic-spectrophotometer, 

which was mainly used for measurement of directional spectral 
reflectance factor. 

1. The preliminary experiment 

a) Measurement of diffusing properties of white surfaces 

At first, luminance factor and spectral reflectance factor of 

samples were measured. Samples prepared were various kinds of pressed 

white plaques, which were different in material, surface roughness 

and density, polished vitrified porcelain plate, ~CRA tile and painted 
surface. For normal incidence, diffusing properties of pressed white 

pl~ques were changeable by the pressing procedure and materials, but 

diffusing prop&Fties of the other white plates were seemed to be more 

uniform, therefore some of these white plates were used as the 

reference standards for instrument calibration. 

b) Measurement of interference color of colored metal surfaces 

As a preliminary experiment, colors of directionally reflected 

light of colored metal surfaces were measured. Samples were stainless 

steel sheets which were coated by thin oxidized layer of various 

thichness, and were observed to be colored from the specific direction. 

In these measurement, interference .curves and calculated chromaticities 

have matched to the calculated values by interference theory. 
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2. The experiment 

As specimens, pearl-mica paints were applicated on paper. 

These paints were two-coat type, which mean achromatic or chromatic 

transparent layer including pearl-mica pigment was overcoated on 

each white, red, blue and black base color paint surface. 

Spectral reflectance factor distributions were measured in the 

viewing angle from - 25 ° to 65° for surface normal by 5° step, for 

45° incidence. From data processing of these spectral distributions, 

it was presumed that spectral reflectance factor ditribution was 

additive combination of intrinsic color component , pearlescence 

component and surface reflection component, and angular charact er is

tics of each component changed according to the paint formulation. 

Among these components , intrinsic color component is the resultant 

o f base color affected by the scattering and absorbing properties 

of overcoated layer. Pearlescence component indicates interference 

color, therefore angular characteristics of this component may be 

a cause of pearl-like perception. Changes in chromaticity and 

lightness for viewing directions were also calculated. 

The same analysis for premixed type pearl-mica paint samples were 

also made. I n case of premixed type paint, the separation of 

intrinsic and pearlescence components was difficult , but the degree 

of pearl-like perception was supposed in the same manner. 

Finally the basic difference between the spatial distributions 

of reflected light of solid paint color , pearl-mica paint color , 

metallic paint color and metal surface color was referred. 
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INFLUE!ICE OF OPTICAL RADIATION ON COLOUR CHANGE OF 11ATERIALS 

It is known, that light sensitive materials can change their colour when 

irradiated with high luminous (radiant) exposure. This effect is 

especially important for museums, exhibitions, and show cases. 

The colour change 8E*ab of materials can be predicted, when the 

following data are known for: 

- materials: relative spectral object sensitivity (relative spectral 

responsivity) S(A)dm.rel 

-effective threshold radiant exposure Hs .d ~ for colour 

change 

- lighting installations: - spectral power distribution SA 

- illuminauce E (irradiance Ee) 

- exposure time 

54 samples of typical museum goods were provided by the ''Stiftung 

Preu~ischer Kulturbesitz", who sponsored the research project, to mea

sure their relevant characteristics: 

23 water colours 

oil paints on canvas 
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pap·er samples 

6 newspaper samples 

16 textile samples 

A special irradiation equipment with Xenonlamp and different cut-off 

filters was built-up. The colour of the materials was measured after 

different irradiation periods. The colour difference ~E*ab = 1 was used 

for the defintion of Hs.dm. 

The colour measurements were first done, using the spectral method. For 

following measurements a tristimulous colorimeter with direct display of 

~E*ab was used. The colorimeter was calibrated separately for each non-

irradiated sample. 

The results showed different functions of s(ll)d •. ret and values of Hs . d• 

for each material. For most materials s(ll)dm. ret can be described by an 

expontial function (fig. 1) 

a · exp (-b · 11) 

For general use average functions of s(A)d• . ret and group values of 

Hs.dm were derived from these results for each type of material and for 

all sarcples. 

The correlation of acceptable exhibition period at defined illuminance 

levels for different light sources (daylight, most common lamps) can be 

predicted with these results. General recommendations for museums 

lighting are derived from this to prevent larger damages of materials. 
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SKIN COLOR EVALUATIONS OF ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIATED GUINEA PIGS AND 

SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS BASED ON SKIN COLOR SCALE 

1. Introduction 
Skin color is observed under a variety of lighting conditions and 

its appearance is important factor in evaluating color rendering provided 
by a given source of illumination. Furthermore, establishing standards 
for the objective evaluation of skin color has the potential for providing 
much useful information in the fields of medicine or cosmetics(!). 
The conventional Munsell system skin color scale does however not provide 
a sufficient gauge for such evaluation. 

Accordingly, this research began by using a spectrophotometer to 
measure changes in guinea pig skin color caused by ultraviolet radiation 
and evaluating these results on the basis of uniform color spaces(2). 
Next, an experimental subjective evaluation was carried out on the CIE-JIS 
test-color samples(3,4) and the skin color samples. A comparative study 
was then done on these results and evaluation through CIELUV, CIELAB type 
color spaces. 

2. Experimental Method 
2-1 Measuring guinea pig skin color 

Nine, 6 month old, colored male gulnea pigs, weighing 600 grams 
each, were used in the experiment. The light source was an ultraviolet 
radiation fluorescent lamp (UV-A) . Hair was r~moved from the guinea pigs' 
backs with clippers and shaver and a 3 em diameter circle was drawn on 
t his area in a location so as to be symmetrical to the median line. Ten 
points within this circle were examined, the average value of which was 
taken to be the skin color. This was repeated 3 times a week over a 
period of 4 weeks. The backs of the guinea pigs were then exposed to the 
UV - A light source from a distance of 45 em and for a duration of 30 
minutes/d~y; · · Uitr,violet r'diation wa~ 2.0 ~w/cm2. 
2-2 Subjective Experiment Method 

The sources of illumination used in this experiment were three types 
of fluorescent lamp s and one incandesc ent lamp . Th e specifications of each 
of these lamps are shown in Table 1. Al so, the incandescent lamp was a 100 
watt bulb supplied with the proper voltage determined by spectrophotometry 
in order to approximate a standard source A. The area of the lighting 
booth wa s approximately 70cmx70cm, and light . intensity was regulated by 
number of lamps and held at approximately 1000 lx. Fifteen colors, the 
spectral reflection of which a pproximated CIE-JIS test-color samples Nos. 
1-15, as well as 6 color samples approximating the skin color of Japanese 
were arrived at for a total of 21 test-color samples. The size of each 
color sample was 5cmx8cm. The observers were a group of 6 male and female 
Japanese. Each observer, after first making some practice observation, 
made 5 subjective evaluations for each color sample and illumination type. 
The selection of color sam pl es for each type of illumination was entirely 
at random. 

The t hr ee color appearance attributes were hue, lightness, and 
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Table 1. Correlated color temperature and general color-rendering index 
for light aourea. 

Light source Type Tc (K) Ra 

Incandesent lamp IL 2763 99.4 
Fluoresent lamps EDL 5227 97.7 

3-Band 5223 82.4 
D 6346 73.7 

relative chroma, in tt1at order; hue: evaluated as the ratio of two adja
cent unitary hues (R,Y,G,B), for example R60 Y40, lightness: comparative 
evaluations (0-100 range) were done after juxtaposing samples against a 
Munsell-type gray scale (0.5 step), relative chroma : observers' greatest 
sense of color saturation from each hue was taken as 100, and relative 
chroma was evaluated as a propotion thereof. 

3. Experimental Results 
Figure 1 shows changes over time in the hue, value, and chroma in 

the Munsell color system. The solid line represents the UV-A radiation 
period, and the hatched line represents the non-radiation period. A shift 
in the hue towards yellow peaked after 2 to 5 days, followed by a shift 
towards red. Value appeared to change after 1 week of UV-A radiation 
following which it began to decrease day by day, whereas the opposite 
effect was observed in regard to relative chroma. Significant differences 
between radiation groups were however not recognized, thereby indicating 
difficulty with a quantitative evaluation. 

Figure 2 shows an example of evaluation through CIELUV, as well as 
CIELAB uniform color spaces. The ellipse in the center shows the standard 
deviations obtained in the u•-v• and a•-b• directions, along the major 
and the minor axes respectively. Figures in the center of the ellipse show 
the number of days of irradiation. Ellipses representing the 2 week 
irradiation groups were almost identical for both color spaces. It was 
evident however that in the cases of 3 and 4 week irradiation, the ellip
ses changed with the increase in the number of d~ys. Thus, insofar as skin 
color changes due to UV-A radiation are concerned, it is believed that 
quantitative evaluation is possible on the basis of uniform color spaces 
and that this is therefore superior to the Munsell color system. 

Average values for the 6 observers' subjective evaluations of hue and 
relative chroma, were plotted on a chroma perception chart with perpendi
cular R-G·,· Y-8 axeR and compared to a psychological chroma chart with 2 
color spaces. Figure 3 (a), Jb) show examples of measurement and observa
tion comparisons between skin color samples and 8 color moderately chroma 
scale. As a result of this diagramatical comparison it was found that the 
CIELAB system permits a more objective e valuation than does the CIELUV 
system. Moreover, the results of the subjective evaluations corresPonded 
well to the relative color ares of each test lamp. 

4. Conclusion 
It is difficult to provide a quantitative evaluation of minute 

changes in skin color strictly on tt1e basis of comparisons with the 
conventional Munsell color system. Uniform color spaces offer a superior 
evaluation method. The CIELAB type expressions are considered particularly 
suitable for objective evaluation. 
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· Munsell system 
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Fig. 1. Changes of HVC in the 
Munsell system. 

Fig. 2. Evaluation of CIELUV and 
CIELAB uniform co~r spaces. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the psychometric
chroma diagrams (a) with the subjective 
chroma diagram (b). 
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EVALUATION OF DEEP AND THIN LAYER TECHNIQUES FOR SAMPLE 
DIFFERENTIATION IN TRANSLUCENT HYDROLYZED CONCENTRATED 
CHEESE WHEY 

Hydrolyzed concentrated cheese whey (HCCW) , whi.ch may be used for 
producing a wide variety of dairy ingredients (Jelen, 1983), is very apt 
to develop nonenzymatic browning due to its high concentration of 
reducing sugars. To evaluate deteriorative changes during storage or the 
effectiveness of experimental treatments in controling nonenzymatic 
browning, accurate measurements of the extent of browning are required, 
which may be in accord with what is perceived. 

HCCW, may be clasified as a translucent food. For some translucent 
samples the simple expedient of measuring a thin layer with a white 
background is sufficient for successful separat~on of samples in color 
space (Little, 1964; Huggart et al., 1966; Gullet et al., 1972; Huang 
et al., 1970). However MacKinney et al. (1966) and Little and Brinner 
(1981) found that calculating attenuation and scattering coefficients 
through Kubelka-Munk equations improved sample differentiation. 

This work was undertaken with the aim to develop a suitable method to 
obtain color data in HCCW by testing the effectivene~s of thin and deep 
layer techniques for separation of samples in color space corresponding 
to browning reactions. i _ 

Concentrated whey was supplied by SANCOR Cooperativas Unidas Ltda., 
Buenos Aires, and it was hydrolized up to 70% hydrolysis with Maxilact 
B galactosidase. Samples of different degree of browning were prepared 
by adding weighed aliquots of hydrolyzed concentrated cheese whey in 
which intense browning had been tieveloped by heat treatment to original 
HCCW. The mixtures ranged from 0% ~rowned whey to 3.9% browned whey. 

Measurements were done inaHu~terlab 5100 Color Difference Meter 
using an aperture 4.7 em diam. an mode of illumination which illuminated 
the area of aperture. Calculation were made for illuminant C, 2•. 
Samples were pr·esented in plexiglass cubetes, 5. 3 em in diameter and 
variable thickness and backed by white and black backgrounds. Functions 
s V' C*b' h b' ~E*b' ~H*h' L*b (Lozano, 1978) and brown index BR (Buera 
e~ al.~ 198~1 werg calcHiate~ from X, Y and z values, and also Kubelka
-Munk parameters K,S, KX, SX, K/.S and T. (Judd and l~yszecki, i975) were 
obtained by substituting tristimulus values and L*b for the respectives 
R in the Kubelka-Munk equations. a 

Twelve observers evaluated visually the browned samples, according to 
"degree of browning", with 91.7% correct answers. The results of 
subjective evaluation indicated that samples 2, 3, 4 and 5 were separated 
by the just noticeably difference (j.n.d.). 

At about 15 rnm in deph, readings with white background were 
practicaly coinciuent with those obtained with black background, and this 
translucent samples may be considered opaque when they are measured at a 
thickness ~ 15 mm. 

Color functions and Kubelka-Munk parameters obtained for each sample 
at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 17 mm in deph, were correlated with concentration of 
browned HCCW added to the original whey. 
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Black background considerably reduced distance in color space amony 
samples and only measurements with white background were considered for 
analysis of color functions. The more commonly color function used to 
evaluate color differences is 6E* and is represented in Figure 1. It 
can be observed that slopes of c6Pves (which may be considered a measure 
of sensibility to distinct between two samples) decreased as thickness 
increased, and the same was ·observed for s and C*h functions. •For h b 
(hue) function correlation was not linear ~~r 3, 4aand 17 rnrn thicknes~ 
sample, due to a change of sign of "a" value. 

As tristimulus value Z had a big variation between samples, 1/Z was 
also correlated with pigment concentration (Fig. 2). 

For 6H , BR, 1/Z and 6L* functions slopes for 1, 2, 3 and 4 rnrn were 
quite simifRr and except fora91/Z and L*b they decreased for 17 rnrn 
thickness. a 

For all functions tested except 1/Z (Fig. 2) and 6L* , the effective 
separation of samples was not adequate in the opaque sy~~em (17 rnrn deph) 
and reducing thickness resulted in an expansion of color space. However, 
for the thinnest samples (1 rnrn deph) values were more erratic. 

Fig. 3 shows the results obtained for Kubelka-Munk parameter K 
(attenuation coefficient) calculated with tristimulus value Z. Similar 
curves were obtained for K calculated through tristimulus values » and Y 
and L b' and the same was found for the rest of Kubelka-Munk parameters. 

IA Fig. 4 it can be seen that ratio K/S resulted to be a sensible 
function to differentiate samples. 

The results of this investigation indicated that the color 
measurements of HCCW to browning reactions by the j.n.d.may be conduced 
succesfully in the following ways: 
a) In opaque systems (sample deph ~ 15 rnrn) by functions 1/Z or 6L*b. 
b) With sample deph from 2 to 4 rnrn backed by white, by functions a 6H* 
and 1/Z or c) With sample deph from 2 to 4 rnrn with Kubelka-Munk treatm~Rt 
by coefficient K/S. 

Kubelka-Munk treatment was advantageous in differentiating samples 
separated by small color differences and K/S gave the best sensibility 
and good correlation coefficients related to pigment concentration. 
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LA QUALITE DE LA COULEUR DU BOIS DE CHENE DE FRANCE 

FRENCH OAK WOOD COLOR QUALITY 

G. JANIN -J.L. FLOT -P. HOFMANN\ INRA-CRF 54280 SEICHAMPS 
J.F. MAZET -A. MERLIN \LAB.PHOTOCHIM. BP 239 54506 VANDOEUVRE 

E.S.S.T.I.B . - 88000 EPINAL 
R. KELLER \ E.N.G.R.E.F • 14 RUE GIRARDET 54000 NANCY FRANCE 

1 - INTRODUCTION 

Les utilisations les plus valorisantes du bois sont les 
utilisations en decor . pour lesquelles le critere determinant est 
la qualite de !'aspect. 

L'aspect inc1ut 1'esthetique du dessin et l'etat de surface du 
materiau mais il depend en premier lieu de la couleur du bois. 

2 - VARIABILITE GEOGRAPHIQUE de la COULEUR du BOIS 
de CHENE de TRANCHAGE en FRANCE • 

Les mesures de couleur ont ete exprimees dans le systeme 
CIELAB 1976 (DECARREAU; 1988) • 

Des mesures non destructives de couleur, a partir de 
carottes de sondage (JANIN-MAZET, 1987) prelevees en forAt 
domaniale d'Amance (FRANCE) dans des conditions homogenes de 
milieu ont montre : 

- une difference d'angle de teinte entre chAnes sessiles (plus 
roses) et pedoncules (plus jaunes); 

- aucune difference de luminance entre ces deux especes; 

- un deplacement de la teinte vers le rose lorsque le bois 
vieillit. 

Les analyses de 20000 mesu~es de couleur sur des placages de 
554 arbres issus de 130 forAts francaises, ont montre (fig.1) 
(FLOT,1988) : 

- une grande variabilite a l'interieur de chaque forAt; 

- une difference de teinte entre les chAnaies sur sable et argile 
du Centre de la FRANCE (bois plus rose) et les chAnaies sur marne 
et limon de l'Est de la FRANCE (bois plus jaune); 

- une baisse -de la luminance et done de la qualite en pr~sence 
d'hydromorphie des sols. 

- 3 - INFLUENCE de la LUMIERE du JOUR et des RAYONS U-V sur 
la COULEUR du BOIS de CHENE . 

La couleur naturelle d'un bois est susceptible de se modifier 
sous l'effet d'agents exterieurs et en particulier la lumiere du 
jour. Dans le cas des pl~eages de chAne, une meilleure 
connaissanc$ ' de ces modifications et des mecani~mes photochimiques 
qui y president est particulierement importante, compte tenu du 
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role essentiel joue par la couleur de ce type de produit d'un 
point de vue de sa valeur commerciale • 

Des irradiations d'echaritillons de ch6ne (aussi bien Duramen 
qu'Aubier) ont ete realisees avec une lampe a vapeur de mercure 
haute pression ( .. 290 nm) et ies changements de couleur ont ete 
suivis par la mesure des different& parametres du systeme CIELAB 
'1976. 

Durant les premiers jours d'exposition, temps superieur a 100 
heures, les echantillons commencent par s'assombrir rapidement (L* 
diminue) et s' ecl.aircissent ensuite lentement jusqu' a devenir plus 
clairs qu'initialement. Parallelement, un jaunissement progressif 
se produit (b* augmente). D'autre part, l'ecart total de couleur 
entre l'aubier et le duramen (6E), deja important au depart 
(environ 6 unites) ne fait que s'accroitre pendant !'irradiation 
(jusqu'a 6E = 14). 

Enfin, !'utilisation de techniques spectroscopiques 
d'investigations (absorptions U V - visible et infrarouge) nous a 
permis d'apporter une contribution a la meilleure connaissance des 
mecanismes de photodegradation dubois tout en s'interessant au 
comportement photochimique particulier du chene (MAZET 1988). 

4 - INFLUENCE de 1 1 ANATOHIE et du PLAN LIGNEUX 
~u CHENE sur la COULEUR du BOIS . 

Le PLAN LIGNEUX de chaque espece vegetale est constitue par 
des proportions differentes d'elements anatomiques : fibres, 
vaisseaux, rayons ligneux et tissus de parenchyme repartis dans 
les trois directions principales de la tige d 1 un arbre : l'axe 
longitudinal, radial et tangentiel . . Cette disposition des 
elements anatomiques qui differe entre especes et individus 
apporte au Bois par leur orientation lors du debit des Variations 
d'Aspect et de Couleur qui s'ajoutent au role des constituants 
chimiques accumules dans le Bois de Coeur et qui donnent la 
Couleur preponderante au Bois (JANIN, 1985, 1987) • 

Cette couleur est la resultante de !'absorption de tous les 
constituants en melange. 

Cependant, les observations des differences importantes de 
luminance L* et des coordonnees chromatiques' a* et b* mesurees en 
fonction des angles d'incidence de la lumiere sur la surface des 
placages ont montre qu'elles provenaient de la presence plus ou 
moins abondante des elements anatomiques a la surface des placages 
(HOFMANN, 1987). 

Ainsi par ordre d'importance dans ce rale pour le bois de 
CHENE : 

- les Rayons ligneux par leur morphologie constituee de 
cellules dressees longitudlnales perpendiculaires a la direction 
des fibres ont des tailles tres petites a tres large&, de densite 
elevee chez certaines especes (KELLER -THIERCELIN, 1975), (POLGE
KELLER, 1973 ) riches en amidon, et pour ces raisons offrent des 
surfaces reflechissantes lorsqu'ils sont mis a decouvert dans le 
debit longitudinal radial. Ce sont eux qui par leur presence ou 
leur absence font varier le plus la luminance L* en fonction de 
l'angle d 1 incidence de la lumiere par rapport a l'observateur 

- les Vaisseaux par leur different& diametres en section 
transversale ou par leur ouverture longitudinalc au cours du 
sciage ou du Tranchage creent a la surface du placage des 
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depressions qui agissent comma des pieges l la lumiere et qui 
entrainent une diminution de la luminance et done un 
assombrissement de la couleur (HOFMANN, 1987). Les Vaisseaux, par 
leur position en zone poreuse initiale dans l'accroisseaent 
annual, provoquent des striations et dessins caracteristiques 
correspondants aux limites des accroissements annuals (JANIN
MAZET-DECARREAU-HOFMANN, 1988). 

- les fibres qui donnent !'orientation du fil du Bois 
qu'elles scient droites (droit fil), ou sinueuses (fil onde) 
appartenant a la zone de bois initial ou finale apportent aux 
placages une texture caracteristique du dessin de l'espece. 

- les tissus de Parenchymes (tissus de reserves nutritives) 
dissemines dans le bois, diffus, accompagnant les cellules, et aux 
parois minces jouent un rale dans la clarte locale du fait de sa 
presence auteur des vaisseaux, des rayons· ligneux et des fibres. 

- 5 - CONCLUSION 

L'etude sur la qualite de la Couleur du Bois de CHENE de 
FRANCE montre qu'elle est liee aussi bien a la position 
geographique des For6ts en France, et des especes de Ch6nes 
(QUERCUS PETRAEA -QUERCUS SESSILIFLORA), ala modification par les 
agents exterieurs (lumiere, U-V), a l'anatomie et au plan ligneux 
soumis a des variations de structure imposees par les methodes de 
sylviculture. La technologie du debit du Ch6ne en placage 
influence aussi l'Aspect et la Couleur finale du Bois de CHENE 
pour l'Industrie du meuble et de la decoration. 
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AN EASY COLORIMETRIC METHOD TO DETERMINE ANIONIC 
DYESTUFFS AFFINITIES ON LEATHER: 

I]INTRODUCTION:A typical problem of Leather dyes is colour 
reproductibility,as well as leveling. 
Experience shows that if a dye has a very quick 
build-up,it will have very low penetration;if it is 
slow,penetration will increase. 
After analysing the dye of some dyestuffs with 
well-known affinities,! arrive to this working method. 

II]DYEING HETHOD:The substract is Crome tanned Shoeupleather 1.2\1 . 4, 
neutralized with Sodium Bicarbonate up to blue cut 
with Bromcresol Green . 
The sample,of 20grs . on shaved weight,must be dyed in 
an experiment drum of 2000cc . of capacity . 
Pour 350% of water at 35 Celsius Degrees,and add 0 . 5% 
of the reference dyestuff and 0 . 5% of the one to 
compare.The solution must be homogeneous,and the pH 
of 7 . 0 +\- 0.2 . Take 0.5 cc . of this solution,and pour 
it in a 25 cc . flask adding :distilled water to 
complete volume. 
Leave the drum roll during exactly 5 minutes,in a 
thermostatizated dyeing machine,and make another 
extraction of 0.5 cc.with the same dilution as the 
first one . 
Hake a scan betwen wavelenghts 400nm and 700nm,in a 

spectrophotometer . 

III]CHOOSING THE DYESTUFFS:To choose a 
referenc& 
dyestuff I 
suggest 
using a low 
penetrating 
one,with a 
zone of 
valueless 
absorption 
in its 
Absorbence 
curve (see 
graph by) 

t T 8 Hifl. 

1\ 5 l'i 11. 
R 
S ~Ac. Y~\1. 

J ,Ao . q}ll~. 

~J~da In ft". 
Curves of the Relative 

Spectral Compositions of 
Ac . Red 423 and Ac . Yell 194 . 

IV]COHPARING THE DYESTUFFS:To make up the comparision betwen 
dyestuffs,some aditional experiments must 
be made: 

a)Relative Spectral Composition : Is the absorbence with the maximum 
point of the curve as 1,each 20 nm. 
To make up this essay,juat prepare an 
appropiate solution of the dyestuff 
and make a scan betwen 400 and 700 nm 
This is an example for Aoid Yellow 194 

and Acid blue 349: 
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llavelenght-
Ac. Yell.194 . -
Ac . Blue 349 . -

llavelenaht-
Ac.Yell.194.-
Ac.Blu.e 349 . -

b)Comparision 

700 680 660 
0 . 01 0 . 01 0.01 
0.07 0.21 0 .47 

540 520 500 
0 . 03 0.09 0 . 26 
0 . 82 0 . 68 0 . 58 

840 820 
0 . 01 0.01 
0.75 0 . 88 

480 460 
0 . 62 0 . 94 
0 . 49 0 . 44 

BOO 
0 . 01 
0 . 96 

440 
1.00 
0 . 39 

580 560 
0.01 0,02 
1.00 0 . 93 

420 400 
0 . 94 0.84 
0 . 40 0.53 

itself:Dyestuff to compare 
must be of contrasting 
colours . Preferably 
the dyestuff to 
compare must have a 
maximun in the zon e 

1\ 
8 
s 

Ac i d II'"' 'I?. :J. 
.....--- ··;..,,,, VPII.I'J-'1 . 
// 

of minimum absorbence 
of the reference and 
vice versa . (see the 
example by) 

Comparision betwen 
Ac.Yell 194 , Ac.Blue 349 
and a mix of both . 

To know the exact proport i on of each dyestuff on 
the graph , we must r esort to a system of 4 
equations with four unknown qu~ntit i es . 

: ABS 440 = ABS BL 440 + ABS YE 440 
_: ABS 560 = ABS YE 580 + ABS BL 580 

: ABS YE 580 ABS YE 440 * R. S . C. YE 580 
:_ABS BL 440 = ABS BL 560 * R. S . C. BL 440 

Where ABS 440 = Absorbence of Hix.440nm . 
ABS YE 580 = Absorbence owing to Yellow in 
R. S . C. BL 440 = Portion of the Relative 
Spectral Composition of the Blue at 440 nm. 
and so on . 

3)Relative Affinity Coefficient:To calculate this coefficient,these 
two factors must be figured up : 

ABS YE 440 (T=SHin.) 0 . 135 
0 . 446 

ABS YE 440 (T=OHin.) 0 . 303 

ABS BL 580 (T=5Hin . ) 0 . 257 
0 . 427 

ABS BL 580 (T=OHin . ) 0 . 602 

Taking Acid Yellow 194 as reference Dyestuff and assianing it the 
value 1,we arrive at these values for other ones: 

ACID YELLOW 194-----------1 . 00 
ACID BLUE 349- -- - --------- 1 . 04 
ACID RED 423 - ------------ -1,00 
ACID BROWN HIX- ------- - ---0 . 98 
ACID BLACK 1--- - ------ - - - -0 . 84 
ACID ORANGE 7--------- -- - -0 , 76 
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These dyestuffs are widely used in Leather lndustry,the first four are 
used in many countries for computer color matching on leather base. 
Acid Blue 349 farer of the other three in its coefficient has •ore 
reproductibility problems than the others . 
About Acid Black 1 and Acid Orange 7 are worldwide used as a mix to 
obtain a high penetrating black,if we look at the cut of the leather, 

we can see that the inside part is orange. 
This method must be used with a very strict control of temperature and 
for each kind of leather,and each process . Any change in the 
tanning,retanning or fatliquoring of leather may bring about changes 
its affinity. 
Otherwise it may be useful in determining the most suitable component 
for a dye mixture. 
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OPTIMUM DBHSITY-DIVISIOH IH COLOR IMAGING SYSTBM 

1. Introduction 
Color iaaging systeas using digital processing are 

successfully used in every-day life due to a rapid progress of 
aodern coaputer technology. Coaputer aeaory in particular baa 
accoaplished a large scale of integration (LSI) thus leading to a 
great decrease in cost. However the coaputer aeaory is not 
cheap enough when applied to two-diaensional color iaages. 
Therefore it is of vital iaportance to aoat properly allot a 
liaited nuaber of aeaory to each coaponent color. In this talk, 
I will describe bow to optiaize the color ~aaging systea such as 
color hard copying froa the viewpoint of the optiaua division of 
color inforaation. 

2 . Method of Optiaization-
Digital color iaaging systeas use only . discrete values . 

Therefore the problea is then to find an optiaua density-division 
when the optiaua allotaent of levels is done in an optical 
density scale . When we eaploy the optiaua density-division, we 
can expect that color iaages thus obtaine~ are aoat satisfactory 
froa the viewpoints of tone and color reproductions. Therefore, 
if we allot aore levels to lower densities deviating froa the 
optiaua density-division, for exaaple, the density gaps tend to 
be greater at higher densities, thus resulting insatiafactory 
tone and color reproductions for dark colors . 

As an objective of optiaization, I have selected to use a 
color difference bB between adjacent colors. If I can aake bB 
equal for all. ·. the adjacent colors, the result will really be 
satisfactory. However it is likely that the average color 
difference bE tor a · cyan c.olor series, tor instance, aay be 
different troa that tor aagenta or yellow color aeries under the 
gray condition . Therefore I have optiaized the density- division 
in .. uch a way that the sua o'f variances of bB tor aele·cted color 
series are ainiaized siaultaneouly. 

To increase the validity of the aethod, I have eaployed in 
the optiaization seven color series ; cyan C, aagenta M, yellow 
Y, red R, green G, blue B, and black (gray) lt. As aentioned 
above, I have a(niaized the variance of color differenqes between 
adjacent colors tor C,M , Y,R,G,B,K in the optiaization. 
Therefore the objective function F of the opliaization is written 
as W-' . 

F•:H( bB · -bE . I ) 
i i., ( c. 

, i•C,M,Y,R,G,B,K 
with ,., _, . ( 1) 

bEi•(l:bB,I )/(M-1). ,=, 
where M. is the nuaber of levels produced by the density-diviaiori 
and bB;' is the . color difference between the j-th and (j+l)-th 
levels for the i-th color. The problea is then to ainiaize the 
nonline~ qbjective function r given by Bq. (1) . 
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have used in the optiaization the three dyes currently 
eaployed in actual color photography. For coloriaetric 
coaputation, have used the CIE standard illuainant 065, the 
color aatching functions of the CIE 1,931 standard coloriaetric 
observer, and CIE 1976 L" a" b* ·color spae1t. 

3. Result of Optiaization 
As an exaaple, I have selected N•8 (3bits) and o,. •• =2.0. 

have started the optiaization froa an . equal-density division. 
Then I have optiaized the objective function F of Equation ( 1). 
Figure 1 shows the optiaized result : the variation of t• of the 
gray(X) series with the nuaber of levels H. The variation of t• 
ot the equi-density division and the line connecting L~ •100 
(white) and L* •9(aaxiaua density) are also shown. It is 
reaarkable that the optiaua density-divison is accoaplished by 
equally dividing the CIE psychoaetric lightness scale t* of 
gray(X) scale. 

The color differences liE< for the seven colors are different 
each other aaong thea. However this is inevitable since the 
density balance aaong C,M, Y is prescribed to exactly fulfil the 
gray condition, and R,G,B are supposed to be obtained by 
subtracting C froa X, M froa K, Y froa K respectively. 

The color reproduction quality of the color iaaging systea 
aay be generally evaluated by the average color difference liB 
defined by 

( 2) 

Next I have coaputed the average color difference l:IB for a s ·eries 
values of If and o,._. , and found the following relation between 
thea 

(H-1)liE•( 100-L~ ) , (3) 
where L",. is L"" for the ·black obtainable by the coabination of 
aaxiaua densities of the three dyes. Then froa Eq.(3), for a 
color iaaging systea with o., •• •1.0 and ' liE•1.0, f~ exaaple, we 
need 

and 

H-1•(100-Ltl< )/liE 
•62, 

N•63 

( 4) 

ln 1 N•6. (5) 
Therefore we can conclude that 6 bits are necessary to _accoaplish 
the average color difference liE=1.0 for this color iaaging 
syatea. 
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Figure 1 (-+) 
Variation of L• of gray(K) sereis with 
nuaber of levels N. Broken line connects 
L••lOO and L" • 9. 
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COLORMEASUREMENTS ON FLASHLIGHTS WITH TRISTIMULUS COLORIMETERS 

The uae of Xenon-flaahlampa in several branches of the industry · has 

been increased. Wherever incandescent la~p• with awitohing electron-

ica or rotating lena mirror-sya~ems have been used in former times, 

Xenon fleshes do the job now. 

Examples are anti-colliaion lighta on aircrafta, warning lights on 

e~ergancy and police vehicles, as wall ~~ marking lights on life-

wasta. 

In moat of the applications, tha .chromaticity coordinates of these 

lights are calculated by using the spectrally measured values of the 

covering materials such as glass or plaatic lenses, windows, hoods, 

etc., and the theoreticai apectral power distribution of Xenon. 

A special application in using Xenon-flashes is photo-printing. 

The values moat of the users are interested in are light intensity, 

chro~aticity coordinates and, maybe, correlated color temperature. 

A very suitable . and handy device to evaluate these date is a tristi

mulua colorimeter with high-accurate adaption of the detectors to 

the x(~). y(~). and i(~) functions. 

Because of the relative short burning time and very fast time re-

aponse of the measurement system, the use of large area detectors 

such sa they era used for high precise partial or mosaic filtered 

colorima~er heads, is not possible. 

The newly designed full-filtered colorimeter heads with excellent 

accuracy and time response have bean used for the tristimulus flesh 

meter. 

The photocurrenta of the three channela x(~), y(~). and i(~) era 
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lead to very feat amplifiers end then into 12-bit 10 MHz ana1og-to

digitel-converterp. 

The managing circuitry including a microprocessor end a 16-bit wide 

1Kbyte very fest dual po·rt RAM-memory allows to store ell date in

cluding time base for a selected time period. 

Pre-trigger, external trigger and trigger output allow a wide range 

of applications . 

Further treatment of the stored data inclusive all calculations end 

graphics era made by a built-in MS-DOS compatible computer eyetam. 

Detailed information on all technical date of the new eyetem will be 

given in the paper. 
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A PHOTOELECTRIC INSTRUMENT FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF COLORIMETRIC AND STRUCTURAL 
DEFECTS IN FABRICS . 

In the instrument the image of a slit is focussed on the fabric mounted on a 
rotating disc and either reflected or trensmitted radiation analyserl. 
Re f lected radiation is collected by an inteqratino sphere and detected by two 
phtorrultioliers, one sensitive to the oreen (for colorimetric analysis) and 
the other to the infrared (structural analysis). .~ transistor is used for 
transmitted lioht. It is oossible to obtain a quantit~;~tive measure of 
certain colorimetric and structural defects influencing fabric aopearance. 

In dem Geriit wird die Abbildunq eines heleuchteten Soaltes auf des 
Gewebematerial fokussiert. Letzeres ist auf einer rotierenden Scheibe 
mont i ert und entweder die reflektierte oder die durchgehende Strahlung wi rd 
analysiert. Die reflektierte Strahlung wird mit Hilfe einer Ulbrichtschen 
Kugel erfasst und durch zwei Photomultiplier angezeigt , woven einer grun -
empfi ndlich (Farbanalyse) und einer infrarot - empfindlich (Strukturanalyse) 
i s t. Ein Phototransistor wird zur Anzeiqe der durchqehenden Strahlung 
verwendet . F.:s ist mi:iglich, eine quantitative Anoabe von bestimmten Farb -
und Strukturdefekten suerhalten, welche des Aussehen des Gewebematerials 
beeinflussen. 

Dans !'instrument, l'imaqe d'une fente est mise au ooint sur le ·tissu. Ce 
dernier est pose sur un disque tournant. La radiation reflechie ou transmise 
est analysee. La radiation reflechie collectee oar une sohere d'Ulbricht est 
det ectee par deux tubes photomultiplicateurs, 1 'un sensible au vert (pour 
! 'analyse colorimetrique), l'autre ~ l'infra-rouqe (pour l'analvse 
st ructurelle). On utilise un transistor pour la lumi.ere transmise. 11 est 
poss ible d'obtenir une mesure quantitative de certains defauts 
color ime t riques et structurels qui affectent l'apparence du tissu. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In practice, fabric APPearance is normally assessed by viewing it by means 
of reflected or transmitted light or both, and on this basis it is acceoted 
or rejected. Although acceptable in certain cases, such subjective methods 
are of low reproducibility and accuracy. 

The instrument to be discussed (Kok et al. 1975) was intended to measure 
barr!§ (stripiness due to diffences in dye depth) and also streakine.ss and 
other structural characteristics. It consisted basically of an optical 
system in which the illuminated imaqe of a slit is focussed on the fabric 
which is mounted on a rotating disc to allow scanning. Reflected radiation 
is collected by an integrating spl')ere having a qreen sensitive and infrared 
sensitive photomultiplier as detectors. Transmitted radiation is analyzed by 
a photo-transistor. The green and infrared detectors are used to obtain a 
difference signal that is not affected by structural irregularities but only 
by shade differences when the dye is infrared-insensitive. 

Although it is possible to have !I narrow slit image focussed sharplv enouqh 
to resolve single thread,, it is sometimes .desirable to scan a wider area, 
say, the width of four threads or more. This can be accomplished by opening 
the slit or de-focussing. ' 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Measurements were made on locknit nylon fabrics dyed to different deoths and 
also on samples of undyed jersey fabric. figure 1 shows ·a green and infrared 
scan (sharp focus) on a locknit samPle, showing barr~. The infrared scan 
shows weave characteristics only while in the green scan dye differences as 
well as weave characteristics can be seen. When . de-focussed the infrared 
scan (A in fiq.l) showed a practically straight line while the green scan (B) 
showed a line going uo and down. The qreen- minus-infrared siqnal showed the 
same characteristics as that of the green scan, the infrared scan giving a 
constant signal. Ry using a counter of which the counting rate ·was 
determined by the deviation of the '3ignal from a constant value, it was 
possible to obtain a measure of the variation in dye deoth. In this way, a 
simple linear relationship between instrument count and visual assessment of 
barr~ was found (seven observers were used). 

Streakiness is a more comolicsterl oroblem. 'It can be caused by a single type 
of defect or a combination of parameters (colorimetric as well as 
structural). If however, an observer is requested to qive a quantitative 
assessment of the overall streakiness, his judgement will be- l)ased on the 
integrated effect of all parameters. An attemot to obtain a quantitative 
measure of streakiness was based on this reasoning. for streakiness 
measurements, the differenct siqnal was /green-constant/ instead of /green
infrared/, the "constant" being an "average" value, yielding an integrated 
"postive" deviation equal to the integrated "negative" deviation. Six 
samples of plain-jersey fabric, ranging in shade from undyded to dark and of 
different degrees of streakiness, were investigated. Measurements were also 
made of the average relative visible reflectance of .each cloth by recording 
the average value of the photo-.,.,.ltiolier siqnal during each scan. This was 
done because it was expected that the visual rating would be influenced by 
the widely varying relative luminances of the samples under . equal 
illumination. A simple almost linear relationship was found between 1nstru-
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ment c~Jnt and the product of visual ratinq (7 observers) and relative 
reflectance. 

Other "irregularities" like puckering anr:! di.ffP-rences due to the chemical 
corroositions of different tyoe.s of fibres were also qualitatively 
investiqated. 

A 

8 

Figure 1. 
A: Infrared scan showing weave characteristics only 

B: Green scan showing dye differences as well as weave characteristics 
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A NEW TRISTIMULUS COLORIMETER FOR MEAUSUREMENTS OF RETROREFLECTIVE 
MATERIALS . 

The color measurement on retroreflective material is very difficult 

because of several circumstances. 

To give an idea on them, here era soma of the points which have to 

be covered by the measuring device: 

(i) Different geometries to fulfill netiqnal or international 

standards such as ECE, SAE, DIN, etc. 

(ii) Illumination with·etandard illuminant A with high uniformity 

(iii) Low intensity of the reflected light 

(iv) A wide variety of colors from blue to dark red 

but : 

(i)" excludes normally the use of spectral measuremen,t equipment 

because of the lack to adapt mono~hromators to the geometries 

needed, 

(iii) need specially ~esigned detectors and amplifiers to handle low 

light levels. 

The use of photomultipliers is not recommended because ageing 

and fatigue can cause errors in the spectral and absolute cali · 

bration. 

(iv) leads to the necessity of very accurate adaption of the i(~). 

y ( ~) , z ( ~) functions 

The newly developed device uses a high-stable projector for the 

illumination with standard illuminant A. 
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B~cause of a regulating circuit which uses a portion of the luminous 

flux projected to the test area, the projector shows excellent short-

and long-term stability. 

To separate the reflected light into the x-y-z-channels, two methods 

are possible: 

(1) Using beam-splitters to split the incoming light into 3 

(or 4) beams. 

(2) Using a filter wheel which brings one filter after the other 

in the light path. 

Method (2) has been choosen because it brings the full ener.gy of 

the reflected light to the detector instead of dividing the light in 

portions as to method (1). 

The measurement of x-y-z-s·ignals one after the other is possible 

because the projector provides a very good long- and short-time 

stability of the illumination and the tested objects do not c;a nge 

within the measuring period of only some seconds . 

Especially designed glass filters are used to achieve best adaption 

of x(~). y(~). and z(~) . 

The complete measuring head inclusive filter wheel csn be moved to 

angular positions between 12' and > 2°30' by a servo-motor . 

The position is measured by an absolute encoder and displayed on 

digital readouts. 

A complete description of the measurement system inclusive technical 

data will be given in the paper. 
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CONPIIRISON OF COLORS PRODUCED BY STANDARD FLUORESCENT LI\MPS 

AND DY PHHIE-COLOR LAMPS 

By now most people are aware of some differences that can be readily 
s~en in the visual color rendering of standard fluorescent lamps and the 
commonly called "tri-phosphor" or "three component fluorescent lamps. The 
difference in color rendering can be identified as• some increase in sat
uration, but more importantly, shifts toward Judd's preferred chromati
cities (Ref, 6)1 increased discrimination allows a greater number of small 
differences in Hue and Value (lightness) to be recognized, besides the 
nforementioned saturation and hue shifts. These occur not uniformly through
out the spectrum. For instance, the color of butter, tea, bread and pota
toe chips are .!!2!: shifted, but are, in fact, preferred right as they are 
usually -rendered . saturation of purple is not increased either. or interest 
are pleasing shifts (in hue and saturation) o·f identifiable objects• Com
plexion of Caucasians, indigenous Indians and Africans, but also grass, 
s pl nach, meat, reproduced "blue sky" color etc . Oddly enough, Prime-Color 
lamplight shifts these and other object colors to a preferred rendition. 
In short, we nre seeing an enlarged gamut. Fig.- 3 ond 4 show the changes 
lhat may be perceived in the tlunsell Color Solid, illuminated by Prime
Color light instead of the Standard Source "C" (North Daylight). Fig. 5 
sho11s this gan1ut change plotted in the u, v, Chromaticity Diagram ( 1960). 

Less obVious is the resulting Visual Clarity (Ref. 5), a term first 
coined by IIston and Dellchnmbers (Ref. 1 ). It extendes discrimination of 
contrl\st between light and dark parts of a scene, including print mate-rial 
~lc . and increases texture and form recognition, and spatial comprehen
sion at lover levels of illun1inance than that encountered with light from 
standard fluorescent lnmps (Ref. 2). This effect can be recognized easily 
if adjacent spaces, lighted by standard fluorescent on one side and by 
Prime-Color lamps on the other, are available for simultaneous inspection 
and testing . Some successful commercial installations will be described 
!Jelow. As' it was proven that a majority of users found that lower levels 
of illumi nance from tri~hosphor lamps produced comfortable working condi
t i ons, fewer lamps could be used, resultlnq in substantial savings in pow
e r consumption and airconditioning requirements. 

A look at the origin of these lamps may assi st in the comprehension 
of the phenomenon• During the 1960',; Dr. William Thornton, then Senior 
s ci entist for Westinqhouse Lamp Division, studied the possibility of crea
t i ng a lamp that wouid concentrate 1 ts spectral output in those wave- · 
leng ths to which the visual system is most sensitive. 'According to estab
li s hed theory and found correct by physical testinq, peaks of visual sen
s iti vity to stimuli of radiation occur near wavelengths of 450 , 540 and 
610 nm (nDnometers). The entire CIE Chromaticity System is based on color 
mi xture functions that peak near these wavelengths (Fig. 1). Individual 
differences aonongst humans humans are overcome by agreeinq on a " stnndard 
obs erver (Ref, 4). By 1966 Dr. William Thornton had combined rare earth 
phosphors that produced a light from fluorescent lamps whose spectral out-

put vas concentrated near l;heso vavolong,ths (Fig. 2). The white liqht from 
thuso lnmps rosultod in a color appeilranco that had never been encountornd 
botore1 Colors ~n an expanded oamut vera shifted toward more pleasing DOOR, 
gr~ater s nturat1on and smaller color differences appeared to be recognized . 
"Visu~l Clarity" vas so much enhanced that a completely blind atudy, con
ducted in an of!ice buildinq (Rat. 9) led management to lover the light 
~ OVP.l and so save lnrqe amounts in energy costs. In another of f ice buil
ding (Ref. 10) several offices vera rewired so that the occupants could 
swi tch on either two or · four lamps in each fixt~re. In the areas lnmpod 
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vi th Standard Cool Whi ta lamps, Cour lamps ·per fixture vera lighted 
Most o! the time1 in the areas lamped with Dr. Thornton's Prime Color 
lamps of equal color temperature, two lamps were lighted mpst of tho time. 
In tho tl.me when the pure Prima Color lamps vero made, a major retail 
chain (llef, 11) ro-lamped most of their stores and achieved energy savings 
of $10 million and a sharp reduction in the return of. merchandise because 
of color problems, estimated to cost $50 million annually. 

Unfortunately, Dr. Thornton's phosphor formulation vas changed by 
Westinghouse and by others to compete in the "lumen market", This degra
ded the color rendering and good-seeing characteristics of the lamps. This 
thrust to increase lu.an output, following the "Luminoua Efficiance" curve 
v~ (Fi!l• 1) disregards the new and proven findings explained hare. By nov 
many manufacturers make •tri-phosphor" lamps, nona as. good in coloration 
or good-seeing capabilities as the original. CUrrant ·efforts by the in
ventor may eventually l .aad to rane-d production. 

Let me taka you back once mora to the time vhen the first Prime
Color lamps came on the marketo A major financial institution (Ref, 8) had 
asked their li9htin9 consultant to study how they could reduce their cost 
of electricity used in all of their buildings. At that time the consultant 
hoard Dr. Thornton present a paper on hie invention. It did not take 
longer that a personal experience of the visual effect created by .the nev 
lamps at the Westinghouse Lab to SU!I!Iest a trial installation to his 
client. It resulted in the ra-li9htin!l of a 22-atory building and a sav
ing of 50% of electricity, Above all, it resulted in better seeing con~i
tions and vall pleased .. ployes. 

It has always bean firmly believed tha.t Color (partially reflected 
light from objects or scena)(Ref, 3) aids greatly in the sensory process 
of vision-perception-comprehension. We have nov ample proof that enhanced 
appearance improves the visual process and this, in turn, behavioral res
ponse and performance. 
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Fig. 1: The Luminous Efficiency 
Curve (dashed line) is the basis 
for the definition of Lumen 
(or Lux) as measurement for the 
intensity of light emitted, and 
the foot candle (or candela per 
sqmeter) for light received on 
a surface. The solid line repre 
sents the numan visual response 
system in three distinct pesks 
of wavelengths. 

400 
Violet 

500 600~ 
Blue Green Orange Red 

Fig. 2: Schematic radiation output 
of aprime color lamp. 

R 

Fig. 3: The Munsell Color Solid 
with one quarter removed to 
show section at 5Y. 
Illuminant "C". 

Fig. 4: Schematic of Munsell Color 
Solid as it may appear in Prime 
Color Illumination. Projected plan 
view shows increased gamut, 
especially in Red and Green. 

~Fig. 5: Comparative Color Gamut in 
.... ' Warm white fluorescent and Prime 

\ ....... • .- ~ Color of the same Kelvin rating 

32L--------------B------------------------~~~;t~1a~~a~~ 1960 u, v Chromati-

20 u 30 
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IIIPRDVEIIENTS IN THE SOURCE CONFORIIANCE FACTOR AND ADJUSTIIENT · IIETHOD IN 
FLUORESCENT COLORIIIETRY 

SQURCE CQNFQRNANCE f&CIQI 

It ia i1portaat iD tht colori1etrJ of fluoreactat objects to deter
Diu Ut aoarct coafonnct factor'' (SCF), wbicb repnauta the citlrtt 
of approzintiOD bthttD tbt CIE atnclarcl illuiDut o .. ucl u iDitru
ltDt Iicht aoarct. Tbt root-••••·•q~art error•• (RIISE) tor tbt spectral 
power diatribatioa or tbt 1tta1tria1 iadez•• (Ill) baa beta aatcl tor thia 
PllrPOII. 

Ia tbia report, two kiacla of fl~ortaceat error iadicta are adopted as 
the SCF. ThtJ art tbt ~ltraYioltt raace fluoreaceat error iadtl (FuY) 
aDd tht Yiaiblt raDII flliOrtiCIDt error iDdtl (FYia), cltfiDtci bJ 

Fn=l:AE,/3 FYia=l:AE./6 
I • I ... 

vbert A E, (i•l-9) art tbt CIELAB color ditftnncu dtrhtd tr01 the 
D •• spectral power diatributioa aad tht spectral total radiance factors 
for 9 fluorucut hat colora (Hc.1) . ~ndtr D.. aad tht iDatruunt 
ao~rce. 

Table 1 sbowa the correlation factors between F, RIISE and Ill for 13 
D •• si111lators, which are illniDnt C, 2 achallJ nanred dnlichts, 
3 filtered ItDOD la1p1, 2 filtered iacaadtactat l&IPI aacl 5 tluoreacent 
lalp$. The correlatioa factora betweea F aad RIISE are law, ao the con
Yeatloaal RIISE Yll~•• art iaapproprlatt to represent tht decree of 
approzi•ation between the fluoreaceat colori•atric Yalllel under illuli
aaat D •• aad the Yaluu uadtr aD lutruunt source. 

AQJUSIKEKT KEIHQQ 

There exists aa adjastltDt ••thad, proposed bJ P.Blaist aad rt
ezaliDed bJ F.W.Bill•tJtr,Jr. and T.Chta••, bJ which it is possible to 
predict the spectral total radiance factor (STRF) ,8, . a( A.) RDdtr illu
•lnant D ••· utllizlnc oniJ an lnstruunt Iicht source S .(A.), differ
inc extruely fro• illulnant On SaO.). The STRF Pt . o(.t) is 
derived f ro• 
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I a oT ,(A.)p,,,(A.) ' 

p, , o(A)='"' 

I • I 

where a • (i•O-n) are coefficints, n is the nUibtr of filttra, T o(A) 

are the spectral tranuittance ulues for the filters. and p, , ,(l) 

repruent STRF valuu ltasured under sourc"' T o(A )S .(A). The 
T o(A) annotation UIDS DO filter, anelJ T o(A )"' 1 

The prediction accuracJ of P, . o( A) bJ this adjust111t uthod 
dtpnds on the kild of filter ud coefficients a,, 

BillltJtr and Chan•• used filters and a 1enon la1p with •• 
intecratinc-sphere and deter•ined a , which 1ini1izes the RNSE for 
S o(A) and I a, T o(A )S .(A) our the ucihtion vanlencth ranee. 
Their result• vert color difference• of 2.88 to 4. 85 CIELAI units with 3 
filters, and 0.66 to 1.88 CIELAB unit• with 7 filters, •• ahowa in 
Table 2. 

In order to •ini•izt the fluorescent error inde1, the coefficients 
a' cu be obtaiud fro. the follovinc equation 

A,. ( T •' T ·>-IT •' T I-

a" J t, 

T ··I I. 

where A= [a • 
To=[Too Tot 

Tto=!Xoo Yoo Z ool: tristi.ulul nluu (TV.) for So, 

T11= IX .. Y .. Zod: TVa for J'th test color under S '· 

T.= IT., Tx, T •• J, T•o= IT"" Tx o• T ""l'. 
T •'" = [X • 11 Y • 11 Z • "I: TVs for T , S •. 
T.,,= [X.,, y .. , z.,.J: tv• tor J'th tut color uader T .s •. 

for i•O-n filter's and J•l-9 fluorucent tut colora. 
The author•' sesults w~re color differences of 0. 11 to O. t5 CIELABto 

unita with 3 filters and an iacandescent la1p, at Fu••O.IS aad FYis•O.l7 
fluoreacent error indices, 11 shown in Table . 2. The present resalts bJ 
1inidz1Dc Fn and Fth 1111 to ~· nperior to tbe .results reported bJ 
Bill•eJer and Chen bJ 1ini1izinc RNSE. 

It is concluded that the fluorescent error index concept is effecti•• 
for the colorilttrJ of fluorescent obJects . A coe1ittee in the Color 
Science Association of Japan drafted a Japanese Industrial Standard 
"Methods of Neasare1ent for Colour of Fluorescent Objects" in 1987-1988. 

In this draft, tbe adjust1ent 1ethod and the aQthors' f1uorescent error 
indices Fu• and FYis haYt been ado~ttd. 
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Fic.1 Spectral total radiance 
factors for 9 fluorescent 
test colors used for 
fluorescent error index 
under illuillant D •• 

Table 1 Correlation factors 
between F, RMSE and Ml 

D:: 
0 
..... 2 
u 
a: 
!... 

w 
u z 
a: ..... 
Q 
a: 
D:: 

0 

FUY 

Fvis 

400 500 600 700 
HAVELENGTH (nm) 

RMSE Mluv Mlvis 

0.47 0. 88 0. 2 2 

0. 29 0.38 0. 91 

Table 2 CIELAB color differences bJ the adjustaent tetbod 

lnstrunnt Iicht source Filter Fluorescent suples 
Method tor dttenininc a , n Crean Yellow Ora nee Red 

Until tared xenon lup DO 6.95 13 . 15 20.76 -
with iutecratinc-sphere 3 3. 72 4. 85 2. 88 -

Miuitizinc RHSE 7 0. 66 1. 88 1. 22 -

lncanduc~nt !up DO 16. 17 18.54 3 6. 10 31. 67 
MiD hi zinc Fuv and Fvis 3 0. 11 0. 11 0. 43 0. 55 
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A SCIENTIFIC MEASURING DEVICE FOR TOOTH COLOUR -
AN ACCURATE SHADE DETERMINATION FOR DENTISTS 

Accurate shade •etching has always been a proble• for Dentists 
seeking perfection in Aesthetic Dentistry. 
B. Bruce Clark identified this proble• in 1931. Fifty-six years 
later we still have no real solution. In 1973 Sproull proved the 
insufficiency of shade guides with his spectrophotometric 
studies. Today wel still use the aa•e shade guides . Muia (1982) 
in his Four Di•ensional Tooth Colour system constructe a 
Customized Tooth Colour Guide. Leon (1982) described his 
"What-Where-Porcelain" formula to i•prove results and Riley 
(1986) used his "apples to apples" compariaon by actually 
fabricating a shade guide tooth using organic liquid binders 
•ixed with porcelain powder. Unfortunately no i•proved results 
were shown using the •ethods. 
In 1983 O'Brien et al. used a fibre optic probe to directly 
•easure the shade of teeth in ter•s of the three pri•ary 
colours. They ca•e to the conclusion that experienced hu•an 
observers perceived colours •ore accurately. Jack D. Preston 
(1985) suggested a unit for •easuring tooth colour intra-orally 
that e•ploys a reflectance spectrophoto•eter, a •icroprocessor 
and a fibre optic linked probe. 
The author agreed with J.D. Preston that colour •etching is now 
elevated to the level of a true science and the further progress 
seems justified. He is convinced that the orrly solution lies in 
developing an improved •easuring device for tooth colour. This 
electronic device will not be influenced by individual artistic 
ability, perception of colour, a good technician or any special 
lighting or other effects i~ the Dental Surgery. Dentists will 
now be able to •atch shades quickly effectively and with 
confidence using this simple portable clinical tool. 
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Tarow INDOII 
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School of Social Sciences 
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Irvine, CA. U.S.A. 9Z717 

GLOBAL STRUCTURE AND CHROMATIC RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF MUNSELL COLOR 
SPACE 

Through a series of lpplications of •ultidt•enslonal scaling 
(MDS), it has beco•e clear that Munsell color syste• can be fairly 
well ••bedded In a 3-D Euclidean space. As illustrated In I of 
Fig.1, the consistency of result of MDS is tested by the 
pro port I on a 1 tty between d ik• ( 111an s over q_bservers of as sassed 
differences between color! j and k) and ~ik (corresponding 
inter-point distances In the configuration {Pj} constructed). As 
shown in II, one •ore set of data was used in •Y recent studies: 
individual values of fat(j), principal hue co•ponents a in a color 
j assessed by an indtvldual I. The results, {Pi} and {fa(}.• 
bundles of lndtvldual hue et vectors, were presented befo.re (1). Main 
findings relevant to this presentation are as follows. 

1. Colors denoted as 58 are not real blue for observers Including 
both Caucasian and Japanese. Other SH's are In good agree•ent with 
respective hue vectors. 

Z. Individual differences of hue vectors are considerably larger in 
Y and P (when Included) than In R, G, and B. It ts understandable. 
Because there are no cones for Y and P, activities of two channels 
from the retina have to be co•btned for these hues and individual 
differences in the respective channels will be supert.posed. 

3. Purple P is not indispensable. When It is excluded, however, 
the &-bundle is shifted slightly toward R and individual differences 
in ~ and B beco•e larger. 

4. Intervals between adjacent equl-chro•a contours tend to shrink 
at higher levels of C. The tendency beco•es less conspicuous when 
{Pi} is embedded in an eliptic space than in a Euclidean space. 
Thl difference, however, may not justify introducing an additional 
parameter, curvature, ind complication in directly defining 
inter-point distances oik fro• the figure. 

5. Unfilled circles in Fig.Z indicate {Pd} projected to CIE (u*, 
v*) plane of VS. Munsell color spacing an its prediction fro• 
Hunter-Pointer •odel (Z) are given by curves and dots resp•ctively. 

Fig ·1color ditterencee pointa in R• 
9eoaetry 

inter-point diatancea 

1 aatdx KDS 

(djll·) --- {•j} 
'------ proportional 

II 

coaponent 
aatrix 

0 1 

/"1-+--lar;(~f"' 
Ltin teraa v 

bundle• of coordinate• 
1nd1v idual ot p on t 

principal hue vectora 1 •1 
I • 1-5 R• {.(R, y ,G,I,P) 

(R,Y,I,I) 
pover function ------J 
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In order to define chromatic resoonse functions more systematically 
than In (1), a new set of (~01 (J)) were obtained In 1987 with 
collaboration of Ogawana for larger number of Munsell colors. 
He_reftfter .. ans over 5 observers, ~0.(j), N, (j), and L, (j), and 

ea.(H V/c) 

1- N.(Hv/cl 
are dealt f1th. 

6. L.(H /c), the lightness of achro•atlc portion N, are 
linear functions of Y with the sa•e slope for Hand C, Intercepts of 
which c~ange slightly according to H. As a •attar of course, 
1-N,{H /c), the size of chro•atlc portion, Increases as a · 
function of c. but Its pattern depends heavily upon H and Y. 

7. Best estl•atlons of ha(H)-curves are ghen In F1g.3, which ny 
be called chro•atlc response fynctlons for surface colors. Host 
lnter•edlate hues such as SYR consist of the sa•e a•ount of the two 
co•ponents. The facts stated In 1 and 3 are conflr•ed again . The 
peak of h8 Is shifted toward P and, when P Is not Included, hp 
splits equally Into hR and h8. 

8. It Is an l•portantyquest!on to ask whether ha(H) are functions 
of H only and all ~0 (H /c) are obtainable fro• these through 
•ultlpllcatlon by constants which correspond toY and C but are 
Independent of H. This logic Is l•pllclt when the curves were 
originally obtained by Hurvlch and Ja•eson for aperture colors 
through the cancellation method. As shown by exa•ples given In Flg.4, 
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the behavior of ha(H V/cl is very complicated . . 
9 . Following problems will be discussed . a. What is the best way 

to estimate ( 0 for any g~ven color from the h0 (H)-curves. b. 
Comparison between h0 (H /cl and the corresponding values which 
are calculated by the use of (x, y, Y) of Munsell colors from the 
table of chromatic response functions for aperture colors given by 
Werner & Wooten (3) . c. How d1k is related to differences between 
j and k in the two components 1nvolved , o and p . d. Why Pj is 
located in a given position in the configuration {Pjl · 

(I) Hondial Coyleyr 85, I, Vision 19, and AIC Hid - term 87 in 
Florence . 

(2) Wll Research & Aoplication, 1982, 7, p.95 and 1985, 10, p . l65. 
(3) Perceotion & psychophys~. 1979, 25, p.371 . 
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DONG, Tai~Huo• ;A;. .. (Prof .. aor in phyaiologio optics) 

JIN, Wen-Yingt -'t It (Doctoress in phyaiologio optics) 

Optical lnstru~~~enta Department 
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Hangzhou, Zhejiang }1001} 
P.R.China 

THE DI OOOVERIES OF COLOR SPU:IFICATION, COLOR BLINifiESS AND 

OProNmT THIDRT OF COLOR VISION IN ANCimT CHINESE LITERATURE 

INTRODUCTION (as abstract) 1 Due to the difference of written language and character, 
the achitveHnte of color ecienoe in ancient China are rarel:r known by wrld .cience 
society. As a remedy, thie paper describe• the diecoveriee of color specification, 
color blindness and opponent theory of color vision from extenaive truetvarty ancient 
Chinese claeaical literature ae an evidence to substantiate the history of color 
science. The actual year of these diecoveriee all vere earlier than the European 
discovered. 

1. FIVE-COLOR (CHROMATIC & ACHROMATIC) SPU:IFICATION 

In the early of 19th century, ThoiD&s Young had contributed auch to the development 
of trichroiD&tic theory, his red-yellow-blue system vas propoeed in 1802 initially. 
After several IDOditicatione, Young' • original system vas uended into the well known 
red-green-blue systea and n&IDBd by Youn8'"Hellllholtz in 1866.1 

In ancient China, earlier than 7th century BC, a FIVE-COLOR specification consisted 
of chromatic blue-red-;rellov and achroiD&tic vhite-black vas foriDBd and generally reco8'" 
nized. Ita chroiD&tio part (blue-rad-yellov) vas just ae .... ae Young's propoaal-1802. 

The ancient Chinese FIVE-COLOR specification was baaed on the philosophical concept
metaphysics and the FIVE-ELEMENT theory, without eoientifio meaning. Their correspon
ding syabolhatione vere: 

FIVE-LOCALITY (metaphy.) 

East 
South 
Centre 
West 
North 

FIVE-ELEM.DiT theory 

Wood (Tree) 
Fire 
Earth 
Metal 
Water 

JI'IVE-COLOR epecitication 

Blue 
Red 
Tellov 
White 
Black 

Ae ve knov, Greek echolar Empedocles (492-431 BC) had declared that "the colors vere 
a mixture of the four elements and distinguished vith refe~ce to the four elements 
four priiD&ry colours: vhite, black, red, ;yellowish-green." The Greek four eleiDBnh 
-- fire, vater, earth and air, they vere very similar to the Chinese one,· though they 
vere independently! 

Confucius ('II.'Jo, 551-479 BC), a IDOst great scholar in politics, education and thought, 
ae vell as the founder of Confucianism in ancient China, had written and edited a lot 
of f&IDOua classic books of Chinese history and eooial system• since remote antiquity 
to hh ovn era. The authors choice some representative short par&81'&phs about FIVE
COLOR and its definition from Confucius's books as: 

(1) In Vol.5 (annals 21-16th century BC) of THE HISTORY OF REMOTE ANTIQUITY (r.H!, 
Shangehu)3:1!Hi*~ '\6iYI.L-@, fli)JU. Translation: "Uaing five colors make five types of 
clothing to grade the officers' rank. " Original annotation 1 "The specified f1 ve colors 
are blue, red, yellow, vhite, and black." 

(2) In Vol.29 (The Adommental System of Kingdom,3ii/iYuzao) of THE BOO!r OF RITES 
{*LiCLiU)4::«iE~.:ar•l~. Tmnelation:"Coah vith primary colore, trousers vith mixed 
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colora. 11 Original annotation&''Five primacy colore are blue, red, yellow, lthite and 
black, Five mixed colore are& blue mixed yellow is green, red mixed lthite is pink, 
white mixed blue is cyan, black mixed red ia purple and yellow mixed black ia dark 
yellow." Taking a circumstantial evidence for primary and mixed colors, that great 
ancient Chinese strategiat Sun Zi ('JIH", about 4th centuey BC) had eaid&"{S;;f:l:;Hi, D:{S 
.Z~;f':AJr£711!-t!!o Tranelation&"Colore five only, the varietiea froa five colora are •••I 
(~)In Vol.'i (Annale 711-710 BC) of THE SPIIING & AUTUMN AHHALS (•tt -Chunqiu)51 

neJta, IIIUUIJ~. Translation& "Dhplaying the object by FIVE-COLOR epeoitied~ Original 
annotation I "FIVE-COLOR are blue, red, yellow, lthite and blaok reapeotively." 

(d) The authors have counted the Chinese characters of color that were used in the 
total 305 poems of the tncient Chinese first poetey anthology THE BOO]( OP s:>HGS ( l\"t':! 
Shi ling{ 1, 100-500? Bc)b lthich waa edited by Confucius. 96 Chinese oharaoten of eix 

and their synonyms) are appeared, Their frequenciea are1 lthite 33, yellow 23, 
blue 15, red 12, green 10, and black .5. It h interestful that the appeared character• 
were veey closely to the general reoosnhed fiVE-COLOR apecifioation at that tillS. 

2, COLOR VISION & COLOR BLIIIDHESS 

On color vision and color blindneea, Profesaor Fletcher R had wonderly written71 
Plato (429-347 BC) was probably one of the earlier apeoulatora on colour viaion •••••• 
It 1a unlikely that colour blindnaae was reoosnhed by the ancient and ~~ediaeval 
writers on optics and vision sinoe colour aa a specific attribute of viaion was not 
dhcuuad ...... J>ven the great optical writers of the seventeenth oantuey, Kepler, 
Gassendi, Huygene, and Newton made no reference to abnormal colour viaion. The first 
publiehed 1t0rk on 'Colour Blindness' was probably by Tuberville (1684) involving a 
young girl from Banbuey, Thia was probably an acquired colour disturbance, vision 
being confined to black and White. 

Faulty color vision obviously ia not only as a result of a gene mutation, but alae 
by the acquired pathogenic factors, because a perfect eyesight involving the color 
vision ia a health person's natural capability. Due to the raaaon of color vision ia 
a psychologic perception and color blindness ia a feelingleee ayndrome, therefore, it 
may be diasnoaed out only by apecial inspection. 

In ancient China, both color vision and color blindness were discovered earlier than 
in Europe, according to the following evidencee1 

( 1) On the pathology of eyesight and color vi don, the claellical traditional Chinese 
medical textbook THE YELLOW El'IPEROR' S CAROM OF INTERNAL MEDICINE ( :flt'lifi;I;J~ Huangdi 
Neijing, sllllllll&ried from 722-221 BC)8 :nf"'tlil'fl!l, .8HilJIIJI!Jtillf:Ui@.~. Tranelation&''l'he 
liver supplies energy to the eres, if the liver energy is running orderly, one could 
discriminate the five (various) colors. 11 

( 2) On the philosophic concept of eresight & color vision, the ancient Chinese 
thinker Wang Fu-Zhi (::E~Z, 1619-1692) in hie book THE IHTHODUCTION OF THE HISTORY OF 
REl'IOTE ANTIQUITY (IIHI~I~, Sbangphu Yinyi)9 writing: dii!Ufte, ei:ULA. --~"T'"-'Ifneo 
iliMZ.*AA~"'· Translation: "Ualng eyea to discriminate the colore lthich will be 
appearing five •••••• Naturally there are five colora, oolor diacriainatera all are 
seeing aame hue." 

(3) On the ophthalmology, the ancient Chinese ophthalmologht Wang Ken-Tang ( 3':#:1, 
1549-161 3) first time detailly described the syndrome of color blindnssa whose ancient 
Chinese te:r111 was "see red like white" ( ~11/;~a, 11an-chi-ru-bai) in hie book STAJIDARD 
OF DIAGNOSIS AHD TREA'n'!Dl'r OF SIX. CATEX:ORIES OF DISEASES ( :td'4iiEtftl!UI, w •'k• 7bengm! 
Zhensheng, completed in 1602) 10• 11 writing: ~in!!i...., 'fll*!Stl!..l!il...,1t.:t.ff.!i~llt 'I!'!!:! 'I'. 't@.'!'f'O, 
lli(~J:i!ll:t:' llj(~. ~Iii ~!klii.&-1!. il~mllll~tt.lal~ . iltl'~llt1l:.tlU.tta~~· ...... • Translation: "l'he 
viewed objective color is not aa ita original one. Due to individual condition, aomeone 
see a aun like an ice-wheel, someone aeea flame like white, or aomeone eeee white like 
red or green, or see a yellow like blue or green." 

Summary& From any point of view, the discoveries of color vision and color blindneea 
in China were earlier than in Europe. 
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3. THE OPPOimiT TIIIDRT OF COLOR VISION (AND AFTER-DIAGE) 

After a long time diaputing about the mechanism of color vision and by the .. diation 
of zona theory, the opponent theory waa reoosnized generally in 1970s. 

Opponent theory of color v.ision waa initially propoaed by Hering, E. in 1878.1 2, 13 

In 1773, Chinese acholar Bo Ming (1730?-1789?) completed hie book THE ESSAY OF WEST 
READING-ROC»! (fflP)l 1 iTiiii':ifill", Bo Minga Xizhai Oude), a aeotion entitled JI'I~OLOR (Ii~ 
WUse) wae included, which expreaeed the phenomena and theoriea of both opponent and 
e:rt'er-image . It h a meaningful ·sciential writing in extensive ancient lit,rature. Bo'e 
book waa publiehed formally in 1800. 

In the FIVE-COLOR aection, Bo wrote the opponent theory of color vision briefly. This 
writing and ita related part after-image vera the only literature of these topics in 
writing fortrt eince ancient China, eo that it vas valuable to all later aoienthte in 
hhtory of science. The firat part of this section vas: 13,14 

"li~ll!l!I:Z.l1l,l<.lll!.!iiliitll!i<,~S z.!:;l\,*Z..!;!J,~Z..!;~, J)~ltfUJI3~Z.~ • Mi!i!il'J 

U.i!i!.~~lJU.~.lll~iliiflil&!l:.~ ... 
Tranalation: ''The reaeon of inter-sensing betveen five colora, is baaed on the comple
ment of each other and alec on the opposition of each other, as well as the by-color 
will be grown, euch as white oppoeitea black, red opposites green, and yellow oppoaitee 
blue, and vioe versa, they are natural pairs in the universe. If viewing dense, both 
will be denae1 if viewing pale, both will be pale I if mixing, mixed color will be 
formed. 

To verify the sound reasoning of his opponent color vi sion, Bo proposed a consequent 
psycho-physiologic phenomenon of after-image in the second part of the sect i on : 

"~~IHl'fS,?.;Ul~;'tJSJfillt, M'lH13ilii.ii<,lU.!, ttlU'l'il!UI, f:E1U'lli<ilUl, flliliilll 
~, et4lxlltzm mil<." 

Translation: "'f sighting to white, after a long time the sight will be disturbed by 
white and reversed into black halo when eye is moved to other place, sighting to red 
will be reversed into green halo, and yellow into blue, and vice versa, More long 
sighting, more de!inited reversible will be. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Add to the above mentioned discoveries, ancient Chinese scholars also did initially 
discovering research topics vi th valuable achievements in color science, 15 such a sa 
light source and eight in 1st century AD; color temperature in 2nd o.AD; color of 
natural rainbow in 7th c.AD and of antificial rainbow in 13th c,ADI and the dispersion 
of dew droplet and of sun in 12th c.AD,(the diapereion of suo by Newton vas in 1666 AD) 

Baeically, moat of diecoveriee and investigations in ancient .China were in the field 
of inferring or analogio humanities, therefore, they were the preludee of further 
experimental or analytic natural science, thus their contribution and influence to the 
world were not as great as the four-invention (paper, printing technology, compass and 
gun powder) by ancient China, but they could fulfil the early history of color sciomce. 
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BRIGHTNESS PERCEPTION OF CHROMA TIC OBJECT COLORS 

1. INrRODUCfiON 
It is well-known that brightness perception is different between two object colors, 

one is achromatic and the other chromatic, even though they have the same CIE Y 
value (the Helrnholtz-Kohlrausch or the brightness-luminance ratio effectl). All the 
researchers on this phenomenon suspect that the brightness of chromatic color 
consists of its achromatic-brightness perception related to Y value and a 
contribution of its chromatic component to the brightness. However, the problem is 
complicated, because the contribution of chromatic component is different for 
different hues. The Munsell colors with the same Munsell Value and Chroma, but. 
with different Munsell Hues, do not give the same brightness. In the present study, 
an interesting hypothesis is proposed by Nayatani to overcome this difficulty. The 
hypothesis was well confirmed by using two kinds of experimental data. Further, 
based on these analyses, so called, the contour lines on B/L(brightness/luminance) 
ratio were derived. 

2. HYPOTIIESIS. 
A special feature of the Swedish Natural Color (NCS) System2 is a 

decomposition of total color perception of any object color into whiteness, 
blackness, and chromaticness. Then, its hue perception is determined by the 
proportion of its two neighboring unique hues existing in the chromaticness. The 
former three attributes whiteness, blackness, and chromaticness are quantitative 
perceptions related to intensity. The latter hue attribute does not imply any concept 
of intensity, but is a qualitative perception. The perceived brightness of a chromatic 
object color under study is considered an integrated attribute of intensity, which 
consists of achromatic and chromatic intensity component; such as, NCS 
whiteness, blackness, and chromaticness. These discussions may derive the 
hypothesis below. 

Hypothesis: When two chromatic object colors with different hues have the same 
values for each of three attributes whiteness, blackness, and chromaticness; the 
two colors have the same perceived brightness including chromatic-component 
contribution irrespective of their hues. 

3. EXPERIMENT 
(I) Experimental Test of the Hypothesis using NCS Color Atlas. The experiment 

was done by a method of heterochromatic brightness matching between an 
achromatic scale and each of all the samples on four constant hue planes with 
YlOR, RlOB, BlOG, and GlOY in the NCS Color Atlas3. The data were given by 
the Munsell Values Vn of the corresponding samples on the achromatic scale. The 
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corresponding achromatic sample with Vn means that it matches in brightness with 
the NCS sample compared. The experimental conditions used are as follows: 
Illumination, fluorescent lamps with 6500k and with Ra=95; illuminance 1000 lux; 
two male observers YU(21years) and J-IK(22years); a white background of 
Munsell Value 9/; three repetitions on different days for each observer and for all 
the samples. 

The range of three repetitions by observer YU ~d HK is shown in Fig. I to each 
of NCS blackness (s) 10 and 50 and of NCS chromaticness (Cr) 10 to 80 for the 
four NCS hues used. The abscissa shows the NCS chromaticness Cr, and the 
ordinate shows the Munsell Value Vn of the achromatic sample assessed at 
brightness match. By inspecting Fig.l, it is confirmed that the differences of the 
observed data between the four hues are not significant, even if they exist, at each 
s value. Similar results were observed for other s values. We conclude that these 
results may confirm the effectiveness of the hypothesis. 
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Fig.l Experimental results on Vn and Cr for four hues, s=lO and 50, and 

observers YU and HK. 

(2) Test of the Hypothesis using Chromatic-Tile Experiment. Wyszecki reported 
the brightness-matching experiment by using 43 chromatic tiles and 76 observers4. 
The data are summarized by the colorimetric values x, y, y' of each chromatic tile 
under illuminant C and by the average Yn value of its corresponding achromatic 
tileS. The chromatic tile and the corresponding achromatic one are at match in 
brightness. By using the nonlinear color appearance model6 by the present authors, 
the chroma C and the whiteness-blackness response on chromatic color Qc were 
derived from the colorimetric values of chromatic tiles . The quantities . C and Qc 
have the concepts similar to NCS Cr and s, respectively, and are independent of 
hue perception. The values of achromatic whiteness-blackness response Qn are 
derived from the Yn values of achromatic tiles again by using the model. Based on 
the values of C , Qc , and Qn , the following predicting equation was estimated 
with a correlation coefficient 0.904. 

Qn = 11.02 + 0.2178Qc + 0.1262C 
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Again the effectiveness of the hypothesis is confirmed, because the above 
prediction equation gives a good estimation irrespective of sample hue. 

4. CONTOURLINESONB/LRATIO 
Based on each of the analyzed results on the two experiments, contour lines on 

brightness/luminance ratio were derived for various Munsell chromatic colors with 
Munsell Value 5/. The two kinds of contour lines derived are quite similar in shape 
and also similar to those already reportedS.7. Figure 2 shows one of the contour 
lines based on the first experiment using the NCS color atlas. 

0.5 

X 

Fig.2 Contour lines of constant B/L ratio for Munsell samples with S/ based on 
the experiment using the NCS samples. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
A simple hypothesis was proposed for predicting the brightness of chromatic 

object colors. Its effectiveness was examined and confirmed by analyzing the two 
kinds of experimental data, and by deriving their contour lines of B/L ratio. The 
present study will give a basis for solving the complex and basic problem of the 
brightness of chromatic object colors. 
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ON111E TOTAL NUMBER OF DISCRIMJNABLE VDU COLOURS 

In the last few years, colour video display systems with the possibility to 
simultaneously display 256 out of 4096 "technical colours", i.e. digital R, G, 
and B values, have come into use. 
The most recent colour VDUs are even more advanced as they technically 
allow about 16 million different digital R, G, B combinations to be used. For 
interactive colour selection, on most systems such a mass of data is not "user-· 
friendly". Moreover, lots of the different RGB-combinations are not even 
discriminable. The theoretical limit for the total number of discriminable 
colours has been estimated to about 7 million by Chapanis (1965). 

To estimate the total number of discriminable VDU colours, we have 
displayed the colours of 4096 digital RGB combinations in two perceptually 
based colours spaces: the CIELUV and NCS spaces. For a colour computer 
system that has the facility to display 256 • 256 • 256 different digital levels, we 
have spectrophotometrically measured the CIE 1931 X,Y,Z tristimulus values 
for each electronic gun (the red (R), the green (G), and the blue (B)) at each of 
the 256 digital values. The differences between these digital levels have been 
evaluated with respect to the CIELUV metric. The colour differences between 
many of the different digital levels are not discriminable. This implies that the 
figure 16 million "colours" is a figure empty of meaning in terms of colour 
appearance. 

In developing a colour atlas for graphical displays (Derefeldt & Hedin, 
1987),we realized that many of the 4096 digital RGB combinations possible to 
display with our colour VDU would have the same colour coordinates when 
transformed to perceptually based colour spaces such as the CIELUV 
(Derefeldt & Hedin, in press) and NCS (Derefeldt, Hedin & Sahlin, 1987) 
spaces. Thus 4096 digital RGB combinations did not correspond to 4096 
different colours. In the last few years, colour video display systems with the 
possibility to simultaneously display 256 out of 16.7 million digital RGB 
combinations have come into use. As the theoretical limit for the total number 
of discriminable colours has been estimated to be about 7 million by Chapanis 
(1965), the figure 16 million seems very high. In this paper we have tried to 
find out the real number of discriminable VDU colours for an advanced colour 
VDU. 
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The colour video display system 

The colour video display system, which is used to display the. colour stimuli, is 
a VAX 111750 with an image memory Raster Technologies, Inc. MogeJ.-etle/80. 
With the Raster it is possible to simultaneously display 256 out of 16.7 million 
R, G, B combinations. The resolution of the image memory is 1280 X 1024. The 
colour display monitor used is a Sony Trinitron, GDM-1901, (1280x 1024/60 HZ 
non-interlace, 19 inch visual size). Spectrophotometric measurements were 
made with a Photo Research, PR-713/PC, Extended Range, Spot Spectrascan. 

Method and Results 

The CIE 1931 X Y Z tristimulus values were measured for each digital level 
and each electronic gun as shown in Figure 1. The gamut of chromaticities of 
the colour VDU is shown in Figure 2. The three intersecting lines within the 
triangle represent change in chromaticity as a function of digital value. The 
point of intersection represents the lowest digital value. For each gun, the 
delta E*uv differences (CIE, 1986) between the colour stimuli of each digital 
value were calculated. In Figure 3, the delta E*uv differences are plotted for 
the red gun. As shown in Figure 3 for lower digital values the differences are 
very small. They seem so small that their perceptual relevance may be 
questioned. In addition to the spectrophotometric measurements a threshold 
experiment was performed, where the just noticeable differences between the 
colour stimuli of the different digital values were estimated. For the red gun 
the results are shown in Figure 4. For most levels a difference of at least two 
digital values is needed for colour discrimination. The question as to whether 
this applies to all parts of the colour space will be studied further. However 
these results clearly indicate that from the point of colour discrimination, 16 
million colours are not clearly discriminable on a VDU. 
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VISUAL CLARITY AND AFFECTION OF CONTRAST OF OBJECT COLORS UNDER THE LIGHT 
SOURCES WITH DIFFERENT COLOR-RENDERING PROPERTIES 

1.Introduction 
"Brightness sensation", or "visual clarity", of lighting environment is 

affected significantly by changing the color rendering property of its 
illumination. This effect has been studied by a number of researchers, 
e.g. Aston et al~>, Bellchamber et al~1, Kanaya et al~! and Fuchida et al~) 
However, the cause of this effect has not been thoroughly studied. Based 
on the careful inspection of the above studies , our experimental resultsn 
of brightness perception of object colors illuminated by each of high Ra 
lamps, and a related study by Tsuj imoto et al.6

/ we now understand 
"brightness sensation", or "visual clarity", as follows. 
(1) Bellchamber suggested that "visual clarity" used by Aston et al. means 
"clear distinction between the surfaces of various objects" under their 
illuminantsP 
(2) The change in "brightness sensation", or "visual clarity", of 
lighting environment by changing the color-rendering property of its 
illumination can be judged very easily and instantaneously. However, it 
takes a little more time for assessing the brightness perception of 
chromatic color by using an achromatic scale. 
(3) Apart from the above stream, Tsujimoto et al. studied an affection of 
contrast under illumination wi th each of various Ra values by using a 
number of two-color combinations, and found that the affection of contrast 
changed significantly by changing the color-rendering properties of the 
illumination. 
(4) By cosidering the above informations, the present authors now suspect 
that "brightness sensation", or "visual clarity" is different from 
"brightness perception" and considered the affection of contrast. 

The purpose of the present study is to confirm whether "brightness 
sensation", or "visual clarity", is closely related to the affection of 
contrast between colored objects under illumination. 

2. Prediction of Affection of Contrast under Illumination with Various Ra 
Values 

The change in affection of contrast caused by changing color-rendering 
property of the illumination was observed by using a number of two-color, 
four - color, and eight-color combinations. Finally, it was concluded that 
the change in affection of contrast could be estimated most effectively by 
using a four-color combination composed by red(5R4/12), yellow(SYS/10), 
green(S.SGS/8) and blue(4.5PB3.2/6). This four-color combination was used 
for the succeeding observation. 
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We used two lighting booths set side by side. The standard cool white 
fluorescent lamp (Ra=63,Tc=4100K) llo(as used for illuminating the left booth 
(the reference), and each of sevep kinds of lamps was set in the right 
booth. The same four-color combination was set in each of ,the two booths. 
By using the haploscopic matching technique, the illuminance of the test 
booth was adjusted untill the equality of affection of contrast was 
established between both the booths. The reference illuminance was kept at 
1000lx throughout this experiment. The observed illuminance ( Ea ) for 
equal affection of contrast under each lamp is determined. 

Then, the illuminance value for equal affection of contrast in the above 
experiment was predicted by using a gumut area (G) made by the component 
colors of the four-color combination under each of the seven test lamps. 
It was already studied by the present authors that the affection of · 
contrast can be estimated by using the measures similar to the gamut area~) 
The gamut area was derived by the following procedures. 
(1) Under each of the · reference and the test illumination, the component 
colors of the four-color combination were specified in a three-dimensional 
space consisting of brightness and colorfulness ( red-green and yellow
blue ) on the nonlinear appearance model~> 
(2) By considering the subjective importance of the red color 5R4/12 in 
the assessment on the affection of contrast, the gamut area in the space 
was determined by the area sum of the following two triangles ; one is 
consisting of 5R4/12, SYB/10, S.SGS/8, and the other of 5R4/12, 
4.5PB3.2/6, 5.5G5/8. 
(3) By changing the test illuminance and the corresponding gamut area, the 
test illuminance for equal affection of contrast is determined for 
equality of the gamut area between the reference and the test lamp. 

In Fig.l, the predicted illuminance (Ep) is compared with that observed 
(Ea) for each of the 7 test lamps. It is found that a good correlation 
exists between the predicted and the observed illuminance values. This may 
suggest that the "brightness sensation", or "visual clarity", of 
illumination is closely related to the affection of contrast on object 
colors under the illumination. 

3. Visual Clarity and Affection of Contrast 
The illuminance ( Eb ) of equal "brightness sensation", or "visual 

clarity", ~r~ summarized for each of twenty kinds of lamps used by various 
researchers. These illuminance values were compared with those predicted 
(Ep) by using the gamut area for equal affection of contrast to the 
corresponding lamps considered. Figure 2 shows the results. By inspectiong 
Fig.2, it is also found th~t the illuminance for equal "brightness 
sensation", or "visual clarity", well correlates to that for equal 
affection of contrast. 

In conclusion, the change in "brightness sensation", or "visual clarity", 
of lighting environment is caused by an affection of contrast between 
object colors under the illumination, and estimated effectively by 
assessing the affection using the four-color combination specially 
selected. 
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Visualizing Color Transformations 

Michael G. lamming, Warren l. Rhodes• and Maureen C Stone. 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, 
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August1988 

Recently interest has focussed on the problems of transferring image data prepared for one 
medium into data suitable for another medium. An important example of this general problem is 
transferring data representing monitor images to data representing a print of the same image in a 
manner that preserves appearance. Ana,lysis of the effects of any proposed color transformation is 
difficult The problem is exacerbated by the difficulty of visualizing the effect that a color 
transformation will have upon a 'COlor gamut Previous attempts to visualize the gamut have used 
two dimensional projections which are always unsatisfactory. One·fairly successful approach is to 
build a physical solid model. However it is difficult to determine where the outer limits of solid 

· models do not coincide. 

This paper and demonstration illustrates that computer generated animations of solid models is an 
effective tool for comparing color gamuts or observing important effects of transformations. Using 
this technique for ·example, a solid model of a monitor color gamut represented in an appropriate 
color space. for example L ·.a ·.b •• can be presented from a variety of strategic viewpoints. or flown 
around in the same manner as one might use a flight simulator to fly over a computer generated 
landscape. By locating two gamuts on the same set of axes, and rendering the surface of each in a 
transparent stained·glass·like material, important interpenetrations can be spotted easily. 

Animation need not be confined to simulated orbits of the solid models. The parameters of 
interesting color transformations can be changed smoothly to produce animations that reveal the 
focus, sensitivity or stability characteristics of a color transformation or even reveal software bugs! 
This tedmique often identifies problems that other representations miss. and the hardware and 
software that support this technique are becoming more widely available and moreover. relatively 
inexpensive. 

• Warren L. Rhodes addr= is: 
Chroma Tech Corporation. 1941 E. Braebum Rd. Altadena. CA 9LOOL 
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INFLUENCE OF COLOR -BACKGROUND IN THE DETERMINATION OF THE VISUAL REACTION TIME WITH 
DISPLAY-MONITORS. 

It is generally recognized that the establishment of color vision models is one 
of the main areas of interest in Color-Science. The existence of chromatic and 
achromatic channels has extensively been accepted (1-3). To obtain information of the 
color-vision-mechanisms , experimental techniques, such as hue-substitution or flicker 
photometry in measuring visual reaction time (VRT) and visual latency (VL), have been 
usually employed, (4-lO). i 

In this communication, the influence o.f the chromaticity of adapting-color
background on VRT have been evaluated at experimental situations near those of actual 
practical utility by using color-monitor-displays. The VRT to stimuli placed at 
different retinal zones (0.6 to 18° excentricity) for five color-adapt1ng backbrounds 
have been measured . This experimental condi tiona set allows us t.o Cvmvdre our results 
with those obtained by others authors (5,6,9) in order to evaluated the reliability of 
our experimental method and to extract charactistics of color-vision-mechanisms. 

The eltnerimental device consists essentially of an IBM PC-XT STD computer with 
a color RGB (mod 5153) monitor, that works as a tachistoscope by implementating an 
adequate program. This program allowed to control the temporal and spatial generation 
of the stimuli , also the direct measurement and evaluation of VRT. This parameter was 
measured by the computer-internal-clock (Timer 8253) with a preciseness of 840 ns. 
The computer also controlled the developement of each experimental sessions, that were 
never longer that 20 min. After a previous 4 min period to dark-adaptation the .obaer
ver was subjected to another 4 min period of adaptation to the chromaticity of the 
backgraound, afterwhich the measurements started. These consisted in the exposure to 
the observer of succesive dark stimuli (off-stimuli) after each he had to pulse a key 
in the computer keyboard, when he perceived it. The stimuli subs tended a visual field 
of 40' and were placed at different retinal zones (0.6 to 18° excentricity). Their 
sequence of presentations was · always at random, also the time between the presenta
tions of two consecutive stimuli (2 to 4 min). A red-fixation central point (40'x20') 
appeared during the whole experimental session. For a same stimulus (retinal zone 
and chromaticity background) a total of 100 measurements were performed. 

Figure 1 shows the background chromaticities in the 1931-CIE c2lor-driagram. The 
luminance level remained constant for all the backgrounds at 14 cd/m . 

Figure 2 shows the experimental results for observer PMC being the same in all 
essentials for all observers. It has been represented the VRT at different excentri
cities versus the dominant-wavelength of the adapting backgrounds studied. As it can 
be observed a general increase of the VRT for excentrici ties out of the foveal zone 
appears and it is reasonable to be proved by the photorreceptors distribution in the 
retina. This fact agrees with other author • a data ( 11-12) which confirms the reliabi
lity o fl our method. On the other hand , no-significative dependences of the VRT with 
the dominant-wavelength of the backgrounds have been found. This can be explained 
based on King-Smith and Carden's results that show how the achromatic channel of 
color-vision-mechanisms appears faster in the stimulus-detection than the chromatic 
ones, althoUgh their experiments were performed with chromatic stimuli and dark
backgrounds, t hus the inverse situation. In the same way our results would agree with 
those of Ueno et al and Bowen using a "hue-substitution" technique when they worked 
with near to dark-backgrounds. 
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Thus, we may reasonably conclude that our experiments put forward the existence 
of a predonimant achrOMatic channel involved in brief color stimuli detection under 
the experimental situation atudied by ue (off-stimulus and chronuatic backarounds) 
and usina • veraatil color-monitor display method. 
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IMAGE IDENTITY AS SEEN IN TWO- AND THREE-COLOR COKBIJIATIOIIS 
- Verification Using Image Simulation -

1. Aim 

The aim of this study has been to clarify the psy.chological 
background underlying two- and three-color combinations in 
terms of image theory and look into methods of u.sing colors for 
specific purposes. In continuation of studies presented at the 
1977, 1981, and 1985 meetings of the AIC, we intend on this 
occasion to investigate the equivalence of two- and three-color 
combinations in image space. 

2. Method 

(1) Samples 

i) Color systems used: A total of 130 colors, including 120 
ten-hue and twelve-tone chromatic colors and ten achromatic 
colors. These colors were input as data into a personal 
computer. 

ii) Three color combination database: 10 three-color • 
combination samples were created for each of 180 image terms • 
The resulting 1,800 color combinations were classified and 
distributed in the image space along the image axes warm/cool 
(W/C), . soft/hard (S/H), and clear/greyish (K/G). These 
classifications were input into a personal computer and used as a 
database. 

iii) Two color combination samples: 8,385 samples were 
obtained by combining each of 130 single colors with each of the 
remaining colors [(130 x 129)/2]. The resulting color 
combinations were classified in terms of their images over seven 
categories ranging from clear (K) to greyish (G), and the results 
were input into a personal computer. 

iv) The color image terms of 130 single colors were also input. 

(2) Research Method 

i) Basic research into the above-mentioned topic has been 
published in a paper entitled "The Aim and Method of Color Image 
Scale" in the journal "Color - Research and Application", Vol. 6, 
No. 2, summer 1981. Reference should be made to this article. 

ii) Development of methods of classifying image color combinations: 
Although a method exists for systematically classifying large 
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numbers of single .colors, there is no method available for 
classifying differences in color combinations in physical or 
physiological terms. We therefore attempted to classify the 
virtually infinite number of color combinations that exist (the 
population of color combinations) by applying a method based on 
cognitive science that involves classification according to the 
image associated with the combination. We first conducted a pattern 
classification with combinations of three colors employing a color 
image scale method based on three image axes: warm/cool (W/C), 
soft/hard (S/H), and clear/greyish (K/G). 

iii) Development of a color combination method employing personal 
computer: After creating software to generate the 8,385 two color 
combinations and displaying the combinations on the monitor screen, 
we attempted to classify the combinations according to image pattern 
for each of the image boxes mentioned below using a color printer. 

iv) From .image boxes to a color combination database: We created 
seven categories, W3, W2, Wl, WCO, Cl, C2, and C3, on the warm/cool 
axis. The scale values were 1.0 for categories W3 and C3 and 0.8 
for all the other categories. By dividing the soft/hard and 
clear/greyish axes using the same scale, we obtained 343 (7 x 7 x 
7) image boxes. 

W3 W2 Wl WCO Cl C2 C3 
w :F=======~--~~~ta-=-=~--tt---r-=~,,~------~:-======-91 c 

3 2 1 0 1 2 3 
Extremely Moderately Slightly Neutral Slightly Moderately Extremely 

1,800 three-color combinations were accumulated inside these image 
boxes, thus allowing reference according to image. 

v) Creation of a database for two color combinations (8,385 
samples): In brief, this involved the following operations: 
- Determining the image coordinates for two color combinations; 
- Distributing two color combinations among the individual image 
boxes; 
- Pattern classification of the images of two color combinations 
using 180 image terms. 

vi) Investigating the identity of two- and three-color 
combinations in specific image boxes using 180 image terms. 

3. Results 

(1) Panel display of image spaces divided into seven categories 
from K3 to G3: 130 single colors, 8,385 two color combinations, 
1,800 three-color combinations, and 180 image terms were 
displayed separately on an equivalent basis. Representative 
samples of the two- and three-color combinations were arranged 
in patterns on the panels on the basis of image, and the image 
terms were distributed according to the 16 image categories. 

(2) The following conclusions were reached through comparison of 
the panels-: 
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i) For categories K3 and K2, the tendancy toward warm/soft (W/S) 
is more pronounced in two-color combinations than in single 
colors, and more pronounced in three-color combinations than 
in two-color combinations. Patterns such as these are also 
evident in other panels. This means that three-color 
combinations can evoke images which cannot be produced by single 
colors and two-color comb·inations. 

ii) Separation and gradation effects are hard to obtain with two 
color combinations. Three color combinations thus make it 
possible to express image concepts inexpressible with two 
color combinations, such as clarity and delicacy. However, there 
is a fairly strong degree of equivalence between two- and -three
color combination patterns. 

iii) The contrast of hues in the case of two color combinations 
is strong, and so similarities between two- and three-color 
combinations in the central part of the image space (WCO, SHO, 
KGO and the · vicinity) do not readily appear. 

iv) Order and balance are easily obtained with three-color 
combinations, · and the 180 images can be produced with no 
difficulty. A sense of psychological balaoce is thus easy to 
obtain. 

*The table of 180 image terms is included in the study entitled 
"Japanese Color Preferertees" •. 

• 
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